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Preface
A Chronicle of Current Events was initially produced in 1968 as a bi-monthlyjournal. In the spring of that year members of the Soviet Civil Rights Movement
created the journal with the stated intention of publicizing issues and events
related to Soviet citizens' efforts to exercise fundamental human liberties. On
the title page of every issue there appears the text of Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which calls for universal freedom of opinion
and expression. The authors are guided by the principle that such universal
guarantees of human rights (also similar guarantees in their domestic law) should
be firmly adhered to in their own country and elsewhere. They feel that 'it is
essential that truthful information about violations of basic human rights in the
Soviet Union should be available to all who are interested in it'. The Chroniclesconsist mostly of accounts of such violations.

In an early issue it was stated that 'the Chronicle does, and will do, its utmostto ensure that its strictly factual style is maintained to the greatest degree
possible. . . .' The Chronicle has consistently maintained a high standard ofaccuracy. As a regular practice the editors openly acknowledge when a piece of
information has not been thoroughly verified. When mistakes in reporting occur,
these mistakes are retrospectively drawn to the attention of readers.

In February 1971, starting with number 16, Amnesty International began
publishing English translations of the Chronicles as they appeared. This volume,containing Chronicles 43-45, is, like previous ones, a translation of copies of theoriginal typewritten texts. The editorial insertions are the endnotes (numbered)
and the words in square brackets. The table of contents, abbreviations, illustra-
tions, names index, bibliographical note and material on the outside and inside
of the cover have been added to help the general reader. None of this material
appeared in the original texts.

The endnotes have been kept to a minimum, partly because the Russian text
already refers to earlier issues, and partly because the names index gathers
together all references to a particular person. Ukrainian names are usually given
in transliteration from the Russian, not in Ukrainian forms.

Since Amnesty International has no control over the writing of  A Chronicleof Current Events, we cannot guarantee the veracity of all its contents. Nor dowe take responsibility for any opinions or judgements which may appear or be
implied in its contents. Yet Amnesty International continues to regard  A
Chronicle of Current Events as an authentic and reliable source of informationon matters of direct concern to our own work for the worldwide observance of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Amnesty International
January 1979
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The Release of Vladimir Bukovsky
In September (7) of this year, the Danish Committee for the Sakharov Hear-ings proposed to the Soviet and Chilean authorities that they should simul-taneously release Vladimir Bukovsky and Luis Corvalan from imprisonment.V. Bukovsky was arrested in March 1971 and sentenced to 7 years' imprison-ment and 5 years' exile. Senator L. Corvalan (Secretary-General of the SpanishCommunist Party) was arrested in September 1973 and was imprisoned withouttrial.

The Chilean authorities declared that they were prepared to release Corvalanand send him out of the country, if the Soviet leaden released Bukovsky. L.Corvalan himself, as some Western radio stations reported, protested against thisplan and was particularly opposed to being exiled. As for Bukovsky, it provedimpossible to inform him of the 'exchange' in advance.
Meanwhile, the Danish Committee's proposal had received widespread inter-national support (in particular, from the organization Amnesty International andthe International League for Human Rights).
At the same time, independently of the Danish Committee's proposal, thecampaign for Bukovsky's release was gaining momentum in the West. Forexample, in Paris at a meeting in the Mutualité hall in defence of politicalprisoners in various countries, a resolution was adopted demanding the releaseof V. Bukovsky and S. Gluzman. The meeting was chaired by Laurent Schwartz,one of the greatest contemporary mathematicians, who is also well known as aleft-wing activist (in addition, he is known to readers of the Chronicle as thechairman of the International Mathematicians' Committee in Defence of Yu.Shikhanovich and L. Plyushch — Chronicles 32, 36). Among those who par-ticipated in the meeting were some leading members of the French CommunistParty. The Soviet authorities were especially displeased at this fact.Inside the Soviet Union the Danish Committee's proposal evoked a sympa-thetic response from many people. Unfortunately the Chronicle is not fullyinformed of all the statements, both individual and collective, which called forthe simultaneous release of Bukovsky and Corvalan.

On 18 October the writer Lev Kopelev and Academician Andrei Sakharovsent letters to W. Brandt, H. Kissinger and B. Kreisky, calling on them to sup-port the proposal for the simultaneous release of Corvalan and Bukovsky. Areply was received from one of the addressees — Bruno Kreisky, Chancellor ofthe Republic of Austria. Kreisky wrote that his numerous interventions on be-half of people persecuted for their political views had often been successful.However, Kreisky said that he considered the proposed `exchange' to be 'of littleuse and probably disadvantageous for the defence of human rights'.On 29 October A. Sakharov sent a letter to Prime Minister Callaghan, askinghim `to support the campaign in defence of the Soviet political prisoner Vladimir13ukovsky, which has been started in England, as well as in many other coun-tries'.
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together with him, that they would be spared payment of the visa tax, and that
they themselves would arrange all the formalities (including obtaining consent
from the father of her grandson) and all the difficulties of preparations for their
departure. In addition, they asked Nina Ivanovna not to tell anyone what they
had said until 17 December.

It later became known that on 17 December V. Bukovsky was already in
Moscow, in Lefortovo prison.

Early in the morning of 18 December a minibus drove up to the Bukovskys'
house. Bukovsky's mother, his sister Olga and three friends got into it. The
car drove to the hospital, where Olga's 12-year-old son had been for some time.
An ambulance with a doctor inside (he was to accompany the little boy to the
end of the journey) drove ahead of them, the minibus followed, carrying those
departing and those seeing them off.

Friends of the Bukovskys', wanting to see them off, were waiting at
Sheremetievo airport, assuming that they would be flying on an ordinary
passenger airline. However, the Bukovskys were driven to a military airport near
Moscow. At the entrance to the airport the car stopped (the 'ambulance' with
the little boy was allowed through) and those accompanying the Bukovskys
were told to say goodbye. Nina Ivanovna refused to go into the airport, demand-
ing that her friends be allowed through. After lengthy discussions, only Irina
Yakir was allowed to go through. Together with N. I. Bukovskaya she was
driven up to the aeroplane, which was ready for its 'special flight'; she turned
out to be the only one of Vladimir Bukovsky's friends who managed to see him
— Volodya [Vladimir] was brought out on to the steps for a few seconds so
that Nina Ivanovna could be sure he was on the plane.

A collective declaration was issued by the members of the Initiative Group
for the Defence of Human Rights (1'. Velikanova and T. Khodorovich) and the
members of the Helsinki Group (L. Alekseyeva, A. Ginzburg, M. Landa, Yu.
Orlov and A. Shcharansky). Later, on 12 December, the same authors
and P. Grigorenko demanded that the authorities should allow Bukovsky 'an
unsupervised meeting with his mother' and give him the opportunity of meet-
ing representatives of the press, of the Danish Committee or of Amnesty Inter-
national — so that Bukovsky could be informed of the Committee's proposal
and could express his point of view on the matter. They also demanded the
publication of the trial record of 'the Bukovsky case' and the text of the verdict.

In connection with the declaration made by the Chilean government of its
readiness to release Luis Corvalan on condition that the Soviet government
released Vladimir Bukovsky, the Soviet Amnesty International group (V.
Turchin, V. Albrekht, V. Voinovich and V. Kornilov) and the Helsinki Group
(Yu. Orlov, A. Shcharansky, L. Alekseyeva, V. Slepak and E. Bonner) addressed
this appeal to the communist parties of France, Italy, Great Britain and Spain:

We condemn the imprisonment of both Corvalan and Bukovsky. Political
prisoners in all the countries of the world should be liberated. While this is
not yet so, every action which leads to the release of even one or two prisoners
of conscience is justified and humane.

The government of Chile has declared its readiness to take such action.
Now Corvalan's release depends solely on the government of the U S S R.
Communists in the Soviet Union and all over the world have many times
demanded the release of Luis Corvalan. However, the Soviet government
has not reacted in any way so far to the Chilean government's offer. Can it
be that it will let this opportunity go by?

We consider that Western communists, who have often expressed their
interest in the problem of human rights, could exert a decisive influence in the
matter of a simultaneous release for Luis Corvalan and Vladimir Bukovsky.

* * •

Some time ago Nina Ivanovna 13ukovskaya, Vladimir's mother, received an
invitation from England, from the well-known English actor David Markham,
one of the organizers of the Committee for the Defence of Bukovsky. She wrote
about this to her son in Vladimir prison, asking him if he would agree to
emigrate. On 13 December an answering letter came : the letter contained two
statements from Vladimir — to Podgorny and to OVIR — asking for per-
mission to settle permanently in England. On the same day Nina Ivanovna
sent both statements to the addressees.

On 14 December Nina Ivanovna was visited at home by two K G B officials.
They told her that the Soviet government had decided to exchange Vladimir
Bukovsky for Luis Corvalan. They also said that her son must leave the
USSR on 18 December, that she, her daughter and grandson could leave

Bukovsky and his family were taken to Zurich (Switzerland), where Corvalan
had been brought the day before. Bukovsky was taken to the plane in hand-
cuffs. At 5 o'clock local time the procedure of 'simultaneous release' ws carried
out.

At a short press conference V. Bukovsky said that he had learned that he was
being 'exchanged' for Corvalan only in the plane. Bukovsky added that he was
happy that Corvalan had been released.

Neither Vladimir Bukovsky nor the members of his family have been deprived
of Soviet citizenship. Vladimir was given a Soviet passport valid for five
years. Nina Ivanovna was told that she, her daughter and her grandson could
return within six months. In spite of this, on 21 December Vyacheslav Bakhmin,
who has power of attorney from N. I. Bukovskaya, was visited at work and told
to clear the Bukovskys' things out of their flat within two days.

* * *
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A Victory for the Forces of Reason and Humanity

So two political prisoners are free ...
In rejoicing together with all humanity, we should like to believe that this

is not a chance incident, not merely a combination of circumstances, but a
decisive turning-point in the direction of humanity and reason. And we hope
that this change will lead the world towards a general political amnesty. And
we should like our country to take the lead in the campaign to achieve such
a desirable end.

As a first step we ask the Soviet government to :
Give an amnesty to Semyon Gluzman, who was sentenced, like Vladimir

Bukovsky, for protesting against the use of psychiatry to crush dissent.
Release immediately all prisoners whose state of health puts their lives

in danger. In particular, we appeal on behalf of Mustafa Dzhemilev, Valentin
Moroz, and Vasily Fedorenko, whose health has been seriously undermined
by hunger-strikes lasting many months, in protest at their unjust sentences; on
behalf of Mikhail Makarenko, Alexander Sergienko and Evgeny Pronyuk, who
are suffering from tuberculosis which has reached a stage endangering their lives;
and on behalf of Sergei Kovalyov, who urgently needs a serious operation.

We appeal to international public opinion and the governments of democra-
tic countries to support our demands ...

Pyotr Grigorenko, Yury Orlov, Andrei Salcharov

On 17 December 1976 L. Alekseyeva, T. Velikanova, A. Ginzburg, P.
Grigorenko, M. Landa, Yu. Orlov, V. Slepak, A. Shcharansky and T. Khodoro-
vich issued a statement responding to part of an interview given by A. Ya.
Sukharev, deputy Minister of Justice, Literaturnaya gazeta (Number 43, 27
October 1976), in which he mentioned Vladimir Bukovsky.

The statement accuses Sukharev of slander in the strictly legal sense of this
word — 'dissemination of knowingly false fabrications defaming another per-
son' (article 130 of the RSFSR Criminal Code). The authors of the state-
ment, in expressing their opinion of Bukovsky's character and activities and of
his sentence, which they consider 'monstrous', 'unjust' and 'illegal', state :

However, we now leave aside the question of the unlawful sentence in order
to refute the slander against Bukovsky without criticizing the sentence of the
court, but rather relying on the sentence.

In accordance with article 54 of the Principles of Criminal Procedure of
the USSR and article 358 of the RSFSR Code of Criminal Procedure,
'after taking legal effect, a verdict, decision or decree of a court is binding on

all state and public institutions, enterprises, organizations, responsible officials
and citizens'. A verdict is thus binding on A. Ya. Sukharev.

Nevertheless, Sukharev (not a private person but first deputy Minister of
Justice of the U S S R) publicly accuses Bukovsky of actions and attitudes not
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established by a court and not mentioned in the court's conclusion.

His assertion that Bukovsky 'never worked anywhere for long' can be docu-
mentarily disproved. Sukharev's statements about Bukovsky's first two trials
are deliberately false. Neither in 1963 nor in 1967 was Bukovsky accused of
calling for the overthrow of the system; in addition, in 1963 he was notcondemned: he was declared not responsible. (It is noted in passing that the
acknowledgement of Bukovsky's sanity at the trials that followed proves sub-
stantially that he is mentally healthy and that his compulsory medical treat-
ment was a form of political repression.)

On the latest trial the statement has this to say :

Sukharev alleges that in January 1972 a court irrefutably established that
Bukovsky had 'called for the overthrow of the Soviet political system'. This
is a deliberate lie. The point is not that everyone who knows Bukovsky
personally is aware that he never called on anyone, in any way, to overthrow
the Soviet political system, and that he never even formulated such an aim
to himself. That can be confirmed by dozens of witnesses.

The point is that Sukharev could not have had any doubts or been mistaken
on this matter. He knows (how could he not know?) that Bukovsky was neverfound guilty in the court's conclusion of calling for the overthrow of the
Soviet political system. This was not established by the court. The court did
not find Bukovsky guilty of this. Nor could it have found him guilty, as nosuch charge was brought against Bukovsky.

Sukharev also asserts that during the trial 'it was proved that his (Bukov-
sky's) activities were directed from abroad by the notorious N T S'i; that
'Bukovsky provided this organization with libellous material, receiving gifts
of money in return'. This is a deliberate lie. Again the point is not that dozens
of witnesses (who were not summoned or questioned either during the investi-
gation or during the trial) could confirm I3ukovsky's exceptionally incor-
ruptible character; he never got a single kopek as a 'gift' from N T S, or
anybody else. Sukharev could not have made a mistake about this matter, as
he knows (is duty-bound to know! ) the sentence passed on Bukovsky.

In the conclusion of the court there is no mention of any links with N T Sor of Bukovsky receiving any sums of money from anyone. As we do not have
in our possession the text of the court's conclusion, which was not published
and was not given to Bukovsky's mother, we are deprived of the possibility
of publishing its exact text.

Although we, like the other friends of Bukovsky, were not allowed into his
so-called 'open trial', Bukovsky's mother was in court and from her words
we know that the court found Bukovsky guilty on the following counts :

that he sought an opportunity to obtain a portable printing apparatus
from abroad;

that he gave copies of the Chronicle of Current Events, which the courtruled anti-Soviet, to a member of the Flemish Committee for Solidarity with
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Eastern Europe. (Let us note at this point that the Chronicles, which have
figured in many political cases, have never been defined by any court as
documents calling for the overthrow of the system);

that he gave foreign journalists material on the incarceration of healthy
persons in psychiatric hospitals in the USSR and on the methods of 'treat-
ment' in special psychiatric hospitals (this material was declared libellous by
the court);

that he had talked to two conscript soldiers in a cafe and in doing so
had expressed his opinions (the court declared this conversation anti-Soviet).

The court's conclusion did not pronounce Bukovsky guilty of any other
offences.

If we, not having the text of the court's conclusion, have described it
inaccurately, we are prepared to acknowledge any correction immediately
after the publication of the text in the Soviet press.

The statement says that a refutation written by Bukovsky in prison was not
passed by the prison censors. 'Now, when ... Bukovsky has received his free-
dom, he himself will be able to defend his honour and integrity against the
slanders of A. Ya. Sukharev.' Nevertheless, the authors put forward their own
demands: publication of the case-materials of all three of Bukovsky's 'cases'
in the Soviet press, and of a refutation of the libellous fabrications in the pages
of Literaturnaya gazeta. In addition, they ask that A. Ya. Sukharev and Litera-
turnaya gazeta be tried in a Soviet court, if Bukovsky should bring a prosecu-
tion against them from any country.

$ S •

Vladimir Konstantinovich Bukovsky was born in Moscow on 30 December 1942.
While he was still a youth he attracted the attention of the K G B through his

literary work (poems and stories), as well as by his participation in S M 0 G (a
literary, oppositionally inclined group of young people) at poetry readings by
the Mayakovsky monument and in the samizdat journal Phoenix.

In 1961 Bukovsky became a student of the biology faculty of Moscow Univer-
sity. In the spring of 1962 he gave up his studies and did not take the examina-
tions. When he appealed to the university to reinstate him, he was refused be-
cause of his already established reputation as being 'politically unreliable'.

After leaving the university, Bukovsky worked on a geological expedition;
then, for almost a year at the All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical
Information.

In May 1963 Bukovsky was arrested for being in possession of two photo-
copies of M. Djilas's book The New Class. After a diagnosis at the Serbsky In-
stitute, the court sent him for compulsory treatment, which he underwent at the
Leningrad Special Psychiatric Hospital (on Arsenal Street) from December
1963 to February 1965.

Bukovsky was one of the organizers of the first demonstration on Pushkin
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Square in Moscow, on Constitution Day, 5 December 1965. In that same Decem-
ber he was again put in a psychiatric hospital, this time without being tried,
until August 1966.

On 22 January 1967 Bukovsky organized a demonstration in protest against
the arrest of Galanskov, Lashkova, Dobrovolsky and Radzievsky. This was fol-
lowed by his arrest and trial under article 190-3. In his speech at the trial, which
was widely distributed in samizdat, I3ukovsky defended the constitutional right
to demonstrate in protest against government actions, as the right to demon-
strate in the government's support was in no need of constitutional affirmation.
The charge of violating public order and resisting the volunteer militia fell to
pieces in court but was nonetheless upheld in the verdict — 3 years in ordinary-
regime camps.

Bukovsky served this term in a camp near Voronezh.
After his release in January 1970 Bukovsky took an active part in the

movement for the defence of human rights. That summer he gave an interview
on the situation of political prisoners in psychiatric hospitals and camps, in which
he also spoke of the need to overcome the terror inherited from Stalin's times.
The interview was widely transmitted on English and American television.
Bukovsky was 'warned' at the Procurator's Office. He replied that he could
name scores of people who would confirm the truth of what he had said.

In January 1971 Bukovsky sent Western psychiatrists officially documented
psychiatric diagnoses on six people: P. Grigorenko, I. Yakhimovich, N. Gor-
banevskaya, V. Fainberg, V. 13orisov and V. Kuznetsov. In his letter Bukovsky
asked the psychiatrists to study this material and state whether the facts con-
tained therein could be made the basis for isolating these people from society and
giving them compulsory medical treatment. The letter was publisehd in TheTimes of 12 March 1971 and aroused an immediate reaction from many
psychiatrists.

On 29 March Bukovsky was arrested (Chronicle 19). During the investigation
he was sent to the Serbsky Institute, but this time — beyond doubt under
the influence of a widespread protest campaign — he was diagnosed sane
(Chronicle 22).

On 5 January 1972 Bukovsky was tried and sentenced to the maximum penalty
under article 70 of the RS FS R Criminal Code — 7 years' imprisonment (the
first 2 years in prison) and 5 years' exile (Chronicles 23, 24).

Bukovsky served his term first in Vladimir prison, then in Perm camp 35.
Before being sent to the camp, Bukovsky was detained for two months in
Lefortovo prison, where attempts were made to persuade him to recant by pro-
mising him a pardon.

In camp 35 Bukovsky actively participated in the well-known campaign of
protest against the harsh tyranny of the administration, a campaign which began
on 12 May 1974 and continued all summer (Chronicles 32, 33). Many of those
who took part in the campaign were transferred to Vladimir prison, Bukovsky
being one of the first (27 May). In the prison he was subjected to punishments
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(the cooler, strict regime, deprivation of visits) for his defence of the rights of
political prisoners.

From the moment of I3ukovsky's arrest, an active campaign for his release
was waged in the West and in the Soviet Union. Among many actions taken in
the West, particular mention should be made of the work of the British 'Com-
mittee for the Defence of Bukovsky', founded in 1975, and of the International
Committee to Combat Abuses of Psychiatry.

An especially important role in the fight to release Vladimir Bukovsky was
played by the unceasing petitions — to the Soviet authorities, to state and public
figures abroad, and to associations for the defence of human rights — from
his mother, Nina Ivanovna Bukovskaya.

fulfil the demand made by the world today and afford its political prisoners
the status of political prisonets. We demand this on 30 October 1976, Political
Prisoners' Day in the U S S R, and as a sign of protest we declare a hunger-
strike.
Political prisoners of Kuchino:
Kovalyov (Moscow), Mendelevich (citizen of Israel), Plunipa (Vilnius),Sverstyuk (Kiev).

* • •

Traditional Days of Protest

On 30 October the Initiative Group for the Defence of Human Rights in the
USS R and the USS R Helsinki Monitoring Group organized a press con-
ference in Moscow. Those who participated spoke of the position of women in
political camps. Foreign journalists were given letters and statements from
camps and prisons, documents asking for an amnesty, and issue 42 of the
Chronicle of Current Events. Telegrams were sent to political prisoners —
'Today we are with you'. Here follows the text of the statement issued by those
who took part in the press conference:

30 October — Political Prisoners' Day in the USSR
Dear friends!

We have gathered here today to observe Political Prisoners' Day in the
USSR for the third time. This day has not been fixed by us, by people
living in freedom. The day was fixed by those who are suffering in Soviet
concentration camps and in the terrible Vladimir Centro/ Prison.

Today they are on hunger-strike in support of their demand to be acknow-
ledged as political prisoners and to be accorded this status. For the third
year in succession, political prisoners, joining hands, declare to the whole
world: we are carrying on the fight — Kronid Lyubarsky, Vladimir Prison,October 1976.

We have taken to calling this day Political Prisoners' Day. That is the
name given to it by those who are now behind barbed wire, so that's what we
too call it. However, we always have to explain what we mean when we use
the generally accepted term 'political prisoner'. Political prisoners in the Land
of the Soviets are prisoners of conscience and the word.

Political prisoners in the USSR are honest people condemned for their
beliefs, for words they have spoken or written, for exchanging information.

Political prisoners in the USSR are courageous people condemned because
they fought with Words of Truth and Goodness against violence and lies,
evil and hypocrisy.

Political prisoners in the USSR are modest and talented people, con-
demned because they dared to defend their own national culture.

Political prisoners in the USSR are religious believers condemned for
their faith, for preaching their faith.

Political prisoners in the USSR are people who have tried to escape from

30 October: Political Prisoners' Day

In 1976 Political Prisoners' Day was observed for the third time. In camps
and prisons the traditional hunger-strikes took place on that day; over 60 people
took part. Among them were: the women Stasiv-Kalynets, Popovich, Senik
and Shabatura; prisoners in Vladimir prison — Abankin, Antonyuk, Afanasev,
Balakhonov, I3ondar, Budulak-Sharygin, Bukovsky, G a iduk, Davydov,
Denisenko, Zdorovy, Lyubarsky, Makarenko, Pashnin, Popadyuk, Prikhodko,
Rode, Roketsky, Safronov, Sergienko, Stepanov, Superfin, Suslensky, Trufanov,
Turik, Fedorenko, Khnokh, Shakirov, Shakhverdyan and Shinkaruk; prisoners
serving their terms in a special-regime camp — Karavansky, Kuznetsov, Rebrik,
Romanyuk, Fyodorov and Shumuk; political prisoners in the Urals — Assel-
baums, Altman, Butman, Verkholyak, Grabans, Zalmanson, Kivilo, Kalynets,
Zakharchenko, Motryuk, Gluzman, Zograbyan, Kiirend, Kovalyov, Marchenko,
Mendelevich, Mikitko, Pronyuk, Soroka, Prishlyak, Shovkovoi, Plumpa,
Sverstyuk and Svetlichny; and prisoners in the Mordovian camps — Osipov,
Soldatov and Kheifets.

Those who took part in the hunger•strike demanded an end to forced labour
and to the use of a starvation diet as a form of punishment; they asked that
camps and prisons should be opened up for inspection by international humani-
tarian organizations and the independent press. They asked to be accorded the
status of political prisoners.

In Perm camp 36 they declared:

We understand why the Soviet Union demands freedom for political prisoners
throughout the world, except in the socialist camp. As we are part of the
world, we also demand freedom.

However, if the socialist camp cannot imagine itself existing without such
institutions as prisons and camps for those who think differently, then let it
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a country which has reached 'the highest stage of socialism', the country
approaching Communism. The state has charged them with 'treason to the
Motherland'.

Political prisoners in the USSR are citizens of the national republics who
have tried to achieve — in a peaceful, legal manner — the realization of their
nations' right to independence.

Political prisoners in the USSR are people who participated in or
sympathized with the [post-war] national movements of liberation and who
have grown old in captivity.

Political prisoners in the USSR are citizens who have been trying to re-
turn to the lands of their fathers.

Political prisoners in the USSR are compassionate, responsive people who
have come to the defence of those like themselves.

Political prisoners in the USSR have not committed any crhne as regards
generally accepted legal norms. That they have been convicted is Ow cruellest
injustice. That they are detained in concentration camps and prisons is a
crizne against hunzanity.

We dedicate today's press conference to the political prisoner Sergei
Kovalyov. 'An exceptionally truthful and good man, Kovalyov could not
admit the possibility of saying anything that was not true, even in the smallest
detail. He never wished anyone ill, even those who behaved so cruelly to
him. His social and political views added up to this: that people must strive
to root out injustice, whatever the cost, that any violence committed by people
against each other was unjustifiable. Kovalyov is truly enamoured of good,
honest, truthful pvople devoted to high ideals. He believes that evil must be
rooted out and does not spare his strength or even his life in the battle against
it. He has no political platform and never had.' A. Rozhansky, former citizen
of the U S S R, lawyer; Jerusalem, June 1976.

One of the main points in the charges against Kovalyov was his partici-
pation in the observance of Political Prisoners' Day on 30 October 1974.
It was then that the day was first observed. From the speech for the pro-
secution:

A significant part of the charges consists of evidence relating to the press
conference which took place on 30 October 1974. This part of the indict-
ment includes the following episode ... Together with other members of the
Initiative Group for the Defence of Human Rights in the U S S R, meeting
at Sakharov's flat, Kovalyov participated in disseminating information
about the situation of persons serving terms of punishment in places of
imprisonment in the U S S R. I draw attention to the fact that, as a result,
this material was widely used in the ideological campaign aganst the Soviet
Union ...

The next point in the indictment concerns Kovalyov's participation in
producing the Chronicle of Current Events, in particular issues 28 and 34,
which were distributed on the territory of the Soviet Union and also abroad.

The accused Kovalyov is charged with gathering information and materials
for the C C E, with storing and editing this materal with the aim of later
publishing it in the Chronicle, and with distributing it.

Today a new issue, number 42, of the Chronicle of Current Events hascome out. About one third of this issue is devoted to reports on the intolerable
conditions in which prisoners of conscience exist, in which Sergei Kovalyov
now lives.

However, in spite of all this, they remain themselves. And they support each
other.

... May we be strengthened by the names also of those who live among us
and every day, through their lives, give an example of courage and high-
minded civic duty!' wrote the political prisoner Kronid Lyubarsky in a
letter. The letter reached us by a miracle, overcoming extraordinary obstacles,
from the very centre of the penal system — Vladimir Prison.

The voices of the prisoners are heard ever more insistently and more
often, demanding that the Soviet government should allow U N representa-
tives, representatives of international humanitarian organizations, lawyers
and doctors to visit them.

We support this demand.
We hope that international organizations will make the maximum effort to

visit political prisoners in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
We are glad that the fate of Soviet political prisoners has become a subject

of concern and attention in Western society. We thank all those who came
to the meeting at the 'Mutualite in defence of Vladimir Bukovsky and
Semyon Gluzman. We are grateful to Laurent Schwartz in this connection.

In appealing to the Soviet government to declare a general amnesty forpolitical prisoners, we clearly state at the same time that the only just deci-
sion would be the complete exculpation and release of all prisoners of
conscience.
30 October 1976
Tatyana Khodorovkh, Malva Landa, A/exander Lavut, Tatyana Velikanova,Alexander Ginzburg, Lyudmila Alekseyeva, Yury Orlov, Viktor Nekipelov,
Andrei Sakharov, Elena Bonner, Efrem Yankelevich, Pyotr Grigorenko,
Zinaida Grigorenko, Valentin Turchin, Nina Strokatova, Galina Salova-
Lyubarskaya.

*

At the press conference Malva Landa's letter to the International Labour Organ-
ization and Amnesty International, entitled The Mockery of Wages for the
Labour of Prisoners', was read out. The letter describes how the application
of the rules of prison accounting has led to  Irina Stasiv-Kalynets  not having
had access to the camp shop since summer 1975 (Chronicle 42). The Chroniclehas already reported that the artist  Stefaniya Shabatura  has been forbidden to
draw (Chronicles 41, 42). At  the press conference M. Landa described S.
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Another statement read out at the press conference analyses the report of G.Kozlov (concerning the meeting at the 'Mutalite) and the interview withSukharev, both of which were published in Literaturnaya gazeta on 27 October1976:

Shabatura's last visit from her mother. The visit was first fixed to last for oneday. At the end of the first day Stefaniya and her mother were visited by thecamp authorities. Shabatura's mother was shown examples of her daughter's'anti-Soviee works — bars and barbed wire. In spite of requests from S.Shabatura she was not shown her bookmarks and drawings for children. ThenShabatura was asked to sign a statement saying that her new drawings werenow not being destroyed. Only if she did so would the authorities agree toprolong the visit. Stefan iya wrote a statement saying that she was not surethat her drawings would not bc destroyed again the following day. The visitwas prolonged to two days.

We strongly protest against the use of such disgusting methods to discreditthe Civil Rights Movement in the USS R and against the libelling ofimprisoned activists of the Movement. This is the more repulsive, as thosewho are libelled are deprived of the opportunity to publish refutations in theSoviet press

• •
Davydov, Lyulbarsky and Makarenko, prisoners in Vladimir prison, have sent aletter to the executive committee of Amnesty International. They mention oncemore the situation with regard to the correspondence of political prisoners, anddescribe the ploys of the administration, designed to cut the prisoners off fromthe outside world. These measures now extend to the 'loss' of letters and to openinfringement of the Corrective Labour Legislation and the postal regulations.

* •
From Vladimir prison the political prisoners Bondar, Bukovsky, Davydov,
Lyubarsky, Makarenko and Popadyuk have appealed to the International
Association of Democratic Lawyers. They describe the operation of assizessessions of people's courts in the camps. These sessions use a special, simplifiedjudicial procedure. By decree of the court, prisoners can be transferred to aprison regime for up to three years. This sanction can be applied more thanonce. Although the court refers to article 53 of the R S F SR Corrective LabourCode (which concerns malicious violation of the camp regime), the politicalprisoners are actually punished for their beliefs.

The authors illustrate their statements by quoting instances involving Suslenskyand Rode. They write that they reported these trials to the USSR Procura-tor's Office, the Ministry of Justice, the Supreme Soviet of the U S S R, the PartyCentral Committee, the Supreme Court of the USSR and the USSR Councilof Ministers, but all the addressees expressed their approval of what hadoccurred.
At the end of their letter the political prisoners write:
Now we find it necessary to bring all this to the notice of the InternationalAssociation of Democratic Lawyers. We are interested in knowing if, afterthis, democratically inclined lawyers can go on calmly conferring at con-ferences with Soviet lawyers who not only have failed to raise their voicesin protest against mockery of this sort but have even participated in itpersonally.

• •

5 December - Soviet Constitution Day

In Moscow the traditional 'silent meeting' took place on this day for the twelfthtime, by the Pushkin monument. The first demonstration on Pushkin Squaretook place on 5 December 1965. The demonstrators demanded that theapproaching trial of A. Sinyavsky and Yu. Daniel be conducted openly and thatthe Constitution be observed. The latter demand became the traditional mottofor the annual demonstrations on 5 December. At exactly 6 o'clock in theevening the demonstrators bare their heads 'as a sign of mourning' over theabsence of the constitutional freedoms and stand in silence for several minutes.So far the number of those taking part has ranged from about ten to severaldozen. The demonstrations have been relatively peaceful; the volunteer militiahave surrounded the demonstrators, forming a crowd of 100-150 peoplealtogether.
This time everything was different. The group of demonstrators, whichincluded A. D. Sakharov, was surrounded by a tight ring of operations police,who began to push and jostle them, energetically pushing them back from thePushkin monument towards the benches and hedgerows around the square.N. Fyodorova had her spectacles broken, V. Nekipelov was knocked off hisfeet. When, at 6 o'clock in the evening, the demonstrators in the group took offtheir hats, having failed to get through to the monument, those around thembegan to throw snow mixed with mud at them. (There was no snow on PushkinSquare that day; witnesses assert that the militia brought the snow with themin paper bags.)
A group of Reform Baptists (initsiativniki) from Kiev, who had come tothe demonstration, found themselves outside the ring. One of the Baptists threwa huge bouquet of carnations at Sakharov, but the bouquet was knocked out ofSakharov's hands and trampled on. All this was going on to the accompanimentof jeers and yells (directed at A. D. Sakharov in particular) simulating 'theindignation of the masses'.
A few hundred people gathered round those who had managed to reach themonument, but the situation there was much more peaceful. At about 6 o'clock
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the crowd stretched all the way from the monument to Gorky Street. Some part
of the crowd was made up of volunteer militia, but exactly how much remained
unclear until 6 o'clock. At that moment many people — but not all — followed
the example of the 'traditional' group of demonstrators and bared their heads.

Unlike the state of affairs round the group that had been pushed away, the
silence around the monument lasted undisturbed for five minutes. Afterwards
P. G. Grigorenko made a short speech, this being the first speech in the history
of the meetings on Pushkin Square:

We thank those who have come here to honour the memory of millions of
innocently murdered people! We thank you all as well for expressing your
solidarity with prisoners of conscience by your presence here I The tradition
of demonstrating on Pushkin Square was established by Vladimir Bukovsky,
who is now a prisoner in Vladimir prison. Demand freedom for Vladimir
Bukovsky!

Many people loudly repeated 'Freedom for Bukovskyl'
Cameras were constantly flashing above the crowd. One of the most pic-

turesque sights of the evening was provided by a certain person sitting astride
the Pushkin monument and continually taking photographs of the crowd.

Three persons were detained on Pushkin Square for a short while, including
Associated Press correspondent George Krimsky (Chronicle 42), who on some
pretext had been stopped on the edge of the square, pushed into a car and not
allowed to get out until everything was over. The tyres of his own car then
turned out to have been slashed.

On 5 December Armenian political prisoners Paruir Airikyan, Azat Arskakyan
and Razmik Markosyan demanded the legalization of the National United Party
of Armenia and a referendum in Armenia on the question of self-determination.

Their demands were upheld, in statements addressed to the Presidium of the
Armenian Supreme Soviet, by the following political prisoners in the Mordovian
camps : Mikhail Korenblit, Vasily Ovsienko, Vladimir Osipov, Oksana Popo-
vich, Boris Penson, Nijole Sadunaite, Pyotr Sartakov, Irina Senik, Sergei
Soldatov, Irina Stasiv-Kalynets, Vasily Stus, Mikhail Kheifets, Vyacheslav
Chornovil, Stefaniya Shabatura and Artem Yuskevich.

Political prisoners in Vladimir prison have sent statements to the Supreme
Soviet of the U S S R, pointing out the necessity of bringing the Constitution
into line with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the U N Covenants
on human rights and the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, so that 'the
text of the new constitution will not only proclaim the basic human rights and
freedoms, but will also make provision for establishing a mechanism to guaran-
tee those rights in reality'.

• • *

On 4 December Alexander Gotovtsev was summoned to police station 73,
where K G B officials were waiting for him. They told Gotovtsev that he was
forbidden to appear on Pushkin Square with his guitar on 5 December. If he
ignored this, it would be regarded as a breach of public order.

On 5 December, at 5.30 in the evening, A. Gotovtsev was seized on Razgulyai
Square (together with his guitar), pushed into a taxi and taken to the local police
sub-station; he was kept there until the demonstration was over.

A. Gotovtsev (stage name Rossiisky) is a composer and singer of songs who
has taken an active part in the 'Sunday Concerts' (see 'An Unofficial Enter-
tainment' in Chronicle 41 and 'News in Brief' in Chronicle 42 and this issue).

* SS

For the first time similar demonstrations took place in other towns in Odessa
and Leningrad. In Odessa 13 people gathered at 5 pm at the Pushkin monument
on Primorsky Boulevard. In Leningrad 25 people took part in the demonstra-
tion (at the Pushkin monument on the Square of the Arts).

42 *

10 December: Human Rights Day

On this day over 50 political prisoners in Vladimir, Mordovia and the Urals
held their traditional hunger-strike in protest against the non-observance of
human rights in the U S S R.

A statement supporting their protest was issued by the Initiative Group in
Defence of Human Rights in the U S S R, the Group to Assist the Implementa-
tion of the Helsinki Agreements in the USSR and 19 other people.

Yu. F. Orlov, head of the Helsinki Group, made this appeal to L. I. Brezhnev:

I appeal to you and other leaders of the C P S U. As you have an unlimited
apparatus of repression at your disposal, you could safely carry out a series
of reforms, such as allowing :

a general political amnesty;
freedom of activity for independent religious, professional, judicial,

philanthropic, national-cultural and other non-political, non-party associations;
freedom to function for independent centres of public information, par-

ticularly for independent cooperative publishing houses;
the drafting of a law regarding the right of citizens to strike;
freedom to emigrate, including the right freely to leave the country

and return to it.
I would remind you that absolutely all the civil rights enumerated in points 2
to 5 are stipulated in the International Covenants, which already apply to
Soviet territory: the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and others.
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The existing laws, as well as the repression going on in practice, are in glaring
contradiction to the international obligations of the Soviet government.

The desire to avoid liberalization and democratization of public and social
life at any price is a repetition of the mistakes made by the Tsarist govern-
ment. It is in the national interest that reforms should be carried out long
before such a critical situation arises that the same reforms will no longer
pacify but rather excite social passions.

In the Prisons and Camps

Vladimir Prison

Vasily Fedorenko is continuing the hunger-strike he began on 26 April 1975
(Chronicle 42 was inaccurate here), immediately after his arrival at the prison
(Chronicle 38). He interrupted the hunger-strike twice in this time, at the insis-
tence of his friends, because his life was in great danger. One of these inter-
ruptions was in August 1976, after an attempt at self-immolation in the cooler.
During his hunger-strike Fedorenko has been put in the cooler five or six times.

On 5 May 1976 political prisoners held a one-day hunger-strike to mark the
hundredth anniversary of the Tsar's decree banning the Ukrainian language. The
hunger-strikers were protesting at present-day discrimination against Ukrainians.

More on the Subject of Correspondence
In December 1974 N. P. Kapkanov, the official in charge of corrective labour
institutions in Vladimir region, described his reason for confiscating a letter
thus: 'The letter was correctly confiscated, as it contained information which
has no bearing on correspondence between relatives.'

In December 1975 he refused to send off a letter from G. Rode on the ground
that it was — too long : 'We aren't allowed to send manuscripts.'

One of K. Lyubarsky's letters was confiscated because of his 'use of inverted
commas'. In another letter Lyubarsky called some of the people he knew 'silly
fools' — the prison administration suspected that he was referring to the party
leaders and the government.

In January 1976 a letter was returned to A. Zdorovy after being investigated
for two months — a letter containing his translation into Ukrainian of stories
from a Soviet journal. Once more the reason given was 'We don't send manu-
scripts'.

In February 1976 a letter touching upon religious matters was confiscated from
E. Pashnin. The explanation given was: 'In our country the church is separated
from the state.'

Mass confiscation of letters began after a visit to the prison in March 1976
by Procurator Lobin, head of the USSR Procuracy's department for supervis-
ing places of imprisonment. In July 1976 prison governor Zavyalkin stated:
'You should understand that neither we nor the regional procurator's office
would change the existing procedures for sending letters and complaints; we
have received instructions from the Procurator-General.'

The blockade of correspondence was directly commanded by Lieutenant-
Colonel Ugodin, head of prison security (he is now the prison governor).

* * ** * •

In preparation for 1 August 1976, the first anniversary of the Helsinki Agree-
ment, the political prisoners in Vladimir prison sent identical statements to the
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet. They demanded that a referendum
should be carried out in every republic of the Soviet Union, under the super-
vision of a special commission, to decide the internal and external status of the
said republic.

The prison administration considered that these statements contained
impermissible expressions and confiscated them.

*

On 5 December the day commemorating victims of the Red Terror was
observed. Many people managed to observe the customary ritual of the camps
— candles are erected on a little mound — even in their cells, by secretly
making candles from materials available to them.

From 23 to 30 September, 13 political prisoners were on hunger•strike in pro-
test against the orders given by prison governor Ugodin to send back parcels
of books that had come for G. Superfin and Z. Popadyuk (reason given: their
personal effects already weighed more than 50 kilograms). They ended their
hunger-strike after Assistant Procurator Sychugov of Vladimir region counter-
manded the order.

Later Ugodin forbade the ordering of educational, medical and juridical
literature from the organization 'Books by Post', and also forbade such litera-
ture to be given out to the prisoners from their personal belongings in the store-
room. (Since 1969 'Books by Post' has been the only source of books permitted
to the prisoners.)

The prisoners responded by holding a short warning hunger-strike on 7
November and designated the end of December to carry out a general hunger-
strike. The hunger-strike did not take place as this ban too was repealed by the
procurator's office.• • • * • 0
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In 1976 political prisoners inquired of the Vladimir Post Office about registered
letters they had sent, and found out that over 100 letters containing complaints
to various departments had not been sent from the prison to the post office.
The numbers of receipts given to the prisoners by the security department turned
out to be fabricated.

On 25 November a search was carried out, during which blank forms for
acknowledging delivery of letters were confiscated.

On 26 November, before he left, he was deprived of his exercise-books, post-
cards with greetings on them, journals, cuttings from newspapers, empty
envelopes and postal forms, an album containing a stamp collection, note-
books, letters he had received, and copies of letters he had sent.

Pashnin refused to enter the 'Black Maria', demanding the return of the con-
fiscated papers. On the orders of Kichigin, the officer in charge, he was pushed
into the car by force. Pashnin then refused to leave the 'Black Maria' and get
into the train. The guards beat him up in full public view and threw him into a
carriage.

Pashnin is serving his term in exile in Vorkuta.Afanasev, Lyubarsky and Makarenko, after being deprived of access to the
camp shop and put in the cooler for their refusal to work (they are political
prisoners), were transferred to strict regime for 2 months from 24 September
(Chronicle 42 is inaccurate on this point). In October Safronov was put in the
cooler for 15 days (the reason is unknown to the Chronicle). Five days later he
was released because of his anaemic condition.

* • •
In December Makarenko, Davydov, Superfin and Zdorovy were put in the
cooler.

Makarenko got 15 days for showing a common criminal prisoner how to write
complaints by registered letter with a notification.

Davydov and Superfin got 10 days each. They had demanded that replies to
their complaints from Soviet institutions, which — against their signature of
acknowledgement — are read out to prisoners in the security department, should
be given to them, so that they can read them for themselves (as the Corrective
Labour Code lays down). The charge against them stated that their demand was
made 'rudely'.

Zdorovy got 12 days, for refusing to hand in a third pair of underclothes to
the store-room. His pair of warm underclothes was taken away from him, leav-
ing him with only summer ones.

In the Camps

On 22 June 1976  Georg Gimpu  (Perm camp 35) sent a statement to the Chair-
man of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet. Gimpu wrote about the
fate of 'Soviet citizens of Romanian nationality' (Moldavians). He demanded an
end to the suppression of persons fighting to unite Bessarabia with Romania. The
statement ends as follows:

As a Romanian from Bessarabia and as a political prisoner, I demand that
the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet should resolve in the near future
to return Bessarabia to Romania, thus giving the Romanian people the
opportunity to unite, all the more so as the same socio-political system exists
in both Bessarabia and Romania. As a sign of protest against the annexa-
tion of Bessarabia by the Soviet Union on 28 June 1940  I  declare that I will
go on hunger-strike on 28 June. In accordance with article 125 of the Soviet
Constitution, which guarantees freedom of speech and freedom of the press,
I ask that this statement be published in the main papers and also that George
Bandrus, ambassador of the Romanian Socialist Republic, be informed of it

• •

• 0 In a letter to the Chairman of the USSR Supreme Court (dated 23 July 1976)
B. Shakhverdyan 'thanks' the Soviet judicial organs who transferred him from
Perm camp 35 to Vladimir prison (Chronicle 42), thus freeing him from the
persecution of the administration in camp 35.

On 26 November Babur Shakirov and Nikolai Budulak-Sharygin were sent
back to camps. Both of them had been given three-year prison terms while they
were in Mordovian camp 19, for signing letters to the Committee for Human
Rights (Chronicle 32).

* • *
* • • From September to December  Paruir Airikyan (Chronicles 34, 42) was in

Erevan. He was transferred there from Mordovia in an ordinary train (accom-
panied b) a special guard detail), dressed in civilian clothes; he was well fed
and even treated to some cognac. A meeting was arranged for him with  Ashot
Navasardyan,  who had been brought from Penn camp 36. Officials attempted
to persuade both of them to resign their membership of the National United
Party by promising a reduction in their sentences. Both refused.

In November 1976, Evgeny Pashnin's term of imprisonment came to an end
(according to his sentence, he still has two years in exile left). While his docu-
ments were being checked, a small note was found on him — for this he was
put in the cooler on 26 November and kept there until he was due to leave for
his place of exile.
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In the spring Navasardyan was in the punishment cells for 2 months. At the
ends of May he was transferred to the camp dispensary (on a stretcher) and
then sent to Armenia from there.

In December  L. A. Ladyzhensky (Chronicles 34, 40, 42) was released from Penn
camp 36 at the end of his 3-year term. The 3-year period of exile he was
sentenced to serve has been cancelled by an official pardon. The pardon also
gives him the right to return to Riga.

Concerning Mustafa Dzhemilev

Mustafa Dzhemilev was transferred from Omsk prison to a camp on 18 June
(not 25 June, as reported in Chronicle 41). A few days beforehand the head of
the medical section had told him that it would take a few more months to restore
his health (after his hunger-strike). The transfer took more than two months,
with long stops in Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, Khabarovsk and Vladivostok. Dzhemilev
reached the camp on 20 August.

On 23 August Mustafa wrote in a letter to his brother:

It would be difficult for our parents to travel such a distance to visit me, and
their experiences would not be very pleasant; so please explain the circum-
stances to them in as reassuring a manner as you can. I am sorry that I can-
not write them a letter, as we can write only in Russian.

I would have asked you to bring me as many books as possible in Turkish
and English, but here  I  have been deprived of those I had with me already, as
these languages 'are not national languages in the USSR or the brotherly
socialist countries'. So they said ...

A few days later some of these books, including some dictionaries, were
returned to Dzhemilev.

As soon as he arrived in the camp Dzhemilev demanded to be isolated (in
solitary), in order to avoid being accused once again of making anti-government
statements to other prisoners. When his request was refused, he declared a
hunger-strike. Dzhemilev was taken out to work (in addition, the team-leader
wrote reports on him, saying that he was simulating illness and worked badly);
on the fifth day he was told that he would not be allowed any visits while on
hunger-strike. Dzhemilev broke off his hunger-strike. In a letter dater 9 Septem-
ber Mustafa wrote: 'In general, the camp administration's attitude to me is not
hostile, and I am demanding to be isolated as a result of my experiences in
Omsk. After all, the attitude of the administration there was quite normal too,
and the camp officials were not those responsible for organizing the dirty tricks'
(Chronicles 36, 40).

Mustafa's visit from his brother and sister was fixed for 4 October. They were
given a pass to travel to Khasan district only on 2 October, in Tashkent, after

many visits to the M V D, the police and the K  G B (Chronicle 42). Nevertheless,
on the afternoon of 4 December Man and Vasfiye arrived at the camp. Towards
evening, after a painstaking search of their belongings (writing materials, photo-
graphs of relations, bouillon cubes, dried milk, multi-vitamins and medicines
were confiscated) and a body search during which they were stripped naked,
they were allowed into the visiting room. Mustafa was brought in the following
morn ing.

Mustafa looked well, but it turned out that he found it difficult to eat because
of tooth decay and stomach pains.

On the first day of the visit Captain Yaryshcv, head of the camp security
section, came into the room. He told the visitors : 'You see, your brother is in
perfect health, but you are giving out bad news about him. Western radio stations
are broadcasting that he is being degraded and is destined for a slow death. You
must write a refutation of this."Who for?' — asked the brother and sister.
'The document will be put in his case file. You should also try to dissuade your
brother from his hunger•strike. Nothing like "the Omsk case" will occur here.'

Asan and Vasfiye agreed to think about making such a statement. The next
day they were issued pens and paper for two hours. In a statement addressed
to the camp commandant they wrote that their brother had said he was receiv-
ing medical aid and had no complaints to make of the administration; they also
gave the reasons for his hunger-strike. Yaryshev signed the copy of the state-
ment addressed to Dzhemilev's lawyer. Mustafa told Yaryshev that he would
stop his hunger-strike until he received a letter from his lawyer about the reply
to his supervisory appeal, and that he would wait for this until 5 December.

During a search after the visit a copy of the statement was confiscated from
Asan and he was told that the authorities themselves would send it to the
lawyer.

The news that Mustafa was again on hunger-strike provoked a widespread
reaction from the Crimean Tatars. Scores of people signed a letter to him
expressing solidarity with his struggle but asking him to give up his hunger-
strike. Mustafa's mother heard of the hunger-strike and wrote to him on the
same lines.

Mustafa did not renew his hunger-strike.

* * •

On 27 September the Omsk Regional Court heard the case of V. A.  Dvoryansky
(Chronicle 37), charged with giving false evidence at the trial of Mustafa
Dzhemilev on 14 April 1976. Dvoryansky then had renounced the evidence he
had given at the pre-trial investigation, as it had been forced out of him by
means of threats from K G B officials and an investigator (Chronicle 40).

Dvoryansky was sentenced to 1 year's imprisonment, to follow his earlier
sentence of 10 years (for murder in a fight) which is due to end in 1982.
According to information which may not be wholly accurate, at the trial on
27 September Dvoryansky was also charged under article 190-1 in connection
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with material confiscated from him during searches in camp, but the court did
not find him guilty of this charge.*

Before the trial Dvoryansky was kept in an investigation prison. After the
trial he was sent back to the camp near Omsk where he had been imprisoned
with Dzhemilev. It is known that a medical commission had recommended that
he be transferred to a different climatic zone because of his state of health
(diseased lungs, skin rash). Similar requests from Dvoryansky himself, which
he has been handing in for a long time, have not so far met with success. In
addition Major Filonenko, head of the camp dispensary, refuses to give him any
medical treatment.

The Trial of Bashkirov

The Trial of Bashkirov

The Chronicle can now expand and make more precise the short report
(Chronicle 42) of the court proceedings of 7•8 October in the Supreme Court
of the Yakut A S S R, with judge Lukin presiding.

There were about 15 relatives and acquaintances of Pavel Bashkirov in the
courtroom, together with a specially selected public (the courtroom, which takes
60 people, was full).

P. E. Bashkirov was charged under article 1904 of the RSFSR Criminal
Code with disseminating the following works : Orwell's 1984; a stenographic

record of a seminar on A. Nekrich's book 22 June 1941 (the seminar took place

in February 1966 at the Department for the History of the Great Fatherland
War of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism attached to the Central Committee
of the C P S U. 500 people were present. The speakers gave the book a positive
assessment, but later the book and its author were subjected to criticism); a letter
in defence of Solzehnitsyn from L. Chukovskaya to lzvestia; Rzhevsky's book

The Creator and his Exploits (on Solzhenitsyn's works); Solzhenitsyn's Letter

to the Soviet Leaders; and two issues of the Chronicle of Current Events.

The evidence in the case also included cassettes containing recordings of tele-
phone conversations and others with recordings of songs (by Galich and others
— in court neither the songs nor the authors were named). In addition Bashkirov
was charged with carrying on slanderous conversations in his cell in the
investigation prison.

Bashkirov pleaded not guilty.
With regard to the book by Orwell he said that the prosecution had not

proved in any way that the story was libellous, particularly with reference to the
Soviet system. Bashkirov stated that the stenographic record of speeches made
in an official Soviet institution in the presence of many well-known persons

['Correction in Chronicle 47: the first charge figured in the indictment but not in the
verdict. In the verdict only the charge under article 190-1 remained.]

could not form part of a criminal charge against him. 'The Chronicle,' said
Bashkirov, 'is an informational publication and contains nothing except objective
reporting of facts.' He also pointed out that there was no proof that he had dis-
tributed the two issues confiscated from him in Nyurba. The investigators had
declared that he was taking them to Tverdokhlebov, which meant that he
intended to 'disseminate' them. Bashkirov explained that he had brought them
with him because he did not want to leave them at home; he could not say
whether he would have given them to Tverdokhlebov or not, as he had not
come to any final decision about this.

With regard to the recordings of telephone conversations, he said that these
were of his conversations with Tverdokhlebov's sister; he had merely wanted to
give Tverdokhlebov the pleasure of hearing his relative's voice — no slanderous
conversations had taken place between them.

Witnesses were questioned. There were 10 of thLm. I3ashkirov's father, his
wife Asya Gabysheva, his wife's brother, three of his cell-mates from the investi-
gation prison, three people from his fortncr place of work and the artist Shavlov.

His father and wife did not confirm the charge of dissemination. Shurin said
that Bashkirov had given him 1984 and Letter to the Soviet Leaders. Bashkirov
objected, saying that he had never been in possession of the Letter.

Shavlov testified that he had himself asked Bashkirov to give him 1984, after
seeing this book on his shelf; he had read 16 pages and then stopped reading it,
as he found nothing of interest in it (neither had he found anything anti-Soviet).

The witnesses who had shared his cell testified that Bashkirov had carried
on anti-Soviet conversations. For example, according to evidence given by one
of them, he had spoken of his wish to go abroad. Bashkirov asked the witness:
'And what else did I say?' He replied: 'You said that you would tour around
and then come back.' According to another witness, Bashkirov had told a joke
about Brezhnev and some other government leaders in an aeroplane. l3ashkirov
asked him to recall what he had said about the joke. The witness replied that
Bashkirov had said he considered such jokes to be stupid.

The remaining witnesses gave a positive account of Bashkirov's character
and said nothing concerning the charges.

In his speech the Procurator called all the above-mentioned works criminal,
spoke of Bashkirov's aims in disseminating them and of the warning given to
Bashkirov, according to the Decree, not long before he was arrested (Chronicle
41), and demanded that he be given a 3-year sentence.

Defence counsel Medvedev agreed with the assessment of the works in the
indictment. He asked the court to take into account the fact that Bashkirov, not
having any legal training, could not judge their contents competently; he spoke
of the good references he had from his place of work, of the fact that he was
a conscientious father, and asked for a mild sentence. (Medvedev first met Bash-
kirov half an hour before the trial began. The report in Chronicle 42 of their
studying the case evidence together was wrong.)

In his final speech Bashkirov said he would serve the sentence of 3 years
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suggested by the prosecutor, but the authorities would hardly be able to change
his views by this means; on the contrary, he was sure it would only confirm
them. 'You should either convince me by argument to change my views or —
if you cannot do so — shoot me.'

At the end of one session Bashkirov tried to throw his friends a note, but it
was taken away from him; he was led away and brought back into the court-
room in handcuffs.

While still in the courtroom Bashkirov had asked his lawyer to visit him in
prison and help him draw up an appeal. However he was in effect deprived
of the possibility of appealing against the sentence. The lawyer Medvedev wrote
to his client in prison, advising him not to appeal, and, by deceiving Bashkirov's
relatives in various ways, he avoided any meeting with him until it was too late.
As a result Bashkirov sent in his appeal late; at the same time he sent a request
for an extension of the time required to appeal. When the court refused the
request for more time Bashkirov could not appeal against this decision as he
had been put in the cooler for the whole period allotted by law for such appeals
(the reason is unknown to the Chronicle).

On 23 November Bashkirov was sent to serve his sentence (11- years, from 23
June 1976) in an ordinary-regime camp near Yakutsk (in the settlement of
Bolshaya Markha). In the camp Bashkirov was offered work as an artist, but
he preferred to do odd jobs.

The Trial of Voznesenskaya

Chronicle 42 described the searches and arrests in Leningrad in connection with
case 62, the 'anti-Soviet slogans case', particularly the arrest of Julia Okulova
(Voznesenskaya is her pen-name) and Natalya Lesnichenko; three days after
they were arrested Okulova and Lesnichenko were released on condition that
they did not leave the city.

On 18 November Senior Investigator Grigorovich of the Leningrad Procura-
tor's Office separated Okulova's case from case 62. The resolution effecting
this says:

This criminal case (i.e. case 62 — Chronicle) was initiated on 12 August 1976,
on the basis of evidence indicating a crime under article 70, paragraph 1 of
the RSFSR Criminal Code, in connection with the discovery of 16 inscrip-
tions of an anti-Soviet nature in Leningrad, on public and residential build-
ings, historical and cultural monuments, means of transport and other places,
on 8 and 15 April and 3 and 5 August 1976. In the course of investigation it
was established that the following persons had taken part in writing the above-
mentioned inscriptions: Volkov, Rybakov, Gum (N. Lesnichenko's married
surname) and Okulova.

On 12 September 1976 Okulova was detained in accordance with article 122
of the RS FS R Code of Criminal Procedure, but on 15 September her written
promise not to leave the city was chosen as the measure of restraint.

On 24 September 1976 Okulova was charged with crimes covered by articles
17, 98 (paragraph 1) and 230 of the RSFSR Criminal Code, i.e. with having
been an accomplice of Rybakov and Gum in committing premeditated deface-
ment of state property on the night of 4-5 August 1976, by writing slogans on
it in indelible paint. In addition, she had been an accomplice of Rybakov,
Volkov and Gum in committing the same premeditated disfigurement of
cultural monuments protected by the state in Leningrad, in August 1976.

On 17 November 1976 the criminal case against Julia Nikolayevna Okulova
was dropped for lack of evidence of criminality in her actions. At the same
time the investigation established that in 1976 Okulova had systematically
prepared and disseminated in written form works which contained knowingly
false fabrications which libelled the Soviet political social system, and that she
had thus committed a crime covered by article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code.

Thus on 20 April 1976 Okulova had taken part in preparing and disseminat-
ing a document entitled The Measure of Time: Prospectus for an Anthology
of Verse and Drawings, which contained knowingly false fabrications alleg-
ing that there is no freedom of speech, creativity or press in the U S S R.
Typed copies of this document were confiscated during the pre-trial investi-
gation from the accused Volkov and Okulova's close friends Filimonov and
Andreyev. One of the copies was brought to the investigating authorities by
witness Mityashina.

Sinyavin, Filimonov and Trifonov, when questioned during the investiga-
tion, testified that Okulova had taken an active part in producing the said
libellous document.

The accused Volkov also mentioned that Okulova had given him this docu-
ment to look at, in her flat in the summer of 1976. The witness Trifonov
explained that Okulova had been concerned to disseminate the text of the
said document among her acquaintances.

In May 1976 Okulova had produced and disseminated a handwritten docu-
ment — so-called 'answers' to questions formulated as a questionnaire by
I. I. Sinyavin, who has now left to live permanently abroad. The said docu-
ment libels the Soviet political and social system, Soviet culture and the policy
of the Soviet government.

Sinyavin included Okulova's 'answers' in an anthology he had produced,
Petersburg Meetings, which he gave for safe keeping to his acquaintance
Yu. D. Andreyev, from whom it was confiscated on 13 September 1976.
When interrogated during the investigation, Sinyavin testified that Okulova
had written this anti-Soviet lampoon at his request and had given it to him
in his flat in May 1976. The accused, Okulova herself, confirmed the fact
that she had passed on this document.
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The witness Trifonov, interrogated on 15 September, stated that in the first
half of 1976 Okulova had written hcr own answers on Sinyavin's questionnaire
and had later given them to the latter. During the said interrogation Trifonov
said that at that time Okulova had shown him too the content of her answers.

According to the report of a handwriting expert dated 2 November 1976,
the said handwritten document had been written by Okulova herself.

On 9 August 1976 Okulova produced a 14-page handwritten document,
entitled  For the Press,  which contained libellous fabrications about the Soviet
political system and the Soviet peoplCs intelligentsia. The said document,
intended for publication, was confiscated on 13 September 1976 at the home
of E. P. Borisova, a friend of Okulova.

The accused Rybakov confirmed that Okulova had produced the said
handwritten document; during an interrogation on 12 November he testified
that on 9 August Okulova had written down biographical information about
Trifonov. During an interrogation on 15 November 1976 Trifonov stated
that most of the said document had been produced by Okulova and had
been intended for passing on to a representative of the American consulate
in Leningrad ...

A separate criminal case under article 190-1 was brought against Okulova.
On 21 December investigator Grigorovich visited Okulova at home and

invited her to come with him 'for a quarter of an hour'. At the Procurator's
Office Grigorovich showed Okulova the warrant putting her under arrest.
Okulova declared a hunger-strike.

On 29 December the trial began. The judge was Isakova, the people's assessors
were Sergeyev and Yudin (some of those at the trial had seen them at K G B
headquarters); the counsel for the prosecution was Vasilev, an assistant pro-
curator of Leningrad. There was open access to the courtroom (60 seats were
available). Those present were not prevented from making notes.

Julia Nikolayevna Okulova (born 1940) studied for two years at the Theatre
Institute. After a search carried out at her place of work (the Shelgunov House
of Culture) in September 1976  (Chronicle  42) she was asked to resign.

The evidence against Okulova consisted of items listed in the 'Resolution': the
planned anthology  The Measure of Titne,  the biographical information she had
written down about G. Trifonov, and her answers to Sinyavin's questionnaire.

There were five witnesses at the trial : Yuly Rybakov  (Chronicle  42), Gennady
Trifonov  (Chronicle  42) and Vadim Filimonov (arrested for 'hooliganisni,
who were brought into the court under guard, also Elena Pavlovna Borisova
(mother of Vladimir Borisov) and Yu. D. Andreyev.

The witness Rybakov was called by the court at Okulova's request ('I disagree
in essentials with the evidence given by witness Trifonov. I insist on Rybakov
being called, as he can confirm that Trifonov's evidence is false'), although the
prosecutor protested against his appearance. On the other hand, in two cases

(Andreyev and Trifonov) the judge told the witnesses: 'Repeat the evidence you
gave during the pre-trial investigation.'

Okulova asked Trifonov: 'Gena, do you know I was arrested because of your
false testimony?'

The prosecutor asked the court to take into account the fact that Okulova
had two children who were still minors, and to give her 5 years' exile, as pro-
vided for by article 43 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.

Okulova pleaded not guilty. She denied that the documents incriminating her
were libellous. In her defence speech she said :

For statements to be ruled libelous it must be proved that I knowingly lied.
But I can repeat all my answers to the court and I stand by every word.
These are my convictions, my truth. A difficult truth, which I have suffered in
arriving at. The truth of our 'alternative culture'.

A poet has the right to contact with his readers, and the lack of such con-
tact, the impossibility of it, is not our fault, or mine: it is a fact of life which
can be verified ...

The anthology  The Measure of Time,  an anthology which was unfinished,
was an attempt to find new ways of addressing the reader.

As for the document  For the Press,  when this document was composed
Trifonov dictated it to me; I didn't have the least reason to doubt his integrity,
especially as it was largely confirmed by documents. But as later events have
shown, Trifonov has a rich imagination: to what extent he restrained it, I
don't know and can't say. However, in this case too, there are no knowingly
false fabrications libelling the Soviet political and social system: in the first
place I wrote the document, Trifonov's biography, at his dictation and he
signed it on every page, confirming his own words. Thus the question of my
preparing this document simply does not arise. I am starting a case against
Trifonov for giving false evidence against me ...

In the  Cmmnentary to the RSFSR Criminal Code  the following point
is made: the preparation or dissen.iination of works which, even if they
express a hostile attitude to Soviet reality, do not contain knowingly false
fabrications, cannot be regarded as a crime under article 190-1.

I see the defects and shortcomings of Soviet reality, and I don't consider it
possible to hide them, I consider it my duty to speak of them : my words now
are such an attempt to speak out. Soviet power is not a maiden to be given
away in marriage, and it is absurd to speak of its 'purity'. Serious short-
comings do exist; they are especially prominent and noticeable in Leningrad.
A whole generation of poets has had these problems. A generation of unpub-
lished poets ...

It is unthinkable to speak here of libelling the Soviet political and social
system. These works do not libel anyone, they accuse; so, of all the charges
only one remains: a hostile attitude to Soviet reality and the fact that I wrote
the three works ...
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In those three documents I was sincere. In them I protest against the estab-
lished order of things, against the official policy towards a number of poets
and artists. What is said in these documents is the truth.

Therefore these documents cannot be used as evidence for the prosecu-
tion according to article 190-1.

I consider the charge against me under this article to be an insult. The
charge has not been substantiated by the evidence of the pre-trial investiga-
tion or of the judicial investigation. The charge is lacking a corpus delicti.
I do not consider myself guilty and demand a full acquittal.

On 30 December, in her final speech, Okulova said among other things that
she had already been on hunger-strike for 10 days and would continue it.

The court sentenced her to 5 years' exile.

The Helsinki Groups

The Moscow Group, continuing its work of collecting and studying informa-
tion about infringements of the humanitarian articles of the Final Act, has
compiled 15 documents and made them available to the public and to govern-
ment leaden.2 Documents 1-6 were reported in  Chronicles  40, 41 and 42. The
subsequent documents produced by the group are summarized below:

Document 7 (October) — 'New arrests on charges of religious or pro-
pagandist activity.' This reports the arrest of six Baptists; among those arrested
were three women  (Chronicle  42).

Document 8 (October) — 'On abuses of psychiatry.' This reports the f orcible
incarceration in hospitals of Pyotr Starchik  (Chronicle  42 and this issue),
Edward Fedotov (this issue), Nadezhda Gaidar, Alisa Otrokhova and Edward
Maslov. The document provides some statistics: 'About 12 persons a day are
taken away by the police from the reception hall of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet alone and sent for examination by duty psychiatrists. A further
two or three persons a day are sent there because they tried to enter an embassy.
In addition, an unknown number are taken from other public buildings and
some straight off the streets (those who spoil the look of the landscape).'

Document 9 (October) concerns the infringement of the right of residents of
the village of Ilinka, Voronezh region, to emigrate from the U S S R. The pea-
sants of this village, Russian by descent, have long been adherents of Judaism
and consider themselves to be Jews (they are indeed Jews according to the laws
of Judaism). In their documents they are also registered as Jews. A number of
families from here left for Israel in 1974. The document describes the difficul-
ties the authorities put in the way of those villagers who want to leave: the
chairman of the collective farm, Viktor Tarasov, does not hand invitations sent
from Israel to those they are addressed to, but hides them in his desk: 'And

don't hope to get hold of them, there's nothing for you to do in Israel!' If an
invitation reaches the addressee (by indirect means), there are attempts to take
it away, the necessary forms are not issued, and so on.

'The local authorities have stated that they will not allow any of the residents
of Ilink a to leave in future, as they do not consider them Jews' — reports the
Group.

Document 10 (November) is about the persecution of Crimean Tatars who try
to resettle in the Crimea.

Documents 11-14 (December) report the grave infringements of the right of
citizens to leave the country they live in. In its general comments on these
four documents, the group notes: The Soviet government insists on reducing
the contents of all the humanitarian articles of the Final Act to a single point
— the uniting of families (while denying its own shortcomings in this sphere
too). It would like to get other states to adopt this same attitude, in the same
way as it has imposed it on its own citizens.'

Documents 11-14 report the desire of many people to leave the USSR for
other, non-family reasons: because of religious persecution (hundreds of Pente-
costals: see document 11 and its appendices); or because of discrimination against
the families of Ukrainian political prisoners and against the prisoners themselves
after their release (document 12 provides a list of families of Ukrainian political
prisoners who are trying to emigrate to Canada or the U S A, as well as a list
of political prisoners who have renounced Soviet citizenship — 26 in all).

Document 13 reports the desire of four workers' families to emigrate from the
USSR for economic and political reasons. These are the families of L. Sery
(Chronic/e 42), V. Ivanov, I. Sivak and V. Pavlov (on the last three see the
section 'The Right to Leave One's Country').

The fight for free emigration (without an invitation or payment) by Emilia
Bina from Leningrad is described in document 14 and its appendices (see above-
mentioned section).

Document 15 (December) — 'On the expulsion of seven pupils from the
Venolis secondary school (Vilnius).' The real reason for the pupils' expulsion
from school was their refusal to give false evidence against V. Petkus — this
was the conclusion the group came to (see the section 'Events in Lithuania').

• • *
The group has also issued appeals to various international organizations and
other statements.' Some of them have been noted in  Chronicles  41 and 42. In
October and December the following statements were issued: on the threats to
settle accounts with Anatoly Marchenko without a trial (30 October); on the
persecution of members of the group — Alexander Ginzburg, Anatoly
Shcharansky and Vladimir Slepak (30 October); on the searches and interroga-
tions of the lawyer D. I. Kaminskaya and the jurist K. M. Simis (2 December);
a special report on the pressure being put on Malva Landa, a member of the
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group (2 December); a statement on the persecution of the Ukrainian Group
(27 December).

The episodes referred to in these statements are described in various sections
of this issue of the Chronicle.

• • *
Since the very beginning of its activity, the group has accepted written state-
ments from individuals concerning infringements of the humanitarian articles
of the Final Act. The number of statements addressed to the group is growing
fast. People travel from a great distance to appeal for help to the group's leader
or one of its members. Contacts with people outside Moscow have led to
journeys 'announced in advance' as part of the group's work: the group
announces to journalists in Moscow that a journey will be undertaken, at its
request, to gather relevant information about particular human rights' violations
on the spot.

In the summer of this year A. Ginzhurg and V. Turchin undertook such a
'pre-announced' journey to Lvov, to elucidate the position of political prisoner
Ivan Gel's family; his wife and relations had been terrorized by K G B officials,
who accused them of making public Gel's statement about his hunger-strike
(Chronicle 42). Later V. Turchin travelled to Maikop at the group's request in
connection with the detention of driver V. Pavlov.

Document 9 was compiled as a result of a visit by V. Slepak and A.
Shcharansky (members of the group) and A. Lipavsky to the village of Ilinka
in Voronezh region:

'It turned out that getting there was not so easy. The Muscovites were de-
tained at a distance of 3 kilometres from the village and after two days of dis-
cussion with leaders of the collective farm, the village soviet and district police,
they were expelled from the district' (quotation from document 9).

At the end of October L. Alekseyeva undertook an announced journey to
Vilnius. She had the task of collecting information about the exile of Roman
Catholic bishops Julijonas Steponavieius and Vineentas Sladkevieius and about
the expulsion from school of Catholic boys in Vilnius. The fruits of her journey
were used in document 15 and in the joint document issued by the Moscow
and Lithuanian Groups (see 'Events in Lithuania' in this issue).
The group is in contact with the corresponding group attached to the American
Congress, with the governments of some countries who took part in the Helsinki
Conference, and with international non-governmental human rights organiza-
tions. The Soviet authorities are hindering these contacts, particularly by pre-
venting the group from sending documents through the post. Notifications of
delivery have been received only for documents sent to the Soviet government
(no answers have followed).

the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements announced its formation. In the
corresponding declaration,4 the group stated: 'Experience shows that observance
of the Helsinki Agreements (especially the humanitarian section) cannot be
guaranteed without the participation of the public as a whole. The group intends
to propagate the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and will try to ensure
that this document — without its bureaucratic distortions — becomes the basis
for relations between the citizen and the state. The group declared that it would
study and publicize facts about the infringement of human rights in the
Ukraine and also those relating to Ukrainians living in other republics.

The group has 10 members:
Oles Berdnik — a science-fiction writer; in 1972 he was expelled from the

Union of Writers (Chronicle 25). In 1949-1956 he served a sentence in a camp.
He now lives in Kiev.

Pyotr Grigorenko --  the group's representative in Moscow.
Ivan Kandyba —  a jurist. In 1961 he was arrested and sentenced to 15 years'

imprisonment (Chronicle 33) as one of the authors of the programme of the
Union of Workers and Peasants (which was never actually founded). Since
his release he lives under surveillance in Lvov region (Chronicle 42).

Lev  Lukyanenko  (born 1927) — a jurist, the chief defendant in the same
case. He was sentenced to be shot, but the sentence was commuted to 15 years.
Now lives under surveillance in Chernigov, works as an electrician (see 'News
in Brief'). Has often defended the rights of political prisoners.

Oksana Meshko —  mother of Alexander Sergienko, who is now in Vladimir
Prison; in 1947-56 she was a political prisoner. Well known for her many state-
ments in defence of civil rights in the Ukraine and in defence of her son
(Chronicle 38). Lives in Kiev.

Mykola Matusevich (born 1946) — a historian. He was expelled from college
for 'unreliability' and then sacked from his job. Lives in Kiev.

Miroslav Marinovich  (born 1949) — an electronics engineer, who has been
sacked from his job three times for his friendship with dissidents. He is now an
editor in the Tekhnika publishing house. He lives near Kiev.

Nikolai* Rudenko  (leader of the group) — a writer, author of over 20 pub-
lished books. During the Second World War he was a company political officer
and was seriously wounded. He was expelled from the CPSU and the Union
of Writers because of his philosophical and economic works. He is a member
of the Soviet Amnesty International group (Chronicle 36).

Nina Strokatova —  a microbiologist, wife of political prisoner Svyatoslav
Karavansky. In 1972-1976 she served a term in the Mordovian camps. She lives
under surveillance in Tarusa.

* * *

Ukrainian Group.  On 9 November 1976 the Ukrainian Public Group to Assist

[Nikolai in Russian equals Mykola in Ukrainian, but the Chronicle nonetheless
sometimes calls Rudenko Mykola. Likewise, Aleksei equals Oleksa (see Tikhy,
below).]
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Aleksei Tikhy — a teacher; in 1957-1964 he was a political prisoner. After
his release he was banned from working in his profession. In 1976 he was sub-
jected to searches (Chronicle 41). He lives in Izhevka farm in Donetsk region.

At the beginning of December the group published a 'Memorandum'. A
section on 'Typical infringements of human rights' gives a historical survey of
the sorrows of Ukraine — from the 1933 famine (with its 6 million victims) to
the political trials of the 1960s and 70s. It particularly mentions those trials in
which propaganda advocating Ukrainian separatism or even simple discussion
of it was defined as a crime: 'anti-Soviet propaganda' or 'creating an anti-
Soviet organization'. Cruel sentences were passed in the 1970s on the smallest
suspicion of 'nationalism'. The memorandum asserts that the continuing
imprisonment of Ukrainians in political camps and prisons is a grave violation
of the Helsinki Agrement, and gives a list of 75 political prisoners (with a
proviso that the list is incomplete). Details are also given of 6 Ukrainians who
have been put in psychiatric hospitals for political reasons.

Immediately after the group was founded, crude pressure was brought to bear
on its members. On the night of 10 November stones came flying through the
windows of Mykola Rudenko's flat. Rudenko himself was not at home. Oksana
Meshko, who was in the house, was wounded by the stones. The police refused
to investigate the attack : 'It's an insignificant incident — after all, nobody was
killed.'

At the end of December searches were carried out at the homes of Rudenko,
Berdnik, Kandyba, Lukyanenko and Tikhy (see the section 'Arrests, Searches,
Interrogations').

* 0 *

away from her. About 200.300 metres away a number of men acting on
Vavrenyuk's orders seized Niklus by the arms and legs and pushed him into the
car. At this, Niklus resisted and shouted. When the car drove up to his house he
refused to get out and demanded to be taken to the procurator's office. In-
stead he was taken to a police station. There he was subjected to a body search.
Then Vavrenyuk went off to carry out the search but Niklus was kept at the
police station for three hours. Of course no 'stolen' typewriters were found
during the search. However the following were confiscated: an appeal from a
group of former political prisoners from the Baltic states, Solzhenitsyn's works,
notebooks, and the text of the rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar.

On 8 October Niklus was arrested; he was taken straight from his lessons to
prison. A criminal case was made out against him under article 182 of the
Estonian S S R Criminal Code ('Resisting a representative of authority'). Accord-
ing to the official version, Niklus hit Vavrenyuk. In protest at his arrest Niklus
tore up his passport, renounced his Soviet citizenship and declared himself on
hunger-strike.

On 12 October Niklus was transferred from Tartu to Tallin. On 20 October
they began to feed him forcibly.

On 3 December, after 56 days of uninterrupted hunger-strike, Niklus was
released. The same day the case was dropped in accord with article 5, paragraph
4 of the Estonian S S R Code of Criminal Procedure ('Pardon').

On 6 December Niklus was told by the Tartu procurator's office that the
things confiscated from him during the search would be returned to him, but
by 18 December this had still not been done.

On 15 December Niklus was asked to hand in to the police the documents
required to obtain a passport.

Lithuanian Group. Information on the Lithuanian Group to Assist the Imple-
mentation of the Helsinki Agreements is given in the section 'Events in
Lithuania'.

* * *

Arrests, Searches, Interrogations

Magadan. Chronicle 40 reported threats made by the K G B against the worker
Viktor Gridasov, who is trying to renounce Soviet citizenship. The report ended
thus:

Release of Mart Niklus

Gridasov was warned that his contacts with foreigners were regarded as
criminal acts and that if he continued the contacts he would be 'put in a
psychiatric hospital' or subjected to 'more effective measures'.

When Gridasov asked what was meant by 'more effective measures', he
received no answer.

The report in Chronicle 42 on the arrest of Mart Niklus in Tartu contained a
few inaccuracies. A corrected and expanded report is given below.

On 30 September 1976 police investigator Vavrenyuk turned up at the school
where Mart Niklus teaches English and handed him a search warrant (at this
point Chronicle 42 made its most notable error). The reason given for the
search was the theft of a typewriter and a calculating machine. Vavrenyuk
demanded that Niklus should accompany her and attend the search. When
they left the school Niklus refused to get into the police car and declared he
was going to the procurator's office. Vavrenyuk tried to stop him but he broke

On 26 November Viktor Gridasov was arrested. He was charged with 'infring-
ing the residence regulations'. On being arrested he declared a hunger-strike.

A friend of Gridasov's, the worker Gennady Bogolyubov, finds himself in a
threatened position because he (like Gridasov) is accused of having an interest
in the works of A. I. Solzhenitsyn.
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After a search on 11 November 1975 (Chronicle 40) Bogolyubov was charged
according to article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code. He was made to sign
a promise not to leave town and was interrogated many times at K G B head-
q ti a tiers.

On 9 October 1976 there was a fresh search, this time 'on suspicion of har-
bouring narcotics'. The search yielded no results, but Bogolyubov was never-
theless kept in the police cells for five days. His cell-made tried in various ways,
also threatening him, to get him to admit he had been harbouring narcotics.

On 14 October Bogolyubov was released, but without his passport. (As far as
is known, his passport has still not been returned to him.)

Bogolyubov came to the attention of the K G B in 1973, after he began a
correspondence with Vladimir Osipov, editor of the journal Veche. A search
was then carried out at his home 'on suspicion of the harbouring of firearms'.
The day after the search Bogolyubov was beaten up by persons unknown to him
on the street; the police and the procurator's office then refused to investigate
the attack (Veche, number 9). In recent years Bogolyubov has been summoned
to K G B headquarters a number of times to be handed letters mailed to him
by his friends.

A case under article 190-1 has already been brought against Bogolyubov once.
He then spent some months in a psychiatric hospital.

* * *

In July 1976 the home of Grigory Lifsbits,  a student at the Moscow Cultural
Institute, was searched in connection with the case of E. Paltsev (Chronicle 41).
Photocopies of books by Solzhenitsyn and the journal Kontinent were con-
fiscated. After being interrogated a number of times, Lifshits signed a Warn-
ing' according to the Decree of 25 December 1972. The interrogations were
conducted by K G B investigators Sorokin and Titov.

At the end of November Titov also interrogated the engineer Alexander
Ivanchenko,  who refused to sign a 'Warning'.

At the beginning of December the geologist Vladimir Skvirsky,  a colleague
of Ivanchenko's, was interrogated. He was shown scores of 'Declarations' written
by his acquaintances and describing Skvirsky's way of life, among other things.
Skvirsky refused to sign a 'Warning' — 'out of moral considerations', as he
stated.

* S *

On 30 November Alexander Fyodorovich Rubtsov's  home in the settlement
of Kupavna near Moscow was searched 'with the aim of discovering and con-
fiscating arms and ammunition'. Not finding these in Alexander Rubtsov's room,
the searchers continued the search — in spite of his protests — in the room of
his brother  Vladimir Rubtsov,  who was at work at the time.

The searchers (one of them was Senior Lieutenant Sinev, police inspector of
the town of Zheleznodorozhny) confiscated a number of documents in Vladimir's

room: texts of public speeches by A. D. Sakharov, articles by Solzhenitsyn.
Nelidov, Telegin, Pimenov, Voinovich, lzgoyev and Zamyatin, three issues of
the Chronicle and a story by Orwell. The official record listed 42 titles.

On 2 December Alexander Rubtsov was summoned for a talk by K G B
Major Leontev, who was interested in his brother's circle of friends. Rubtsov
protested against the illegal search (the warrant was not signed by the Pro-
curator) and said that the confiscated papers did not belong to him. Major
Leontev expressed the opinion that Alexander's brother Vladimir was on the
way to committing a crime.

On 7 December V. Rubtsov's wife, the geologist  Tatyana Postnikova,  was
visited at work by a KGB official. Ele was interested in her husband's friends
and advised her to use her influence on him. According to the K G B official,
V. Rubtsov was guilty of disseminating the Gulag Archipelago and of produc-
ing parts for a duplicating apparatus, and this could be confirmed by witnesses.
Rubtsov was also accused of taking part in a demonstration on Pushkin Square
on 5 Dicember 1976 (see above in this issue). The K G B official expressed his
intention of meeting T. Postnikova ag.tin and of visiting Vladimir Rubtsov. 'I
know,' he also said, 'that Rubtsov and Yankelevich intend to write a protest. I
don't advise them to do so; it has not been of any use to anyone yet and can
only make their situation worse.'

On the same day the third Rubtsov brother and his wife were interrogated.
On 16 (or 17) December Tatyana Postnikova was summoned for a talk again,

but she refused to talk, saying that she had stated all she could during the first
talk.

On 20 December the K G B official tried at last to taik to Vladimir Rubtsov
himself, but the latter refused to answer most of his questions, explaining his
refusal by the fact that the formal status of the talk did not oblige him to do
anything. V. Rubtsov stated only that the material confiscated from him had
been given to him by someone who had emigrated from the U S S R.

On 27 December  Efrem Yankelevich  appealed in a declaration to the Inter-
national League for Human Rights, Amnesty International, the German Society
for Human Rights, and the the AFL-CI 0:

At the end of November an illegal search was carried out at the home of my
friend Vladimir Rubtsov ... In defending Vladimir Rubtsov and counting on
your support in this, I am also defending my own right to free exchange of
information ... I shall risk also expressing a more general assertion: depriving
anyone of the right freely to exchange information means limiting the rights
of everyone in this regard ...

Therefore I have always regarded it as my right, and I still do, to read
and distribute any manuscripts or printed material, approved or not approved
by the authorities. While access to uncensored publications remains difficult
for the majority of my fellow-citizens, I also consider it my duty to distribute
them.
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I  consider unjustifiable and illegal any attempt by the government, direct
or indirect, to limit this right of mine, or the right of my friends, or of any-
one else ...

I  hope that your organization will come to the defence of Vladimir Rubtsov
and will also support the position here expressed, if it should prove acceptable.

father's family — his father was the revolutionary, poet and scientist A. K.
Gastev, who was shot in 1937 — Yu. Gastev served a term in Stalin's camps.

* * *

* * *

On 20 October senior investigator Tikhonov of the Moscow Procurator's Office
carried out a search at the flat of Yu. A. Castes, (two other persons, not
named in the warrant, also took part in the search). The search lasted from
10 am to 1 pm and took place in Gastev's absence (his two daughters with their
small children and his mother-in-law were at home). When he happened to ring
up home to say that he would soon be back, the searchers hurried to be away
before he arrived. Neither the warrant nor the search record made any men-
tion of the nature of the case with which the search was linked, or of the case
number. Tikonov stated only that it was to do with some case 'concerning dis-
semination of knowingly false and libellous fabrications defaming the Soviet
political and social system' (a formulation found in article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code). The following were confiscated: a typewriter, personal papers,
rough drafts of Gastev's memoirs entitled The Fate of the 'Poor Hedonists', a
foreword to the anthology Memory, in which these memoirs were published
(Chronick 42), a few samizdat and foreign publications (Sakharov, Solzhenit-
syn, Berdyayev, Amalrik, Chronicle 38, Russian newspapers and journals pub-
lished in the West, American newspapers and journals, and so on).

Yu. A. Gastev was subjected to searches and interrogations in 1974, as part
of the case against the journal Veche (Chronicles 32, 34). After letters in his
defence from Soviet, American and Canadian academics, addressed to the
administrative authorities at the Power Stations Construction Centre where he
worked, the authorities called him in for a talk, which ended in them wishing
him 'further success in your work'; but in December 1975, after the group
with whom Gastev had worked was liquidated, he was forced to leave his job,
under threat of inevitable dismissal. On 16 January 1976 the board of the
Editorial Publishing Council of the USSR Academy of Sciences issued a
statement concerning the 'grave errors' committed by the Nauka publishing
house, which in 1975 published Gastev's book Homomorphism and its Patterns,
as this contained 'serious defects'. This was a reference to the way in which he
had quoted from and thanked a number of academics who had either emigrated
from the USSR or been subjected to persecution, as well as his symbolic
expression of thanks to Dr. Chain and Dr. Stokes (to older readers, these
thanks recalled the memory of the morning of 5 March 1953, when the regular
bulletin on J. V. Stalin's health reported the onset of the Chain-Stokes type of
respiration).

Yury Alekseyevich Castor is a Candidate of Philosophy who works in the
field of mathematical logic and epistemology. Like the other members of his

On 16 November, at one of the Moscow stations, the married couple  K. M.
Sin*  and D. I. Kaminskaya were detained on their way back from their
country house. Officials of the Moscow Procurator's Office (investigator
Tikhonov) carried out a search at their flat and also at their country house. A
few hours later  Yu. Daniel  and his wife I.  Uvarova  (neighbours of K. Simis
and D.  Kaminskaya at their country house) were detained at the same station,
taken to the city procurator's office and shown warrants for subjecting them to a
body search.

During the 'house' searches a number of foreign editions of books were con-
fiscated (including Tsvetayeva, Mandelshtam, Pasternak and Akhmatova), as
well as personal papers, photographs, telephone books, notebooks, typewriters
and cameras. A typed manuscript and some notebooks were confiscated from
Daniel's bag. The same day all four were interrogated.

A few days later Simis and Kaminskaya were again summoned for interroga-
tion. Investigator Tikhonov was mainly interested in who was the author of the
typewritten text (part of which had been confiscated from Daniel and another
part from Simis). K. M. Simis asserted that he himself was the author of the
manuscript and this was confirmed by D.  I.  Kaminskaya: at later interrogations
they refused to answer. At the end of Kaminskaya's interrogation she was
presented with a piece of paper stating that she was suspected of being the
author (evidently a crude procedural error had taken place, as she was being
interrogated as a witness and a witness is treated quite differently during an
interrogation from a person under suspicion — Chronicle).

On 15 December Simis was again summoned for interrogation — he was
mainly questioned about this manuscript. Simis refused to discuss its contents
with the investigator. Judging by the investigator's questions, the case is tend-
ing towards a charge under article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.

The manuscript in question has never circulated in samizdat. It is known to
be a work analysing the social problems of Soviet society.

K.  M.  Simis is an international jurist and a research officer at the Institute of
State and Law.

D. I. Kaminskaya is one of the leading defence lawyers of Moscow; at various
times (1967-1970) she has defended Yu. Galanskov, V. Bukovsky, A. Mar-
chenko, P. Litvinov and I. Gabai. After the trial of Gabai and Dzhemilev she
was deprived of the right to participate in 'political' trials — in particular, she
was not allowed to defend S. Kovalyov and A. Tverdokhlebov (Chronicle 38).

On 2 December the Helsinki Group issued a statement on what had occurred
and called on international organizations of jurists to speak out in defence of
K. Simis and D. Kaminskaya.

*
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On 18 December Larisa Bogoraz left Moscow to join her husband Anatoly
Marchenko, who is serving his exile in Chuna, Irkutsk rcgion. In the train she
was searched — on suspicion of stealing documents and money from one of the
passengers. It is known that Lev Kopelev's book To be Preserved for Ever5
was confiscated from her.

* • •
On 24 December, on the authority of a warrant issued by the deputy procurator
of Moscow, Nesterov, searches were carried out at the homes of members of
the Ukrainian Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements
— at the home of the group's leader Nikolai Rudenko (in Kiev) and at those
of group members Oles Berdnik (Kiev), Ivan Kandyba (Lvov region), Lev
Lultyanenko (Chernigov) and Aleksei Tikby (Donetsk region).

During the searches materials belonging to the group, personal papers and
notebooks were confiscated. In addition, 40 dollars were confiscated from N.
Rudenko, some pornographic postcards from 0. Berdnik and an old German
rifle from A. Tikhy. In protest Raisa Rudenko (N. Rudenko's wife) and group
members Oles Berdnik, Nikolai Matusevich and Miroslav Marinovich went on
hunger-strike.

On 28 December the Moscow Helsinki Group issued a statement about these
searches. The statement expresses their conviction that the 'compromising
materials' were brought by the searchers.

The Psychiatric Arrest of Vladimir Borisov

As  Chronicle 42 reported, a search was carried out on 13 September at the
home of Vladimir Borisov in Leningrad. During the search a printing mechan-
ism constructed by Borisov was discovered. On 21 September 13orisov announced
at a press conference that he had made this mechanism to 'promote the free
exchange and distribution of information'.

On 25 December the police seized Borisov on the street in Leningrad and took
him to the Skvortsov-Stepanov psychiatric hospital number 3. The hospital
informed Elena Pavlovna Borisova that her son was in good condition and that
he was in the 'violent section'. Borisov's doctors gave his relatives contradictory
information about the reasons for his forcible hospitalization: according to
Arnold Ilich Tobak, head of section 8, it had been done on the orders of the
city psychiatrist on duty; according to Mikhail Pavlovich Isakov, head doctor
at the hospital, it had been at the request of a clinic, as Borisov had been refus-
ing to keep an appointment there for a long time. The doctors at the hospital
initiated conversations with both Borisov and his wife Irina Kaplun about
emigration from the U S S R. The head doctor Isakov expressed the opinion
that no obstacles would be put in the way of their emigration.

On 26 December two statements were issued: 'To those whose Consciences
are not Asleep l' (with 25 signatures) and 'To the International League for
Human Rights, the initiating Committee against Abuses of Psychiatry for Poli-
tical Purposes, and the International Association of Psychoanalyst? (with 26
signatures).

The first statement said:

On 25 December 1976, on one of the streets of Leningrad, a man close and
dear to us was detained by the police and taken to psychiatric hospital num-
ber 3. This was Vladimir Borisov, who has already been imprisoned twice
in a special psychiatric hospital and spent nine years altogether there. All

this was just because he defended the right to receive and distribute informa-
tion, the right to have one's own opinion and to express it openly ...

In answer to this clearly unlawful action we intend to do all we can to
expose the illegal actions of the authorities in using psychiatry to suppress
dissent ...

Freedom for all prisoners of conscience receiving 'psychiatric treatment7
Immediate freedom for Vladimir Borisov/

On the same day Irina Kaplun issued a statement for the press:

The only 'reason' the doctor could give to justify this forcible hospitalization
was the papers confiscated during a search by the police. Three years have not
yet gone by since the day when a court found Borisov to be mentally healthy
and released him from a prison psychiatric hospital after four years of
imprisonment. And now, once more ... I do not know what the authorities
intend to do in future, but my husband could end up in a special psychiatric
hospital again — for the third time in his 33 years of life, or he could be put
in a prison or a concentration camp. The real reason for this is that he has
always defended people's right to meet freely and exchange information and
ideas.'

The head doctor of the hospital asked Irina Kaplun which psychiatrists she
would like to see on the commission that would carry out a diagnosis. Kaplun
suggested three psychiatrists: Semyon Gluzman (Chronicles28, 33, 35), Marina

Voikhanskaya (Chronicle 36) and the English psychiatrist Gery Low-Beer
(Chronicle 35).

In the Psychiatric Hospitals

This section is largely based on a report by the Initiative Group for the Defence
of Human Rights in the U S S R: 'Some Known Cases of Psychiatric Repres-
sion in Recent Months', issued on 8 December 1976.
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As Chronicle 42 has already reported, a medical commission recommended that
compulsory treatment of  Vyacheslav Igrunov (Chronicle 40) should be ended.
It has become known that the commission met on 9 September. Igrunov told the
commission that he had not changed his views — he still did not consider that
the literature he had distributed had been anti-Soviet; he considered that the
measures taken against him were contrary to the principle of free exchange of
information, but said that he did not intend to distribute such literature in
future, so as not to end up in a psychiatric hospital again. The commission's
diagnosis was 'Schizophrenia : in effect healthy'.

In September the regional court would not accept the Ignmov case 'because
of a mistake in spelling the patient's name'. On 7 October the documents were
sent back to the court by the hospital. On 24 December the Odessa court
decided to end the compulsory treatment. Vyacheslav Igrunov is still in hospital.

Dnepropetrovsk 'the section he's in is to be closed'. When enquiries were made
by telephone to Dnepropetrovsk S P — 'Why was Plakhotnyuk transferred to
Kazan?' — the reply was 'We only answer enquiries from relatives'.

Nikolai Plakhotnyuk has tuberculosis but has not received the treatment he
needs; it seems he is not going to receive  it, as the only tuberculosis unit in the
S P H system is at Oryol S P H.

* S *

On 9 November  Vasily Zhigalkin was  detained by police for trying to meet
the American consul in Moscow and sent to city psychiatric hospital number 3,
section 14 (on Matrosskaya Tishina street). On 2 December Zhigalkin was
released into the care of his mother.

0 0

On 2 November 1976 the poet  logic Mikhallovich Terelya  was forcibly placed
in the Vinnitsa psychiatric hospital. The doctor in charge of his section refused
to tell Terelya's wife his diagnosis. He said : 'We have sent an enquiry to the
Serbsky Institute asking them  to send  us a report of his medical history.' Then,
according to him, an expert commission would be appointed to decide how he
should be treated. There are 38 patients in Terelya's ward, three to five of
them seriously ill.

On 30 November Terelya was released from the hospital.
Before his hospitalization Terelya had been summoned more than once by

the police and accused of parasitism. However, as soon as he got a job as a
church caretaker, an order was issued for his dismissal. For some time he was
unemployed. Later he obtained work as a joiner in the district hospital where
his wife works as a doctor.

I. M. Terelya is 33 years old. He has spent 14 years in camps, prisons and
special psychiatric hospitals [S P Hs]. There he became an invalid (he fractured
his spine), but was not awarded invalid status. In April 1976 he was released
after a lengthy term in Sychyovka Special Psychiatric Hospital and declared
to be capable of working, even of military service.

On 10 November  Ivan Pavlovieh Kopysov,  a journalist from the town of
Bobrov in Voronezh region, went to the reception room of the Presidium of the
USSR Supreme Soviet to inquire about the fate of a letter he had handed in to
the Presidium office at the beginning of November. Kopysov was asked to step
into room number 10. He  was received by a female official who spoke to him
benevolently, asking him to tell her what he had written about in the letter, and
then asked him to wait in the corridor. A quarter of an hour later he was called
into the room again. Now there were three men there. They led Kopysov out by
force through another entrance, put him in a car and took him to psychiatric
hospital number 7. (This is a hospital for people from out of town — a 'transit
hospital'. Many people are sent there from the ante•rooms of various official
institutions, including room number 10 at the Presidium.)

On 23 November Kopysov was transferred to a hospital in Voronezh region;
in the middle of December he was released.

On the second or third day after Kopysov had been interned the doctor at
hospital number 7 explained to Kopysov's friends that 'he imagines that some-
one is persecuting him'. In his letter Kopysov docs indeed write that he is being
persecuted by the K G B. After he wrote two or three letters to Solzhenitsyn in
1968 he was placed under surveillance. In June 1972 he was sacked from his
job on the district paper. Since then he has been almost permanently unemployed.
He has been subjected to searches, manuscripts have been confiscated from
him, he and his relatives and friends have been interrogated, silly rumours have
been spread about him (Bobrov is a small town). Kopysov has had to wander
about in search of work, hoping to escape from this baiting. His many corn-
plaints to the procurator's office and to party organizations have not helped him.

Kopysov, relying on his professional experience, also writes of how decency
and humanity are fading out of people's relationships; this is accompanied by
a growth in general spitefulness, nourished by the indifference of leaders to
human fates. The letter ends as follows:

•

There is only one way out — to flee. So I ask you to allow me to leave the
U S S it. I love my motherland. But what can I do if it has become a step-
mother in the image of the K G 13? I have no relatives abroad who could send
me an invitation. However, I think I will find a country that would accept
me. I am capable of earning my own living. Here at home I am deprived
of doing even that.

Nikolai Plakhotnyuk [Chronicle 28] has been transferred from the Dnepro-



petrovsk S P  H  to the Kazan S P  H.  The reasons for this transfer are not clear.
The Kazan  S P H  stated that Plakhotnyuk had been transferred because at * •
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Mikhail Ignatevich Kukobaka  (Chronicles  27, 34, 39, 40), who has  been  living
in Bobruisk since his release, was taken by force to a psycho-neurological clinic
on 1 November; from there he was transferred to the Mogilev regional psychia-
tric hospital. He was taken from his place of work (he works as an electrician
and joiner in the Central Electric Power Station) with the help of the police.
In the process of his formal committal to hospital by the clinic, it was noted
down that, according to the K G 13, he had been disseminating anti-Soviet
literature, was suffering from an illusion that he could reform society and was
dangerous to the public. In reality, the reason for Kukobaka's hospitalization was
his distribution of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to workers, as
well as a conflict with the local administrative authorities. (Kukobaka had de-
fended a woman who had been driven to an attempt at suicide by her unjust
treatment.)

At the end of November the Muscovite  Alexander Podrahinek,  an ambulance
worker, visited the Mogilev hospital with the aim of helping Kukobaka. On 25
November he talked to V. M. Mylnikov, head doctor of his section. Mylnikov
said that only the clinic knew the exact reasons for the hospitalization, and the
clinic's recommendation was enough for the hospital; Kukobaka had been
diagnosed as schizophrenic. Podrabinek objected that schizophrenia was not a
reason for urgent hospitalization and that Kukobaka was not suffering from
any of the symptoms listed in the Directives on Immediate Hospitalization. In
addition, a hospital decided itself the question of hospital treatment, regardless
of recommendations. Mylnikov said: 'You must understand, he's a special case,
we don't decide anything here.' Podrabinek said that people in Moscow, who had
heard that Kukobaka had been put in a psychiatric hospital for distributing the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, were preparing to send complaints
about these actions to the highest authorities and to appeal to public opinion:
'This incident is a huge mistake on your part. Brezhnev spoke of the great signi-
ficance of the Declaration, in a recent speech he made in Alma-Ata.'

On the same day a commission met at the hospital. A little later Podrabinek
met I. S. Kassirov, the deputy head doctor. Kassirov said that Kukobaka's con-
dition was good and explained his committal thus:

'It was because of his incorrect, anti-Soviet behaviour. Some sort of dis-
cussions or complaints — I don't know exactly.'

'I can tell you. He was accused of disseminating the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.'

'Well, you see, I told you so — he's a sick man!'
Kassirov said that the commission had not made a final decision as to

whether Kukobaka needed treatment; they still had to get some details from
Bobruisk. The next day, 26 November, he informed Podrabinek that he would
make an exception and release Kukobaka 'on his own personal responsibility'.
He added:

'Your coming here was unnecessary, it's simply time for him to be discharged.
But I should warn you that if he does the same thing in future, he'll end up

here again, and then he won't get away with only a month.'
On 28 November M.  I.  Kukobaka left the hospital and returned to  Bobruisk.

On  2 December he sent a complaint to Andropov, head of the K G B, in which
he wrote:

On 1 November, at the orders of officials of the Bobruisk K. G B, I was
seized at my place of work and taken straight to the regional psychiatric
hospital in Mogilev. Twenty minutes after my arrest  (I  call things by their
proper names) two local K G B officials carried out a pogrom in the hostel
room I lived in. When I was finally released a month later, many of my
belongings were missing.

The objects confiscated included : the printed text of the Declaration, a
handwritten text of the Declaration in a school exercise-book and a note
book, and two photographs in a frame — Academician Sakharov and General
Grigorenko Personal letters were confiscated A cross and a small icon,
bought for 50 kopecks in a church shop, were taken, together with a map
of the metro, a notebook containing a railway timetable, a children's book
about pirates in German bought at the Druzhba shop, 5 issues of the journal
America,  handwritten diary notes from seven years ago, partly typed. These
notes had been checked once already by the Vladimir K G B and returned.
Perhaps their colleagues in Bobruisk have their own methods of 'witch-hunt-
ing?' A few articles on questions of morality had also disappeared. Does all
the material confiscated really constitute a threat to the Soviet state?
The actions of your officials are not those of servants of the state uphold-
ing  the law. People who behave like this are usually burglars, who break
into other people's flats, feeling themselves free of any controls and immune
from any punishment.

Such criminal activity by these K G B officials  radically  contradicts the pro-
visions of the Constitution; I therefore demand that you make them behave
themselves decently and return my confiscated property.

The Release of Pyotr Starchik

The preceding issue of the  Chronicle  reported the forcible incarceration of
Pyotr Starchik in a psychiatric hospital and the many protests on his behalf
(the section 'Sent to Hospital for his Songs').

On 14 October a public committee was set up, known by the slogan 'Free-
dom for Pyotr Starchik!' The committee included T. Velikanova, A. Ginzburg,
Father S. Zheludkov, V. Kapitanchuk,  L.  Regelson, Hierodeacon Varsonofy
(Khaibulin), T. Khodorovich and Father G. Yakunin. The members of the com-
mittee sent letters to various public and state organizations abroad (in particu-
lar, to the World Council of Churches and the U S Congress). In its appeals
the committee also defended other victims of psychiatric repression, among them
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E. Fedotov (released on 17 November, see this issue).
On 15 October 56 people signed an appeal to the President of France. The

President was asked to intervene and to help to save Starchik. These appeals
and protests reinforced the already significant reaction which the `Starchik
case' had aroused abroad. Soon Starchik's course of 'treatment' with neuroleptic
drugs was ended.

At the beginning of November V. P. Kotov, the chief psychiatrist of Moscow,
had a talk with Starchik in hospital. At his request Starchik sang him some of
his songs. Kotov praised his songs and expressed his interest in the future of
the 'Friday concerts' (Chronicle 42). Starchik replied that he had already, before
his forcible hospitalization, decided to end them. Kotov sighed with relief.

On 12 November Pyotr Starchik was released. In hospital he had composed
over 30 songs. After his release Starchik visited Kotov, at his request. Kotov
apologized to Starchik for his incorrect conversation with his wife in October.
He said that he had not given permission for Starchik's hospitalization and
agreed that it had infringed the existing norms.

Persecution of Participants in a Religious Seminar

Chronicle 41 reported the persecution of Alexander Ogorodnikov and his friends
(in the section 'Religion in the U S S R'). Ogorodnikov organized a seminar on
religion and philosophy for Orthodox young people. He is 26 years old; a few
years ago he was expelled from his third year at the All-Union State Institute
of Cinematography.

One of the reasons for his expulsion was, it seems, the attempt by Ogorodni-
kov and other students to make a film about the unofficial spiritual life of
modern Soviet youth. Besides sequences devoted to amateur musical groups,
for example, the film-makers intended to show student meetings at the grave
of Romas Kalanta in Kaunas, groups of young pople at church festivals, and
so on.

A group of young people who had been attracted to Orthodoxy and wished
to study religious problems seriously, formed around Ogorodnikov. A religious-
philosophical seminar began to take place regularly, and it declared itself a
successor to the religious-philosophical societies of Moscow and Leningrad
which were liquidated in the 1920s. The subjects of the lectures and discussions
at the seminar were similar to the subject-matter of the Messenger of the Russian
Christian Movement8: theology, theosophy, philosophy and the history of
religion, religious consciousness and sociology, Orthodoxy and the legal con-
sciousness of the nation, religion and art, and so on. The 37 themes discussed
or announced at the seminar included, for example: 'The individual and the
sense of community' (Khomiakov, Vladimir Solovyov, the princes Trubetskoi,
S. Frank); 'The Russian idea' (Khomiakov, Dostoyevsky, Solovyov, Berdyayev);

'The Russian type of holiness: saints and the state' (Saint Sergy of Radonezh,
the saintly prince Alexander Nevsky, Saint Philip of Moscow, Father John of
Kronstadt); 'The talks of Father Dmitry Dudko' (the model for a pastor in the
modern secular world); 'Freedom and Necessity' (from Kant to Berdyayev; the
mystery of personality); 'Modern left-wing consciousness'; 'State atheism%
'Socialist realism and the fate of Christian art'.

The seminar immediately attracted the hostile attention of the authorities.
K G B officials and certain specialists on religion had 'conversations' with those
who took part. Since the summer of 1976 many of them have been openly
followed and harassed by unknown persons on the street. The following incidents
are known to have taken place, in addition to those described in Chronicle 41:
on 14 July two men began to harass Marina Thnonina on the street, pushing
her about on the metro and on trolley-buses, stepping on her feet and shouting
'Why don't you look where you're putting your feet?'; when she came out of
the metro they hit her twice and then tried to break into her flat. On the same
day, she — and later her mother — were interrogated at the Lubyanka by
Lieutenant-Colonel Andrei Dmitryevich Shilkin, one of the leading K G B
specialists on Orthodoxy.

The day before, on the evening of 13 July, Valentin Serov, who had taken
part in the seminar and was just returning from the funeral of the Leningrad
painter Rukhin, who had died in a fire, came out of his friend's flat in Cher-
tanovo: he was attacked in the dark, his arm was broken and he was cruelly
beaten on the legs.

On 14 July  Alexander Argentov,  a participant in the seminar (Chronicles
41, 42), was in a psychiatric hospital. From 27 September to 17 November
Edward Fedotov  was in a psychiatric hospital. The strong religious beliefs of
Argentov and Fedotov were regarded as symptoms of mental illness by the
doctors.

After A. Ogorodnikov had lost his job, the police seemingly lost sight of him.
Some of his friends were interrogated as to where he was 'hiding' and told
he had 'embarked on an illegal existence', and so on. It seems that a search
was being conducted for Ogorodnikov. On 10 August he was detained on the
street in Moscow, searched and taken to the Lubyanka, where Shilkin 'had a
talk' with him. Two other persons also took part in the 'talk': one concentrated
on theoretical argument 'You're a nihilist. You slander the Orthodox faith and
the Church'), while the other ('Stanislav Petrovich') talked about his acquain-
tances ('T. S. Khodorovich is an enemy of the people. Father Dmitry Dudko
collaborated with a Fascist newspaper'). Shilkin himself assumed the practical
role in the conversation : he showed Ogorodnikov evidence given by his
acquaintances (one of the participants in the seminar,  Evgeny Nesterov,  had
given the K G B papers belonging to Ogorodnikov which he was storing),
threatened Ogorodnikov with arrest and asked him who had typed for him.
Then Ogorodnikov was released.

Ogorodnikov has been deprived of his residence permit in Vladimir region,
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where he was living; at present he is not registered for residence anywhere.
Not only Muscovites participate in the seminar.  Boris Razveyev,  a student

at the Bashkir Medical Institute (earlier he had been refused permission to
study at the Teological Academy), has been summoned by the K G B more than
once; he was threatened and 'warned' about 'anti-social activity'. Sergei
Shuvalov, a student at the Bashkir University, was made to abandon his studies
after a series of interrogations, and also 'warned'. There were attempts to force
both of them to give compromising evidence against Ogorodnikov and to write
protests against Ogorodnikov's appeal to Dr. Potter, General Secretary of the
World Council of Churches. On 27 October  Yu. Obukhov,  a fourth year student
at the Bashkir Medical Institute, was expelled from the Komsomol for 'having
a religious, hippy-like mode of thought'; on 5 November he was expelled from
the institute and on 1 December called up into the army. Altogether eight people
were interrogated in Ufa in connection with the seminar.

On 5 December Ogorodnikov was detained at Ufa airport while his baggage
was being examined; he was interrogated at the police station by Senior Lieu-
tenant Dubrovsky of the K G B, who searched him and took away two books
by S. Frank and notes of the interrogations of Razveyev and Shuvalov.
Ogorodnikov was threatened with detention in a special dispersal prison but was
later released.

About 30 participants of the seminar and their parents have been subjected
to summonses and criticism by the K G B (this happened not only in Moscow
and Ufa, but also in Leningrad, Lvov, Minsk and Grodno).

The seminar is continuing its work. This autumn it has met three times.

The traditional pilgrimage to the Hill of Crosses near giluva was organized this
autumn to take the form of a protest against the violation of religious rights.
The participants also demanded the introduction of 'prohibition' [of alcohol].
Over 500 people took part in the march, about 100 of them students and school-
children. They erected a large cross on the hill. Three days later the cross was
destroyed.

*

Events in Lithuania

On 19 October 1976 Vladas Lapienis (born 1906) and Jonas Matulionis (born
1933) were arrested in Vilnius. During a search a few copies of the Chronicle

of the Lithuanian Catholic Church [C L C C] were confiscated from Matulionis.
Both men were subjected to searches and interrogations back in 1973-1974 in
connection with the publication and distribution of religious literature and the
CLCC (case 345) (see Chronicles 32, 34, 36).

* * *

On the night of 7-8 November a flag hanging outside the Vilnius University
student hostel (on Olandu Street) was torn down. Because of this, on 8 Novem-
ber the student  Leonas PauInviCius  was arrested and detained at the K G B
investigation prison. Another student was released after questioning and soon
after expelled from the Komsomol.

Chronicle 40 reported that in 1976 15 Vilnius schoolboys were summoned by the
police because of their friendship with  Viktor Petkus.  The police and the
K G 13 tried to obtain evidence compromising Petkus and also to put an end to
the lessons on Lithuanian history which he had organized. In September seven
boys (not three, as Chronicle 42 reported) were expelled from the eleventh
(senior) class of the Venolis school.

At the end of October  L. M.  Alekseyeva, a member of the Helsinki Group,
and the well-known Lithuanian poet and philosopher  Tomas Venclovu  went to
see the Lithuanian Minister of Education, Ritukus,

am a member of the Moscow Group to Assist the Implementation of the
Helsinki Agreements in the U S S R,' Alckseyeva began.

'Which organization is this group attached to?' inquired the Minister.
'It is a community group.'
'But who is in charge of it?'
'Professor Yury Fyodorovich Orlov, a corresponding member of the

Armenian Academy of Sciences.'
This title seemed to reassure the Minister.
On the expulsion of the seven boys the Minister said:
'This has nothing to do with the Helsinki Agreements. They were expelled

for behaviour unworthy of Soviet schoolchildren.'
'What kind of behaviour was that?'
'Boguges was rude to the headmaster and then brought a religious picture into

his classroom, and that's forbidden by the Constitution. After all, the church
is separated from the state in our country.'

'And this was the reason for his expulsion?'
'No, it wasn't that.  I  know only the general outlines of the case and cannot

tell you exactly what each one of them did, but the expulsions were perfectly
legal. The school could tell you about it in more detail.'

At the school the head of studies, Dobinas, a number of teachers and the
supervisor responsible for work done out of class recalled transgressions by each
of the boys expelled, but could not explain which actions they had in fact been
expelled tor. It turned out that Dobinas did not have the record of the school
council meeting at which they had been expelled. When the conversation was
coming to an end the telephone rang. The call was from the Minister — judging
by the replies to him, he had already discovered how he should have behaved
to 'Professor Orlov's group'.
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The Helsinki Group (see above in this issue) has issued a document about the
expulsion of the seven boys: Bogtiges, 13idlauskas, Masiulionis, Sasnauskas,

Suhaeius, Palienis and Seputis.

* * •

On 5 November the  Lithuanian Group to Assist the Inipletnentation of the
Helsinki Agreements  was founded: it consisted of Tomas Venclova, Father

Karolis Garuckas, Ona Lukauskaite-Peikiene, Viktoras Petkus and Eitan

Finkelshtein.
The first document issued by this group (in a joint statement with the

analogous Moscow group), also dated 5 November, was 'On the position of

two Lithuanian Catholic bishops'.7
Bishop Julijonas Steponavieius and Bishop Vineentas Sladkevieius have not

been allowed by the Soviet authorities to fulfil their pastoral duties for many
years now (the former since 1961, the latter since 1959); they have in fact been

exiled to villages where they live in the position of 'altar-boys' (lay assistants

to the rectors). In its statement the group mentions that the authorities have

not replied to a letter from 65 priests of Vilnius Archdiocese (out of 100 in the

diocese) concerning Bishop Steponavièius, which they sent in 1975  (Chronicle

40). The group points out that after Bishop Sladkevièius had refused more
than once to 'cooperate sincerely' with the K G B, the Commissioner for Re-

ligious Affairs, Tumenas, explained to him that 'his position would not change,

because he could not find a common language with the Soviet authorities, yet

there was nothing he could be tried for'.
In document 2,8 the Lithuanian Helsinki Group draws the attention of the

governments who participated in the conference, and of world public opinion,

to the 'Statutes on Religious Associations' passed by the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the Lithuanian S S R on 28 July 1976. Most of the articles

in the statutes, according to the group, 'are intended to limit freedom of re-

ligious expression and to stifle normal religious life'. (Similar statutes passed in
the RSFSR were analysed in a letter from Regelson and Yakunin — see

Chronicle 41).
The group also protested against the arrest of V. Lapienis and J. Matulionis

as being a violation of the provisions of the Final Act.

Security' and threatened to do him in. 'This letter,' wrote Terleckas, 'could

easily be made use of by the procurator's office to "blame" my death on the
underground.' Terleckas thinks the K G B is trying to push him into emigrating
by means of threats, but he states:

I want to live only in Lithuania and will remain faithful to my ideal, which I
don't hide from the K G B, to the end of my life. That ideal is to be a free

man in a free and independent Lithuania.

Terleckas points out that he does not force his views on anyone else and is not

preparing to participate in any sort of opposition movement. At the end of his

statement he says:

Not long ago your Deputy Minister of Justice asserted that no one in the

USSR was being persecuted for his political views. You could prove this by
just ordering the K G B to stop persecuting, taunting and baiting me

constantly.

* * •

In October the fourth issue of the journal  Aufra  was published.

On 1 October the 24th issue of the  Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic

Church came  out. Some reports from that issue are published below.

*

On 25 November Antanas Terleckas (Chronicle  38) sent a statement to

Podgorny.
He refers to his letter to Andropov of 23 November 1975  (Chronicle  40)

about persecution by the K G B, and writcs that this harassment is continuing :

people are dismissed from work, threatened and publicly insulted (as at the

courtroom whcre Kovalyov was tried) and attempts are made to turn their

friends against them. On the day he sent off this statement Terleckas received

an anonymous letter in which 'believers' accused him of 'cooperating with State

On 23 June Virgilijus Jaugelis (Chronicles  30, 32, 34, 36, 38), a resident of
Kaunas, was detained on the street in the town of Raseiniai by a policeman and

a man in civilian clothes. After checking his passport, they demanded that
Jaugelis should show them the contents of his rucksack, but Jaugelis refused

to do so without being shown the necessary document Then they pushed him

by force into their car, cursing him rudely, and, threatening to beat him up,

took him to the police station and there searched him, again by force. They
confiscated the book  The Christian in the World,  published in the U S A. It

was stated in the search record that the book was confiscated on the orders of

the head of Raseiniai district K G B department.
On 24 June Jaugelis sent a complaint to the Procurator of the Lithuanian

S S R, but by September he had received no reply.

* * •

On 25 May the funeral of Father B. Baliukonis took place in Kaunas. All the
bishops and administrators of the dioceses of Kaunas and Paneve2ys took part

in the funeral service and K. Tumenas, the Commissioner for the Lithuanian

S S R of the Council for Religious Affairs of the USSR Council of Ministers,
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was also present. Traffic controllers gave the funeral procession green lights for

its whole route through the streets of the city.
not to visit the priests  Juozas Zdebskis and Alfonsas Svarinskas in the holidays.
In his  words, they had suffered from Soviet rule and therefore hated it.

• • • •

On 23 June the funeral of Father Z. Nedunskus took place in the town of

Kaigiadorys.
The deputy chairman of the local district soviet executive committee forbade

state-owned vehicles to be used in the funeral, so the coffin had to be transported

to the cemetery in a privately owned lorry.
In 1946 Neciunskas was given a 10•year sentence for his support of the

Lithuanian partisans. After serving his sentence he travelled to Krasnoyarsk

territory and spent two and a half years serving Lithuanian believers in a

region 400 kilometres in radius.

In September, at a communion feast in giluva, police and K G B officials did not

allow any photographs to be taken of the worshippers, exposed people's films,

forbade religious objects to be sold, and confiscated them. These activities were

all supervised by the district head of the K G B department in Raseiniai.

• •
In May  Sutas, a driver at the Agricultural Technical College in Sales, was
taken off car-driving and transferred to repairing tractors because he had helped
to transport greenery to the church for decorations.

* • • •

On 12 June and 31 July the newspaper Moscow News, which is published in

Moscow in English and French, printed an interview with Viktor Butkus, rector

of the Theological Seminary in Kaunas, about the situation of the Catholic

Church in Lithuania. The Chronicle of the  L  C C,  number 24, comments on

Butkus's replies, once more presenting evidence of persecution for the faith.
The deputy chairman of the Varena district soviet executive committee and

the district procurator's office demand that the church books registering

baptisms, marriages and funerals should be brought to them.
In September 1974  V. Vertelkaite, a teacher at  Nursery 32 in Vilnius, was

asked to resign 'voluntarily' from her post because of her religious beliefs.
People who make or sell articles for religious use or religious books are

arrested. Workshops and sculptors are forbidden  to make memorial  stones with

crosses on them. Artists are forbidden to paint pictures with religious themes,

otherwise they are expelled from the Artists' Union (for example,  A.

Chmeliauskas).
Musicians are forbidden to play in churches. The student  J. Matulionis  was

expelled from the Conservatory for this (he has now been arrested — see above).
Those who wish to enter the seminary must obtain permission to do so

from the state authorities. More often than not, such permission is made con-

ditional on their agreement to cooperate with the K G B.
The administrators of dioceses cannot visit their parishes freely. They are

allowed to hold confirmation services only twice a year. They can appoint priests

only with the consent of the civil authorities.
Churches are being converted into secular institutions, while permission is not

given for other churches to be built or even restored.

In July Mrs. &InkIlene, a resident of the town of Kretinga, was detained at the
Telgiai  district police station for two days and deprived of the church banner

she had with her.

• •
The Kretinga district newspaper  gvyturis  published an article on 15 January
about an atheists' meeting, quoting the words of B. Maonis, headmaster of the
school in Darbenai: 'Bernardas Talaigis, rector of Laukuva, is a good friend of
mine. He's an atheist. So why doesn't he leave the priesthood? He says he
doesn't have the will-power. What about money? He doesn't complain about
that. So he's being hypocritical.'

In a statement addressed to commissioner Tumenas, dated 28 January,
Talaigis declares that Maonis is  lying. He has only met MaIonis once, in 1958,

since they studied together in the same school, and they did not talk about their

philosophical views. Father Talaigis has demanded a public retraction of the

libel.

• •

• •

At the end of the academic year Tumenas advised the Kaunas seminary students

On 5 July 1975 an administrative commission in Panevays fined  Father A.
Petrauskas 30  roubles because he had prepared children for First Communion.

On 9 September 1976 an administrative commission in Kedainiai 'warned'

Father L. Jagminas about doing  the same thing.
On 10 July 1975 Tauèius — headmaster of the school in Pociuneliai — and

Mrs. B2eskiene, secretary  of the collective farm party organization, came to
Father A. Jokubauskas and  took the names of children who had come to him

for instruction in preparation for First Communion. Afterwards schoolteachers

tried to intimidate the children in every way, while 132eskiene and Stumbras,

chairman of the collective farm, threatened their parents, demanding that their

children should not go to church.
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On 2 July 1976 the teacher Mrs. Burgiene entered a church by stealth,

counted the children who had come to see Jokubauskas and wrote down the

names of those she knew. On 19 July Krikillanas, deputy chairman of the dis-

trict soviet executive committee, and Mrs. Januseviëiene, secretary of the party

bureau, summoned Jokubauskas and accused him of break ing the law. When

Jokubauskas wanted to buy a house, Stumbras — the chairman of the collective

farm — refused to give the permission necessary for his application.

S S  R Criminal Code. Officials are known to have reproached her for appealing

to A. D. Sakharov after the raid on her home (Chronicle 40). Chakalova's case
was to be heard in the Belogorsk district court on 10 November. Further details

are not known to the Chronicle.

There is not a single Catholic church in Kaliningrad or in Chernyakhovsk

(Kaliningrad region, RS FS R). In 1975 Father Kazys Montvila, rector of the

parish of Vygtitis, began to hold services for the Catholics of Chernyakhovsk

at their request. He has held services a number of times at the flat of Mr. and

Mrs. Biegtonas (Kirov St. 10). On 20 February 1975 K G B officials came to

the flat. Declaring that the Birgtonas couple had links with America, they carried

out a search. On leaving, they told the priest not to go there any more.

The family of Zulfiur Nafeyeva (6 children) bought a house in the village of

Voinka, Krasnoperekop district, and settled there on 23 September this year.

The village soviet refused to register her purchase of the house and later the

district court issued an order to evict her.
In a statement (the Chronicle does not know to whom it is addressed) Z.

Nafeyeva writes:

On the morning of 19 November 1976 the police arrived in two buses with

police-chief Davydov at their head, and threw our belongings and the child-

ren onto the street. And they moved a woman into our house who had no

right to be there and had nothing to do with the house. And we were left out

on the street. That woman, knowing that she had been settled there unlaw-

fully, took her things and left three days later. The house was left unlocked

The weather was cold. The children and I were on the street. So we carried

our things inside and lit the fire to warm the children. Four of the children

are at school — they had to do their homework. We spent one night there,

but the next morning we were thrown out on the street again. Damp snow

was falling. The children, our belongings, everything was in the street. No-

body was paying any attention.

A new samizdat journal, God and the Motherland, has been founded in Lithu-

ania. Two issues have now appeared. The Chronicle of the L C C, number 24,

expresses its disappointment at the excessively sharp tone of this journal. It

writes that such a tone offends dissenters.

We  religious believers should not use such expressions — there are enough

of them in the atheist press. Let us respect others if we want to be respected

ourselves. We must try to ensure that hatred for errors and harmful practices

does not turn into hatred for their perpetrators (from a reader's letter to

the C L C C).

Persecution of the Crimean Tatars

On 11 October the Belogorsk district court found  Murat  Voyenny (Chronicle

42) guilty of contravening article 196 of the Ukrainian S S R Criminal Code

('Infringement of the residence regulations'); on 18 October it found Enver

Ametov (Chronicle 42) guilty under the same article. They have both been

sentenced to 2 years of banishment from the Crimea.

* * *

At the end of October Resmie Yunusova and Memet Seitveliyev and their sick

daughter were still living in a tent (Chronicles 40, 41, 42).

• • *
In October  Shaver Chakalova  was charged under article 196 of the Ukrainian

The  Asanov family  live in the Crimea, where they have been registered since

1968 (they came as part of the organized labour recruitment scheme). Some of

the family — 65-year-old Zemine Asanova (who has been paralysed for 10

years) and two of her adult daughters — bought a house this autumn in the

settlement of Skalistoye, Bakhchisarai district, and started to live there by them-

selves. Despite the fact that they are registered in the Crimea, they could not

get their purchase registered. On 10 December the police evicted the three

women. For almost a day they were driven from one end of the Crimea to the

other, as the authorities tried to put the mother into a hospital, but each

hospital refused to take her. Finally they put her into the hospital in the village

of Lobanovo, Dzhankoi district. They separated her from her daughters  by

force, as the latter were demanding that they should all be taken back to their

home. Both daughters were put under arrest for 10 days, for 'resisting the

police'.
After their eviction the Asanovs' household effects were taken to the village

of Krymka, Dzhankoi district, and thrown out on the street, in the mud, while

a Russian family which had recently arrived from Uzbekistan was settled in

their house.
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Refat Asanov, the son and brouther of the evicted woman, who was living in
the village of Krymka, could not get Basov, chairman of the village soviet, to
tell him who had arranged their eviction or where his relatives were. Only
after three days, when he had driven round a number of hospitals and police
stations, did he find his mother.

On  11  December, when he was still searching for his mother and sisters,
Asanov tried to send a telegram to Brezhnev, but the village post-office in
Krymka refused to accept it. A few days later, Asanov sent Brezhnev a letter,
describing what had happened and stating :

All this took place on the anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. How is that to be understood? How can this unprecedented act of
violence be reconciled with socialist democracy and socialist humanitarian
principles? ...

I demand that my mother and sisters be released immediately and
returned to their home.

I ask that those who carried out and organized this act of violence
should be punished.

Those who carried out this act of violence should be made to pay com-
pensation for the damage done.

The Jewish Movement

The Struggle for Emigration

On 19 September  a group of Jewish 'refuseniks' sent the following statement:

To the Moscow City Soviet Executive Committee, Department of Internal
Affairs, OVIR
Copies to the USSR Supreme Soviet and the Central Committee of the
C  P  S I.J;
From the undersigned.

* • •
According to information received at the end of December, this last autumn
almost all the Crimean Tatars living in the Crimea without residence permits
have been taken to court and sentenced. Some were sentenced to pay large
fines.

« SE
On 15 December 1976 about 50 Crimean  Tatars came on a reception day to the
Crimean regional soviet executive committee, but they were not given an
audience. (For previous such mass visits to the executive committee see
Chronicles 38, 42).

* * *
Aishe Seitmuratova, who  was sent to Tashkent from Simferopol by force on
5 September (Chronicle 42), returned to Simferopol in the middle of September
and handed in a protest to the regional procurator's office. The protest was sent
to the Crimean regional K G B department. At K G B headquarters Seitmuratova
was received by the same two men who had expelled her from the region (on
5 September one of them had shown her a card stating he was a junior lieutenant
of police, while the other — who now turned out to be K G 13 official N. I.
Petrov — had not given any proof of identity).

Seitmuratova learnt that one of her demands — compensation for the material
loss she had suffered — had been satisfied. She was given back the money she
had spent on her forced journey by air from Tashkent to Moscow and from
Moscow to Simferopol.

Statement
We have been handing in documents applying to emigrate, on behalf of
ourselves and our families, to live permanently in the state of Israel. In reply
to our request we have received refusals from 0 V I R, based on 'security'
and other considerations, which have been delivered to us orally without any
indication of how long the refusal would be valid.

We regard ourselves as citizens of Israel who are being forcibly detained
in the U S S R. In this use of force there is  a similarity between our position
and that of prisoners. However,  if prisoners who have broken the law know
the limit of their imprisonment, we — who have not broken any Soviet laws

do not know the limits of our forced separation from our historic home-
land ...

It is amazing, to  say the least, that over a year after Helsinki the Soviet
official organizations have not been able to introduce any kind of legality
into their procedure for issuing refusals.

We demand that a refusal of visa on 'security' or any other grounds should
be issued in written form, with the reasons for the refusal and its duration.
V. Al. Elistratov, I. L. Tsitovsky, A. A. Polishchuk, I. A. Ass, M. Kremen,
B. M. Chernobylsky, Ya. G. Rakhlenko, V. S. Slepak, A. G. Gurevich, Z. L.
Tesker, A. L Gvinter, L. D. Shabashov.

On 15 October Sivets, an OVIR inspector, told Chernobylsky that there would
be no written refusals.

On 18 October all 12 authors of the statement, together with I. Elkin, went
to the Presidium of the USSR  Supreme Soviet with a new statement — asking
for a reply to their statement of September. The Jews refused to leave the
reception room without receiving a reply.

At the end of the working day they were pushed into a bus, taken to the
outsk irts of Moscow and thrown out forcibly. On getting back to the city
centre, the Jews informed Western journalists of what had occurred.

On 19 October  the same Jews set off again for the reception room with a
similar statement. All day they sat in the room without obtaining any results.
At the end of the working day the refuseniks were pushed into a bus and driven
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out of Moscow, this time to a distance of 60 kilometres. The Jews refused to get if measures would be taken to ensure the safety of Jewish refuseniks. Shchelokov

out of the bus on a deserted road in the middle of a forest. The drunken volun- replied that neither he nor his ministry were responsible for safety in the recep-

teer militia, who outnumbered them by more than two to one, began to throw tion room of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet. He also informed them that

the Jews out of the bus and beat them up. he had listened to a BBC broadcast which had spoken of Jews being beaten

Shouts were heard of 'So you haven't been killed off yetl' and 'yids'. Trying up, and added that, according to his own sources, three militiamen had been

to stop the bus, the Jews lay down in front of it. The others began to kick them. beaten up.
M. Kremen was severely beaten; A. Polishchuk was kicked in the ribs, Z. The conversation turned to the demands formulated in the statement of 19

Tesker had his nose broken. Two militiamen shoved I. Ass into a ditch beside September. Shchelokov suggested that he would discuss the reasons for refusal

the road and began to trample on him. In addition to the bus there was a of visas with each person individually, by word of mouth, but refused to give

•Volga' parked on the road. Deciding that the men in charge were inside it, the any reasons in writing. When in the course of conversation people were men-

men being beaten ran towards the car. The Volga reversed, turned round and tioned who had been 'in refusal' for more than five years, Shchelokov would turn

disappeared. The bus also drove away. The wounded Jews only got back to to Obidin : 'That's a mistake, check on it.' The conversation lasted for about

Moscow late at night. The same night a press conference was organized at the forty minutes.
flat of V. Slepak. The next day Western papers published photographs of the As they had not received an answer to any of the questions in the statement,

men who had been beaten up; the papers also told the story of the statements the refuseniks put on their Stars of David and went straight from the M V D

addressed to the Supreme Soviet. Western radio stations also reported on these to the Presidium reception room. The Jews composed a new statement, in which

events. they demanded :
On 20 October 28 refuseniks arrived in the morning at the reception room. (a) that those responsible for beating up 13 Jews in the forest on 19 October

They repeated the demands made by the 12 on 19 September and also demanded should be punished;
that those responsible for the beatings of the day before should be punished. (b) that measures should be taken to ensure the physical safety of Jews who

In addition to those who had been beaten up, the following persons signed the were being persecuted because they want to emigrate from the U S S R;

statement. A. Shcharansky, I. Beilin, A. Mai, F. Kandel, R. Levitanaite, B. (c) that an official answer should be given to every person on the question

Lainer, B. Fishkin, A. Gurevich, D. Shchiglik, R. Yakir, E. Yakir, V. Khnokh of emigration.
from Leningrad, I. Andryukhin, E. Nizhnikov and A. Druk. Later the statement That evening three buses were needed; 40 people were put into the vehicles

was also signed by E. Chernobylskaya and M. Liberman. In the afternoon an provided and driven out of Moscow. Those driven into the forest included M.

assistant at the room, I. V. Volkova, stated that N. A. Shchelokov, the Minister Zelyony from Odessa. While they were still in the reception room M. Kremen,

of Internal Affairs, would receive those who had assembled on 21 October at B. Chernobylsky, V. Elistratov and A. Polishchuk were separated from the rest

10 a.m. of the group on the orders of someone in civilian clothes and taken away.

On 21 October in the morning the following people came to the Ministry of On 22 October the Jews again came to the room and handed in a statement

of Internal Affairs, in addition to those already mentioned: E. Seidel, A. Lerner, addressed to N. V. Podgorny which described the events of 19-21 October. They
I. Nudel, D. Beilina, S. Priven, G. Rosenshtein, 0. Mendeleyev, E. Axelrod, demanded that those arrested should be released; that those responsible for the

V. Fain, T. Druk, M. Gorbatov, N. Meiman, L. Blitshtein, I. Gildengorn, R. beatings should be brought to book; and that Shchelokov's statement about the
Tesker, I. Kosharovskaya, Yu. Kosharovsky, N. Biberstein, R. Ospovat, M. lack of guarantees for their safety should be explained. The statement was signed
Novikov, A. Nizhnikov, E. Lenchik (from Odessa), M. Khait and L. Ulanovsky. by 45 persons.
Those assembled were told that Shchelokov would talk to each of them in turn When they received no reply the Jews again put on the Star of David and
about the reasons for refusal of his visa. The Jews would not agree to this walked slowly down Marx Prospekt to the reception room of the Central Com-

	

method of discussion, as they wished to discuss measures to ensure their mittee in Old Square. Colonel Zolotukhin, the deputy head of Moscow 0 V I R,

own safety. ran after them to the reception room.

	

The two sides agreed that the refuseniks should choose representatives The Jews took a statement, similar to that addressed to Podgorny, in to the

	

(Slepak, Chernohylsky and Shcharansky) who would then be seen by the Central Committee. The representatives of the refuseniks received an unexpected

	

Minister. During the ensuing conversation police commissars, M V D and army invitation to talk to A. Ivanov, deputy head of the administrative organs depart-

	

generals were present, as well as officials in civilian clothes, including Obidin, the ment (for his previous conversation with Jews, see Chronicle 40). Five people

	

head of 0 V I R, and his deputy Ovchinnikov. Shchelokov began by talking went to see him (Slepak, Shcharansky, Beilin, Kandel and Ass). The talk with

	

about the reasons why visas are refused. The Jews wanted to ask the Minister Ivanov was shorter and more to the point than that with the minister. During
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the conversation Ivanov referred disapprovingly to the actions of the militia
and said that this incident would be 'investigated'. Nevertheless the Jews did
not receive an answer to any of their questions.

While the delegates were talking to lvanov, Zolotukhin was trying to parti-
cipate in the conversation of those waiting outside. He went up first to one
group, then to another, asking: 'When is the feast of Chanuka?' 'Is Haifa a good
town?'

The Jews stayed at the Central Committee, waiting for news of the four
arrested the day before. Some time later lvanov told them that the four were
at police station 40. At the police station they said the arrested men were not
there. Ivanov insisted that he had told the truth. The negotiations went on to
the end of the working day.

That evening the buses drove up again and took the Jews to sobering-up
station 8. The buses were followed by a police van containing witnesses. (The
witnesses had been brought beforehand to the courtyard in front of the Central
Committee reception room.) They came in useful when all the Jews were
reported for violating public order. Having been detained at the sobering-up
station for some time, the Jews were gradually released in small groups.

It later became known that Arkady Polishchuk, Mikhail Kremen and Viktor
Elistratov had been imprisoned for 15 days for violating public order.

23 October. Saturday at the synagogue. The Jews wrote a letter appealing to
Western public opinion, in which they described the events of the past days.
The letter was signed by about 100 people.

25 October. The Jews were preparing to meet again at the reception room
of the Presidium in order to write a new statement and get a reply. However,
their plans were foiled. Some of them were seized at their homes, some on the
way to the room. Only five people reached it.

Buses were parked in the university courtyard, ready for the Jews. The buses
were gradually filled. Some people ended up in them quite by chance — from
the reception room or even off the street.

Those detained were again taken to sobering-up station 8. Those who had
been picked up by chance were soon released.

Five Jewish women were fined: R. Levitanaite, E. Seidel, G. Mendzherit-
skaya, R. Yakir and I. Nudel. One of them did not have enough money to buy
her release. It had to be quickly collected.

The following spent the day under arrest: N. Rozenshtein, V. Fain, S. Fain,
A. Druk, T. Druk, A. Nizhnikov, A. Lifshits and his wife, E. Shakhnovskaya,
A. Mai, A. Bolshoi, N. Meiman, M. Azbel, V. Brailovsky, G. Shapiro, A.
Zavurov, I. Tsitovsky, V. Prestin, Talyanker and others.

The following were under arrest for 15 days : A. Shcharansky, V. Shakhnov-
sky, V. Slepak, F. Kandel, Z. Tesker, M. Zelyony, G. Rozenshtein, I. Beilin, Yu.
Kosharovsky, Ya. Rakhlenko, A. Gurevich, L. Volvovsky, I. Tufeld, A. Gvinter,
E. Yakir, L. Shabashov, L. Tsypin and D. Shchiglik.

On 25 October Vladimir Slepak received a sympathetic telegram from J.

Carter, a candidate for the U S A presidency; on 28 October, when Slepak was
already serving his 15 days, his wife Maria Slepak received a telegram from
Senator E. Kennedy.

The Case of Ass and Chernobylsky

On 25 October losif Ass was taken from sobering-up staiton 8 to police station
40, where Boris Chernobylsky was already. These two Jews, who had been
beaten up on 19 October, were charged under article 206 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code ('hooliganism). The case was conducted by investigator Tikhonov
of the Moscow city procurator's office. Ass and Chernobylsky were put in
Butyrka prison. By 30 October the investigation was completed. None of the
Jews who had been with Ass and Chernobylsky on 19 October were questioned.

On 1 November a 'Group to Facilitate an Open Public Enquiry into the Rea-
sons for the Arrest of I. Ass and B. Chernobylsky and the Circumstances Sur-
rounding it' was set up. This group included M. Azbel, V. Brailovsky, D. Beilina,

A. Lerner, N. Meiman, I. Nudel, V. Prestin and V. Fain. L. Alekseyeva par-
ticipated as an observer from the Helsinki Group. S. Kallistratova acted as a
legal adviser.

The group sent a series of statements to Soviet and international organiza-
tions, describing the circumstances of the case and the course of the investiga-
tion. The statements emphasized the fact that not one defence witness had been
questioned during the investigation. In addition, the statements pointed out that
no measures had so far been taken to punish those responsible for the beatings
of 19 October.

On 15 November the case against Ass and Chernobylsky was dropped in
accord with article 6 of the RSFSR Code of Criminal Procedure (' ...because

of a change in circumstances, the act committed by the guilty party has lost its
socially dangerous character or the individual himself has ceased to be a danger
to society').

• * •

On 20 November the brothers Amnon and Amner Zavurov (Bukharan Jews

from Shakhrisabz near Tashkent) were put under arrest for 15 days.
About a year ago their exit visas were taken away from them at the last

moment. Since then they have been asked to take back their Soviet passports.
On 25 October 1976 they appealed to the USSR Supreme Soviet, ask ing to
receive documents indicating that they are stateless persons. This was refused
and they were sent to 0 V I R. Obidin promised Amnon Zavurov that their
case woild be decided within a month.

During their arrest the brothers were threatened with criminal charges if they
refused to take back their Soviet passports. Threats were made that they would
be charged with attacking the owner of the house they live in, although he has
not made any complaint and there are no witnesses of any attack.
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Jewish seminars were to assembk at the synagogue building and move on to the flat where it
was to take place. However, not everyone came to the synagogue — 13 people
(mostly Muscovites, members of the organizing committee) were detained at
their homes, while 20 people from out of town were detained on the way to
Moscow. Some of those detained had their homes searched, others were simply
kept at the police station until the end of the day, while many were put under
house arrest. None of the academics from abroad were allowed into the country
for the symposium.

Those who had assembled at the synagogue set off for the flat, where the
symposium then began. About 50 people were present, including A. D. Sakharov
and foreign journalists. Because of the absence of most of the lecturers, the
symposium lasted only one day (instead of the planned three days).

On 21 December searches took place at the homes of V.  Slepak, V. Fain and
F. Kande!  (Felix Kamov). The searches were carried out on the orders of investi-
gator Tikhonov of the procurator's office.

11 people were put under house arrest: Azbel, Slepak, Lerner, Mai, Kande],
Fain, Prestin, Rozenshtein, Abramovich, Essas and Lazaris.

Recently unofficial Jewish seminars have been taking place in various towns in
the Soviet Union, at which the economy and culture of Israel and Hebrew
history are studied.

Two seminars take place in Riga — run by Arkady Tsinober and Valery
Kaminsky. At the end of October Kaminsky and eight participants in his
seminar were summoned by the K  G B  and asked to stop holding the seminar.
Kaminsky was warned that his activities would be defined as anti-social and
that he was carrying on nationalist propaganda. Those summoned included
Boris Frenkel, Yakov Arev, Yak ov Gordin and Boris Raukhman. Many people
who do not intend to emigrate from the USSR come to Kaminsky's seminar.

A seminar in Vilnius is organized by Salansky, a professor of physics. On 12
November Aronson and Gergovieius, who attend the seminar, were interviewed
by the Vilnius K G B. On 15 November, while  Shapiro  was being searched at
Vilnius airport, the text  of  his letter at the seminar and personal letters were
confiscated from him. On the same day the K G B talked to Salansky and Raiz.
Salansky was asked to stop holding the seminar. On 17 November a search was
carried out at the Vilnius flat of  the Estulins.  Some of Salansky's personal be-
longings were confiscated, including a typewriter and an account book.

The Right to Leave One's Country
A Jewish Cultural Symposium

It was announced that a seminar on 'Jewish Culture in the U S S R: its Present
Position and its Perspectives' would take place on 21-23 December. The organ-
izing committee included 30 Jewish activists from Moscow, Leningrad, Vilnius,
Riga, Tallin, Minsk, Kiev, Vinnitsa, Kishinev  and  Tbilisi. Papers from the Soviet
Union, Britain, Sweden, Israel and the U S A were to be read at the symposium.
In particular, the chief American prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials,  Taylor,
intended to take part in the symposium.

On 28 November searches were carried out in Moscow at the homes of  V.
Fain  (in Chernogolovka, near Moscow) and of his wife; at the homes of  P.
Abramovich, V. Prestin, L. Volvovsky, I.  Essas,  I. Begun and L. Vilenskaya.  The
warrant was signed by Tikhonov and Nesterov. The case is being conducted
according to article 190-1 of the R SFSR Criminal Code. The next day a search
was carried out at the home of V.  Bogomolny  in connection with the same case.

On 29 November  A. D. Sakharov  made a statement in support of the
symposium:

The Soviet authorities are trying to break up the symposium, which is impor-
tant not only for Jewish culture but for all the national cultures of our coun-
try. Such a national-cultural enterprise could set an important precedent after
decades during which national cultures have not been allowed to develop
freely. I call for international support for the symposium.

On 21 December, the day when the symposium was to begin, all participants

Evgeny Stepanovich Gritsyak,  who lives in the village of Ustye, Snyatinsky dis-
trict, Ivano-Frankovsk region, is asking to be allowed to emigrate together with
his family. He writes about this in detail in his statement to the Chairman of the
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, dated 5 July 1976.

It is clear from the statement that since 1972 Gritsyak has been trying to
establish links with the town of Auroville. (Auroville was founded in India by
enthusiasts supporting the idea of unifying and mutually enriching all national
cultures, as a model for the united humanity of the future. At the 15th Con-
ference of UNESCO India introduced a resolution asking for international
assistance to the town, particularly calling on governments to encourage their
citizens to form contacts with Auroville. The resolution was passed unanimously
by all UNESCO members, including the Soviet Union.)

In 1972 Gritsyak sent a letter to Auroville, asking for more details about
the town. Soon he received a polite reply, informing him that the Auroville
Newspaper and other literature about Auroville had been sent to his address.
Gritsyak received none of it. He tried again to make enquiries of his correspon-
dents. After this attempt his links with them were broken off for good.

In an appeal to Indira Gandhi and L. I. Brezhnev, dated 3 January 1976,
Gritsyak related all this and called on the governments of India and the USSR
to work out an agreement on the basis of the above-mentioned UNESCO
resolution, establishing unhindered contact between Soviet citizens and Auro-
ville. Gritsyak wrote:
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My understanding of unhindered contact is:
Unimpeded postal communication;
Freedom for Soviet citizens to visit Auroville privately and to come

back;
Emigration for interested Soviet citizens to live permanently in Auro-

ville.

objective courts, the cruel and humiliating treatment of people in camps, the use
of psychiatry to strengthen the K G B's powers of investigation and punish-

ment (Ivanov gave examples from his own life to illustrate all these points).

He wrote that he had sent a copy of his statement to the U S embassy, asking
for it to be published so as to 'call the attention of Western public opinion and

the workers of the West to the situation of a Russian worker who tries to de-

fend his economic interests and his dignity as a human being'.
On 21 SLptember 1976 V. A. Ivanov went on to Revolution Square in Moscow,

carrying a placard which read: `To the Soviet authorities. I demand to emigrate.

I've been through the hell of your camps and mind-bending hospitals. What

more? Russian worker V. A. Ivanov; Ten minutes later Ivanov was detained by

the police. He was held for a day, then delivered to his home. On 9 November

1976 Ivanov sent a letter asking George Meany, the American trade union

leader, to help him emigrate.

Gritsyak was arrested in 1949. In 1956 he was released. In 1959 the Presidium

of the USSR Supreme Soviet revoked the decision to release him and Gritsyak

was sent to serve out his 25 year sentence. (He was charged with having founded

a local cell of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists in Vinnitsa as soon

as he was released). In 1964 the Military Tribunal of the USSR Supreme Court

reviewed Gritsyak's case and admitted that all the charges against him had been

completely false. On 6 October 1964 Gritsyak was released again.

On 30 May 1976 the newspaper Prikarpatskaya Pravda published an article

by I. Kolodyazhny, which 'exposed' Gritsyak's ties with his labour camp friend,

the 'Zionist and spy' Abram Shifrin (a former political prisoner who emigrated

to Israel in 1970; one of the people who spoke at the `Sakharov hearings' in

Copenhagen; author of the book The Fourth Diniension — about the political
camps of 1953-1963).9

According to the article, in the camps Gritsyak 'systematically violated the

regulations and spread malicious slanders about the Soviet system'. In his state-

ment to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet of 5 July 1976 Gritsyak
writes: 'I never broke the regulations, I just agitated against them; I never

spread any slanders, I merely protested.' He quotes a long extract from his

letter of 1 November 1961 to the Central Committee of the C P S U. This extract

describes the camp conditions which the prisoners of Norilsk revolted against in

1953, after Stalin was already dead.
Gritsyak considers that the insinuations made by the paper are a reaction

to his intended emigration (after the collapse of his hopes for Auroville) follow-

ing an invitation from Israel. Gritsyak demands the right to leave the country.

* * *

Ivan Mikhailovich Sivak, born 1926, lives with his wife and three sons in the

settlement of Dubrava, Ivano-Frankovsk region.

In 1970 Sivak asked for permission to emigrate to Canada (his father had

lived there for a long time and died there in 1965). He was asked to apply for

Israel. He agreed to do so, but did not receive permission. Some time later he

was sent to a psychiatric hospital. In a letter addressed to Brezhnev, Sivak
writes :

I have lived for thirty years in the Soviet Union, not living but existing. In

these years little has changed in the workers' life. I live in poverty and need.
My wages scarcely suffice to feed me. Moreover, there is no justice or free-

dom in the Soviet Union. In all spheres of life there are restrictions. Every-
where and in every place a person feels himself unfree ...

Sivak refers to the Helsinki Agreements and the Declaration of Human Rights

in his letter.
In a letter to the Helsinki Group Sivak asks for 'help in emigrating to Israel

or any other country in the free world'.

The following four cases have been investigated by the Helsinki Group and

included in its documents (see the section on 'The Groups to Assist ...' in this

issue). The Chronicle uses the materials published by the Helsinki Group."

• 30 *

Valentin Anatolevich Ivanov, born 1930, a worker and electrician, lives in the

settlement of Ermolino, Kaluga region.
On 3 August 1976 he sent a statement to the Presidium of the USSR

Supreme Soviet, asking for permission to emigrate. He wrote that in 1959 he

had tried to cross the border illegally, and had asked for permission to emigrate

in 1964 and 1966. He also gives his reasons: low wages, the workers' defence-

lessness because of the absence of free unions, the absence of independent and

Vladimir Maximovich Pavlov, born 1929, a driver, lives with his wife and son

in Maikop. He first declared his wish to emigrate in 1966. In 1971 Pavlov was

sentenced to 3 years' imprisonment under article 190-1. He was accused of

expressing his views and also of 'showing satisfaction when any member of the

CPSU committed a misdemeanour or a crime'. V. M. Pavlov appealed to the

Supreme Court of the RSFS R to review his case. On 10 May 1976 A. K.

Orlov, President of the Supreme Court, answered him: 'The legal definition of

the crime committed by you was correctly assessed by the court as correspond-

ing to article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.'
* • •
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Emilia Pavlovna Ilina was born in 1926 in Izhevsk, into a working family. She

graduated from technical college and then the Institute of Communications in

Odessa. She now lives in Leningrad, working as a design engineer. She has two
daughters, who are students.

In the summer of 1976 E. P. llina applied to the authorities for a visa to
leave the U S S R. On 2 August she sent a letter to the Secretary-General of the

U N (with copies to Brezhnev, the U S Congress and the International Com-

mittee for the Defence of Human Rights), in which she asked for help in

emigrating. She explained that her decision was due to unbearable living con-

ditions. 'I, an engineer with a diploma and 20 years' experience ... receive 125

roubles as a month's wages ... I live in a large communal flat shared by 10

families, so I have 30 people as my neighbours.' Ilina also writes about the

inferior medical services.

Party organs involved themselves in 'Ilina's case' (Ilina is not a party mem-

ber). At first they came to see her at home, then on 5 October she was sum-

moned to the city party committee. A. T. Shipova, a city official, called Ilina
a traitor to her country and threatened to have her sent to a psychiatric hospital

('A normal Soviet citizen would not even think of such a thing' — Shipova
explained). On 8 October Ilina answered these insults and threats in a letter to

Romanov, secretary of the regional party committee:

Is a working woman's desire to live in normal, human conditions really trea-

son? Is this a new slogan of scientific communism? ... I am not a traitor
to my country. The traitors are those who are making use of their power to

grab privileges and exploit them. Their treason is not only to our homeland

but also to three revolutions and two wars: the Civil War and the Second
World War; it is treason to the ideals for which so many of our best people

died.

tation itself. Ilina resumed her hunger-strike. On 27 November she appealed to

President Carter for help and support. She wrote:

I shall continue my hunger-strike until I receive permission to emigrate, not
to Israel with payment of a colossal sum in return for my freedom, but to

Canada.

I do not want to live in this God-cursed country, where most people work

for almost nothing, where the people arc fed an inedible pap called 'the
Soviet way of life' and the population does not resist ...

In the middle of December E. P. Ilina gave up her hunger-strike on the advice

and urging of her friends, and agreed to apply for emigration to Israel. At the
end of December OVIR gave her permission to leave.

I. P. Kopysov (see the section In the Psychiatric Hospitals') is also trying to

emigrate from the U S S R.

In Defence of Zosimov

In September 1976 the military airman Valentin Ivanovich Zosimov flew to Iran
in a small aeroplane and asked for political asylum in the U S A. At the end of

October it became known that Iran was preparing to surrender Zosimov as a

criminal — a 'hijacker' or even an 'air pirate'.

On 26 October P. Grigorenko, A. Sakharov, Yu. Orlov, M. Rudenko and E.

Bonner issued an appeal to the United Nations and the Shah of Iran. They

note:

In the same letter Ilina declares: 'I am a free woman, not a serf; I have the
right to leave the USSR and to return ... On 7 November I shall begin a

hunger-strike in protest at the unlawful actions of the authorities and at my

lack of rights.'

Ilina has several times been summoned by the K G B for 'a chat'; they advised

her to apply to 0 V I R. At OVIR she was asked to produce an invitation from

Israel. Ilina replied that she was not Jewish and had no need of an invitation in

any case, as she had the right to leave the USSR on the basis of the Covenant

on Civil Rights and the Helsinki Agreements.

On 7 November Ilina began a hunger-strike. On the ninth day, after she sent

a telegram to Podgorny, she received a telephone call from 0 V I R, telling

her that they were willing to accept her application without an invitation and

that she could apply to emigrate to any country. Ilina named Canada. She

stopped her hunger-strike, but on 22 November it turned out that OVIR was

once again offering her an exit visa to Israel, now providing the necessary invi-

Senior Lieutenant Zosimov used an antiquated biplane to cross the border.

He used no violence, risked no one's life except his own, and therefore his
actions cannot be described as air piracy. He did not harm the aircraft, which

can be returned to its lawful owners.

The authors of the letter ask the Shah of Iran not to surrender Zosimov to the

Soviet authorities and consider that 'such a decision would be in accordance

with the interests of humanity and the international principles which recognize

the right of asylum'. The letter ends as follows:

We appeal to the U N, asking it:

to condemn the practice of governments who deprive their citizens of

freedom of movement, and to come to the defence of those who are suffer-

ing repression for their attempts to exercise that right;

if Valentin Zosimov is surrendered to the Soviet authorities, to appeal

to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet to show mercy, taking into

account all that has been mentioned above.

On 29 October, after V. I. Zosimov had already been handed over to the Soviet
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authorities, E. Bonner and A. Sakharov called on the Shah of Iran and President
G. Ford of the U S A 'to use their influence to save Valentin Zosimov's life'.
On 3 November they handed in their appeal to the Iranian Embassy in Moscow.

On 26 November the authors of the first statement published the following
appeal :

To the heads of the governments which took part in the Helsinki Conference.
It is exactly a month since the Soviet government persuaded Iran to hand over
to it the political emigrant from the U S S R, Valentin Ivanovich Zosimov.
The stated grounds for that unlawful and inhuman act — that he committed
an act of air piracy — clearly lack substance. V. I. Zosimov made use of an
aeroplane without using violence, without stealing any valuables and with-
out using the aeroplane for blackmail and extortion, as air pirates have often
done. His one aim was to use the aeroplane to exercise his lawful right to
leave the country.

This international right, made lawful in the USSR by the fact that the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet has ratified the Covenants on rights, is
grossly violated by the Soviet government; this forces individual citizens of
our country to try to find means of crossing the state borden of the USSR
illegally. V. I. Zosimov did this by using an aeroplane which he was flying in
the course of carrying out his duties. His actions, reprehensible from the point
of view of any normal execution of one's duties, were justified by the Soviet
authorities' gross violation of generally accepted international laws, including
the Final Act of the Helsinki conference. His action clearly demonstrated
to the whole world the existence of such violations, and therefore he may be
made to pay for this very harshly — not so much for breaking the law, as for
exposing actions which the government is trying to hide.

Historical experience shows that the legal policy of the USSR is often
based on the concepts of revenge and setting an example to others. In all such
cases it is unjust, cruel and merciless. It cannot be ruled out that Zosimov
will be made to pay for Belenkon as well. And that could cost him his life,
although the law does not provide for the death penalty for stealing an
aeroplane.

We beg you to appeal to the Soviet government and to insist that, in view
of the exceptional circumstances which forced V. I. Zosimov to make illegal
use of the aircraft, the case should be positively reviewed and that he should
be amnestied and allowed to leave the country at the same time.

Igor Rostislavovich Shafarevich is a corresponding member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, one of the most eminent Soviet mathematicians, the
author of a series of classic works on algebraic geometry. Since 1971 he has been
a member of the Committee of Human Rights. He was one of the authors and
compilers of the famous anthology From Under the Rubble, which was pub-
lished at the end of 1974 (Chronicle 34).

This autumn A. N. Tyurin,  a Doctor of Physics and Mathematics and a
student of Shafarevich, was similarly dismissed from his post as a lecturer at
Moscow University. Back in the spring, when the faculty noticed that Shafare-
vich was attending Tyurin's seminar, they wanted to put an end to the seminar
at once. However, on hearing that in that case Shafarevich would publicize the
incident, they put off doing anything about it — until September.

This is what Shafarevich has to say on the matter :

The dismissal of Tyurin and myself from the university does not mean that
either of us has been wholly deprived of his income — the university was
not our basic place of work. But it has meant that our contacts with students
have been broken and I fear that in future it will mean that the tradition
we have worked on in our field (algebraic geometry) will die out, and that
the school of science I have devoted the greater part of my life to founding
will be destroyed.

This is not the first time  I  have been dismissed from the university. I was
sacked once at the end of the Stalin epoch and was only able to return when
Academician I. G. Petrovsky became Rector. To the end of his life I. G. Pet-
rovsky's support gave me the opportunity of lecturing at the University. I
remember the remarkable conversation I had with him a few months before
his death:

'They're putting pressure on me to dismiss you' — Petrovsky told me —
'but I'm cunning, I procrastinate. I say it's not convenient in the middle of
term, it'll make a bad impression on the students. And at the end of term
they themselves forget about it. It's been going on like this for a few years
now.'

I  never did get to know who the mysterious 'they' were, whom Petrovsky
was forced to be so cunning with (after all, he was a member of the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet, i.e. according to the Constitution, he was one of the
State leaden I).

* • I

Extrajudicial Persecution

In the autumn 1975 Moscow University refused to renew its contract with Pro-
fessor I. R. Shafarevich after he had been giving lectures at the university for
30 years.

On 2 December a closed party meeting at the USSR Academy of Sciences'
Institute of Philosophy discussed the case of Professor  A. A. Zinoviev,  a senior
research officer at the institute (Chronicle 42). Zinoviev's book The Yawning
Heights, published by the Swiss house L'Age d'Homme' in September 1976,
was defined as an anti-Soviet lampoon. The meeting, which took place in the
presence of Pilipenko, deputy head of the science department of the CPSU
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Central Committee, decided to expel Zinoviev from the party, to advise the
academic authorities to dismiss him, and to make representations to the Higher
Degrees Commission to deprive him of his doctor's degree and his title of pro-
fessor. The decision to sack him and the representations were carried out on the
same day through the Academic Council. Zinoviev himself was not present either
at the party meeting or that of the Academic Council.

On 3 December the decree announcing his dismissal was put up on the notice
board before the beginning of the working day, but was taken down 10 minutes
later.

On 5 December Zinoviev spoke of his dismissal at a press conference he had
called. He told the journalists that none of those who took part in the meet-
ing had read his book.

It later became clear that the decree put up on 3 December had been annulled,
as the meeting of the Academic Council had infringed some kind of regula-
tions.  On 23 December the Academic Council re-examined his case and decided
to make representations to the Higher Degrees Commission to deprive him of
his degree and title. Zinoviev has not yet been dismissed.

About twenty articles by  I. A.  Melchuk,  Yu. D. Apresyan, A. K. Zholkovsky,
L. N. Iordanskaya, N. V. Pertsov  and other authors, which had been approved
and even type-set, have also been cancelled because of their many references
to Melchuk's work (the authors had refused to remove these references). The
articles were cancelled on the orders of F. P. Filin, director of the USSR
Academy of Sciences' Institute of the Russian Language and a corresponding
member of the USSR Academy of Sciences; of V. N. Yartseva, director of the
USSR Academy of Sciences' Institute of Linguistics and a corresponding
member of the USSR Academy of Sciences; and of Professor G. V. Kolshan-
sky, pro-rector for research work at the M. Thorez Moscow State Pedagogical
Research Institute for Language Teaching and a Doctor of Philology.

* * *

Khaim Israilevich Kilov  and  Mark Movshovich Baitman,  a Candidate of
Physics and Mathematics, have been expelled from the Computer Centre at the
Latvian University.

Kilov, an experienced systems programmer and the author of 15 works, did
not pass reassessment tests for his post of senior engineer. At a meeting of the
assessment commission  on 12 October, A. Ja. LiepinA (now secretary of the
Centre's party bureau) said:

Kilov belongs to that small number of people in the Computer Centre who
are not only unsuited to their present positions but unworthy of holding any
job at all because of their moral and political qualities.

Baitman was warned by the authorities at the Centre that he too would not be
reappointed as a senior researcher (in May 1977). After this he handed in his
resignation.

Kilov and Baitman were called as witnesses in the  samizdat case of Lady-
zhensky and Korovin in 1974 (Chronicle 34). In December 1974 both of them
and their wives were given 'warnings' according to the Decree of 25 December
1972. (In all, about 20 people in Riga were given 'warnings' in connection with
that trial). Immediately after the trial Kilov was forbidden to lecture to students
and even to review their diploma work; also to visit international conferences
and exhibitions.

*

On 28 October 1976 Kuznetsov, an official of the Leningrad K G B, gave a
lecture on the ideological struggle in its  contemporary phase to the party and
trade union activists of the Leningrad University faculty of mathematics and
mechanics. In his lecture he spoke particularly about two faculty members :
senior  engineer Roman Gordeyev, a Candidate of  Physics and Mathematics, and
senior laboratory worker  S. Levin. Kuznetsov 'accused' Gordeyev of being
acquainted with some American lady literary critic who was studying the work
of the 'harmful' writer Remizov; he also knew a Jew who was trying to emigrate

Problems of Linguistics
(continued from Chronicle 40)

In the Progress publishing house T. Langedun's book An Introduction to the
Theory of Transformational Grammar (over 20 printer's sheets) was abandoned
at the printing stage, after being proof-read, on the recommendation of academic
adviser Professor N. S. Chemodanov, Doctor of Philology, because it had been
translated by  Igor Alexandrovich Melchuk.

On  the recommendation of the same Chemodanov, the anthology of translated
materials New Research in Linguistics, volume 8 (over 30 printer's sheets), was
also abandoned at the printing stage after proof-reading, because one of its
editors was I. A. Melchuk and the introductory article and notes on the articles
contained many references to Melchuk; in addition, the author of the intro-
ductory  article, Yu. D. Apresyan, the translators and the second editor N. V.
Pertsov had refused to remove these references.

Immediately after  I. A.  Melchuk failed to be reappointed as senior re-
searcher at the USSR Academy of Sciences' Institute of Linguistics on 25
March 1976, S. Ya. Fokin, a departmental head at the All-Union Institute of
Scientific and Technical Information, refused to let his institute publish the
officially announced Conibinational Dictionary of the Russian Language (50
printer's sheets), one of whose editors was Melchuk. More than 12,000 orders
had already been received for the Dictionary.

The publication of the annotated bibliography Automatic Translation 1964-
1970 (over 50 printer's sheets), which Melchuk had helped to compile and
which had already reached the page-proof stage, has been put off for a  year.
R. R. Mdivani (Publishing House of the Research Institute of the Social Sciences
Library)  was responsible for the publication of this book.
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to Israel; he had links with circles close to Revolt Pimenov; he was acquainted
with a leaflet put out by American lawyers (7), which described how to behave
during interrogation; he read 'pernicious' literature; and finally he had a portrait
of Solzhenitsyn hanging in his home. (In March 1976 the same Kuznetsov had
'talked' to Gordeyev at his home and confiscated samizdat literature from him

see Chronicle 40).
On Levin the lecturer reported that he had been a witness in a criminal case

and had not told the investigator all he knew, and also that the Chronicle had

published the decision of the commission which had examined the question
of Levin's reappointment (Chronicle 37).

At the beginning of November Levin and Gordeyev handed statements to
the trade union committee, asking it to put an end to the defamatory rumours
about them being spread by the K G B lecturer. They pointed out that after
the lecture, which had been secretly organized for a narrow circle of officials,
they were being referred to as 'anti-Soviets' and 'criminals who were good at
side•stepping the law'.

In his statement Gordeyev also writes that the lecture was a clear attempt to
influence the committee's decision on allotting him a flat. (Gordeyev lives with
his wife and two children in a room of 12 square metres; Gordeyev's behaviour
was first linked with the allocation of a flat to him by K G B speakers in May
1975).

Levin asks the committee to bring to the attention of the union organization
the fact that:

the case of Davydov and Petrov, in which he had been called as a witness,
was not a criminal case in the commonly-accepted meaning of the word, and
during interrogation he had behaved in accordance with his conscience and
strictly according to Soviet laws;

'the Chronicle . . . is by no means an anti-Soviet publication. Its aims
correspond to international documents on human rights signed by the Soviet
government, and the activity of its publishers represents the exercise of the free-
dom of the press proclaimed in the Constitution of the U S S R.'

• • •
On 18 October 1976 Valery Abramkin was dismissed from his job 'at this own
request'. In April K G B officials had already warned Abramkin that because
he had participated in the 'Sunday concerts' (Chronicles 41, 42) he would be
sacked and would not be able to work in his specialized field (Abramkin is a
chemical engineer). In August a two-day absence from work (to attend the
funeral of a relative), which Abramkin had agreed in advance, was described
as absenteeism and he began to receive demands for his resignation. After a
holiday during which he was subjected to a search (Chronicle 42), the pressure
was increased. Abramkin was accused of another violation of the regulations,
committed a few months before, and there were attempts to persuade the head
of his laboratory (through the security section) to write a request for his dis-

missal. The head of the laboratory refused, as Abramkin was a valued colleague
and his work had been singled out for praise more than once.

On 15 October the personnel department told Abramkin:
'If you don't write out your resignation at once you'll be sacked anyway, but

your dismissal will be according to an article of the Labour Law Code after a
heading by a special court (a closed legal body which investigates cases involv-
ing employees of high security institutions).

Abramkin replied that in the conditions created by the personnel department
and the K G B he could not work normally in any case, but that his moral
duty was to pass on the research work he had begun to his colleagues, and
this would take 2 or 3 months.

'We're not interested in these details,' said the head of the personnel depart-
ment, 'You must be dismissed immediately.'

On 18 October Abramkin was summoned by the laboratory activists.
'You must understand that the interests of the laboratory, the department

and the institute, as well as your own interests, demand that you should leave
"at your own request".'

'If the work regulations have indeed been seriously infringed,' said Abramkin,
'I should like the question of my dismissal to be decided by a court.'

'You're wrong if you think that just anyone will be allowed into a special
hearing,' said S. M. Karpacheva, the head of department. 'No one will be
allowed into the special hearing and they can do anything they want to you
there ...'

'In that case,' declared Abramkin, 'I find it impossible to leave my work "at
my own request".'

'The head of the laboratory, your superior, will get into trouble because of the
collapse of his moral-educational work.'

After this Abramkin wrote out his resignation and was dismissed the same
day.

On 20 October, when Abramkin came to collect his work book, he was asked
to go to the security section. There someone was waiting for him, who intro-
duced himself as K G B official Roshchin. 'I have been instructed,' he said, 'to
return your typewriter and some of the objects confiscated from you.' Roshchin
also said that the authorities did not intend to prosecute Abrarnkin, hoping that
his 'good sense' would lead him to stop the 'Sunday concerts' and renounce
plans to issue a 'Sunday' journal. Roshchin gave him to understand that the
K G B considered Abramkin to be the organizer of both. Abrarnkin replied that
he saw nothing illegal in these activities.

On 12 December Abramkin received an answer from the K G B to the state-
ment he had written to the procurator of Tuapse.

In answer to your statement of 13 September 1976, we inform you that the
search of your belongings on 10 September 1976 was carried out in accord-



ance with the Statutes on the Security of USSR State Borders, which give
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border guards the right to take such action. No violations of socialist legality
were committed in the course of the search. The objects and documents con-
fiscated during the search have been returned to you, with the exception of the
literature and tape-recordings of politically harmful and slanderous songs,
as well as books which have been withdrawn from circulation.
Kulikov, head of the sub-section of the administraton for Krasnodar territory
of the K 0 B of the USSR Council of Ministers.

Abramkin was not given back the Court Report on the case of the anti-Soviet

'Right-Trotskyist' bloc, investigated by the Military Tribunal of the USSR

Supreme Court on 2-13 March 1938: the case against N. I. Bukharin, A. I.

Rykov, G. G. Yagoda and others (U S S R People's Commissariat of Justice
Publishing House, Moscow, 1938); nor was the Gulag Archipelago returned.

skaya St. 16). Germanov told them that he had informed his mother of what
had been said at the previous conversation, but that he understood nothing
about it, could do nothing about it, and it was not his business anyway.

On 30 November M. Landa issued a statement, describing all this and out-
lining her own attitude to what had happened: 'They are trying to make my son
into a hostage — in order to force me to behave in a way that suits the USSR
State Security.'

On 2 December the Helsinki Group published a special report which stated:

The organs of the K G 13, not having any lawful basis for interfering in the
activities of the Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agree-
ments in the U S S R, are resorting to unlawful methods of influencing its
members, particularly by means of blackmail and intimidation.

• 10 •

In September (or October) 1976 Vladimir Sirenko [Chronicle 8] — a resident

of Dneprodzerzhinsk — was summoned to K G B headquarters and then taken
to Oberemok, procurator of Dnepropetrovsk region. Sirenko was threatened
with prison and told to sign a 'Warning'. He was accused of sending his verses
(by post) to the Ukrainian cultural societies of Poland and Czechoslovakia, and
of associating with persons disapproved of by the authorities.

V. Sirenko is a journalist by training; he writes poetry and prose and has
published a few collections of Russian verse. Since 1964 he has mainly been
writing in Ukrainian. In recent years he has not been published. He was expelled
from the party and from the editorial board of a factory newspaper. For eight
months he was unemployed, then he obtained short-term unspecialized work.

News in Brief

* * *

Dirt by Post

On 8 July the New York paper Russky Golos [Russian Voice] printed an article
entitled 'Madame Bonner — Sakharov's Evil Genius?' The article was full of
malicious and nasty attacks on E. G. Bonner, the wife of A. D. Sakharov. It
is clear that the author is strangely well-informed about E. G. Bonner's private
life. One abusive reference to E. G. Bonner is attributed to the late G. S. Podya-
polsky.

A copy of the paper was sent to E. G. Bonner by an unknown person from
the U S A. Not wishing to worry her mother, E. G. Bonner did not tell her about
the lampoon. However, when Ruf Grigorevna Bonner (E. G. Bonner's mother)
was in the flat alone, someone rang the door-bell at two o'clock in the morn-
ing and advised her to take a look at the paper which had been sent to her
daughter from the U S A.

The newspaper Russky Goias is almost unknown among Russian emigrants in
the U S A.

On 29 November two K G B officials talked to Aleksei Germanov,son of Malva

Landis, a physical education instructor at Moscow University. The head of
the faculty had summoned him and it was in his study that the talk took place.
It was explained to Germanov that his mother was engaged in hostile activities
and took part in the illegal 'Helsinki Group' (which alleged that the Helsinki
Agreements were being violated in the U S S R), that she received presents from
abroad and that money was being sent to political prisoners through her.
Germanov made it clear that he had been living apart from his mother for a

long time, and that he had different interests; he knew only that his mother's
home had been searched a number of times. In spite of this, he was asked to
influence his mother and persuade her to end her 'activities', and given to
understand that his employers might not wish to keep him in his job if they got

to know what she was doing. Germanov was also reminded that his wife was
preparing to defend her doctoral dissertation.

A further meeting was arranged for 6 December. This conversation was con-
ducted by the same two persons, this time at K G B headquarters (on Dzerzhin-

* • *

In October 1976 E. G. Bonner received a letter from Kalinin, the author of
which demanded 6,000 roubles — which he needed to emigrate from the USSR
— by trying to blackmail her. The letter was signed `Semyon Zlotnik'. E. G.
Bonner did not reply. In December a large number of Muscovites and Lenin-
graders received letters from Vienna in which 'Semyon Zlotnik' tried to 'open
their eyes' about E. G. Bonner. It turned out that there was no one called
Semyon in the Zlotnik family to which the author of the letter said he be-
longed, and that the return address — of someone called 'Sandler' — given on
the envelopes was imaginary.

* * •
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Chernigov. Lev Grigorevich Lukyanenko (Chronicles 33, 39), who has served

a term of 15 years (1961-1976), now lives in Chernigov under administrative

surveillance.
In May he was fined — for having accompanied his wife to the airport —

and this was noted as his first 'infringement of the surveillance regulations'.

His second 'infringement' was 'arranged' in the following way : because of

urgent work (he is working as an electrician in a hospital) he had telephoned

the police and asked for permission to report two hours later than arranged; he

was told that he need not come that day as he would have an appointment with

Gavrilenko at 10 o'clock the next day; however, the next day he was told at

the police station that no one had summoned him for an appointment and that

perhaps some rascal had played a joke on him. Lukyanenko was fined 30 roubles

and his second 'infringement' was noted. On 26 November, because of an

attack of illness (Lukyanenko had even summoned an ambulance) he was one

and a half hours late in reporting. The police threatened that Lukyanenko

would be arrested and tried.
At the end of October a search was carried out at Lukyanenko's home in

connection with the case of P. V. Ruban from the town of Priluki, whom

Lukyanenko did not even know. Letters, postal receipts and university lecture

notes of twenty years ago (his and his wife's) were taken away.
L. G. Lukyanenko is a founder member of the Ukrainian Helsinki group

(see above in this issue).

as well as to work. He refused to sign the report; the militiamen did not sign it
either, considering it unjust. Then Ginzburg was taken to the police station and

given the usual warning.
The Tarusa police have also tried to prevent Ginzburg travelling to Moscow

to visit his family. Police chief Volodin drew up a 'Warning' to him, demand-

ing that he 'find work' within a month. Ginzburg is working for A. D. Sakharov,

but the Tarusa police do not wish to recognize this work and are threatening

him with prosecution for parasitism. On 13 December a second warning to find

work was delivered to him — although Sakharov sent the police documents

confirming that Ginzburg was gainfully employed. 'You must register your

work through a trade union' — he was told. 'But I don't belong to a trade

union."Then your work doesn't count for anything.'

* • •

Tarusa. Volodin, chief of the Tarusa police, has demanded that V. Mashkova
(wife of V. Osipov) should find work — she is the mother of two children and

the youngest is one-and-a-half years old. 'I've dealt with tougher characters than

you here,' he threatened Mashkova.

• •

* •

Moscow. The chief of police station 96 in Moscow has delivered a demand to

Larisa Bogoruz that she find work within a month. If she does not, he threatens

to prosecute her for parasitism: 'In our country only the wives of professors

can be housewives There's a special list showing whose wives can be house-

wives.' He also informed her that children were considered infants up to the age
of one year, but that the mothers of three-year-old children must work (her

child is three-and-a-half years old).
At the demand of L. Bogoraz, the record mentioned that she had nineteen

years of work behind her, that her husband and eldest son were employed, and

that she was willing to find work in her own specialized field (L. Bogoraz is a

philologist and a Candidate of Science).

Chuna. The authorities are continuing to persecute Anatoly Marchenko in his

Siberian exile. On 29 October, while he was registering in the regular way,

Commandant Korzun showered Marchenko with threats and insults for no

reason at all: 'People like you should be hanged from pillars,"I won't let you

get away with nothing but exile,"If anyone beats you up on the street, I'll thank

him myself.' In addition Korzun made Marchenko stay in his office by physical

force, shaking his fists in his face, trying to provoke him into 'resisting the

police'. He also boasted: 'Complain to whoever you want, it won't help you'

— and he turned out to be right. A complaint from Marchenko's wife to the

M V D was sent to the Irkutsk regional U V D, and there the officials refused

even to look through it.

• •

• •

Moscow. On 25 November a concert in memory of Vera Matveyeva( Chronicle
42) was to have taken place in the club of the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic

Energy. Two days before, 'officials' told the organizer that the concert was not

to take place if Luferov, Berezhkov and ' yan (authors of amateur songs
and close friends of V. Matveyeva) were on the programme. On 24 November

the organizer was informed that the club's power would be disconnected on the

25th (it would have no light, nor any electricity at all).
In November-December two concerts by A. Mirzayan in the Institute of

Physics and Mathematics and the Institute of Architecture were banned.
At the end of November the K G B summoned people who had attended the

'Sunday concerts' of last summer and autumn near Moscow (Chronicles 41, 42)

Moscow. In the middle of October the local policeman Prudnikov, with some

volunteer militiamen, paid a visit to the flat of I. Zholkovskaya and, on meeting

her husband A. Ginzburg there, took him to the local police post. There he

drew up a report charging Ginzburg with violating the residence regulations (the

fifth report in half a year). Ginzburg explained that he had not committed any

violations, as every three days he was regularly present in the town of Tarusa,

where he was registered, and he came to Moscow to visit his wife and children,
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'Sodomy' and 'Debauchery'. No episodes linked with Trifonov's relations with
the K G B were investigated in court.

During the pre-trial investigation Trifonov gave abundant testimony on the
slogans case. He was also used as a witness in the trial of Okulova (see this
issue).

or the literary gatherings connected with them. During these conversations the
K G B showed them photographs of those who had taken part. Among those
summoned a certain Ptitsyn and his friend (nicknamed 'Lucifer), who call them-
selves 'hippies', are willingly 'giving testimony' (and telling their friends about it
a fterwards).

* * • *
Leningrad.  The search at the home of Professor  Ya. S. Lurie,  which yielded
no results (Chronicle 41), was brought about by the testimony of  Mikhail
Kazachkoy,  a former staff-member at the Institute of Physics and Technology,
who was arrested in spring this year and sentenced in Septembis to 15 years'
imprisonment under three articles of the Criminal Code: 'treason to the
Motherland' (according to the indictment he spied for the U S A); 'contraband'
and large-scale speculation' (in pictures and antiques). Kazachkov stated at the
investigation that Lurie stored anti-Soviet literature.

Leningrad. As happened last year (Chronicle 38), 13 December was chosen for
a meeting in memory of the Decembrist rising [of 1825] by a group of poets and
artists. The evening before, about 50 people received notes summoning them
for a talk. At 12 o'clock seven people assembled on Senate Square: Veretenni-
kova, T. Goricheva, N. Poletayeva, T. Podgayevskaya, L. Rudkevich, Smutkov-
skaya and N. Sharymova. All seven were taken to a police station (where they
were called 'Decembrists'). Goricheva and Podgayevskaya were searched and
Gospels were confiscated from them. Podgayevskaya wanted to write her pro-
tests on to the record, and when she was not allowed to do so she tore the
record up. For this she was handed a notification of her trial the following
day. On the morning of 14 December the judge returned her Gospels to
her, and talking to her, advised her to 'forget this incident'.

Goricheva was also given back her Gospels. Smutkovskaya and Poletayeva,
who did not have their passports with them, were taken home to Poletayeva's
flat by the police, who then searched it (without a warrant).

Nothing was confiscated.
Some of the participants in this event are linked with the journal 37 (see

'Samizdat News').

* •
Leningrad. In December the Russian literary historian  Ilya Zakharoyich Sermon
and his wife Ruf Alexandrovna Zernova left the U S S R. Serman had not in-
tended to emigrate until he was dismissed from his job at Pushkin House
because of his daughter's emigration (Chronicle 41).

*

Odessa. Viktor Goncheroy (Chronicles 41,  42) was  sentenced on 4 October
to 2 years in camps (maximum term) under the article. 'Falsification of Docu-
ments'. At the trial Goncharov tried to say that he had not been arrested at the
airport while trying to buy a ticket on a forged student pass (as alleged in the
case and reported by Chronicle 42), but on the street by officials of the K G  B.
However the judge interrupted him . 'The court is not interested in the circum-
stances of your arrest.' The appeal court reduced his sentence to one year.

Baltic Fleet.  So far there is no news of the fate of arrested crew-members of
the Baltic Fleet patrol ship (port of registration — Kaliningrad) who tried to
flee abroad under the command of Captain of 3rd rank  Sablin,  deputy com-
mander of the ship responsible for political security.12

On the night of 7-8 November 1975 the ship, which was en route from Riga,
changed course for Sweden. On leaving the Gulf of Riga it came under
bombardment and surrendered to approaching ships without resisting. Some of
the crew were immediately sent to Moscow under arrest, some were transferred
to other ships  (all officers were demoted in rank). The ship  itself was towed
into the port of Liepaja, repainted and given the new name 'Druzhba'.

At the various consultations and instruction sessions for political officers and
commanders of the Baltic fleet which later took place, instructors who had
come from headquarters were apparently asked certain questions. In any case
(oral?) instructions were received everywhere that no answers and no informa-
tion about the incident were to be given out. Discussions of what had happened
in the fleet were ordered to be stopped.

Samizdat News

1 • *

Raisa Lert:  'A Frank Conversation' (39 pages)
The author of this article, an old party member, wants to interpret the

twenty years that have passed since the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU —
from the point of view of  a person who believes in the possibility of  corn-
munism with a human face.

She speaks of the hopes  and illusions which sprang up among part of the
Leningrad. Gennady Trifonov (Chronicle 42) has been sentenced to four years'
imprisonment under the following articles of the RSFSR Criminal Code:
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intelligentsia immediately after the Twentieth Congress. 'In all areas of culture,
art and literature an irresistible, irreversible process of developing self-aware-

ness was going on.' However, with regard to the authorities themselves 'in

principle nothing changed — neither when Khrushchev exposed Stalin, nor when

Khrushchev was removed in October 1964'. The fall of Khrushchev coincided
with the beginning of 'creeping re-Stalinization'. The author considers the main

reason for this was the inability of the upper echelons to rule by different, non-

Stalinist methods.
The intelligentsia sensed the 'danger in the air'. The author here attributes

great significance to the samizdat work by R. Medvedev, Let History Judge (one

of the first ideological blows against Stalinism) and to Solzhenitsyn's books.

Lert mentions such milestones as the trial of Sinyavsky and Daniel in 1966

(this case 'became perhaps the first significant catalyst of public opinion' and the
protests against the sentence marked the beginning of dissident activity) and the

invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. The reaction to the wave of repression

'on the part of dissidents was the publication of the typewritten compilations

called Chronicle of Current Events, which reported on the repression.'

The author asserts that only the ideological and punitive organs are to blame

for the fact that many people who began their activities favouring the creation
of a real socialist society, later became opponents of socialism as such. She

considers that freedom of opinion, including both non-Marxist and non-socialist
opinion, is in the interest of a socialist society, and that the existence of a

political opposition would not weaken but strengthen socialism.

The author feels that 'the administrative victory of Stalinism' is accompanied
by 'clear signs of its moral defeat'. The chief sign of this is the fact that today

'public opinion does not coincide with the official viewpoint'. The dissidents
today are not in a vacuum. 'Hundreds, thousands of the most ordinary people,

who have never protested against anything, in the depths of their hearts do not

believe the newspapers' libels about dissidents'. Today 'the criticism voiced

openly by a small number of dissenters reflects the thoughts, opinions, feelings

and state of mind of a significant number of Soviet citizens who sympathize with

them — at present passively. That is worth something. And that is one of the

most important results of these twenty years'.

T. Khodorovich and M. Lamb: 'On prison visits' (a by-product from investiga-

ting the case of Svyatoslav Karavansky). December 1976,5 pages.

In 1966 S. I. Karavansky was allowed a visit from his wife N. A. Strokatova

which lasted 24 hours. Since then Karavansky has been deprived of visits from
his wife on various pretexts, or the visits have been limited to almost symbolic
durations (in 1967-71 they had four meetings of half-an-hour and one of one

of an hour). The period when Strokatova herself was serving a term in a camp

(1971-75) was especially difficult. Although the law does not forbid meetings

between imprisoned relatives, T. Khodorovich and M. Landa write that 'a visit
is not mentioned in the law as a reason for transfer'. Karavansky went on
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hunger-strike for 98 days, trying to exercise his right to a visit, while at the same
time his wife was being deprived of her right — for example 'for not ful-

filling the work norm' (the authors point out that Strokatova was ill all this time
and spent the last part of her sentence in a cancer hospital).

Since her release N. A. Strokatova has been living under surveillance and
finding great difficulty in getting permission to visit the camp (Chronicle 39).
The authors write:

On 6 February 1976 she was informed that her husband did not deserve a
visit, but that the camp administration, guided by 'humane considerations',

would allow Karavansky a visit lasting 24 hours.
A 24-hour visit in 1966.
A 24-hour visit in 1976.
What humanism!

T. Khodorovich and M. Landa report that recently Lieutenant-Colonel

Drotenko, who heads the K G B in the Mordovian camp system, forbade Kara-
vansky to include verses in his letters to his wife. Karavansky responded by

going on hunger-strike. It is possible he may be deprived of visits again.

Vestnik hdiny [Messenger of Truth], Number 1 (53), 1976.
This quarterly, 'A spiritual and moral journal' produced by the Council of

Evangelical Christian and Baptist Churches, is a successor to the journal Vestnik
Spaseniya [Messenger of Salvation], which began to come out in 1963. The
change in the title marks the change from hectographic to typographic printing
methods and is more suited to the journal's contents, in the opinion of the

editors.
The journal is 32 pages long. It has a 'spiritual and moral section', a section

'Pray for them' (on imprisoned members of the Council of E C B Churches
—

G. P. Vins, N. G. Baturin, P. V. Rumachik), and the sections 'The Christian
family' and 'Poetry'.

37 (Numbers 1-6).
A journal concerned with literature, criticism, religion and philosophy. The

editorial board consists of Viktor Krivulin, Tatyana Goritheva, Lev Rudkevich
and N. Kononova. The journal comes out once a month in Leningrad, except
(according to Petersburg tradition) in July and August. Each issue is about 150

typewritten pages long. The journal's title is taken from the number of the apart-
ment ot one of the editors, an apartment in which philosophical and religious

seminars, poetry evenings and discussions of art exhibitions have taken place

fora number of years. This subject matter has now been transferred to the pages

of the journal.
Numbers 1-3 open with 'Gospel dialogues' by Goricheva and Krivulin. The

philosophy section includes the following articles: 'The teacher and his pupils'

by B. Ivanov, 'An observer's view of the spiritual in art' by I. Suitsidov (number

2), and 'Hegel and existential philosophy' by B. Glebov (number 5). The journal
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publishes (seemingly for the first time) translations of works by Kierkegaard
(number 1), Heidegger (numbers 2, 3, 5), Shestov (from French, number 5),
and Krishnamurti (number 6).

Literature is represented by the poetry of Elena Shvarts, Krivulin, Oleg
Okhapkin, Genrikh Sapgir, Boris Kupriyanov, Alexander Mironov and Alex-
ander Ozhiganov, and the prose of G. Solgov, V. Nechayev, F. Chirkov, V.
Danin, L. Kozyreva and N. Konyayev. There is a section for the publication of
older works: by P. Florensky (number 2), K. Malevich (number 3), B. Paster-
nak (number 4) and A. Lyubishchev (number 4), and the memoirs of A. G.
Romm about NI. Chagall.

These articles appear : 'The poet and registration' by V. Alekseyev (number
1), 'Growth and Creativity' by L. Rudkevich (number 2) and 'On faith: an
ethological study' (number 3). Number 6 publishes an account of a debate on
'Christianity and ethics'. A chronicle of 'Unofficial cultural life' appears
regularly.

The journal has printed obituaries on the deaths of Lyudmila Boblyak, Evgeny
Rukhin and Martin Heidegger.

Archive (issues 1 and 2. 1976)
The editors  V adim  Nechayev littérateur) and  Marina  Nedrobova (a physi-

cist) consider the Archive to be not a journal but a book, volumes of which

will appear in connection with events of special cultural significance. The book
is published with illustrations.

The first issue includes the articles 'Cultural movement or happening7', 'The
left-wing triumph of the All-Union Exhibition of Economic Achievements' and
'Art and the Spirit', and various viewpoints assessing the exhibitions of unofficial
artists which took place in autumn 1975 in Moscow (at the Exhibition of
Economic Achievements) and Leningrad (at the Nevsky House of Culture). The
second issue includes a treatise on art by A. Basin, essays on the 'Alef' group

of artists by V. Nechayev and M. Nedrobova, poems by Roald Mandelshtam
and philosophical prose by Anri Volokhonsky.
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Letter from Soviet scientists (20 signatures): 'To the scientists of the world'

Dear colleagues!
By this letter we wish to draw your attention to the tragic fate of the biolo-

gist Sergei Kovalyov. We want scientists to have a clear idea of the position
that people who dare to protest against tyrannical acts in the Soviet Union
find themselves in. In the spirit of their profession scientists try to acquire
an adequate knowledge of the world. Therefore we hope that scientists in par-
ticular will be able clearly to understand certain characteristics of the Soviet
regime. Such understanding would be of great importance.

After briefly describing S. A. Kovalyov's scientific achievements, the authors
of the appeal speak of his activities in defence of human rights in the Soviet
Union, for which he was in fact sentenced, and declare:

Sergei Kovalyov has not committed any crime. In any open society he would
be among the most honoured citizens. The Soviet authorities have called
Kovalyov a dangerous criminal. His imprisonment means not only depriva-
tion of freedom. The camp authorities are trying to 'correct' Kovalyov's
beliefs by means of isolation, hunger and humiliation. This well-known scien-
tist is made to do monotonous, exhausting physical work, his correspondence
is limited (two letters a month), and visits from his relatives are restricted
(not more than one visit in four months, in actual fact even less). Hunger is
also part of the 'corrective' measures, so for three-and-a-half years Kovalyov
is deprived of the right to receive parcels ...

We call on scientists to appeal to the Soviet legislative authorities and also
to government and party leaders to ease Sergei Kovalyov's lot.

M. Landa, T. Khodorovich, Yu. Orlov, L. Alekseyeva and K. Uspensky:
`To the International League for Human Rights, Amnesty International, the
International Labour Organization, the International Commission of Jurists, the
P E N Club and the International Women's Council' (17 December 1976)

The authors describe the very difficult position of the former political pri-
soners Nadezhda Svetlichnaya, Ivan Kandyba and Alexander Ginzburg, and
also the prospects of Kronid Lyubarsky, who will soon be coming out of prison.

Nadezlida Svetlichnaya, who was released from a Mordovian camp in May
1976, is not allowed to live (i.e. to register for residence) in Kiev (Chronicle
42), where she and her son were living until her arrest with her brother Ivan
Svetlichny (now in the Perm camps) and his wife Leonida Svetlichnaya. Leonida
Svetlichnaya has been fined for allowing N. Svetlichnaya into her home; the
police are threatening Leonida with banishment from Kiev.

Ivan Kandyba, released in January 1976, has been placed under surveillance
in a village 20 kilometres from Lvov, where his elderly father lives (Chronicle
42). Kandyba, a jurist by profession, is in practice allowed to work only in one
place (an electrical repair shop) — he is immediately dismissed from other
jobs. He earns 18 to 55 roubles a month. He pays 25 roubles a month for the
badly furnished room in which he has to live. On 30 September 1976 the police
extended the surveillance order on Kandyba for six months, as he had not
'embarked on the road to reform'.

Alexander Ginzburg, who was freed from Vladimir prison in January 1972, is
still not allowed to live in Moscow, where his wife and two children live (see
Chronicle 42 and this issue).

On 17 January 1977, after five years of imprisonment, Kronid Lyubarsky
will come out of Vladimir prison. At the end of December Captain Doinikov,
the political-educational instructor at Vladimir prison, told Lyubarsky's wife
a I. Salova that her husband would probably not be allowed to live in Moscow
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How can it be that telegrams can be sent to any country in the world in
Danish, Norwegian or Finnish, even in dialects, if the text is written in the
Latin alphabet, but the sons and daughters of a nation of many millions, the
citizens of a state which is a member of the U N, cannot freely use their
native language within the borders of the Soviet Union? ...

I hope that Izvestia will answer my doubts by publishing this letter and a
detailed reply to it. If your paper does not wish to reply ... well, then your
silence will also be a quite convincing reply, which I shall try to publicize
as widely as possible.

Pyotr Grigorenko: 'Statement' (2-3 December 1976)
Today, 2 December, I was sent a notice from the K G B summoning me
'for a talk' with Prytkov, telephone number 202-30-71. I did not obey the
summons for the following reasons:

My family and I have been subjected to unlawful repression for 15
years. The K G B is to blame for this. The violations of the law in my case
have not been corrected. For example, I am still deprived of my pension,
which I earned and which is guaranteed by law. Why should I visit an organ-
ization which is capable only of unlawful actions?

The summons 'for a talk' is itself unlawful. People should only be
summoned on the grounds outlined in the Code of Criminal Procedure. I
cannot accept an illegal invitation.

Experience shows that such invitations can be dangerous. Pyotr Star-
chik, for example, was summoned 'for a talk'. He entered the room. The
door closed. His family remained outside the closed door, while Starchik was
taken through another door to an ambulance and sent to a psychiatric hospital.

I do not want to play a part in any such act of violence.
Pyotr Grigorenko 2 December 1976

On 3 December I received a second summons — to come and see the same
Prytkov at 3 pm 'for a talk'. I did not go, for the same reasons.

Pyotr Grigorenko 3 December 1976

Pyotr Grigorenko: 'Statement to the USSR Minister of Communications'.
Copy to : Professor Yu. Orlov, leader of the Helsinki Group (7 December 1976)

After P. G. Grigorenko received summonses from the K G B (see above), his
son tried constanty for two days, 4 and 5 December, to phone him from Munich.
After one or two words the familiar click would be heard and the telephone
would go dead.

The statement describes the conversations Z. M. Grigorenko and P. G.
Grigorenko had with telephone operators who tried to persuade them that they
themselves had put down the receiver or that there was something wrong with
their telephone (which continued to work beautifully all this time when con-
necting them with their friends in Moscow).

... At this point the telephone operator, undoubtedly by chance, revealed the

region (i.e. at home) after his release. He insistently pressed Salova to influence
her husband to express 'repentance'. On 15 December 1976 Salova scnt a state-
ment to the Soviet Minister of Internal Affairs asking him to avert the unlaw-
ful extension of punishment being prepared for her husband.

Andrei Sakharov: 'To the Polish Workers' Defence Committee' (20 November
1976)

I support the initiative of members of the Polish intelligentsia, headed by
Andrzejwski, in founding the committee to defend workers against repres-
sion by the authorities.

In our country, as in Poland, there are many problems affecting the widest
sections of the population, including the workers. The fight for workers' rights
is undoubtedly an important part of the general democratic movement for
human rights. We in the USSR understand this clearly, although at present
I do not know of any concrete actions which would be compared to the
activity of the Polish Committee in extent and effectiveness.

We know how important non-conformism and human solidarity are in the
conditions of a totalitarian society, and how difficult.

I am full of admiration for the courage of our friends in Poland, who have
demonstrated the solidarity of the intelligentsia and the workers in a real and
important way.

I hope that in time ways will be found to achieve effective cooperation in
the struggle for human rights in Poland, the USSR and other countries of
Eastern Europe.

Appeal from 34 Germans, living in Lithuania:
To: The USSR Human Rights Committee
Copies to : The International League for Human Rights and the Group to
Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the USSR
(19 November 1976)
The appeal states that when the Germans first came to Lithuania from Kazakh-
stan and Central Asia, they were well received. They were helped to find work
and accommodation. But later the local authorities began to persecute them,
as a reaction to the fact that many of them wanted to emigrate to Germany.
In this, officials were following instructions from above or were subject to
pressure from the K G B.

The authors want to be allowed either to emigrate or to live a normal life in
the U S S R.

Pyotr Grigorenko: `To the editors of the newspaper Izvestia' (21 December

1976)
Is this just a chance error — or ... ?

Yesterday a telegram I had written in Ukrainian, in Russian transcription,
was not accepted at the post office The receptionist told me that she could
accept telegrams to Mordovia, where the telegram was addressed, only in the
Russian or Mordovian languages ...
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real reason for what had happened: 'Well then, the phone you share the line

with must be interfering with yours!' Yes, of course, that was the point. But it

was not the phone of another subscriber, as we do not share a telephone line

with anyone, it was a clandestine bugging apparatus, which has a similar

effect on the line to that of a shared line.

Of course we had not doubted that we were already being bugged. As the

head of Moscow telephone communications is officially in duty bound to dis-

connect telephones if they are used to carry on conversations 'contrary to

state interests', then he must also have the authority to bug and record tele-

phone conversations ...
In connection with the above, I turn to you with the following request : if

you are not in a position to stop unlawful bugging on city telephone lines

and subscribers' networks, if it is impossible for you to oppose the transforma-

tion of communications throughout the country into a continuous Watergate,

then at least try to ensure that only those who consider it their official duty

should take part, not anyone else. The head of communications should be

concerned only with technology and the condition of his own communications

network, not with interfering in the affairs of his subscribers. Then he would

probably find the time to make the secret listeners work quietly and un-

noticeably and refrain from hooligan-like behaviour on the telephone lines.

P. G. Grigorenko compares the facts of the situation with the 'proud promises'

the government made at Helsinki `to improve the exchange of information'.

Vladimir Voinovich: 'To the USSR Minister of Communications' (5 pages,

12 October 1976)
Top Secret I
To Comrade N. V. Talyzin, USSR Minister of Communications.

Dear Nikolai Vladimirovichl
I must bring to your attention, with the deepest distress, the fact that an

enemy of international detente is concealed in the branch of the national

economy headed by yourself : he has seized the responsible post of head of

the Moscow city telephone network.

This is how I have managed to expose him.

On 20 September this year, having decided to use the services provided to

its subscribers by the telephone network, I rang up my personal friend, the

poet Naum Korzhavin, in the town of Boston (U S A) and had a conversation

with him ...
Alas, the triumph of détente did not last for long.

The next morning, when I lifted the telephone receiver, I was mortified to

discover that it was as silent as the grave ...

The telephone repairs office informed the author that telephone number 151-

28-53 had been disconnected 'because of hooliganism', then 'because the sub-

scription had not been paid', and later 'on instructions from above'.

'What do you mean "from above"?' — 'You know yourself what it means.'
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It was with extraordinary difficulty that I in fact managed to find out that

my telephone had been disconnected on the orders of Viktor Fadeyevich

Vasilev, head of the Moscow telephone network. But why?

As regards not paying the subscription, that was just a lie ...

I had not said anything hooligan-like to the poet Korzhavin. You can

ring him and check this, if, of course, you're not afraid to find your phone

falling silent afterwards ... Perhaps talking to another country is in itself con-

sidered to be hooliganism? Then why provide such hooligan-like services to

subscribers? ...
The fact that your subordinate, Vasilev, eavesdrops on other people's con-

versations, lies, forces others to lie, and deprives people of the opportunity

of communicating with each other, is itself the worst kind of hooliganism ...

In disconnecting my telephone, Vasilev not only brings shame on himself

as being a hooligan but tries to sow doubts concerning the sincerity of the

Soviet Union's efforts to develop the process of détente, and places Comrade

Brezhnev himself in an awkward situation.
It is not for me to tell you, Nikolai Vladimirovich, that the enemies of

détente in the world are still many. They have found themselves a worthy

helper in our country I ... After seizing the telephone network, the enemies

of détente could go even further. What if they also take over the post-office,

the telegraph-office, the radio and television, and then ... ? You yourself

know what happens in such cases, as your telephone operators would say.

I beg you to save our country from such unpleasant consequences by

immediately relieving Vasilev of his present post and instructing the new head

of Moscow City Telephone Communications to re-connect my telephone.

Please accept my deepest and most sincere respects,

Vladimir Voinovich

V. Voinovich: 'To the General Secretary of the Bavarian Academy of Fine

Arts' (10 December 1976)
Dear Mr Schumann!

Having accepted with gratitude an invitation from the Bavarian Academy

of Fine Arts, which has elected me a corresponding member, I had intended

to be in Munich on 1 December 1976 to give a lecture on humour in Russian

literature.
However, the humour lay in the fact that I could not find any official de-

partment in the Soviet Union which was able to give me permission to make

such a journey ...
Well, what can I say? ... To tell you the truth, I was not very hopeful

of success in any case.
Once again I thank you and all the members of the Academy for your

invitation, but I am not to blame for the fact that their efforts proved useless.

With deepest respects,
Yours, V. Voinovich
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Letters to the Chronicle

Zviad Gamsakhurdia, a member of the Initiative Group for the Defence of

Human Rights in Georgia and a member of Amnesty International (August

1976):
In 1975 the New York publishing house Khronika Press put out the

documentary booklet On Torture in Georgia, which I wrote and compiled.

The reason I did not sign the text at the time was that, as I had made a

handwritten record of the Tsirekidze-Usupyan trial, I did not want to be in-

terrogated as a witness in the case of the prison officials (case 10669), as this

would have prevented me from getting into the courtroom for the second

trial, which was to take place in May 1976 (I would have been barred, as

being a witness). Now, when the trial is over, I have decided to sign the above-

mentioned document. Therefore I ask the Chronicle to publish an announce-

ment stating that I, as the author and compiler, request that the text of the

book On Torture in Georgia be published under my name if it is republished

in any language.

Viktor  Rtskhiladze,  historian, member of the Initiative Group for the Defence

of Human Rights in Georgia (14 October 1976)
The Chronicle of Current Events, number 41 (ninth year of publication),

reported on 'The Meskhetians' Struggle to return to Georgia'. The Chronicle

calls the Meskhetians Turks ('Turks or Meskhetians'), and, with reference to

M. Kostava's historical report Turkish Meskhetians or Georgian Meskhetians?,

the Chronicle declares: 'The Chronicle is not competent to solve this histori-

cal-ethnographic problem, but it is known to the Chronicle that many repre-

sentatives of this nationality call themselves (at least when speaking in Rus-

sian) Turks, Turkish Meskhetians or Meskhetian Turks'.
On this subject we would state the following:

When someone is `not competent' to solve some 'problem' and if he

does not believe 'competent persons' and their statements, then it would be

natural to turn to 'competent' dictionaries and encylopaedias, even the most

elementary ones. We would have expected this from the Chronicle.

Then V. Rtskhiladze, quoting from encyclopaedias and other sources, gives a

short but very detailed sketch of the Meskhetians' history and their role in the

formation of the Georgian nation.
With regard to the Chronicle's statement that 'many representatives of

this nationality call themselves ... Turks', this should be investigated more

carefully.
V. Rtskhiladze here gives evidence on the historical 'Islamization' of the Mesk-



hetians and the use made of this phenomenon by the Tsarist, and later the

Soviet, authorities to divide the Meskhetians from the rest of the Georgian

nation. This was specially so after their forcible deportation to Central Asia

in 1944. The tendency continued even when the exile was commuted and the

majority of Meskhetians settled in Azerbaidzhan.

In this context those Meskhetians who are known to the Chronicle and who
call themselves 'Turkish Meskhetians' are in reality Moslem Georgians who,

as a result of the criminal policy carried out towards them and of their reli-

gious 'working-over', mix up their nationality and their religion, as they are

badly-educated, ignorant people and do not know their own true origins.

... The official version of Meskhetian history, which justifies their exile

as a nation in 1944, proclaims that they were 'Turks' or 'Turkish agents' and

inclined to be 'pro-Turkish' in the Second World War. The Chronicle's state-
ment in defence of the 'Turkish' story gives extra weight to the 'rightness' of

the official version and hinders their return to their homeland ...

The Chronicle contradicts itself when it sets out the demands of the

'Turks' for permission `to begin sending their children en masse to Georgian

boarding schools, to have 10-15 Meskhetian school-leavers accepted at

Georgian institutes of higher education, to invite lecturers on Georgian cul-

ture and history to visit the districts where the Meskhetians live in exile, and

to send for documentary films on Georgia.'
The Chronicle reports that 'the Georgian intelligentsia invited representa-

tives of the exiled Meskhetians to a big reception-dinner in the flat of historian

V. Rtskhiladze'.
The Chronicle should know that neither I myself, nor the Georgian intelli-

gentsia would have organized a 'big reception-dinner' in honour of Turks,

who have been the executioners of small nations for centuries.

V. Rtskhiladze reports that at present the Georgian Moslems (Meskhetians)

'are fully resolved to regain their Georgian nationality and return to their home-

land, Georgia' and that their delegates have handed over to the Helsinki Group

thousands of signatures supporting these demands.

So we confirm the statement of M. Kostava that 'the simultaneous use of the

words Turks and Meskhetians is the purest nonsense' (it would sound roughly

like 'Prussian Russians' or 'Russian Catalonians'). Such mistakes can only

harm the Chronicle, which has enough enemies already.

The letter ends with four lines from the epic poem 'The Knight in the Tiger

Skin', the last line which is 'I, Rustaveli, an unknown Meskhetian, wrote this

tale'.

The Chronicle Replies
The Chronicle thanks you for the trouble you have taken to improve the

accuracy of its reports. From the sources you quote and your own explanations

it is clear that:

(I) the Meskhetians are one of the most ancient Georgian tribes and play-

ed an outstanding role in the formaton of the Georgian nation;
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in the 17th century, as a result of Turkish conquest, the majority of

Meskhetians (but not all) became Moslems and were Turkified;

since then there have been two groups of people living on the territory

of historical Meskhetia — Meskhetian Christians, who speak Georgian, and

Meskhetian Moslems, who speak a language related to Turkish, but also know

the Georgian language;
in 1944 the Meskhetian Moslems (and only they) were forcibly exiled

to Central Asia and the reference to their Georgian nationality was removed

from their passports;
at the present time these Meskhetians are fighting to return to their

homeland and a social movement also exists to unite them in culture with other

Georgians.
The Chronicle has continually published information on the Meskhetians'

campaign. The reproach in your letter refers to the terms used to describe this

group in these reports. You consider that the term `Meskhetian Turks' does not

correspond to historical facts and harms the cause of uniting the Georgian

nation. It is true that there has been terminological inconsistency in the

Chronicle's reports from the start. We shall not try to justify ourselves either

by the lack of information available at the time on this delicate problem, or by

the fact that representatives of this group have called themselves by this name or

similar terms in the texts of official appeals. The Chronicle understands the

great importance of using the right titles for groups in society. It seems that

the term 'Meskhetian Moslems' (or perhaps 'Georgian Moslems' or simply

'Meskhetians') would satisfy all interested parties, and the Chronicle intends

to keep to that form of words in future.
However, we wish to draw your attention to the following points.

The task of the Chronicle is merely to publicize the battle for human rights

(whether these are the rights of individuals or of social groups) and as in prac-

tice this task chiefly consists of publicizing violations of those rights, the role

of the Chronicle is essentially negative. Direct participation in the democratic

development and cultural consolidation of a nation is a positive task, a creative

task, calling for close personal interest, full knowledge of concrete circum-

stances, a wide range of forces and a great deal of time. This task rightly falls

on the shoulders of the educated class of each individual nation. The Chronicle

wishes you every success in such activity. And it will be the effort, knowledge,

tolerance and tact that you devote to this matter and the sincere love you show

towards the brothers divided from you by fate, whom you are trying to bring

back into your family, which will determine by what name they will call them-

selves in, hopefully, the near future.

Addenda and Corrigenda

Antanas Patackas, an assistant professor at the Agricultural Academy in

Kaunas, was not 'retired on his pension' (Chronicle 41), but removed from his

post without the right to continue in teaching work; this was done not because of

his 'religious prejudices' but because of his 'nationalism' and 'unsuitable ideologi-

cal beliefs' (according to the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church,

number 24).

In commenting on the letter by K. Jokubynas, Chronicle 42 distorted the rea-

son for his second arrest. He was arrested (and sentenced) not merely for 'an

attempt to converse with a foreign sailor in the port of Igarka', but for attempt-

ing to arrange his escape from the USSR on a foreign ship.

0 • *
Mistakes in the report on the arrest of Niklus (Chronicle 42) have been cor-

rected in the corresponding report in this issue.

• «

Additions to the report on Vladimir prison in Chronicle 42:

The order limiting the sending of complaints was summarized inaccurately.

Complaints are permitted to the Central Committee of the C P S U, as well as

to the Procurator's Office and the organs of the M V D. Appeals to deputies

of Soviets at all levels are forbidden, as well as those to the Council of Ministers,

the press and public organizations.
As before, no food is provided in the cooler on 'hungry' days, apart from

bread and hot water (Chronicle 42 stated that they had begun to provide soup

once a day). The only improvement achieved over two years of struggle is that,

since spring 1976, food is provided three times a day instead of twice on 'full

nourishment' days.
Pashnin and Khnokh were not transferred to strict regime.

Khnokh got 7 days in the cooler for refusing to work. He was not in the

hospital.
In September Pashnin got 15 days in the cooler for 'communicating between

cells'. He sat in cooler number 7, nicknamed 'the death-cell', without warm

clothing and ill, with a high temperature. He carried out the hunger-strike

reported in Chronicle 42, while in the cooler.
Before him, Yakov Suslensky spent 15 days in the same cooler. Suslensky

landed in hospital, not before he was in the cooler, but afterwards

* * *

31 August is the anniversary of Marina Tsvetayeva's death, not of her birth, as

stated in Chronicle 42, in the section 'Sent to Hospital for his Songs'.
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14 February — V. Turchin given a 'final warning'
22 February L. Alekseyeva leaves the USSR
25 February — search at home of Ginzburg in Tarusa

I March — President Carter receives V. Bukovsky

	

2 March — searches in Odessa and arrest of V. Barladyanu

	

3 March — arrest of I. Begun

	

4 March release of V. Borisov from psychiatric hospital
article of S. Lipavsky in lzvestia

searches at homes of Jewish activists in Moscow

	

14 March — release of M. Shtern
search at home of Podrabinek

	

15 March arrest of A. Shcharansky
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18 December
24 December

25 December
4 January

5 January

10 January

11 January

12 January
14 January

20 January
25 January
26 January

1 February
2 February
3 February
4 February

5 February

6 February

7 February

10 February
12 February

A Chronological Summary
exchange of V. Bukovsky and L. Corvalan
searches at the homes of members of the Ukrainian Helsinki

group
the 'psychiatric arrest' of V. Borisov
searches at the homes of members of the Moscow Helsinki
group
T AS S report about a link between the Helsinki group and

N T S
Working Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for
Political Purposes set up
Yu. Mnyukh joins Moscow Helsinki group
interrogation of Yu. Orlov
TASS announcement of explosion in underground on 8

January
Victor Louis's article about the explosion in the London

Evening News
Summons to the Procuracy of 0. Lukauskaite-Pakiene, mem-

ber of Lithuanian Helsinki group
Appeal of A. D. Sakharov concerning the explosion
N. Meiman joins Moscow Helsinki group
creation of Georgian Helsinki group
press conference of K. Lyubarsky
summons of A. D. Sakharov to USSR Procuracy
TASS announcement about Sakharov published in papers

under heading 'A Slanderer is Warned'
interrogation of Yu. Orlov
article by A. Petrov (Agatov) in Literary Gazette

arrest of A. Ginzburg
M. Landa, K. Lyubarsky and T. Khodorovich become repre-
sentatives of the Fund to Assist Political Prisoners in the

USSR
arrest of N. Rudenko and A. Tikhy
search at home of 0. Ya. Meshko
search at home of N. A. Strokatova
Pyotr Vins joins Ukrainian Helsinki group
search at home of Yu. Mnyukh
searches in Lithuania
arrest of Yu. Orlov
editorial 'What is Concealed behind the Clamour about

"human rights" ' published in Pravda. Beginning of daily cam-
paign in Soviet press

[The Contents page of the original Russian MS of Alexander

Podrabinek's book Punitive Medicine. In 1977 the K G B confiscated

another copy of the MS (see p.126). The chapter headings read:

Introduction; Causes; A Short Excursion into the History of Punitive

Medicine; Legal Aspects of Punitive Medicine; Along the Paths of

Compulsory Treatment; The Internal Regime of an S P H; The Princi-

ples for Evaluating Mental States in Soviet Forensic Psychiatry and

Punitive Medicine; Anti-therapy; The Punishers; Tendencies in the

Development of Punitive Medicine; A White List; A Black List;

Appendices]
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Reprisals against Helsinki Groups:
Arrest of Ginzburg, Orlov, Rudenko,r1lfly,Sheharansky

The authorities began their attack on Helsinki groups at the end of December

1976 with searches at the homes of a member of the Moscow group, Vladimir

Slepak, and members of the Ukrainian group, Nikolai Rudenko, Oles Berdnik,

Ivan Kandyba, Lev Lukyanenko and Aleksei Tikhy (Chronicle 43).

On 4 January 1977 searches were carried out in Moscow at the homes of

members of the Moscow Group to Assist the implementation of the Helsinki

Agreements in the USSR (the Helsinki group). The searches were carried out

in connection with criminal case No. 46012/18-76. The search warrants were

signed by senior investigator for especially important cases A. I. Tikhonov

(Moscow City Procuracy).

Search at the Home of Alexander Ginzburg

On the morning of 4 January there was a ring at the door at the Moscow flat

of Alexander Ginzburg. Someone asked for Alec. Ginzburg's wife Irina

Zholkovskaya opened the door.
Crossing the threshold, the man who had asked for Alec quickly surveyed

the corridor, and with a cry of 'Follow me, comrades!' rushed into the flat.

Another six men burst in after him. The search began

Senior procuracy investigator Borovik led the search. The witnesses were

A. M. Natanzon and S. L. Grishin. Who the other four were remains unknown.

At first only I. Zholkovskaya and her two young children were in the flat.

As his first concern, Borovik began to search the toilet. He insisted that

Zholkovskaya be at his side during this. After turning his back on her and the

witnesses, the investigator opened the door of the wall cupboard in the toilet,

rummaged in it (precisely in the place which was not visible from the corridor)

and pulled out an envelope of foreign currency. Borovik did not show precisely

what sort of currency it was or in what quantity. Then, after rummaging in the

cupboard again, he pulled out an envelope from under a book package from

America. He went into the bathroom and the kitchen, then returned to the large

room where the other operations men were waiting for him.

After the 'search in the toilet' Borovik personally did not look for anything

but just examined the books and papers to be taken away and drew up the

record.
The foreign currency and the envelope from the package were entered in the

record under one number (the package had been sent to Ginzburg by a friend

of his who now lives in New York). A standard type of wall-cupboard was

called in the record a hiding-place.
After this Zholkovskaya was left in peace and they did not insist she be

present even when they opened the writing desk and cupboards. However, when

she went out to change her clothes in the children's room, two of them set off

after her. They showed no reaction to Zholkovskaya's request to leave and

remained in the room whilst Irina Sergeyevna changed.

Half an hour after the beginning of the search A. Ginzburg arrived home

with his friend Yury Mnyukh. After this no one else was allowed into the flat.

For a long time friends were not able to hand in food for the young children.

Finally they were allowed to leave food by the door and then, when the friends

had gone away, the men carrying out the search brought it into the flat.

During the search Ginzburg's wife had a serious attack of high blood pressure,

but permission was not given to call an ambulance until night time.

As a result of the search the following were confiscated:

the journals Kontinent, Herald of the Russian Christian Movement, Poses',

issues of the paper Russkaya mysl, and cuttings from Soviet and foreign news-

papers;
issues of the Chronicle of Current Events, Archive of the Chronicle, and

A Chronicle of Human Rights in the U S S

issues of the Bulletin of the Council of Baptist Prisoners' Relatives, The

Fraternal Leaflet, and Herald of Salvation;

documents of the Committee for Human Rights, of the Helsinki group,

and of Amnesty International;
works by Solzhenitsyn, Nabokov, Conquest, Sakharov, Amalrik, Orlov,

Turchin and Podyapolsky;
books on Russian and Soviet history published in the U S S R;

religious literature;
receipts for postal orders, book packages and parcels, and correspondence

with prisoners;
a card-index containing information on Soviet political prisoners;

personal correspondence of the Ginzburgs, photographs and notebooks;

two Japanese radios, three Japanese tape recorders, tapes, a typewriter,

four self-erasing slates for drawing and writing, called 'printing blocks' in the

search record.
Also taken were:

certificates to the sum of about 150 roubles;

all notifications from Vneshposyltorg [Foreign Parcels Trading Agency],

and also customs licences for the contents of parcels received from abroad;

savings account books of the Solzhenitsyn family and Ginzburg's power

of attorney to conduct the family's affairs in the U S S R, notarized in the

Moscow Notaries' Office;
two savings account books in the name of Ginzburg;

— 4,700 roubles belonging to the Fund to Assist Political Prisoners;

300 roubles of the earnings received the previous day by Ginzburg and

Zholkovskaya, which were lying in a separate box.

After the operations men left, 38 kopecks were left in the house.
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Zholkovskaya and Ginzburg refused to sign the search record, but Ginzburg

noted the following in it:

I protest against the confiscation of materials on the violation of human

rights in the USSR as allegedly being slanderous. I protest against the con-

fiscation of money, postal documents concerning money, and material valu-

ables, for by their nature they can neither be slanderous nor defame anything.

In a state based on law this is called robbery. I protest against the provocative

planting of foreign currency, of which there has never been any in this

house ...

The search lasted from 8.45 am on 4 January until 3.40 am on 5 January.

On the same day, 4 January, a search was carried out at the flat of Ginzburg's

mother, Lyudmila Ilinichna [Ginzburg].

Search at the Home of Lyudmila Alekseyeva

On the morning of 4 January an acquaintance came to see Alekseyeva's hus-

band, N. N. Vilyams. The visit had been arranged with Vilyams earlier by

telephone. Seven men burst into the flat behind the guest. (Vilyams's acquain-

tance later recounted that no one had been visible on the landing.)

The search was conducted by counsellor of justice Smirnov. Those carrying

it out did not waste time and went confidently to the cupboards and tables where

the papers that interested them were lying. No one even glanced at Vilyams's

desk, where his mathematical manuscripts were lying.

They took samizdat and tamizdat,* materials of the Helsinki Group (even

blank sheets of paper), and letters of political prisoners and their relatives.

When about nine hours had passed and 169 items had already been entered

in the record, Smirnov began to cram the remaining papers into a large envelope

without looking at them. To Alekseyeva's question he replied that he would

seal the envelope.
As a sign of protest Alekseyeva went out into the kitchen. Her mother, hus-

band and two friends — Lydia Voronina and Anatoly Shcharansky, who had

arrived during the search — left with her.
The 'operations men' stayed in the house for more than an hour longer.

Smirnov's assistants came and went. One of the witnesses was allowed to go 50

minutes before the end of the search.
At seven in the evening Smirnov and his people departed, leaving a copy of

the search record on the table.

search her flat was presented to Lydia Voronina. Eight men put her in a car

and took her away. Shcharansky, who wanted to go with Voronina, was for-

bidden to accompany her.
Pantyukhin conducted the search. Even before the witnesses had arrived, he

proposed to Voronina that she hand over 'materials defaming ...' Voronina

asked him to be more specific. Pantyukhin replied : 'Works of Solzhenitsyn,

Sakharov and documents of the Helsinki group.' Voronina stated that she con-

sidered a search carried out with such a purpose to be illegal.

During the search V. Slepak arrived with a case, which was searched on the

spot. The case turned out to be empty.
At the search (it lasted from 8 in the evening until 1 at night) the following

were confiscated:
fiction published abroad, including works by Bulgakov, Korzhavin,

Tsvetayeva;
émigré newspapers;
appeals by citizens to the Helsinki Group;
Voronina's personal letters;
A. Shcharansky's personal archive (including 438 letters from Shcharansky's

wife, who left for Israel in 1974).

Search at the home of Lydia Voronina

When the search at the home of L. Alekseyeva came to an end, a warrant to

Search at the Home of Yury Orkw

The search at the home of Orlov was conducted by Tikhonov 'in person'. As

the residents did not open the door right away, a locksmith from the Housing

Office forced it open at the demand of Tikhonov. This operation took 15

minutes. The search was carried out by four plain-clothes men, two witnesses

and two policemen.
Confiscated were: samizdat, tamizdat, materials of the Group, fiction, journals

in English, a typewriter and recording tapes. Amongst other things, Andrei

I3ely's  Petersburg  (Moscow, State Publishing House for Artistic Literature, 1935)

was confiscated.
The atmosphere at the search was tense. It went as far as Tikhonov calling

the police in the middle of the day to take away Orlov's wife Irffia Valitova.

The police came, but Tikhonov then changed his mind.

Questionnaires with 1,100 signatures, collected from those Meskhetians of

Azerbaijan who want to re-establish their Georgian nationality (counting their

families — 7,000 people), were confiscated.
About 200 pages of information about the persecution of the children of

religious parents, collected in the Ukraine and Central Asia, were taken away.

Tikhonov began to seal up certain materials without listing them. Thus one

envelope was sealed. Another four envelopes had their contents listed in general

terms at Orlov's demand.
Notebooks with telephone numbers were confiscated from Alexander Podra-

binek, who arrived during the search.
Mamizdat works which have been taken abroad and published 'there' (tam), in the

West, then brought back to the USSR in published form] • • •
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The same evening (the searches were still continuing) T A SS circulated a

statement saying that the materials confiscated at the seaches established a

link between members of the Group and the N T S. which was backed by foreign

intelligence services.
The following day, 5 January, the Helsinki group arranged a press con-

ference. Correspondents were told in detail about the events of the preceding

day. It was announced that Yury Mnyukh had joined the Group to Assist the

Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the U S S R. The Group

announced it was setting up under its auspices a Working Commission to In-

vestigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes (see section 'Activities of

Helsinki groups').
A. Sakharov was present at the press conference. He read his appeal to the

heads of the states that were participants in the Helsinki conference, in which

he urged them 'to react to the reprisals against members of the group in a most

serious way and to take those measures which they deemed necessary in the

situation which had been created'.
The Group made a statement which described the searches as 'a new attack

on those social circles which are seeking to set up independent channels of

information and checks on the activities of official organs'.

Interrogations, Shadowing and Protests

On 4 January at the end of his search A. I. Tikhonov tried to serve a summons

on Yu. Orlov to appear for interrogation the following day as a witness in case

No. 46012/18-76.
On 5 January, when Orlov was going to the group's press conference, he was

arrested and taken for interrogation.
Tikhonov conducted the interrogation. Orlov immediately wrote in the record

that he refused to take part in the investigation. Tikhonov repeated that Orlov

was being interrogated as a witness and bore responsibility for refusing to give

evidence or for evading it. Orlov wrote in the record that he was in reality the

accused, and, as such, had the right to refuse to give evidence; moreover, he

could not take part in a case that was against the law and anti-humanitarian.

Tikhonov began to pose questions: who had brought these or those docu-

ments, when, and with what purpose? In reply Orlov stated in writing that the

very formulation of the question contradicted the Helsinki agreement. Then an

oral debate started.
Orlov said that Tikhonov and his colleagues were applying amoral methods,

and that the character of methods was in general more important than pro-

claimed goals. Tikhonov asked: 'You consider that methods can become an

end in themselves?'
During the conversation Tikhonov said that judicial investigation had proved

the abnormality of Plyushch, Fainberg and Grigorenko and that Grigorenlco

was really mad. Orlov asked whether he should pass this on to the foreign cor-

respondents. 'No, no ...', said Tikhonov.

At the end of the interrogation a new summons was written out. Orlov refused

to take it and wrote that he refused to take part in the case and would not

voluntarily appear for interrogation.
He returned home accompanied by two cars without number plates. For

three days after this Orlov did not leave his flat. Cars with agents in them

surrounded the house.
Orlov described the interrogation at the next press conference of the Group.

* * *

Lyudmila Alekseyeva  was summoned to interrogations several times. The

questions concerned, in the main, the activities of the group and confiscated

material. Alekseyeva refused to take part in the interrogations.

Up to 14 January the members of the Helsinki group were persistently followed

by agents. Then demonstrative shadowing was lifted. Only  Anatoly Shcharansky

was openly followed the whole time.

* * *

The persecution of members of the group provoked numerous protests both

abroad and within the country (see section 'Letters and Statements').

On 6 January a statement of the Fascell Commission (the commission of the

U S Congress on questions of security and cooperation in Europe) was pub-

licized. The statement drew attention to the persecution of people in the USSR

who were engaged in circulating information.

The January events in Moscow made a big impression in the West. On 12

February the paper  Pravda  quoted the following statistics: '... in the final week

of January alone numerous "radio-voices" of the West, broadcasting to the

socialist countries, put on the air 120 pieces of material in "defence of human

rights", making use of them 320 times'.
At the same time Soviet papers began to discuss widely the violation of human

rights in the West.

The Arrest of Alexander Ginzburg

On 2 February an article, 'Liars and Pharisees', was printed in  Literary Gazette

under the signature of A. Petrov (Agatov). The appearance of this article

aroused serious concern for the fate of Alexander Ginzburg and Yury Orlov.

The same day a press conference was called at Ginzburg's flat. Alexander

Ginzburg stated to correspondents that in connection with the dangerous

charges made against him in the newspaper he had decided to report for the

first time the details of his work as representative of the Aid Fund for Political

Prisoners and their Families.
The fund was founded by A. Solzhenitsyn in April 1974 from the royalties
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for  The Gulag Archipelago. Part of the money was left by the Solzhenitsyn
family before their departure, part was received in 1974-75 in the form of money
certificates. Ginzburg himself stopped receiving transfers from abroad in his
name from the beginning of 1976. Ginzburg said that the only way in which
he had received money from abroad from 1976 was when people brought him
Soviet money and said: 'This is money which Solzhenitsyn asked to be given
to you for assisting political prisoners.' Besides this, about 70,000 roubles were
collected in the Soviet Union. About 1,000 people gave money to the fund. In
three years 270,000 roubles were received and distributed. In 1974 assistance
was rendered to 134 political prisoners and their families, in 1975 — to more
than 700 families, in 1976 — to 629 families. The decrease in the number of
families in 1976 can be partly explained by the fact that many people using
the assistance of the fund were subjected to threats (in particular, exiles were
threatened that their situation would worsen). Besides regular help to political
prisoners and their families, help was given on a once only basis to people
coming out of prison.

'If I am now arrested,' said Alexander Ginzburg, addressing the journalists,
'then I ask you to pay great attention to the work of those who replace me, as
they will certainly need it.'

* • •

The following day, 3 February, Alexander Ginzburg was arrested. Ginzburg's
wife described his arrest in a letter to Amnesty International:

... On the evening of 3 February my husband went out, lightly dressed, to
make a call from a phone box (the phone in our flat was cut off a long
time ago by the authorities). He went out and did not come back. He was
seized at the entrance to our house and it was considered unnecessary to
inform me of this. Leaving my two small children at home, myself sick and
with a temperature, I together with friends drove round police stations all
evening, until, in the K G B reception room, when it was by then night time,
I was told that according to their information my husband had been 'de-
tained'. The following day it became clear that 'detained' meant arrested.

The same evening, 3 February, K G B officials, knowing full well about my
husband's illness, took him to Kaluga prison (Kaluga is 200 kms from
Moscow) ...

A. I. Ginzburg is being held at this address: Kaluga investigation prison, ul.
Klary Tsetkin, d. 110, p/ya I Z 37/1. The case is being conducted by a senior
investigator for especially important cases of the Kaluga region K G B,
Lieutenant-Colonel Oselkov.

* * *

Alexander Ilich Ginzburg was born in Moscow on 21 November 1936. After

finishing school he worked in a theatre (as an actor and assistant director), and

as a newspaper reporter. In 1956 he entered the faculty of journalism of Moscow
University.

In 1960 he put together the poetry collection Syntaxis, which published the

verse of the S M 0 G poets, and of Akhmadulina and Sapgir. Ginzburg's own

poetic efforts were also printed in the collection. The same year Ginzburg was
arrested and convicted for forgery of documents — he had sat some examina-
tions for a friend.

In 1962, after his release, having with difficulty registered in Moscow, he tried
to get any kind of job, but everywhere met opposition from the authorities.
He worked in the sewers, as a lathe operator, as a laboratory assistant and a
librarian.

In 1964 Ginzburg was held for a few days in the Lubyanka. Shortly afterwards
a letter appeared in Evening Moscow under Ginzburg's signature, in which he

dissociated himself from the sensation around his name in the Western press.
Ginzburg actually composed a letter of this sort, but the published text had little
in common with the author's.

In 1966 he entered the Historical Archives Institute as a student. In 1967
he was arrested for compiling the White Book — a collection of materials

about the trial of Sinyavsky and Daniel. In January 1968 he was convicted
together with Galanskov, Lashkova and Dobrovolsky under article 70 of the
Russian Criminal Code (Chronicles 1, 2). The 'trial of the four' aroused a stream

of protests, which turned out to be the beginning of systematic resistance to the
violation of human rights in the USSR and served as a stimulus to the found-
ing of the Chronicle of Current Events.

Ginzburg spent his five years of imprisonment first in the Mordovian camps,
then in Vladimir prison. In 1972 he was released at the end of his term and
settled in Tarusa. In all subsequent years he was subjected to constant oppres-
sion and reprisals. Twice he was placed under administrative surveillance; he
was not allowed to come to Moscow to see his mother, wife and children; diffi-
culties were put in his way to prevent him from obtaining any, even the most
unskilled job, whilst at the same time attempts were made to bring him to
trial for parasitism.

Since 1974 Ginzburg has been the official representative of the Aid Fund for
Political Prisoners and their Families. He has been a member of the Group to
Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the USSR from the
moment it was founded.

While Ginzburg was in camp, an ulcer developed, from which he suffers
to the present time. Soon after the search on 4 January Ginzburg entered
hospital with a diagnosis of pneumonia with an underlying tubercular infection.
On being discharged he received a referral notice directing him to a tuberculosis
clinic. At the moment of his arrest he was still undergoing regular treatment. In
the first few days of February Ginzburg should have gone into hospital for treat-
ment of his ulcer.
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Ginzburg has two children — one four years old and the other two years old.

• •

The joint statement of the groups was handed to journalists. It spoke of the

alarming situation that had arisen recently, and announced that the K G  B  was
now hunting for Orlov.

The day after his arrest T ASS announced for publication abroad:

Ginzburg was arrested with the sanction of the Procurator of Kaluga for
activities at variance with the law. He is a character without a definite occupa-
tion, a parasite who began his career with speculation and buying up icons.

In 1961 he was convicted of cheating, and in 1968 he received 5 years for
anti-Soviet activity. Already at that time links were discovered with the pro-
fascist émigre organization N T S. which, as is well known, is linked with
Western secret services.

After his release he continued to be actively engaged in anti-Soviet activity,
the specific nature of which, one must suppose, will be disclosed during the
investigation. As has already been announced, a search was carried out at

Ginzburg's flat, as a result of which materials were confiscated which testify
to his direct links with the N T S, also anti-Soviet brochures and Zionist
lampoons, and also a large quantity of Soviet and foreign currency ...

41 •

* •

On the evening of 6 February a search was carried out in Tarusa at the home
of a member of the Ukrainian Helsinki group,  N. A. Strokatova,  in connec-

tion with the Ginzburg case. The search was led by Lieutenant-Colonel Oselkov.
None of those conducting it besides Oselkov showed any documents. Oselkov
himself stated that they were 'his boys' and the witnesses, but it was not per-
mitted to see their documents.

The brigade searched Strokatova's house and the personal effects of her
guests:  Elena Danielyan, Galina Salova  and  Kronid Lyubarsky.  The record of
the search was compiled extremely carelessly and after protests was written
afresh.

During the search Oselkov was rude, and when asked to observe the norms
of politeness he began to make threats about calling the police and removing the
guests from the house.

Salova and Danielyan tried to write comments into the record, but Oselkov

forbade them to do this,* stating: 'It's clear to me what sort of people you are.'
At the search, samizdat, the Declaration of the Ukrainian Helsinki group

and letters in defence  of Ginzburg were confiscated.On 4 February the collecting of signatures was started to a collective statement
in defence of Alexander Ginzburg. The statement speaks of the extensive acti-
vities of Ginzburg as manager of the Public Aid Fund and as a member of the
Helsinki group. It points out that Ginzburg's activities have continually elicited
slander on the part of the Soviet organs of information.

The trial, if indeed it takes place, will be the revenge of the authorities on a
courageous man, for his charity and kindness. The sentence, if indeed it is
pronounced, will be equivalent to the murder of a father of two young
children.

The letter demands the immediate release of Alexander Ginzburg. Under the
letter are 321 signatures. Amongst those who signed are inhabitants of various
towns in the Soviet Union. They are; friends and acquaintances of Ginzburg;
former political prisoners and exiles; representatives of various dissident groups;
Jews who have been refused visas; representatives of religious communities; and
independent artists.

In addition, many other letters in defence of Ginzburg have appeared (see

section `Letters and Statements').

• •

* • •

On 9 February P. Grigorenko, Z. Grigorenko, V. Turchin, S. Kallistratova,  A.

Sakharov, L. Chukovskaya, L. Kopelev, A. Korchak and E. Bonner appealed to
the Procurator of the Kaluga region to change the measure of restraint applied
to A. I. Ginzburg and to release him from custody until the trial on their
personal guarantee or on bail.

Although according to the law the authorities are obliged to reply within a
period of two weeks, there was no reply at all.

* * •

On 25 February a search was carried out at the Tarusa home of Ginzburg. The
search warrant, signed on 2 February 1977, indicated that the case was being
conducted according to the second part of article 70 of the Russian Criminal
Code (before this the article under which Ginzburg was being charged was not

known).
Lieutenant-Colonel Oselkov conducted the search. Lieutenant-Colonel Niki-

forov, Lieutenant Danilov, Lieutenant Pustoshinsky, Lieutenant Petrachenko
and Klimenko took part in it. The search was carried out in the presence of

Kronid Lyubarsky and Oleg Vorobyov, whom they brought to the house (they
were registered there).On  4 February a press conference was called. The Helsinki group and the

Initiative Group [for the Defence of Human Rights] announced that Ginzburg's
successors as managers of the Aid Fund were  Tatyana Khodorovich, Malva
Landa  and  Kronid Lyubarsky.

[*Chronicle 45 corrects this statement, saying that it did not apply to Salova.]
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The search lasted from 12 noon on 25 February until 6.50 on 26 February.

Those carrying it out were rude and did not especially trouble themselves to

observe legal formalities.
The brigade of 'operations men' confiscated text books on foreign languages,

dictionaries, books in foreign languages (including one by the American poet

Allen Ginsberg with his verses against the Vietnam war). They removed an

unused film strip, note books, old carbon paper and various notes about political

prisoners. They took away two of Ginzburg's letters from Vladimir prison, his

appeal against sentence to the Procurator and the speech of Ginzburg's lawyer

Zolotukhin at the trial in 1968. They confiscated a knife from Ginzburg's work

room.
In the lintel over the kitchen door they found a box which contained samizdat

of the 1968-70 period and copies of various court verdicts and statements to

official organs (including statements by Ginzburg himself). They called the box

a hiding-place and spent a long time photographing it.
In the West A. Amalrik, V. Bukovsky, N. Gorbancvskaya, P. Litvinov, N.

Solzhenitsyn and V. Chalidze issued protests against Ginzburg's arrest.

• •

A. I. Solzhenitsyn has requested the famous American lawyer Edward Bennett

Williams to take on the defence of Alexander Ginzburg at the forthcoming

trial.
In his letter to Williams Solzhenitsyn wrote that Alexander Ginzburg, as

representative of the Public Fund, had rendered assistance to hundreds of poli-

tical prisoners and their oppressed families; in conditions of constant opposition

from the Soviet authorities this work demanded unusually noble human quali-

ties. Solzhenitsyn expressed his certainty that the Soviet authorities, unable to

charge Ginzburg directly for his charitable activities, would raise false charges

against him. At the end Solzhenitsyn wrote that he would without fail bring

to the lawyer's notice every detail about the case.
E. B. Williams replied to Solzhenitsyn that he would take on the case and

give in a visa application to the Soviet embassy in order to go and see his client.

In this connection Williams considers that his chances of receiving an entry

visa and access to the case are slight, although certain points of the Helsinki

agreements give a legal basis to such a request.
(In 1961 Edward Bennett Williams, at the request of the Soviet Embassy,

took on the defence of a Soviet employee at the U N, G. Melekh, who had been

charged with espionage. The case did not get as far as a trial, as agreement was

reached on Melekh's expulsion from the U S A.)

Donetsk region, Yu. Ya. Noskov. On the warrant were the authorization of the

Ukrainian Procuracy and the signature of the deputy Procurator of Kiev,

Zamayev.
In the search the literary works of Rudenko, his documents, orders and medals

were confiscated. His wife Raisa Rudenko was subjected to a search of her

person.
During the search 0. Berdnik came to see Rudenko. He was also searched

after being stripped naked.
After the search Rudenko was taken away 'for a chat at the Kiev Procuracy

for a couple of hours', without any warrant for his arrest being shown. Not

until three days later was Raisa Rudenko telephoned by the Procuracy and told

that her husband had been arrested and was in investigation prison no. 1 for the

Donetsk region. They refused to say on what grounds. Raisa Rudenko began

enquiring at the Ukrainian republican and Donetsk regional Procuracies. Fifteen

days later she was informed from Donetsk that she could receive an answer in

Kiev, but there too she received no answer.

• •
Nikolai [Russian form of Mykola] Danilovich Rudenko was born in 1920. He

took part in the Great Patriotic War, was a political instructor, and defended

Leningrad. He was awarded orders and medals.
Until 1972 he was a member of the Union of Writers. More than 20 books

of his have been published in the USSR (verse, fiction, socio-political works).

He was expelled from the party for repeated protests sent to party and

government organs.
Rudenko is a member of the Soviet group of Amnesty International. He is the

leader of the Ukrainian Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki

Agreements.
At the front Mykola Rudenko was seriously wounded and his spine was

damaged. He needs constant medical care.

* • •
On 5 February another member of the Ukrainian Helsinki group, Aleksei Tikhy,

was arrested in the Donetsk region. There are grounds for believing that a single

case has been brought against Tikhy and Rudenko.
Aleksei Ivanovich Tikhy was born in 1927. He is a teacher.
In 1957 he was sentenced to 7 years under article 54-10 of the [Stalin-period]

Ukrainian Criminal Code. He served his time in Dubrovlag [Mordovia]. He

was released in 1964 at the end of his sentence.

Arrest of Rudenko and Tikhy

On 5 February Mykola Rudenko and his wife were detained on a Kiev street

and taken home for a search, which was conducted by the deputy Procurator of

Search at the Home of 0. Ya. Meshko

On 5 February a search was carried out in Kiev at the home of Oksana

Yakovlevna Meshko. The search was conducted by senior investigator of the
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Kiev Procuracy D. Pankov, and by N. P. Diba. As  0.  Ya. Meshko did not

open the door immediately, Pankov smashed the window and climbed into the

room.
0.  Ya. Meshko, anxious about her health (the day before she had had a heart

attack), asked for her daughter-in-law to be summoned for the duration of the

search. Pankov rejected her request. He presented a search warrant for the

building and added that a search of her person would also be carried out.

Meshko protested against a search of her person, declaring that it had not been

authorized. Pankov went away and returned soon afterwards with the same

piece of paper, in one column of which had been added by hand 'of her per-

son'. There were no signatures or stamps. Meshko continued to protest. Then

Pankov twisted her arms behind her. After this, N. P. Diba carried out a search

of her person. During this, Meshko's friend Vera Tkachenko and Meshko's

tenant Julia Lavrova were present.

Those carrying out the search addressed the 70-year-old Oksana Yakovlevna

in the familiar form and insulted her. During the search 0. Meshko began to

have a heart attack. Lavrova tried to call an ambulance. Pankov stated: 'She

is pretending,' and would not let Lavrova out of the house. The condition of

Oksana Yakovlevna got worse and finally one of the officials yielded and called

an ambulance.
The search was carried out in the house and the yard from 9.30 in the morn-

ing until 1.00 at night. The following were confiscated: a Meshko's correspond-

ence with deputies of the Supreme Soviet about the review of the case of her son

Alexander Sergienko; correspondence with the M V D; personal correspondence

with her son, and with friends and acquaintances (it was noted in the record

that not all of the correspondence was read, but was placed in an envelope and

sealed); books; notes written by hand and extracts from books; ten copies of the

[U N] Declaration of Human Rights; photocopies from the journal  UNESCO

Courier  and photocopies of the Final Act of the Helsinki conference; and

materials of the Ukrainian Helsinki group.

The record of the search was not presented to Oksana Meshko to read

through or to sign.

from custody under their personal guarantee or on bail.

On 25 February Raisa Rudenko sent him a similar request.

On 28 February the Ukrainian Procuracy replied to them in the negative.

• 41

Members of the Ukrainian Helsinki group Ivan Kandyba, Oksana Meshko and

Pyotr  Vins  were summoned to Donetsk for interrogations in the Rudenko-

Tikhy case (Kandyba on 11 March, Meshko and VMs on 14 March).

Member of the Ukrainian group Lev Lukyanenko was detained  at  his

relatives' village and sent to Donetsk for an interrogation in the same case.

Search at the home of Yury Mnyukh

On 7 February a search was carried out at the flat of a member of the

Moscow Helsinki group, Yury Mnyukh, with the sanction of A. I. Tikhonov

and a warrant from senior investigator Pantyukhin. It was conducted by investi-

gator Morozov; witnesses were A. I. Vladimirov and A. E. Kruglov.

At first only the wife of Mnyukh, N. Panfilova, was present at the search.

Later  M. Lando  arrived; she was living at the Mnyukhs' at the time. Yury

Mnyukh himself was not at the search.

During the search of the Helsinki group, samizdat and books published

abroad were confiscated. Typewriters, cassettes and tapes of English language

lessons were taken. Personal letters and money the Mnyukhs had saved were

removed, also Mnyukh's scientific film-strips on physics. A small case of Malva

Landa's was also searched. After the search it transpired that the Gospels and

verse by Okudzhava had disappeared from the house.

The following day Mnyukh wrote a letter to the Procuracy in which he de-

manded that they return at once the things taken from him. M. Landa addressed

a similar demand to Tikhonov, saying, moreover, that most of the material con-

fiscated belonged to her.

After the arrest of Rudenko and Tikhy, members of the Ukrainian Helsinki

group  0.  Berdnik, P. Grigorenko, L. Lukyanenko,  0.  Meshko, M. Marinovich,

M. Matusevich, I. Kandy ba and N. Strokatova appealed to governments which

signed the Helsinki agreement. In their letter they ask them to help secure

the release of Rudenko and Tikhy.

* • •

On 9 February P. Grigorenko, Z. Grigorenlco, V. Turchin, S. Kallistratova, A.

Sakharov and L. Chukovskaya appealed to the Ukrainian Procurator. They

asked him to revoke the detention order made against Rudenko and release him

The Asrest of Yury Orlov

On 1 February Yury Orlov was summoned to the Procuracy of the Cheremushki

district of Moscow to see investigator Ponomaryov. Orlov wrote a statement in

the record of the interrogation :

It has been explained to me that case No. 46012/18-76 has been instigated

against the journal of information, the  Chronicle of Current Events.  I  refuse

to take part in this case.  The Chronicle of Current Events  accomplishes a

huge amount of socially useful work by circulating information on violations

of human rights. Similar information is circulated — with regard to the West

— by many Western publications, which fact one may confirm by reading

Soviet newspapers.
The right to circulate information on humanitarian subjects, particularly
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on violations of human rights, was enshrined in the Final Act of the con-
ference on security and cooperation in Europe and in the other international
covenants which are in force on the territory of the U S S R. The persecution
of the  Chronicle  puts the USSR in the position of an uncivilized, backward
country regarding humanitarian matters.

Therefore, I am not participating in this case.
Yu.  Orlov  1.2.77

On 2 February a summons was delivered to Yu. Orlov's flat for him to appear
at the Procuracy on 3 February. Orlov was not at home that day. The summons
was handed to his wife. After this, apparently, the surveillance organs lost
track of Orlov.

Surveillance of the flat was established. Cars were positioned around the
house, and agents on the street.

authorities. Orlov replied that he was not especially hiding, but he did not
intend to go to them himself. The last few days he had not been in Moscow, as
before his possible arrest he had decided to go and visit his native village.

While the press conference was going on, the house of L. Alekseyeva was
surrounded. Agents stood on stairway landings, in entrances and in attics. Cars
were stationed around the house. Other cars approached people who came out of
the house and lit them up with their headlights.

Orlov spent the night at L. Alekseyeva's flat.

* * •

On 7 February at half-past eleven two policemen from police station 27 attempt-
ed to serve a summons for Orlov on his wife I. Valitova. Valitova would not
accept the summons and would not allow them to carry out an inspection of
the flat, her demand for a search warrant having been ignored. One of the
policemen inspected the flat all the same. The policemen did not give their
names.

Two hours later a policeman brought I. Valitova a summons to appear at the
Procuracy at 15.00 hours on 7 February. She was interrogated by investigator
Ponomaryov, who had interrogated Orlov on 1 February.

To Valitova's question in connection with what case she had been sum-
moned, the investigator replied : The  Chronicle case ...'

To the question whether Orlov had been at home on 2 February and whether
he knew about the summons, Valitova refused to reply 'on ethical grounds'.
To the question whether her husband was now at home, she replied that this
was better known to the police officials who had inspected her flat.

Further questions concerned the materials confiscated at the search of 4
January. Valitova replied : 'I have not seen them, I do not know, I have not
read them.'

On the morning of 10 February six people in policemen's uniform appeared
at L. Alekseyeva's flat. They had no search warrant. They said they wanted
to have a look to see who was in the flat.

'People with views like yours might be in your house.'
'Well, not people with your views, certainly.'
The policemen asked to be taken into a room — they said they were uncom-

fortable standing in the corridor. No one was there The guests started to nose
around in the corridor, to look into wall cupboards. Alekseyeva protested,
saying that they had no search warrant.

The policemen went into the second room, where Orlov was. 'This man is
wanted by us.'

They said to Orlov that he was being detained for not appearing at the Pro-
curacy, and took him away.

• •

• •

L. Alekseyeva and several friends who came to see her went to the city Pro-
curacy. They were told that no one would talk to them.

About two o'clock in the afternoon I. Valitova went to the Procuracy. Investi-
gator Ponomaryov said that she could come the next day for information about
her husband.

On  11  February Tikhonov received Orlov's wife.
Valitova asked on what grounds her husband had been arrested. Tikhonov

replied that he was suspected of having committed a crime but refused to say
what articles Orlov had been charged under. He said that Yu. F. Orlov was in
the K G  B  investigation prison in Lefortovo.

Tikhonov proposed to Valitova that she phone the information offices of the
Procuracy and of Lefortovo prison to receive further information.On 9 February Orlov appeared at the home of L. Alekseyeva and called a press

conference. Journalists who came suggested to Orlov that in order not to reveal
his whereabouts he should make statements in writing. He refused and during
the press conference spoke aloud.

Orlov said that in the event of his arrest he would probably be given a light
sentence but Ginzburg, Rudenko and Tikhy would be presented as recidivists
and given maximum sentences.

Correspondents put the question to Orlov whether he was hiding from the

• •
On 10 February T A SS announced:

A Slanderer Detained
Recently a search was carried out with the sanction of the Procurator at the
home of a certain Orlov. A large quantity of anti-Soviet and slanderous
material was confiscated. On the first of February, according to information
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received by a T ASS correspondent, Orlov was summoned to an interroga-
tion. He behaved provocatively and insulted representatives of the Procuracy.
When the summons was repeated he did not appear, a matter punishable by
law. In connection with this, on 10 February Orlov was arrested in accord-
ance with the legal procedure effective in this country.

* *

On 10 February a telegram was handed in for Carter and Vance at the U S
Embassy concerning Orlov's arrest. The telegram was signed by Alekseyeva,
13onner, Velikanova, Grigorenko, Turchin, Khorodovich and Shcharansky.

On the evening of 10 February senior investigator Pantyukhin carried out a
search at Orlov's flat. The witnesses were Alekseyev and Osipov. Orlov was not
brought to the search, and the warrant was presented to Irina Valitova. She
refused to take part in the search. After the January search there was almost
nothing in the house. They found some samizdat and a few materials of the
Helsinki group. They took Orlov's personal documents and testimonials from
his place of work.

* *

The arrest of Yury Orlov aroused a further wave of letters of protest (see section
'Letters and Statements').

More than 90 people signed a collective letter in defence of Orlov, demanding
his immediate release. The letter emphasizes that Orlov's activities were of a law-
ful and constructive nature and were in full accord with the Helsinki agree-
ments.

Below, the letter of the leader of the Soviet group of Amnesty International,
Valentin Turchin, is quoted in full:

The arrest of Yury Orlov has provoked pain and indignation in the hearts
of all his friends — those who can speak of it openly, as well as those (and
they are, of course, the majority) who do not dare to express their feelings
aloud. The basic feature of Yury Orlov as a man is his calm and profound
feeling of his own worth and his no less profound respect for the human
worth of others. This quality, which manifests itself as steely firmness in his
observance of ethical principles, is combined in Orlov with a great kindness
and responsiveness — one may even say tenderness — in regard to his friends.
Contact with such a personality is ennobling; it gives spiritual strength.

Yury Orlov is an outstanding physicist, one of the top specialists in the
Soviet Union on accelerators of elementary particles. He graduated from the
faculty of physics at Moscow University in 1952 and until 1956 worked in the
Institue of Theoretical and Experimental Physics in Moscow. After Khrush-
chev's report at the 20th Party Congress, Orlov, together with a few of his

comrades, put forward a programme of democratic reforms for the party and
state at a party meeting of the institute (he was then a member of the com-
munist party). This would be a rare act of audacity even today, but in those
times it was simply unheard of. Orlov was expelled from the party and dis-
missed from his job. About a year passed until he was able to find work
— for this, he had to go to Erevan, the capital of Armenia. Until 1972 Yury
Orlov worked in Erevan, coming to Moscow from time to time to take part
in the launching of new accelerators. To this period belongs a series of his
remarkable works, for which he received the degree of Doctor of Sciences, the
rank of professor, and was then elected a corresponding-member of the
Armenian Academy of Sciences.

After arriving in Moscow in 1972, he worked for some time in the Institute
of Earth Magnetism and Circulation of Radio Waves of the USSR Academy
of Sciences, but at the end of 1973 was dismissed: formally because of staff
reductions, in reality because of a letter to Brezhnev in which he again pre-
sented a series of questions about the necessity of democratic reforms and
pointed out that these questions were connected with the recent campaign
against Academician Sakharov.

Since then he has not been able to find work. Forced to earn a living by
giving lessons, Orlov has none the less continued his scientific work.

In the last two years he has written several works in which he has laid the
foundations of a new approach to problems of theoretical physics, called by
him 'wave logic'. It is possible that these most interesting works will in the
future be the start of a reconstruction of the very basis of the natural sciences.

In May 1976 Yury Orlov organized the 'Group to Assist the Implementa-
tion of the Helsinki Agreements in the U S S R', the aim of which is to
monitor how the humanitarian articles of the Final Act are being realized in
practice and thus to aid their implementation. The group has accomplished a
great deal of work, having collected about 80 separate items of material relat-
ing to this question and having sent them to the governments of the par-
ticipant countries of the Helsinki agreement. Alas, the overwhelming majority
of these materials turned out to be evidence of crude violations of the Final
Act. But guilty of this, of course, are not those who are documenting the
violations, but those who are carrying them out.

Orlov's activities did not have an anti-state character, nor were they
generally, in the narrow sense of the word, political. The Final Act of the
Helsinki conference proclaimed human rights to be an international problem.
In accordance with this, Orlov's group has made specific facts about the
violation of the humanitarian articles of the Final Act internationally known.
This has been a noble and self-sacrificing activity, without which it is impos-
sible to realize the high ideals so often proclaimed on paper.

I am ashamed of a country in which such people as Yury Orlov and the
other members of the Helsinki group are put behind ban.

* •
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In the West a widespread campaign has begun in defence of persecuted dissidents
in the U S S R.

A few days after the arrest of Ginzburg the U S State Department issued a
statement expressing disquiet about the arrest. It was specified that the state-
ment had been approved at the highest levels. U S congressmen and senators
addressed repeated protests to Carter and Brezhnev. •he American representa-
tive in the U N Commission on Human Rights made an enquiry about the four
people arrested in the U S S R. The Soviet representative regarded this as inter-
ference in the internal affairs of the U S S R. The enquiry was withdrawn.

The Canadian parliament and various public figures and organizations in
England, Holland, Switzerland and Sweden have expressed their indignation
at the events in the U S S R.

part, among other things, in drafting a document, with reference to which tele-
phones are disconnected for undesirable conversations (Chronicle 27).

• 0

In February, soon after his search, Yury Mnyukhwas summoned to the district
0 V I R (Mnyukh and his wife gave in their papers for an exit visa from the
USSR about a year ago). At OVIR Mnyukh was told that his application was
not being considered only because of the absence in his papers of permission
or refusal from his mother-in-law, and that it would be sufficient to draw up a
document in a lawyer's office on the absence of any material claims by his
mother-in-law.

t •
Assistance with De es

On the evening of 5 January, the day after her search, L. Alekseyevawas tele-
phoned by the district OVIR and given to understand that her departure had
been authorized.

Alekseyeva had earlier given in documents for an exit visa but had not handed
over references from the places of work of her husband and son, saying that
she would bring them only when she received permission to leave. OVIR had
refused to consider her case.

Now OVIR suddenly began hastily to draw up her exit visa.
On the day of Yu. Orlov's arrest, 10 February, Alekseyeva's telephone was

cut off. A few days after this she was received by an official of the city 0 V I R.
Sivets. Alekseyeva told Sivets that she would not leave until her typewriter, con-
fiscated at the search on 4 January, had been returned to her and her tele-
phone, which was needed by her mother, who was staying in the U S S R, had
been re-connected. Sivets replied that these matters were not her concern. The
following day the telephone was re-connected. A few days later the typewriter
was returned to Alekseyeva.

On 22 February Lyudmila Mikhailovna Alekseyeva left the U S S R.

In January a member of the Lithuanian Helsinki group, Tomas Venclova,whofor a long time had not received permission to leave, left the U S S R.

On 5 January two people came to Lydia Voronina'sflat. She was not at home.
The visitors communicated through her neighbours that Voronina had been
given permission to leave.

Recently Voronina had been researching the position of the Pentecostalist
sect in the USSR (see section 'Activities of Helsinki Groups') for the Moscow
Helsinki group.

At the end of January L. Voronina left the U S S R.
Lydia Voronina had long been refused an exit visa. She was not given per-

mission to leave by her mother — an official in the Ministry of Justice who took

Attest of Anatoly Shcharansky
On 4 March there appeared in hvestia (Moscow evening edition) an 'Open
letter from S. L. Lipavsky' to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, to
the U N and the U S Congress, which contained a direct accusation of espionage
against Anatoly Shcharansky and Alexander Lerner. In an afterword to Lipav-
sky's letter, The C I A: Spies and "Human Rights" ', Slepakand Rubin werealso named.

The same day searches were carried out at the home of an acquaintance of
Shcharansky, teacher of philosophy Tatyana Panchenko(several materials of
the Helsinki group were confiscated from her) and at the homes of five Jewish
activists - A. Lerner, 11. Chernobylsky, D. Beilina, I. Nudeland M. Kremen.

At the searches, lists of Jews who had been refused exit visas on 'security
grounds' were confiscated. Materials confiscated from Lerner were not itemized
in the record but put together into parcels and sealed. At Nudel's her cor-



respondence with the authorities about prisoners and her correspondence with
prisoners were taken. Simultaneously with the search at Chernobylsky's, two
Jewish families living on the same stairway as he, with whom Chernobylsky
has no contact, were searched.

On 5 March Slepak, Shcharansky, Lerner, Chernobylsky, Beilina, Nudel and
Kremen issued a statement to the press, in which Lipavsky's letter and the news-
paper commentary on it were described as crude libel (see section 'Letters and
Statements').

The same day the proprietor of the flat which Lipavskywas renting for him-
self and Shcharansky was interrogated. (Lipavsky had stopped frequenting the
flat about a week before the appearance of the article. It should also be noted
that a month before this Lipavsky hadsigned a letter in defence of A. Ginzburg).
The proprietor was told that both her lodgers were spies. At the end of the
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conversation she signed some papers without looking at them.
On 6 March a search was made at her flat. The search took place in the

absence of Shcharansky and Lipavsky.
The ceiling was broken, floorboards were taken up. Rolls of the Torah, almost

all of Shcharansky's books in Russian, English and Hebrew, including a Hebrew-
Russian dictionary and a collection of Decrees of the Russian Empire con-
cerning Jews, published at the end of the last century, were confiscated. Blank
paper and clean carbons, note books, all personal letters, photographs of Ma-
tives and friends of Shcharansky and undeveloped photos, also of relatives
and friends, were confiscated. In addition, the diploma, work-book and
certain other documents of Shcharansky and his wife (now living in Israel) were
confiscated. They took 18 roubles in certificates, a portable tape recorder,
another recorder, an electric alarm-clock, and lenses from a camera (the camera
itself was being repaired). The detectives took the search record away with them.
They told the proprietor that Shcharansky could enquire about his things in the
reception room of the head office of the K G B.

Beginning on 4 March, Shcharansky was constantly accompanied on the street
by a convoy of eight agents and two cars. Operations men stood on guard round
the clock at the actual door of Slepak's flat, where Shcharansky was living during
this time.

On the evening of 15 March Shcharansky went down to the entrance to see
off two foreign journalists and to post a letter to his wife. The journalists were
pushed aside and Shcharansky was seized at the entrance. What charge has been
brought against him is not known. Shcharansky is in the K G B investigation
prison in Lefortovo.

problems of emigration from the Soviet Union. Since he knew English well,
Shcharansky was constantly in touch with foreign journalists and gave them in-
formation about the Jewish movement for emigration and the work of the
Helsinki group.

• •
On 16 March a press conference was organized at which A. D. Sakharov, the
Helsinki group, representatives of the Jewish emigration movement, the Chris-
tian Committee for the Defence of Believers' Rights and representatives of the
Pentecostalists made statements in defence of Shcharansky. A. D. Sakharov
said in his address:

Shcharansky lived such an open life that it completely precluded any kind
of secret activity. He spoke openly against the violation of the right to
emigrate, and against other violations of human rights. He openly joined the
Helsinki group and openly met foreign correspondents and guests from
abroad ... I am convinced that it was precisely for his boldness and openness,
for his consistent, humanitarian and honest position that Shcharansky has
been chosen as the latest victim.

The Activities of Helsinki Groups

• •
In January a Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements
was set up in Georgia. Six people joined it: Beglar Bezhuashvili, a laboratory
assistant in the department of art criticism at Tbilisi University; Zviad Gam-
sakhurdia (he is now senior research officer at the Institute for the History of
Georgian Literature); the Jewish 'refusenik' brothers Isai and Grigory Gold-
shtein; Teimuraz Dzhanelidze, a singing teacher at the musical technical col-
lege in the town of Rustavi; and Victor Rtskhiladze, chief inspector for the
protection of monuments attached to the Georgian Ministry of Culture.

At the beginning of March V. Rtskhiladze was dismissed from his job.

Anatoly Borisovich Shcharansky is 29. In 1971 he graduated from the Moscow
Physical-Technical Institute. When specialization began in his senior years at the
institute, Shcharansky started to study mathematics in accordance with an
individual programme and he had no relation to any secret research. After
graduation from the institute he worked as programmer in an open institute
the All-Union Oil Research Institute. In 1973 he gave in his documents for an
exit visa to Israel and since then has regularly received refusals. In 1975 he was
dismissed from work. After this he worked as a private secretary for scientists
and at the same time gave private lessons.

In 1974, hoping that it would make the departure of her husband easier,
Shcharansky's wife — Natalya Shtiglits — left for Israel.

Having himself been refused, Shcharansky occupied himself both with general
problems of the departure of Jews from the Soviet Union and with the affairs
of specific families. He was regularly sentenced to 15 days in prison for taking
part in collective actions by 'refuseniks'.

Since the summer of 1976 Shcharansky has been an active member of the
Moscow Helsinki group. His work in the group concerned, for the most part,

• •
On 5 January Yury Mnyukh joined the Moscow Helsinki group. On 14 January
Naum Meiman joined.

• •
After the arrest of N. Rudenko, Pyotr Vins, the son of Georgy Vins, joined
the Ukrainian Helsinki group.

* •
In summer 1976 the Pentecostalists of Nakhodka (Primorsky territory) appealed
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to the Moscow Helsinki group to direct the attention of world public opinion to
their problems. On a mission for the Moscow group in December 1976 Lydia
Voronina visited two communities of Pentecostalists — in Nakhodka and in the
settlement of Starotitarovskaya (Krasnodar territory).

Many materials brought back by Vorinina were lost in the January searches
at the homes of members of the Group (see above). Therefore her report gives
only a general picture of the life of the Pentecostalists and contains almost no
figures or specific facts (see section 'Persecution of Believers').

• • *
At the beginning of January a Working Commission to Investigate the Use of
Psychiatry for Political Purposes was set up under the auspices of the Moscow
Helsinki group. It is composed of the Muscovites Vyacheshw Bakhmin, Irina
Kaplun, Alexander Podrabinek and Felix Serebrov, and Dzhernma Babich
(Kvachevskaya) from Leningrad. The representative of the Moscow Helsinki
group on the Working Commission is P. G. Grigorenko. S. V. Kallistratova
advises the commission on legal matters. The postal address of the commis-
sion is: 117334 Moscow, Vorobevskoe shosse 5, kv. 37, Irina Kaplun. Telephone:
137-69-32. For the activities of the Working Commission see section 'The Release
of Vladimir Borisov'.

* • •

On 8 January the leader of the Moscow Helsinki group Yu. Orlov published
a 'Proposal for an International Conference on the Declassification of Informa-
tion'." As a first stage Orlov proposes that information on natural disasters,
epidemics, criminality, living conditions and violations of obligations on human
rights should not be allowed to be classified.

* SO

In January the Moscow Helsinki group compiled and conveyed to the public
and to heads of governments documents Nos. 16-19:14

No. 16 'On reprisals against the Groups to Assist the Implementation of the
Helsinki Agreements in the U S S R.' Records of searches are given in an
appendix.

No. 17 'On prisoners of conscience who need to be released urgently because
of the condition of their health.' A list of seriously ill political prisoners (51
names) is given in an appendix.

No. 18 'On the position of the Meskhetians' (see Chronicles 41, 43).
No. 19 'On the disruption by the Soviet authorities of the international

symposium on Jewish culture' (see Chronicle 43). A number of facts from this
document which were not included in Chronicle 43 are appended below.

All foreign scholars invited to the symposium were refused entry visas.
Tourists who were suspected of being interested in the symposium also received
refusals. Three citizens of the U S A who announced to official Soviet persons

their intention to visit the symposium were deported from the U S S R. In con-
nection with the symposium there were searches at the homes of 21 people,
amongst them 15 out of the 30 members of the Organizing Committee (10 out of
the 13 Moscow members); moreover, at the home of the chairman of the
Organizing Committee, Veniamin Fain, there were four searches, and at the
homes of the deputy chairman, Leonid Volvovsky, Vladimir Prestin and Pavel
Abramovkh — two searches each. Besides the members of the Organizing Com-
mittee, another six people were summoned to the interrogations at the procura-
cies in Moscow, Leningrad, Tallin, Kishinev, Vilnius, Tbilisi, Riga and Minsk.
On 21 December 1976, the opening day of the symposium, all the members of
the Organizing Committee and another seven people were arrested in Moscow.
Members of the Organizing Committee from other towns were not allowed
go to Moscow. The brothers Isai and Grigory Goldshtein, who had arrived in
Moscow earlier, were arrested and deported to Tbilisi. Alexander Smelyansky,
who managed to come from Kiev and to take part in the one-day symposium,
was dismissed from his job. Two people received written warnings from the
K G B in connection with the symposium, and four people besides the members
of the Organizing Committee received oral warnings. 17 people had their tele-
phones disconnected. The members of the Organizing Committee and another
five people were held under house arrest for three days and nights.

fo • •

In connection with the forthcoming Belgrade conference in June the Moscow
Helsinki group addressed the governments of the countries which participated
in the Helsinki conference on 20 February with a proposal

to set up without delay an international commission for checking viola-
tions of the Helsinki agreements in the humanitarian sphere. The commission
should include representatives of the participant countries, as well as repre-
sentatives of independent groups. The commission should be guaranteed all
facilities for checking facts on the spot and receiving necessary information ...

The implementation of international agreements is not the internal affair of
this or that country. This matter needs effective international supervision.

In March the Moscow Helsinki group published the document 'Three Months
before Belgrade'.15 In the first section, 'A general Evaluation', it says:

The development of events since August 1976, when the Group to Assist the
Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements published the survey 'A year
after Helsinki', has shown the full correctness of the opinion then held on the
problem of human rights in the U S S R. In particular, the evaluation expres-
sed then — 'The Soviet government does not intend to implement its inter-
national obligations on human rights' — has been confirmed, as well as the
conclusion formulated by us in August 1976 that the Final Act of the
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European conference is being interpreted by an ever greater number of people
as a juridical basis in the struggle for human rights ...

In the USSR the activity of individuals and groups of citizens who base
themselves on the Final Act of the Helsinki conference in their struggle for
civil rights is also continuing to grow. The stream of letters from citizens of
the USSR to various Soviet bodies and to the public groups to assist the
implementation of the Helsinki agreements is increasing, as well as letters
to international organizations on the situation of political prisoners, psychiatric
persecution, violations in matters of freedom of conscience, freedom of
religious faith, freedom of exchange of information, and on violations of the
right to emigrate.

The second section tells of the reprisals of the Soviet authorities against the
Helsinki group. The section 'Future Activity of the Group to Assist the Imple-
mentation of the Helsinki Agreements' says:

For their part, the members of the Moscow group will as before, despite
reprisals, inform world opinion of all the violations of international obliga-
tions on human rights accepted by the government of the U S S R. The fruit-
fulness of the initiative of Yu. F. Orlov in setting up the Moscow group is
borne out by many facts, in particular by the appearance of similar groups
in the Ukraine, Lithuania and Georgia. In response to the authorities' reprisals
and the arrest of two of its leading colleagues, the Group announces the co-
optation of two new members: candidate of physical-mathematical sciences
Yu. V. Mnyukh, and professor and doctor of physical-mathematical sciences,
N. N. Meiman. Member of the group L. M. Alekseyeva, in connection with
her departure from the U S S R, will fulfil duties as a representative of the
group abroad. In this way, despite the reprisals of recent months, the group
continues to work ...

In connection with the danger which now threatens the arrested members
of the group, and also in connection with the campaign of libel being con-
ducted by the organs of mass information, the group has asked certain indivi-
duals now abroad — Lyudmila Alekseyeva, Andrei Amalrik, Vladimir Bukov-
sky, Lev Kvachevsky, Leonid Plyushch and Valery Chalidze — to explain
the true aims and character of the work of the group durffig personal meet-
ings both with official representatives of the countries which signed the Final
Act, and with representatives of Western opinion and political parties.

The Case of Amner Zavurov

A year and a half ago the Bukhara Jews, brothers Amner and Amnon Zavurov,
who were living in the town of Shakhrisabz in Uzbekistan, received permission
(together with their families) to emigrate to Israel. They paid all the money

stipulated (including 500 roubles each for compulsory rejection of Soviet
citizenship), handed in all their Soviet documents (passports, work books, etc.)
and received visas to leave. Not long before their departure their visas were
unexpectedly taken away from them without any explanation. The local autho-
rities tried to return their Soviet passports to them, but the brothers categorical-
ly refused them. They received no reply to their numerous complaints in con-
nection with the visas that had been withdrawn, nor to their requests to be given
documents entitling them to live in the USSR as persons without citizenship.

The new owner of their house, Davydov, allowed them to live in the house
temporarily.

In November 1976 the brothers Zavurov received 12 days each for 'petty
hooliganism'. The reason was a quarrel with Davydov which took place in
their room without other people present.

On 20 December 1976 Amner Zavurov was arrested once again. A criminal
case was brought against him under articles 199 ('violation of the residence
rules'), 204, part 2 ('hooliganism') and 220 ('leading a parasitic way of life for
a long period') of the Uzbek Criminal Code. He was charged under article 204
for his quarrel with Davydov, for which he had already served 12 days. This
quarrel was portrayed as a fight.

On 3 January 1977 the father of Amner Zavurov made an agreement with a
Moscow lawyer. He informed the investigator of this. The lawyer himself also
announced the fact officially.

Meanwhile there appeared in the case file a receipt for the serving of a bill of
indictment on Amner Zavurov on 8 January 1977. Amner Zavurov maintains
that the receipt is forged: the signature and date on it are not in his hand-
writing. According to him, he received the bill of indictment only on 11 January
— less than 24 hours before the case was heard (according to the law the period
should be no less than three days).

On 12 January the people's court of the town of Shakhrisabz heard the case
of Amner Zavurov. The accused asked for the case to be postponed until the
arrival of his lawyer. The court had in its possession a telegram from the lawyer
saying that he had been commissioned to conduct the case in court. None the
less, the court refused Zavurov's plea and appointed its own lawyer. The judicial
session was conducted in the Uzbek language, which the accused knows poorly.
There was no translator. The court found Amner Zavurov guilty on all three
counts and sentenced him to 3 years' imprisonment.

On 20 January the American lawyer Martin Garbus, who was in the USSR
as a tourist, went to the USSR Procuracy. Procurator Sagrina received him.
As an introduction, Garbus said a little about himself : he is a professor of
law at Columbia University and a member of an American organization for the
defence of human rights; in this capacity he was involved in the cases of Angela
Davis and of Spanish communists condemned by Franco, and of the persecu-
tion of communists in India; he had conducted negotiations with Pinochet on the
fate of Chilean political prisoners, in particular of Corvalan. Sagrina politely
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rebuked the visitor for not warning them of his visit in advance; Rudenko him-
self might have received him. Then Garbus produced an American newspaper
with an article about the case of Amner Zavurov and told Sagrina about the
case. Sagrina said that if so many violations had really been committed, it
would be reconsidered.

When can I find out about the outcome?'
'In about two months by telephone •..'
'Does an innocent man in the Soviet Union really have to wait two months in

prison until his case is dealt with?'
Well, phone in a month's time.'
'A whole month?'
Well, in two weeks' time.'
At the appointed time Garbus — who was back in America — tried to tele-

phone the number given to him but there was no reply either that day or sub-
sequently.

On 10 February an appeal hearing of the case took place in the Kashkadarin-
skaya regional court. The Moscow lawyer was allowed to study the case only
on the day of the appeal. The lawyer was forbidden to use the services of an
interpreter; a member of the regional court Umarov, who spoke Russian poorly,
translated for him. As a result of the appeal, the charge under article 220 was
dropped from the verdict. The punishment remained as before.

On 16 February 58 Jewish activists sent a telegram to the Procurator-
General of the USSR and to the Uzbek Procuracy. They request immediate
intervention and the re-establishment of legality.

Arrests, Searches, Interrogations

Arrest of Vasily Barladyanu

On 2 March 1977 the art  specialist Vasily Vladimirovich Barladyanu (b. 1942)
was arrested in Odessa.

His conflict with the authorities began as long as three years ago; on 28
January 1974 he was interrogated by the Odessa K G B. At the interrogation he
was accused of Ukrainian nationalism. A month later he was expelled from the
party and dismissed from Odessa University. His articles on ancient Bulgarian
culture and on the history of Ukrainian art were removed from journals.

On 20 January 1975 13arladyanu was accepted for the post of academic
secretary of Kiev's Ukrainian S S R Museum of the People's Architecture and
Way of Life, but a month later he was dismissed and deprived of his Kiev
registration.

In May 1976 Barladyanu was accepted as a research officer at the Odessa
Museum of Western and Eastern Art

On 16 June a search was carried out at the house of Valentina Sergeyevna

Barladyanu, wife of V. V. Barladyanu (Chronicle 41).
On 24 June V.  V. Barladyanu rejected Soviet citizenship in a statement

addressed to Podgorny, and requested permission to emigrate.
On 3 September 1976 Barladyanu was dismissed. On 15 September he appealed

to the people's court in the Oktyabrsky district of Odessa concerning his dis-
missal. In the statement of the secretary of the museum's party organization,
N. I. Stenko, addressed to the court, it says that Barladyanu was dismissed at
the demand of 'higher organizations'. On 1 February 1977 the court (under  Judge
N. K. Savina) rejected a suit by Barladyanu on the grounds that the time limit
of a month for presenting a suit had expired.

On 10 January 1977 a local inspector of the district 0 V D,  Ya. M.
Balakshiyev, deprived Barladyanu of his Odessa registration, dating the order
10 September 1976.

Since December 1976 Barladyanu has been subjected to open ('intimidatory')
shadowing. One day in February detectives told him that if he did not stop
walking quickly he would be beaten up, as they were tired of running after him.

On 2 March 1977 a series of searches took place in Odessa — at the homes
of  Leonid Sery (Chronicle 42),  Anna Golumbievskaya (Chronicles 34, 42), Anna
Mikhailenko (Chronicle 42) and  Elena Danielyan.  During the search at Sery's
Vasily Barladyanu was present. After the search he was taken away. The follow-



ing day his wife was told that he had been arrested under article 187-1 of the
Ukrainian Criminal Code (equivalent to article 190-1 of the Russian Code).

Valentina Barladyanu, the couple Leonid and Valentina Sery, Anna Golum-
bievskaya, Leonid Tymchuk, Yury Gorodentsev and Pyotr Reidman addressed
the USSR Procurator-General with a statement in which they expressed their
conviction that Barladyanu was being persecuted for political motives. They
demanded his release.

On 13 March a member of the Initiative Group,  T. S. Khodorovielt,  sent a
t elegram:

To Soviet émigrés : Lyudrnila Alekseyeva, Vladimir Bukovsky, Marina
Voikhanskaya, Natalya Gorbanevskaya and Leonid Plyushch; and to Western
public opinion

Vasily Barladyanu, arrested on 2 March, ... is threatened with a psychiatric
hospital. Before his arrest V. Barladyanu warned : I consider this arrest illegal,
I declare an indefinite hunger-strike, I refuse to give evidence. The case is
being conducted by investigator of the Odessa Procuracy Vasily Vasilevich
Gulenko.

Arrest of Iosif Begun

On 28 February  two activists of the Jewish emigration movement and long-
standing 'refuseniks', Joseph Begun and Veniamin Fain (Chronicle 43), agreed
with the American consul to visit the American embassy. The consul met them
near the embassy. In full view of the consul, Begun and Fain were 'dragged
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away' and taken off to a police station, where they were held from 17.00 to 23.00
hours.

On 2 March Begun was taken to a police station and it was announced to
him that a criminal case had been brought against him under article 209 of the
Russian Criminal Code (for 'leading a parasitic way of life for a long period').

On 3 March he was summoned, having been told that some papers had to be
drawn up and that this would take two hours, and arrested. To his wife's ques-
tion 'Why did you take him by deception?' they replied at the police station:
'For the defence of the cause of Marxism-Leninism deception can be used.'

Begun is a candidate of technical sciences and an electronics specialist. He
is 45. He has been 'refused' for six years. He has therefore been forced to
engage in unskilled work. He was dismissed from one job (as a watchman) for
'absenteeism' — the result of a 15-day sentence. Begun appealed to the com-
mission for work provision; but there he was told that they did not concern
themselves with providing work for research officers. He tried to register as a
private teacher of Hebrew  but received a  refusal (the grounds — there is no
approved programme for the teaching of Hebrew and there is no one for him to
teach).

Smolny district division  of the K G B, where they were told that if he 'does not
stop circulating tendentious information, then he will go not to the West but in
the opposite direction'.

On 14 December Levin was again summoned to an interrogation in the 'case
of the inscriptions', this time — to investigator Egorov. Levin was told that if
he 'sat quietly' he would soon be able to leave.

On 23 December three vigilantes came up to Levin near his house (one of
them was the commander of an operations detachment, Vladimir Nesterov)
and asked him to come to headquarters. There a record was drawn up on his
'insubordination to vigilantes'. The following day Levin was given 15 days on
the basis of the record.

On 24 February 1977 Levin filed his routine application at the Leningrad
0  V I R, in which he demanded permission to leave. The same day a large
article was published in the paper  Evening Leningrad,  in which Levin was called
a 'tramp' and a 'renegade', who 'purveyed slanderous fabrications'.

* *

Chernovisy.  In the spring of 1976 a search was carried out at the  flat of engineer
Iosif  Samuilovich Zisels.,"  A photocopy of one volume of  Gulag Archipelago
was confiscated. On 12 December 1976 an article, 'Spiritually Destitute', was
published in the newspaper  Radyanska Bukovina.  In  the article a certain group
is unmasked which, according to the article, engaged in drinking, card playing,
anti-Soviet conversations and reading of anti-Soviet literature. In the article
losif Zisels is accused of collecting and circulating anti-Soviet materials and
of assisting people who wish to emigrate.

Persecution of Ilya Levin
(Continuation; for the beginning see  Chronicle  42)

On the night of 19-20 August 1976 the Leningrad philologist Ilya Levin was on
duty at his present job — at the control panel of a lift signalling system. Be-
tween one and two in the morning there was a signal from one entrance. Having
gone over there and convinced himself that the lift was in working order, Levin
went out of the entrance. Here he was set upon by three strangers who tripped
him up and bgan silently to kick him. Levin began to call for help, and
they disappeared. Levin managed to recognize one of them — he had
seen the man on 9 August in the office of the technician of his area, T.  I.
River. In the morning, after handing over his shift, Levin went to River and
asked her who the man was who had been in her office on the morning of 9
August. River said that no one had been in her office that morning. Levin
reported the attack to the police. Only in November did an officer of police sta-
tion no. 4, Dunayev, question him about the circumstances of the attack. At work
Levin was told that no one had attacked him. The page of the journal in which
he made an entry about the false alarm and its outcome was torn out. On 14
December 1976 K G  B  investigator Egorov said to Levin about the beating
up : 'Our office does not engage in such things!'

On 15 September and 22 November 1976 K G  B  investigator Aksakov inter-



rogated Levin as a witness in the 'case of the inscriptions'  (Chronicle  42). On
14 October 1976 Levin was interrogated in the case of the collection  Jews in the
USSR  by senior investigator of the Moscow Procuracy A. I. Tikhonov.

On 29 November the parents and sister of Levin were summoned to the

* I
Leningrad.  In December 1976  Vladimir Efremovich Dorfman, who served
during the war as  a commander of a hospital train, was visited by a KGB
officer who had, according to him, come from Moscow. The visitor questioned
Dorfman about his former subordinate, a nurse of the hospital train,  Elena
Georgievna Bonner,  the wife of A. D. Sakharov.

I I

Moscow.  On 13 March  Alexander Volkov, one of  the participants of the
religious seminar of Ogorodnikov  (Chronicle  43) was interrogated at the
Moscow K G B Administration. At the interrogation Volkov said that
Ogorodnikov's seminar had not only a religious, but also a socio-political
character. He confirmed that he had received religious-philosophical litera-
ture from Ogorodnikov and duplicated it. However, Volkov did not sign
the record of the interrogation. The investigator threatened Volkov with pro-
secution under article 190-1 of the Criminal Code and with deprivation of his
Moscow registration. At the beginning of the interrogation the number was given
of the case under which the interrogation was being held.

* * *
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On the evening of 1 February a policeman stopped A. Petrov on the street in
Moscow and asked him to present his documents. Petrov showed his docu-
ments, but the policeman did not content himself with this and took him to a
police station. There Petrov was asked to explain what the rucksack was that
he was carrying. Petrov said that the rucksack belonged to Valery  Abramkin
(Chronicles 41-43 and section 'Letters and Statements' in this issue), who was
waiting for him not far away. None the less, all the things were shaken out of
the rucksack and examined. No search warrant was presented.

Petrov was held at the police station until morning.
On the afternoon of 2 February V. Abramkin went to the police station. The

objects in the rucksack were returned to him, but the manuscripts and typed
materials had been confiscated.
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Moscow Procuracy, this time to investigate Ponomaryov. It was written in the
record of the interrogation : 'The questioning will concern materials in the
literature confiscated from you.' Replying to questions, Rubtsov indicated that
the literature confiscated from him at the search had been left to him by a
friend who had emigrated from the U S S R. He refused to give the name of this
friend, as 'it could cause unpleasantness for members of the family of my
friend, who have remained in the U S S R, and for him in the event of his
return to the  U S S R'. To the question 'Do  you know citizen E. V. Yankele-
vich?'  and in  general to questions about other people, Rubtsov also refused
to answer 'on account of my basic human convictions'.

* *

On 3 February senior investigator Pantyukhin interrogated the chairman of the
Soviet group of Amnesty International,  Valentin Turchin,  in the Moscow Pro-
curacy. The investigator announced to Turchin that he would interrogate him in
a case of 'circulation of deliberately false fabrications ...', but refused to give
the number of the case or the name of the accused. Turchin made a written
statement that he refused to give evidence in these conditions. Witnesses were
summoned, and the refusal was drawn up as a formal record.

At the end of the interrogation Turchin was invited to hand over the notes
which he had been making at the interrogation. After his refusal the notes were
taken away in the presence of witnesses during a search of his person.

The same day investigator Ponomaryov interrogated  Efrem Yankelevich  as a
witness in the case 'about materials confiscated from citizen Rubtsov which, it
is believed, have a slanderous character, and about all the circumstances relat-
ing to them'. Yankelevich refused to answer to questions:  'I  do not consider
it  possible to take  part in  a case directed at limiting the freedom to exchange
information.' Justifying his position, he referred to the existing practice of in-
stituting legal proceedings under article 190-1 of the Russian Criminal Code,
and also to the fact that the article contradicted the Constitution of the USSR
and the covenants on rights. Besides the things confiscated from Rubtsov,  the
investigator's questions concerned a statement made by Yankelevich at a press
conference on  I I  June 1976 (Chronicle 41).* • *

* • *
The same day Pantyukhin summoned  Vladimir Rubtsov (Chronicle 43) to an
interrogation. This was the first official interrogation of Rubstov after the search
of 30 November 1976 (see Chronicle 43 and the section 'Concerning the Explo-
sions in Moscow' in this issue). Rubtsov tried to find out from the investigator
when and against whom the case had been brought, according to which he had
been called as a witness, and of what — specifically — it consisted. The investi-
gator declared that it was a secret of the investigators. To repeated inquiries
by Rubtsov Pantyukhin replied with a threat 'to change his position' — to turn
him from a witness into an accused. Having failed to receive answers to his
questions, Rubtsov refused to give evidence and Pantyukhin drew up a record of
the refusal. The motive for his refusal was presented in the protocol thus: 'a
resolution on the institution of a criminal case was not presented'.

Pantyukhin invited Rubtsov to hand over the notes made by him during the
interrogation. Under threat of a search of his person, Rubtsov agreed.

Vladimir. On 28 February procurator Yurov of the investigations section of the
Vladimir regional Procuracy interrogated  Victor Nekipelov.  Yurov said that
Nekipelov had been summoned as a witness on instructions from the Moscow
Procuracy, and put the question: 'From whom did you receive the literature
confiscated from you at the search on 23 September?' (Chronicle 42). Nekipelov
demanded an explanation about the precise nature of the case in which he was
being interrogated, the names of the accused, and the numbers of the articles
of the Criminal Code under which the charges had been brought. The Pro-
curator refused to comply, at which point the interrogation terminated.

•

* * •

On 16 February  Rubtsov  was again summoned to an interrogation at the

Kiev. On 9 March  Vera Lisovaya,  wife of political prisoner Vasily Lisovoi
(Chronicle 30), was summoned to an interrogation at the K G B. As the sum-
mons was not drawn up in the proper way (there was no stamp), she did not
go. K G B officers came to see her at work. In a conversation they rebuked her
for receiving parcels from abroad from 'anti-Sovier and 'nationalist' organiza-
tions. They demanded that Lisovaya return the unstamped summons to them.
She refused. A few days after this conversation an official from the personnel
secion of the institute for which she was working (doing sewing work at home)
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came to see her at her home, returned her work book to her and stated that
from that moment she was no longer employed by them. Lisovaya has two
children and no means of subsistence. Her address: Kiev, Bratislavskaya 4,
kv. 192, telephone 53-20-16.

Concerning the Explosions in Moscow

* * I

Novosibirsk. A member of the Working Commission to Investigate the Use of
Psychiatry for Political Purposes (see section 'Activities of Helsinki groups'),
Alexander Podrabinek, visited several political exiles in Siberia during his
vacation. On 21 January he was intending to fly from Novosibirsk to Moscow.
At Novosibirsk's Tohnachevo airport, four hours before his flight, he was asked
to go to the police station. There Captain Smirnov, who was on duty at the
station, ordered him to turn out his pockets. Podrabinek's demand to be shown
a search warrant was met with laughter and unprintable abuse. Captain Smirnov
and his assistant twisted his arms behind his back, threw him on to a bench and
forcibly searched him. The station commander Major Leontev clearly gave
Podrabinek to understand that the instructions for the search came from the
K G B. Podrabinek was held at the station for six hours. Then his things were
returned to him and he was asked to go quickly to the embarkation because
'the flight had already been held up for two hours just because of him'.

On 26 January Podrabinek wrote a complaint against the illegal behaviour
of the police to the Russian Procuracy.

Elektrostal (Moscow region). On 4 February policemen visited the flat of
A. Podrablitek. Only his brother was at home. The policemen were looking for
'escapees from Vladimir prison'.

I * *

Moscow. On the night of 13-14 March the flat of a friend of Podrabinek, Elena
Vladimirovna Bobrovich, in which he too was present at the time, was searched.
The search was conducted by senior investigator of the investigations section of
the Moscow K G B, Captain Yakovlev, and K G B officers Bychkov and
Ryazanov. Authorization for the search was given by the duty Procurator of
Moscow City, Ognev (there was no date on the warrant). The search was carried
out under case No. 474 (which case this is, is not yet known by the Chronicle).

A manuscript of the work Punitive Medicine, an essay by Podrabinek entitled
'Report on a Trip to Siberia' (see above), the journal Veche and an electric
typewriter were confiscated. The search lasted from 00.10 until 05.30 hours.

On 8 January an explosion took place in the Moscow underground. On 10
January TASS reported that the explosion was not of great force, 'medical
help was given to those suffering injury, and an investigation is being con-
ducted'. Later, at meetings of active party members, it was said that not long
before the explosion in the underground on 8 January there had been another
two explosions on 25 October Street.

The Western press and radio commented on this event in lively fashion. A
theory was discussed, said to derive from official sources, according to which the
explosion in the underground was the work of 'dissidents'. In connection with
this, all commentators referred to a correspondent of an English newspaper, the
Soviet citizen Victor Louis, known for his proximity to the K G B. Later V.
Louis stated that in his report" on the explosions he had not used the term
'dissidents'.

On 11 January a former member of the All-Russian Social-Christian Union
(Chronicle 1), Leonid Borodin, issued a statement for the press:

By supporting, even as a matter for discussion, the theory about the explo-
sion in the Moscow underground allegedly being an action of dissidents, the
Western press and radio are behaving extremely irresponsibly. If someone
decided to finish off opposition of all kinds in the U S S R, he would begin
precisely with such actions, i.e. terrorist acts. Today all who call themselves
dissenters, whether they belong to liberal-democratic groups or the national-
religious tendency — all have on extremely negative attitude even to less
radical measures than terror. The West must understand that what for it is
material for sensation is for us, as in this case, a question of our existence.
The statement by Victor Louis is deliberate disinformation, calculated to
exploit the love of the Western press for sensation. It is absurd nonsense
from every point of view.

On 12 January A. D. Sakharov appealed to the world public:

... I cannot rid myself of the hunch that the explosion in the Moscow under-
ground and the tragic deaths of individuals are a new provocation on the part
of the organs of repression, and the most dangerous of recent years. Pre-
cisely this hunch, and the fears connected with it that this provocation could
lead to changes in the whole internal climate of the country, have prompted
me to write this article. I would be very glad if my thoughts turned out to
be wrong ...

On the same day two K G B officers went to the home of Vladimir Rubtsov.
They asked him to recall where he was on the evening of 8 January, and said
that this was very important in connection with some transport occurrence.
Rubtsov replied that he was at home. 'Your brother does not confirm this' —
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retorted the K G B officers. It later became clear that Alexander Rubtsov had
simply refused to answer questions about his brother.

Subjected to similar 'conversations without a record' in connection with the
explosions were the secretary of the Soviet group of Amnesty International,
Vladimir Albrekht, the former political prisoners Ivan Cherdyntsev (Vladimir
region), Vyacheslav Rodionov (Alexandrov) and Vladimir Zhiltsov (Gorky).

It is known that the 'interrogation' of Albrekht was conducted in a very
abusive manner, with threats ('Take off your glasses and I'll smash your face
in!'); his briefcase was snatched from him and examined. Those doing the
interrogating did not introduce themselves and did not show any authorization
for the interrogation and search.*

On 22 January Kronid Lyubarsky (see section 'After Release'), who had just
been released from Vladimir prison, was told at a police station that if he had
come out a little earlier he would have had to prove his alibi for the day of the
explosion.

On 14 January the Moscow Helsinki group organized a press conference at
which the following statement was made on behalf of the Ukrainian and
Moscow Helsinki groups, the Initiative Group for the Defence of Human Rights
in the U S S R, the Initiative Group for the Defence of Human Rights in
Georgia, the Soviet section of Amnesty International, the Working Commission
to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes, the Jewish move-
ment for emigration to Israel, and the Christian Committee for the Defence of
Believers:

... Dissidents regard terror with strong disapproval and revulsion ... We appeal
to employees of the media throughout the world to use the term 'dissidents'
in this sense only and not to expand it to include persons who use violence ...

We ask it to be remembered that every journalist or commentator who does
not draw a difference between dissidents and terrorists helps those who are
trying to revive Stalinist methods of doing away with dissenters.

At the same press conference Pyotr Grigorenko and Yury Orlov appealed to
the Fonim of Peace-loving Forces in Moscow. They declared that at present
in the USSR 'the situation is reminiscent in a dangerous way of the days of
the burning of the Reichstag'.

In the last few days the authorities have decided to apply the same arsenal of
weapons against these groups (the Helsinki groups — Chronicle) as those
which were tried out in the USSR and Germany 43 to 44 years ago —
forgeries, insinuations, slander.

On 25 January A. D. Salcharov was summoned to the USSR Procuracy. The

r'See, for a further detail on this episode, Chronicle 45, section 'Addenda and
Corrigenda'l

deputy Procurator-General of the U S S R. S. I. Gusev, said fo him:

... The purpose of the summons is to issue an official warning. Recently you
made and circulated widely a statement which is being exploited by foreign
propaganda hostile to us. In this statement you monstrously and slanderously
assert that the explosion in the Moscow underground was a provocation on the
part of official organs ..., directed against so-called dissidents. You are
obliged to disavow your deliberately false assertion by publishing a denial ...
Some time ago you were warned by deputy Procurator-General of the USSR
comrade Malyarov, but you continued your actions, which are legally punish-
able according to Soviet laws. You are abusing our patience. Today I am
giving you a second extremely serious warning. You must draw conclusions.
Othenvise, you will bear responsibility according to the law.

Gusev asked A. D. Sakharov to sign the following:

Warning
Citizen Sakharov A. D. is warned that he made a deliberately false, slanderous
statement, in which it was asserted that the explosion in the Moscow under-
ground was a provocation by official organs, directed against so-called dissi-
dents. Citizen Sakharov is warned that in the event of his continuing and
repeating his criminal actions he will bear responsibility in accordance with
the laws effective in this country.

Sakharov replied:

I refuse to sign this document. First of all I must elaborate on what you have
said regarding my last statement. There is no direct accusation in it against
the K G B organs of having organized the explosion in the Moscow under-
ground, but I express certain fears (a hunch, as I wrote). I express the hope
in it that this was not a crime authorized from above. But I admit the sharp-
ness of my statement and do not regret it. In acute situations sharp methods
are necessary, lf, as a result of my statement, an objective investigation is
carried out, the true culprits found, and innocent people do not suffer, if the
outcome is not a provocation against dissidents, I shall feel great satisfaction.
At present I have weighty grounds for my fears. There is the provocative
article by Victor Louis in the newspaper London Evening News, which has
still not been disavowed by the paper. There are the interrogations which have
been started concerning the whereabouts at the time of the explosion of
persons whose lack of involvement is clear to me. There are the many murders
of recent months, in which the participation of the K G B could be surmised
and which have not been investigated. I shall mention two of them — the
murders of the poet Konstantin Bogatyryov and the lawyer Evgeny Brunov.
You have said nothing about these murders, which occupy an important
place in my argumentation.

On 26 January a short TA SS report was inserted in Soviet newspapers about
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the summons of A. D. Sakharov to the USSR Procuracy, under the heading emigrate were accused of spying. This is




a modcrn-day variation of the
'A slanderer is warned'. Dreyfus affair 11°

Ou 29 January 16 people published a statement 'Regarding the Warning




New York Tinws published an article by ValeryThe same day the paper
and Threat to A. D. Sakharov', in which they note that Gusev, having called Chalidze, 'What is this Slander?' The article concludes thus:




Sakharov's statement a crime,
The question is not whether the Soviet Union will renounce its laws undercrudely violates the law, as, under article 102 of the Soviet Constitution •.. no

one can be considered (and, consequently, also called) a criminal otherwise
Western pressure. The question is whether the
opinion into account and respect the guarantees

Soviet Union will take Western
of its own Constitution andthan by the sentence of a court ... ... its obligations under the International Covenants




on Human Rights andWe, like A. D. Sakharov, do not exclude other theories as well ...
Article 51 of the Soviet Constitution imposes as a duty on the USSR




I  hope
international

that the Soviet Union will not prove indifferent
this regard.2°

the Helsinki Final Act.
to the opinion of its partners inSupreme Soviet the appointing of commissions of inquiry in necessary cases.




We consider that this is precisely such a case where the investigation can- ** •
not and should not be entrusted either to the organs of the K G B or to the
organs of the Procuracy.

See also the section 'Statemcnts




by Sakharov%




Specially set up to investigate the explosion in the Moscow underground
on 8/1 /77, the commission of inquiry should investigate all possible theories,
including that put forward by A. D. Sakharov.




In the




Prisons and Camps
Beyond doubt, all the work of such a commission should be public.




On 23 February an article by S.  I.  Gusev was printed in the paper New York
Times under the title 'Moscow on Sakharov'. Having expounded the official
appraisal of Sakharov's statement of 12 January (see above), Gusev writes:

Proceeding from humane considerations, we are so far applying only measures
of a moral and preventive nature to Sakharov and some other persons. This
fact is often assessed by the foreign press and some 'dissidents', including
Sakharov, as a result of outside 'pressure' on the Soviet authorities, who
are supposedly compelled to 'reckon with Western public opinion'. These are
groundless illusions ..•18

On 5 March A. D. Sakharov replied to this article:

... Mr  Gusev's article was written shortly after the publication of the letter
to me from the President of the United States, J. Carter (see section 'State-
ments by Sakharov' — Chronicle), and obviously was a reaction to that
letter ... Mr Gusev's letter was an obvious attempt to test the firmness of
this position in the West ...

Mr Gusev expounds tendentiously on my statement, but maintains total
silence about my line of argumentation. In his article, a month and a half
after the explosion, he gives no information whether this crime is under in-
vestigation. Gusev also evades by silence the question whether an investigation
is being conducted into five cases of murder that  I  wrote about in my state-
ment.

... Each day now brings new problems. On 4 March the newspaper
lzvestia printed a vile and provocative article in which Jews seeking to

Vladimir Prison

Present senior officials: commandant: Lieutenant-Colonel Ugodin; deputy for
regime: Captain Fedotov; deputy for security section: Captain Sokolov; head of
special section: Captain Krutilin.

* * •

Before New Year political prisoners in many cells manufactured 'Christmas
trees' and decorations for them out of journals and postcards, moulded candles,
and made a Father Christmas. On 1 January, in the morning, a special raid
was organized — the block warder walked through the cells and took away
the Christms trees: 'Not allowed!'

From 21 January  Georgy Davydov  is once again on strict regime.

41

Alexander Sergienko  has served three years' imprisonment in Vladimir prison
(Chronicle 30). In January 1977 he was returned to Perm camp 36. The end
of his term of imprisonment is January 1979, after which he will have another
three years in exile.

• *
In December 1976 D. M. Airapetov  was transferred by decision of a court from
Vladimir to a camp on termination of half of the prison tenn prescribed to
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him in his sentence (Chronicle 40). He was arrested in April 1975. He already
had several criminal convictions. In the prison he declared that he was not a
'politica I'.

* * •

See also the section 'A List of political prisoners in Vladimir prison'.

The Mordovian camps

Camp 1 (special-regime)
On 6 January Ivan Gel began a hunger-strike. Evidently one of the reasons
for his strike was his rough treatment in the Kharkov transit prison (see his
letter, below). At the end of January his strike was still continuing.

In February Svyatoslav Karavansky was in the cooler (reason unknown). He
has been deprived of the long visit due to him (see letter from his wife N.
Strokatova, below).

Camp 19
In August 1976 Sergei Soldatov was deprived of access to the camp stall. In
December 1976 he was taken off to Saransk prison for 're-education'. In
January-February 1977 Mikhail Kheifets was transferred there. In March 1977
Soldatov was back in the camp again.

Recently Boris Penson has been working in the camp according to his pro-
fession of artist (drawing posters). Mikhail Korenblit has also been working
according to his profession of dentist for several months.

Razmik Markosyan has a serious stomach ulcer. On 29 October 1976 Stus,
Soldatov and Arshyak an issued a protest against the refusal of treatment to
Markosyan and his being sent to work.

For refusing to work M. Raving was put in the cooler in August 1976, Sep-
tember 1976 and January-February 1977. He has progressive deafness. He is in
prison for attempting to escape abroad. His term is 5 years.

Yury Khramtsov is almost constantly in either the cooler or the punishment
block. Despite the fact that he is an invalid of group 2, he is constantly being
punished for refusing to work. At the end of 1976 (or the beginning of 1977)
warders beat him up violently and had blood pouring from his head. In re-
sponse to prisoners' complaints Procurator Ganichev came and promised to
punish those guilty. As a result one of the warders was transferred for a time
to a camp for common criminals. K G B officers came and tried to persuade
prisoners not to write complaints. Khramsov is in prison for espionage.

Civil aviation pilot Vladimir Kapoyan is in camp 19. He received 10 years
under article 64 of the Russian Criminal Code for espionage.",

At the end of 1976-beginning of 1977 Evgeny Sorokin (he escaped abroad
and returned, received 12 years22 under article 64 of the Russian Criminal
Code), Bogdanov (before arrest lived in Elektrostal near Moscow, received 10

years for espionage)23 and Russu (Moldavian nationalist, term 7 plus 5) were
taken from camp 10 to the Perm camps.

On 15 July 1976 Vastly Stus repudiated his Soviet citizenship (see his letter
below). In connection with the fact that 50 notebooks of verse were confiscated
from him (Chronicle 42), on 30 October 1976 he declared a three-day hunger-
strike in protest. In February 1977, on the termination of his camp term, Stus
was transported into exile. At the beginning of March he arrived at his place of
exile (Magadan region).

Camp 3 (male zone)
On 10 December 1976 Vyacheslav Chornovil adopted the status of political
prisoner. It is also known that he was placed in the punishment block.

A worker from Volgograd, Pyotr Kirillovich Sartakov, is in camp 3. He is
over 60. For attempting to hand his memoirs about the time he spent in Stalinist
camps to staff-members of an American exhibition in Volgograd, he received
7 years of camps and 5 years of exile under article 70 of the Russian Criminal
Code. His sister Galina Kirillovna Taishina lives at this address: Irkutskaya obl.,
g. Zima, mikroraion Angarsky, d. 20, kv. 39.

Petras Paulaitis (b. 1904) is also in camp 3. The end of his 25-year sentence
is in 1983 (Chronicle 32). He is ill.

Camp 3 (female zone)
On 10 December 1976 Stefaniya Shabatura carried out a hunger-strike, demand-
ing that her confiscated artistic works (Chronicles 41, 42) be returned to her.
The procurator for the Mordovian camps, Ganichev, replied to her that the
confiscation was justified.

(See also the section 'In Exile').

The Perm camps

Camp 36
On 15 June 1976 (the anniversary of the occupation of Lithuania in 1940)
Aarunas 2ukauskas (Chronicle 33) wrote a letter to Brezhnev demanding an
end to the occupation. He was placed in the cooler.

At the beginning of January 1977 Evgeny Sverstyuk was placed in the punish-
ment block.

* * *

In spring 1976 the wife of Petras Plumpa (Chronicle 34) sent him an Easter
greeting card with a small icon on it. The card was not given to Plumpa.
Plumpa's wife complained about this confiscation. He too, from May onwards,
demanded that the icon be given to him. On 13 June he was beaten up 'for
another reason' and placed in the cooler. In September 1976 Plumpa's wife
travelled for a long visit with him [three days]. The camp administration treated
her in a hostile manner and gave her a meeting of only 24 hours. Chronick
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of the Lithuanian Catholic Church No. 25 suspects that the reason for such
hostility was the fact that she was accompanied to the meeting by the priest
J. Zdebskis.

• •
On 24 December 1976 a general search was organized in the living quarters.
'Extra' clothing was confiscated, mostly warm things. The greater part of what
was confiscated was burned.

• •
On 25 December 1976 it was announced that it was forbidden to walk around
in valenki [felt boots] in the living zone (both in the yard, and in the barracks),
that only those to whom they were given out as 'special clothing' could wear
valenki, and only at work. The rest were obliged to hand their valenki in to the
stores. On 28 December after work a check was organized. Sergei Kovalyov
asked the officer on duty whether it was really impossible to wear valenki and,
receiving confirmation, took them off in the workshop cloakroom and returned
to the guard-house barefoot. The following day Kovalyov gave in a statement
in which he wrote that he personally would decide what footwear he would go
about in in winter in the Urals, that the usual temperature in the barracks was
8-10°C and that such bans had not existed even in Stalin's camps.

The camp commandant Lieutenant-Colonel Zhuravkov told Kovalyov that
he ought to be tried and sent to prison, and he was getting the cooler only as
a concession. For 'violating the form of dress and demonstratively going bare-
foot' Kovalyov got 7 days — from 6 to 13 January 1977.

• •
On 3 February 1977 Kovalyov was due to have a long visit. The meeting was
allowed for only 24 hours; moreover, Kovalyov's wife and son were not told
about this in advance. Kovalyov and his wife Lyudmila Boitsova asked about
prolonging the meeting several times, and the officer on duty promised to corn-
municate their request to the camp commandant. However, despite promises,
none of the authorities came for talks. The deputy camp commandant, Major
Fedotov, came only when the 24 hours had expired. He would not listen to
Kovalyov and his wife when they pointed out that they had not yet discussed
the question of Kovalyov's forthcoming operation. He declared that Kovalyov
should not have been given even a 24-hour meeting, because of his behaviour,
and announced that the meeting was terminated. All three refused to obey and
were taken away by force.

Kovalyov declared a hunger-strike until such time as the meeting was resumed.
L. Boitsova appealed to the Procurator of Chusovoi district and to the Chief

Administration for Corrective Labour Institutions of the USSR MVD to
allow the visit's resumption in view of its importance for her husband's health

and his hunger-strike. She was told that the administration had not broken the
law and Kovalyov was receiving the medical aid he needed. Kovalyov's wife also
asked the M V D Medical Administration to send her husband for examination
and treatment to the Leningrad central hospital for prisoners. This request, the
latest of many over two years, again met with refusal, although an official
examination, carried out in November 1976, had shown the presence of a
suspicious-looking tumour. The director of the Medical Administration, Major-
General V. A. Strusov, told L. Boitsova on 12 February that the local hospital
(i.e. in camp 35) could carry out the operation and promised only an additional
examination.

L. Boitsova also appealed to the International [Committee of the] Red Cross
to help her obtain skilled treatment for her husband in time.

Requests for the transfer of S. A. Kovalyov to the Leningrad hospital also
came from abroad. In August 1976 a group of American scientists wrote about
this to Minister Shchelokov, amongst them eight Nobel prize winners and the
director of the Federation of American Scientists, Jeremy Stone. In February
a staff member of the British section of Amnesty International, Peter Luff, and
the well-known English playwright and public figure Tom Stoppard visited
the Medical Administration of the M V D for the same purpose.

At the end of February a decision was taken to transfer Kovalyov to the
Leningrad hospital. On 1 March he was sent to Perm and only there was he
told that he was being taken to Leningrad. He has been in the Leningrad hospital
since 9 March. Kovalyov terminated his hunger-strike on 11 March.

Camp 35
One of the leaders of the All-Russian Social-Christian Union, Evgeny Vagin
(Chronicle 1), who left the USSR in August 1976, gave the Belgian king"
a request from Igor Ogurtsov to award him Belgian citizenship. On 14 Novem-
ber 1976 K G B officers proposed to Ogurtsov that he withdraw his intention of
taking Belgian citizenship, promising him an early release instead. Ogurtsov
did not agree to this.

On 8 March 1977 Ogurtsov was put in the cooler.

• •
At the end of 1976 Ivan Svetlichny was in hospital. After the hospital he was
offered lighter work — as a fireman (before he had been working as a corn-
pressor). Shortly after Svetlichny left hospital, a man who had come from
Moscow asked Svetlichny whether the state of his health had improved and
whether he was satisfied with his new work arrangements. Svetlichny answered
that his health was better and he was satisfied with his work.

* * •
Sheliya has been appointed head of the medical service for the Penn camps
in place of Major Yarunin. The medical service has considerably worsened
under him. Some people avoid seeking medical help altogether.
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In Other Camps
Georgy Petrovich Vim (Chronicle 35) is in a camp in Yakutia (pos. Tabaga,
uchr. YaD 40/7).

The Bible belonging to Vins (a foreign edition) is in the store and they refuse
to hand it over to him. The Procurator for supervising places of imprisonment
replied to the relevant complaint from Vins's wife that prisoners could use only
books published in the U S S R.

In summer 1976, when Vins's wife travelled for a long visit, she took a
Bible published in the USSR with her, and a senior M V D officer for Yakutia,
Lieutenant-Colonel Udovichenko, promised her he would hand the book over
to Vim. However, in the autumn the Bible was returned to Kiev in a postal
wrapping with a letter signed by the same Udovichenko: Insofar as the given
book contradicts the spirit of Marxism-Leninism, it cannot be allowed into
places of imprisonment.' To a new statement by G. P. Vins, sent to the Pro-
curacy in January 1977, he again received a reply that books published abroad
were not allowed.

In other respects Vffis is not experiencing oppression in camp. In February
the camp administration gave him an additional long meeting with his relatives,
for three days, as a reward for conscientious work.

G. P. Vins, who suffers from illnesses of the kidneys and heart, fmds it hard
to endure the difficult climatic conditions in Yakutia and especially the poor
water.

* * *

The Magadan worker Victor Gridasov is in one of the camps in the Kolyma
region. For several years he sought permission to leave the U S S R. On 26
November 1976 he was arrested (Chronicles 40, 43) and convicted under article
197 of the Russian Criminal Code ('Violation of the rules of entry into, and
residence in, a border belt or a border zone'). Gridasov received the maximum
sentence under this article — 6 months. There is a danger that in the camp a new
charge — this time under a 'political' article — awaits him. Even before the
arrival of Gridasov in the camp, 'witnesses' from amongst the prisoners were
being approached stealthily and given instructions.

In the first few days of March a long meeting between Gridasov and his
wife, which had already been agreed, was cancelled. The withdrawal of the
meeting was based on four reports of 'violations of the correct form of dress',
'violating the regime', etc. Gridasov himself thinks that the cancellation of his
meeting is directly linked with the preparation of a new 'case'.

Letters and Statements of Political Prisoners
K. Lyubarsky:'On political prisoners' day in the U S S R' 30 October 1976,
Vladimir Prison)

This is already the third year that you [on the outside] and we are celebrat-
ing political prisoners' day in the USSR ... Who then are we, the political

prisoners? ... We are very various ... And despite all this variety we are
one. We are all political prisoners in the USSR ... But of course this is not
the only and not the main thing that unites us. Far more important is the
fact that we ... represent an integral part of the resistance movement which is
coming into being throughout the whole country, both on this and on the
other side of the barbed wire. And it seems to me that despite all the external
incompatibility and contradictoriness of our aspirations, a common platform
can now be formulated on which we will all be agreed ...

First comes ... the provision of basic civil liberties: freedom of speech
and of the press, of meetings and associations, freedom to move about inside
the country and beyond its boundaries. Then ... the cessation of judicial and
extra-judicial repression for political motives, a complete amnesty for political
prisoners and freedom of return for political émigrés. Then ... the easy avail-
ability to every citizen of all topical information on the situation in the
country, that is, complete openness regarding domestic and foreign policy ...
This is the minimum on the basis of which, it seems to me, we are now all
united, whatever 'confession' we ascribe ourselves to ...

Of course, a movement which puts such tasks before itself is, in the first
place, a political movement. And we declare ourselves to be precisely this.
But it is also, to no lesser a degree, a moral movement. Those who take part
in such a movement — and here political prisoners are in the front line —
put before them yet another important task : to overcome the inertia of fear,
which is inherent in our society and has accumulated over decades; to educate
a new generation of free people — inwardly free, in order that they can con-
quer for themselves external freedom!

... Besides the tasks which you and we have in common, the political pri-
soners also have their own specific tasks, which derive from their special
situation. I have singled out five such tasks.

The first — is the task of example ...
The second — is the task of learning ...
The third — is the task of informating
The fourth — is the task of resistance ...
The fifth — is the task of mutual help ...
We are trying to fulfil these tasks to the limit of our strength. And the

awareness of our own rightness gives us this strength ...

V. Stus: 'Statementto the Procurator-General of the U S S R' (4 April 1976)
Vasily Stus asks that criminal proceedings be brought against the commandant

of camp ZhKh-385 /3, Shorin, 'as a man who wreaks a wild chauvinistic ven-
geance on Ukrainian political prisoners'. He accuses Shorin of inciting prisoner
Sidelnikov, who attacked Stus with a knife on 16 July 1975 (Chronicle 37); of
intentionally inflicting harm on Stus's health: Shorin sent back to Stus's wife a
package with a medicine that was extremely vital to Stus (Chronicle 36); and
of illegally using bugging apparatus (Chronicle 39).
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Stus cites facts about the persecution of other political prisoners. He writes, in
particular, of the terrorization of S. Shabatura (Chronicle 42): 'Citizen Shorin
said to her cynically — "We don't shoot people now, but we have other ways
of seeing to it that you don't get out of camp alive".'
V. Stus: 'To the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet' (15 July 1976)

Vasily Stus begins with the real reason for his conviction (Chronicle 27):
I spoke up for democratization — this was regarded as an attempt to slander
the Soviet system; my love for my native people and my anxiety about the
state of crisis in Ukrainian culture were classified as nationalism; my non-
acceptance of the practices which nourished Stalinism and Beria's tyranny
and other similar phenomena was perceived as an especially malicious slander.
My verse, literary-critical articles, and official appeals to the Central Com-
mittee of the Ukrainian communist party, the Union of Writers and other
official organs were deemed to be evidence of agitation and propaganda.

The investigation and trial effectively cancelled out all my hopes of any
participation in the literary process, and deprived me of human rights for a
long time. All my works — as a poet, critic, translator and prose writer —
were placed outside the law; all my fifteen years' work was confiscated and,
probably, most of it has already been destroyed.

In conditions of captivity I have experienced even greater humiliations.
Reluctantly, for a long time, I refrained from the natural step of rejecting my
citizenship, in the hope that in the near future the rights of me and my
comrades in captivity would be restored, and that the adopted course of
hardening the political climate would be reconsidered again — if only be-
cause of its clear lack of successful prospects. It turned out that I was mis-
taken. The repressions of 1972 showed that in their arguments with Ukrainian
dissidents the authorities could find no more convincing arguments than the
application of force. And life in a camp convinces me that the scope for
the application of this force knows no limits.

The letter concludes with the following words:

Today I have come to the conclusion that I have been consciously reduced
to the position of a unit of property accredited to the department of the
K G B. Above all, to be a Ukrainian patriot in the USSR is simply forbidden,
and in such a situation I am guaranteed the lifelong care of the investigation
services.

And so I declare: I no longer consider it possible for myself to remain a
citizen of the U S S R, and I therefore request that I be deported from the
country in which my human rights are trampled on in such unceremonious
fashion.

To decide on such a step is not easy, but to refrain from it in such condi-
tions is even harder.

V. Stus: 'Statement to the Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme
Soviet' (1 August 1976)
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On the anniversary of the Helsinki conference ... I invite you to think about
whether it is just to call fighters for democracy criminals. I invite you to think
about whether the presence in the USSR of the institution of political pri-
soners brings much glory. And can Pinochet be fully denied a feeling of justice
if recently he has so energetically evicted beyond the boundaries of his country
persons with brains dangerous to the state? I consider that it is hopelessly
late for an amnesty of political prisoners in the U S S R, and every day of its
postponement costs too dear for the prestige of our country in the world.

Freedom to Soviet political prisoners!
The perpetrators of repression — to account!

V. Stus: 'Appeal to the P E N Club' (I I August 1976)
I am a Ukrainian writer, arrested in January 1972 together with other Ukrain-
ian writers. It was then that the K G B, using the bogy of Ukrainian bourgeois
nationalism and the totally fabricated 'Dobosch affair', carried out its newest
reprisals against representatives of the Ukraine intelligentsia and, in the
first place, the creative intelligentsia. For its goal is to destroy that
literature which does not confine itself within the Procrustian bed of socialist
realism, to punish writers who decisively refuse to be modest officials
in government service. At my arrest the books of K. Jaspers, C. Jung
and K. Edimid (7) were confiscated from me, and the works of many
Ukrainian writers — E. Andrievskaya, V. Vovk, L. Kostenko, V.
Korzun, M. Vintrenovsky, V. Simonenko, I. Kalynets, G. Chubar and M.
Kholodny. The manuscripts of all my verse were arrested, likewise the col-
lections of poetry in manuscript Zhnovy derevya and Vesely tsvintar, the
unfinished tales Poezdka v Schastevsk, Dnevnik Petra Shkoda, and the draft
variants of several other stories and tales. Amongst what was confiscated
were about two dozen literary-critical articles devoted to the work of P.
Tychina, V. Svidainsky, H. Boll, Brecht, Goethe and Rilke, Enzensberger, P.
Tselyan, I. Bazman and Bobrovsky. Altogether, about 500 original poems
were taken from me, about 10 printer's sheets [16 pages each] of prose, the
same quantity of socio-political journalism, about 30 printer's sheets of poetry
translations; my literary-critical articles could fill a large book.

That is to say, practically everything written by me in 15 years of literary
activity was confiscated from me. Only a small part of what I had written
had seen the light up to that time — for I had constantly been refused the
right to publish.

In camp I have written several hundred poems, translated about 200 poems
of Goethe and about 100 poems of Rilke, thereby continuing the work begun
before my arrest on the translation into the Ukrainian language of the works
of the late Rilke (elegies, sonnets to Orpheus, etc.). Today everything written
by me in camp is under threat of extinction. For a long time I have been re-
fused the right to send my verse in letters to my relatives. The local K G B
censorship, agreeing that the verses do not have a political character, arrest
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them only because the very existence of an author in captivity could lend a
lyrical text a political nuance.

Reduced to despair by the gloomy prospect of losing all my literary work
for 1972-6, on 4.8.76 I decided a hunger-strike in protest. However, this pro-
duced nothing. All letters with verses are being mercilessly confiscated as
before. Recently  I  inserted in a letter a few sonnets by Charles Baudelaire —
they were confiscated for containing 'concealed messages'.

I have repeatedly appealed to government bodies in the USSR — this
has changed nothing. Therefore I am appealing to you to use all your autho-
rity to defend my literary work from destruction. Help me save my verse from
the fire!

D. Basarah, D. Grinkov, D. Demidov,  M.  Dymshits, V. Zalmanson, S. Kovalyov,
I. Mendelevich, K. Mfitlik, P. Plumpa, S. Sapelyak, E. Sversiyuk and  M.
Slohodyan: 'To the Commission of the U S Congress for verifying the imple-
mentation of the Helsinki agreements' (November 1976)

The authors, political prisoners in Perm camp 36, request the Commission
to do everything to be able to study on the spot the living conditions of political
prisoners. They request that every means be used to alleviate these conditions.

P. Airikyan: 'To Citizen of France, Jean-Christian Tirac' (21 October 1976)
Dear yesterday mister, today citizen Jean-Christian Tirac!

I, a political prisoner of the U S S R, write this letter of mine with great
contempt. I want you to know what political prisoners in the USSR think
of you. I read your confession in lzvestia on 20 October — a disgrace! ...
You have already forgotten that you were arrested just for bits of paper,
for propaganda, and now you justify this arrest? Is not your arrest a violation
of the U N Declaration of Human Rights? Is anyone in France arrested
for leaflets? ...

I. A.  Gel: 'To the commandant of Kharkov transit prison' (20 November 1976)
On 18 November 1976 I was transported on the Lvov-Kharkov train from
the K G B prison in Lvov to the transit prison in Kharkov ... In the yard of
Kharkov transit prison, while we were getting out of our 'Black Maria' one
of the officers with the rank of Major (he concealed his name, refusing to say
who he was), in front of a group of about 40 criminals, began maliciously to
incite these people against me, creating an atmosphere of hatred towards a
political prisoner, thus directly instigating violence and robbery. Here are
some of his utterances in front of the line of criminals: 'Look, he's loaded
himself up, why have you got empty sacks, there's nothing to stop you unload-
ing him; you, they say, are criminals, so they don't want to be held with you,'
etc., etc.

To my statement that such actions were serious violations of legality on the
part of a person whose direct duty was to supervise the observance of
established norms during the transportation of convicted, especially political,

prisoners; to my statement that taking the initiative in malicious attacks,
forming an open alliance with criminal prisoners, humiliated the honour of
an officer, for by so doing he put himself on the same level as they: and to my
demand that he give his position and name — the major replied with threats,
and then disappeared.

On 20 November, preparing for departure, a warder ... dealt me a blow
with prison ... keys in the back, and then hit me several times on the head,
and I fell ...

During the procedure of checking the identity of a prisoner against his
personal file, this formal dialogue took place: — 'Name. first name, patrony-
mic, article, sentence' — the warders ask. I reply. 'Aaah I An anti-Soviet' —
they yell at the warder. Tut him over there. Let him try to convert the close-
stool.' And they throw me in a box with windows tightly bricked up, without
ventilation, with no close-stool in there, but instead a sewer in a concrete
gutter which passed under the floor. Fumes, stuffiness, a terrible stench and
not a breath of air in the place. After being there some time I am soaked
in sweat and gasping for breath; I gradually lose strength. I bang on the door
for a long time until they open up.  I  warn them that  I  have a bad heart, head-
aches, asthma. I demand to see a doctor. 'Nothing will happen to you. If it
does, we'll write you off' — says the warder calmly and, closing the door,
he says — 'It's time to throw off this damned Ukrainian language.' The door
closes, and no one reacts a second time to my knock.

And this unconcealed sadism, open tyranny and chauvinistic cynicism
reign in the Ukrainian city of Kharkov, the former capital of the Ukraine,
where the Ukrainian language is legally considered to be the official language,
although in practice it is scoffed at ... With this document  I  declare a decisive
protest against the cited instance of tyranny ...

S. Soldatov,  M.  Kheifets, M. Raving, It Semenyuk,  V. Chornovil, V. Stus, P.
Sartakoy:  'Address to the National United Party of Armenia' (December 1976)

The ideals of the National United Party of Armenia, the members of which
aim to acquire state independence for their people by means of using rights
guaranteed by the All-Union Constitution, cannot but arouse our great sym-
pathy. The desire of every people to have its own home, not contented with
the communal flat of Soviet togetherness, is completely natural. It not only
does not hinder the friendship of the peoples which now form the U S S R,
but, we are deeply convinced, is the only guarantee of achieving it. For real
friendship is possible only between worthy partners. Only the de-imperializa-
tion of the USSR can return to every people the inalienable feeling of its
own worth, will free it from the constant feeling of its incompleteness; this
process will cleanse the psychology of a certain part of the Russian people
from imperial complexes, which are strangely combined with a national
inferiority complex.

We think the opinion is mistaken that Russia, having lost the Ukraine, the
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I promised in advance that I would talk in the Russian language at the meet-
ing, and not in the native Ukrainian language of myself and Karavansky.

My status, as a person who has served punishment for political reasons
and who is under administrative surveillance, deprived me of the possibility
of refusing a meeting granted on such humiliating conditions: if I had left
the camp to obtain permission from you to speak with my husband in our
native language, I might not have received permission from the supervisory
body for a return visit to the camp.

2. Colonel Drotenko knows from the inspected mail of the convicted
persons that my husband devotes his time free from compulsory labour to
literary pursuits of varied sorts. The prisoner Karavansky is above all a poet.
Therefore the Mordovian satrap of the Union K G  B —  Colonel Drotenko
invented without particular difficulty yet another form of punishment for
Karavansky : the K  G B  Colonel forbade the convicted poet to write down his
verses in letters to his wife. This ban of the most responsible of your officers
induced Karavansky to declare a protest hunger-strike. But the camp admin-
istration, which likes to appear to act independently of the K  G B,  could
easily consider the hunger-strike of the convicted prisoner as a violation of the
rules for which he may be deprived of his next visit.

Svyatoslav Karavansky has been deprived of his next (long) visit, which should
have taken place in February 1977.

Baltic states, the Caucasus or Central Asia, will be a loser — this mistaken
opinion is just as insulting to Russians as it is to Ukrainians, Lithuanians and
Armenians.

The path to social progress lies only through further democratization
which will guarantee all rights to every man and every people. The
democratization of Russia itself is impossible without the satisfaction of the
age-old aspirations of many peoples to acquire their own independence on a
governmental level.

The democratic movement in the USSR cannot count on success if it
ignores the national question; whilst any patriotic movement cannot do with-
out a thorough programme of democratic transformations. Armenian political
prisoners, members of  N U  P. were arrested — just as members of the
Ukrainian Workers' and Peasants' Alliance (the Lukyanenko group) were
deported to Armenia." Both the one and the other were convicted for
attempting to use the law guaranteed by the all-Union Constitution.

Every such trial cuts to ribbons the text of the Constitution, every such
deportee is its living reproach.

We support the hunger-strike of protest being held by our Armenian
comrades on 5 December 1976, and we ask you to consider each one of us
a member of the N U P.

Our act of solidarity is an act of respect for the ancient history of the
Armenian people, a sign of deep respect for members of the N UP, and a
sign of our agreement with the democratic, non-violent course adopted by
the N  U  P.

By taking part in the Ukrainian, Jewish, Lithuanian and Estonian patriotic
movements, and in the Democratic Movement of the Soviet Union, we are
following the same path as members of the N U P — the path of achieving
justice on the basis of full respect for the rights of man and the rights of
peoples.

In Defence of Political Prisoners

N. A. Strokatova (Kamvanskaya):  'To the Chairman of the K G B, Yu. V.
Andropov.'
Copy to Prof. Yu. F. Orlov (December 1976).

(The letter was confiscated at a search on 4 January 1977 at the homes of
members of the Moscow Helsinki group. Reconstructed from memory.)

On the Illegal Actions of the K G B Satraps in the Mordovian Camp Complex
I — the wife of a prisoner in camp ZhKh 385/1-6 — demand of you an
urgent investigation of the actions of your commanding and executive officers
in the complex of Corrective Labour Institution 385.

1. K  G B  Captain Tyurin on 6 August this year — the day of my arrival
for a short meeting with my husband Svyatoslav Iosifovich Karavansky —
warned me that I would be allowed into a meeting with my husband only if

V. Mashkoya:  To the Chairman of the K G B, Citizen Andropov' (7 December
1976)

I remind you that on 30 April 197426 a written instruction was given by you
to bring a case against my husband, Vladimir Nikolayevich Osipov. I also
remind you that this instruction in your hand contains a definition of Osipov's
samizdat activities as being anti-Soviet. The high authorization by you, as
K G B chairman and member of the Politbureau, of the prosecution of Osipov
'for anti-Soviet activity' predetermined, it goes without saying, the character
of the charges and the extremely harsh sentence. Moreover, it has effectively
deprived Osipov of the right of complaint by means of the judicial organs
or the Procurator's supervision. Osipov is, evidently, left with only one course:
to appeal to the Central Committee Politbureau, demanding the restriction  of
your dual authority. It is juridically obvious that were you not a member of
the highest party organ, Osipov's appeal could have been sympathetically
received at the level of the Procurator-General and, perhaps, of the USSR
Procuracy. In the present state of affairs, it cannot be accepted anywhere —
and this in the absence of a corpus delicti!

At the present time I am in possession of Osipov's statement to the mem-
bers of the Politbureau. However, before sending copies of it to the addressees,
I, on my own initiative, have considered it necessary to enquire of you as to
how certain you are  about the  justice of the sentence passed  on Vladimir
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[Signed] Vins's children: Natalya, Pyotr, Elizaveta, Evgenia, Alexander.Wins's sentence: 5 years of camps and 5 years of exile — Chronicle.)

Osipov. Do you not consider that the original mistake out of which the Osipov
case grew was committed by you7

If you consider your position in relation to Osipov's samizdat activity to be
in any measure mistaken, then  I  request you to inform me what hopes we
may cherish for a rectification of the mistakes by you personally, without
the intervention of the other members of the Politbureau.

The section of the USSR Procuracy for supervising investigations by K 0 B
organs replied to V. E. Mashkova on 27 December that V. Osipov had been
'correctly convicted'.

R. Moron  To the Chairman of the USSR State Security, Andropov' (25
January 1977)

Raisa Moroz, the wife of Valentin Moroz (Chronicle 33), who is in Mordo-
vian camp 1 (special-regime), complains about the confiscation from her husband
of his personal and literary notes during a search.

E. Yankelevich: 'Letter to the editorial board of the journal Science' (7 January
1977)

E. Yankelevich writes about the article of N. Wade, 'Sergei Kovalyov:
13iologist Denied Due Process and Medical Care', published on 5.11.76 in the
journal Science. Yankelevich evaluates highly the selection of material and the
accuracy of the exposition. He reports on conditions in camp, in particular, on
the strict limitation of his correspondence: 'Evidently, Kovalyov did not receive
the letter of Dr Stone mentioned in the article.' Yankelevich concludes:

Despite the fact that the efforts of American scientific public opinion and
of friends of Kovalyov in Russia, including Academician Sakharov, have not
as yet changed the situation of Dr Kovalyov, I am convinced that this can
happen in the future.

Observing the reaction of the Soviet authorities to international public
opinion, it may be noted that this reaction has a threshold and cumulative
character. In other words, this reaction may be the result of lengthy and
intensive pressure.

Releases

• * *

In October 1976 Dmitry Mikheyev (Chronicle 21) was released from Mordoviancamp 19 after serving six years. After a petition for a pardon was sent, his
sentence was reduced by two years (Chronicle 36).

At the end of 1976 Ashot  Navasardyan (Chronicle 34) was pardoned andreleased by decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of Armenia.
Evidently, after 'educational' chats held with him in Erevan (Chronicles 41-43) he agreed (despite the report in Chronicle 43) to repudiate his membershipof the National United Party of Armenia and to make some form of recantation.
Of the seven years designated in his sentence, he had served three.

On 13 January 1977 Ivan Ermilovich Kovalenko, b. 1918, a teacher by
profession (Chronicle 27), was released after serving a 5-year sentence. In camphe became an invalid of group 2. He is living in the village of Boyarka in Kiev
region.

On 17 January 1977 Kronid Lyubarsky (about his trial see Chronicle 28)left Vladimir prison after serving a 5-year sentence. Before his release they
attempted to take his fingerprints, but after his categorical refusal did not insist
further. (His fate after this is described in the section 'After Release').

At the end of January Yakov Suslensky (Chronicle 27) was released at theend of his 7-year sentence. Prior to this he was transferred front Vladimir prison
to Moldavia, where he was released.

In February 1977 Nikolai Siryk (b. 1954) was released from Mordovian camp
19. In 1970 he landed in an educational labour camp under a criminal article.
There he received a second sentence (4 years) under article 62 of the Ukrainian
Criminal Code (equivalent to article 70 of the Russian Code) for re-writing songs
of 'anti-Soviet content' in an exercise book. He served this term in Mordovia. He
was twice put in the punishment block, for six months each time.

At the beginning of February 1977 Vasily Ovsiyenko (Chronicle 32) wastransferred from Mordovian camp 19 to Zhitomir. On 5 March, after serving
a 4-year sentence, he was released. He was sent to live in the village of Lenino,
Radomyshl district, Zhitomir region, where his 67-year-old mother lives. He was
immediately placed under surveillance. Ovsiyenko is a philologist; before his
arrest he was working as a schoolteacher.

On 3 February 1977  Liudvikas Simutis (Chronicles 18, 25, 32, 41) left Mor-dovian camp 19 on a pardon.

To President James Carter, White House, Washington, U S A.
Dear Mr President,
We beg you to intervene in the fate of our father, the Baptist pastor Georgy
Sins,  convicted for the second time for remaining true to God, in January
1975, to 10 years' imprisonment. His extremely poor health forces us to
worry about his staying any longer in the corrective-labour camp in Yakutia.

Support us in our petition to the Soviet government to release our father
in order to avert a repeat of the tragic fate of our grandfather Pastor Pyotr
Vins, a former U S citizen, who died in a corrective-labour camp in 1943
and was posthumously exculpated.

I * *

On 7 February  M. Sh. Shtern (Chronicles 34, 40) was placed in the coolerfor 10 days for 'slandering the camp administration' (in a letter to his wife in
which Shtern described the administration's attitude towards him). According
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to the conclusion of a medical commission of a section of the Corrective Labour
Institution for Kharkov region, which examined Shtern in 1975, he was ill with
pulmonary tuberculosis, a duodenal ulcer, stones in the bladder, narrowing
of the coronary arteries, and a serious illness of the spine; work which involves
his being in one position for a long time was contra-indicated. In a conversa-
tion with Shtern's wife the camp commandant Major Proshchin said that the
camp doctor had annulled the conclusion of this commission.

A session of an international tribunal was organized for 25 March [1977] to
consider Shtern's case. Chairman at the tribunal was to have been Taylor, the
U S prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials. The chairman of the USSR Supreme
Soviet, L. N. Smirnov, urged the Soviet association of lawyers to organize
counter-propaganda. On 14 March T ASS reported to the West that the
USSR Supreme Court, having reviewed the case of Shtern in a supervisory
procedure, had ruled the original sentence lawful, but, taking into consideration
the good conduct, old age and state of health of Shtern, had reduced his
sentence to two years, nine months (that is, to what he had already served).
M. Sh. Shtern was released.

November 1970

A List of Political Prisoners in Vladimir Prison
- article 70; 5 plus 2 from 3 July 1973 (Chronicles

article 58 of old Criminal Code; 25 years (Organization
onalists).

Khnokli, Arie-Leib - articles 64, 70, 72, 93-1; 10 years from 15 June 1970
(Chronicles  17, 33).
Shakhverdyan, Bagrat - article 70; 5 plus 2 from 19 March 1973  (Chronicle
33).

Political prisoners in Vladimir Prison, independently of how they landed up in
prison (by original sentence of a court or from a camp for violation of the
regime) are divided into two categories, depending on the camp regime - strict
or special - to which the court sentenced them. The prisoners of these two
categories are kept apart and are distinguished by their clothing: 'black' or
'striped'.

At the end of January 1977 the following political prisoners were in Vladimir
Prison (an analogous list appeared in Chronicle 36):

5. Balakhonov, Vladimir - article 64; 12 years from 7 January 1973
(Chronicle 33).

6. Bondar, Nikolai - article 70; 7 years from 7 November 1970 (Chronicles23, 33).
7. Gaiduk, Roman - article 70; 7 years from 1974 (democratic samizdat).8. Davydov, Georgy - article 70; 5 plus 2 from 22 September 1972

(Chronicles  29, 33),
9. Zdorovy, Anatoly

- article 70; 7 years from 1972 (Chronicle 33; his co-defendant Igor Kravtsov got 5 years).
10. Konstantinovsky, Vladimir

- article 64; 10 plus 5 (Chronicle 40).11. Makarenko, Mikhail - articles 70, 88, 154, 162, 173; 8 years from 2 July
1969  (Chronicles  16, 33).

12. Popadyuk, Zoryan
- article 70; 7 plus 5 from 1973 (Chronicle 32).13. Prikhodko, Grigory Andreyevich - article 70; 7 years from 1973 (engineer

from Kaluga).
14. Rode, Gunnar

- article 64; 15 years from 15 May 1962.
15. Safronov, Alexei - article 64; 12 years from 25

(Chronicle 33).
Superfin, Gabriel
32, 33),
Turik, Andrei -
of Ukrainian Nati

II. Sentenced to Special-Regime Camps

I. Sentenced to strict- reginw camps

Abankin, Vitold - article 64; 12 years from 4 August 1966 (Chronicles
32, 33, 42).
Anisimov, Victor Petrovich. Originally a common criminal. Besides article
70, has previous convictions for robbery and under article 206 (*hooligan-
ism'). Last conviction for attempting to escape from Vladimir prison. He
has 12 years left to serve.
Antonyuk, Zinovy - article 70; 7 plus 3 from 14 January 1972 (Chronicles
27, 33, 38).
Afanasev, Vladimir Vasilevich - article 64; 12 years from 1968.27 Was
working in a building battalion in the Urals. Went home of his own accord
(to a town also in the Urals). Charged with attempting to escape from the
U S S R.

1. Akhmedov.
2. Denisenko, Gennady - article 70; 7 years from 1971 Chronicle 36).3. Efremov, Anatoly.
4. Zorichey, Al exei.
5. Kohelev, Vladimir.
6. Kukushkin, Nikolai.
7. Kulchar, Antal - article 70.
8. Novikov, Anatoly.
9. Osadchy, Mikhail - article 70; 7 plus 3 from 14 January 1972 (Chronicles24, 27).
10. Ostroglyad.
11. Petrov, Evgeny.
12. Revyakin, Mikhail.
13. Savinok.
14. Spiridinov, Oleg.
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Stepanov, Ivan — article 58 of old Criminal Code; another 6 years to serve.
Teplyakov.
Trufanov, Fyodor.
Fedorenko, Vasily — articles 64, 70; 15 years from 26 September 1974
(Chronicles38, 39).
Chernoglazov.
Shevehenko, Vadim, Anisimov's co-defendant following their attempt to
escape from Vladimir prison.
Shinkaruk, Trofim — article 58 of old Criminal Code; has another 7 years
to serve (Chronicle37).
Shukhevleh, Yury — article 70; 10 plus 5 from March 1972 (Chronicles
25-27).

(Numbers of articles are given in 'translation' to the analogous articles of the
Russian Criminal Code.)

0 •

After Release

Kronid Lyubarsky

On 17 January Kronid Arkadevich Lyubanky left Vladimir Prison after serving
his full 5-year sentence. Despite his categorical objections (his family lives in the
settlement of Chernogolovka near Moscow), in his 'Release Document' the para-
graph 'To be sent to' was inscribed `Tarusa in Kaluga region'. This inscription
means that in order to obtain a passport he was forced to go to Tarusa (in no
other place would he have been issued with a passport).

On the morning of 18 January the police arrived at a flat in Moscow at which
Lyubarsky and his family were spending the night and took him off to a police
station; there he was 'advised"not to delay in Moscow'.

On the morning of 19 January the police broke into another flat in Moscow
in which Lyubarsky and his family were staying the night.

On 20 January Lyubarsky made a statement at a press conference. He said
that in the middle of the 1970s fundamentally new tendencies had developed
amongst Soviet political prisoners: political prisoners felt themselves to be a
united whole, one of the ranks of the opposition, acting in a concerted way in the
vanguard of the struggle. Also, political prisoners in different camps and prisons
had begun to carry out joint actions : launching a movement for the legislative
adoption of a Statute on Political Prisoners, and, until such a law was adopted,
personally acting on the Statute without official permission; the regular obser-
vance of Political Prisoners' Day (30 October) and of Remembrance Day for
the Victims of Red Terror (5 September).

Lyubarsky described how courts were refusing to examine petitions from
political prisoners to the administration; in this connection he cited the answer
of chairman Revenkova of Zubovo-Polyansky district assizes (Mordovia) to the
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(For most page references please consult the Index of Names) 1  L. to r:  Nina Bukovskaya,mother of V. Bukovsky; Pyotr Grigorenko, member of Moscow and Ukrainian Helsinkigroups; Igor Shafarevich, eminent mathematician: Zinaida Grigorenko, human rights
activist; Moscow, 1976. 2. Group photographed on eve of emigration to USA of LyudmilaAlekseyeva, Helsinki group secretary and a leading dissenter since the rnid-1960s  (2nd
from I,  pp 96, 112), February 1977. With her: Z. Grigorenko, V. Bakhmin, Ternovskaya, A.Podrabinek, S. Kallistratova.
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3 Yury Mnyukh, physicist, member of Moscow Helsinki group: harassed, then helped to
emigrate (pp 107, 113, 298). Now in USA. 4 Lydia Voronina, active helper of Helsinki
group and Pentecostalists, suddenly helped to emigrate (pp 96, 112). Now in USA. 5 Melva
Landa, geologist, Helsinki group member, dissenter subject to harassment since 1971
(pp 183-4). 6 Valeria Isakova, Leningrad, wife of political prisoner G. Davydov, interrogated
about Ginzburg's Aid Fund (p 224). 7-8 Similarly interrogated were ex-political prisoners
Valentin Novoseltsev / and Yury I. Fyodorov (brought from Siberian exile). See p 223.

9 Arrest of Alexander Podrabinek by plain-clothes men in Moscow, 3 April 1977 (p 239).
In January he and others had founded, as an adjunct to the Helsinki group, the Working
Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes. 10 Dzhemma Babich
(Kvachevskaya), Leningrad member of the commission and a long-standing dissenter. 11
Tomas Venclova, poet and member of Lithuanian Helsinki group, founded in November
1976.
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12 Writers Alexander (Oles) Berdnik / and Mykola (Nikolai) Rudenko, members of theUkrainian Helsinki group, founded in November 1976; Rudenko was arrested three monthslater (p 104). 13 Boris Antonenko-Davidovich, b. 1898. Kiev writer imprisoned 1934-54,subject to persecution in 1977 for his closeness to the Ukrainian Helsinki group (p 233).14 Lev Lukyanenko / and Ivan Kandyba, founder members of the Ukrainian Helsinki group.

15 Four of the founders in January 1977 of the Georgian Helsinki group: Grigory and lsaiGoldshtein, Jewish refuseniks,  first and second from I, standing,  and Zviad Gamsakhurdiaand Viktor Rtskhiladze,  first and second from r, sitting.  See p 115.16 Sergei Genkin,Moscow mathematician advised by KGB to cease his dissenting activity (p 291). 17 IgorKhokhlushkin, Moscow economist working as a restorer, put under pressure to end hisopen dissent,  centre  (p 291), with Konstantin Babitsky,  r (Chronicle  34) and anunidentified friend.
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18 Moscow group, October 1977:  sitting, I to  r Viktor Nekipelov, Ksenia Velikanova, IrinaKristi, unknown;  standing  Lyudmila Kardasevich, Irina Yakir, Irina Kaplun, Veronica andGalya Lyubarskaya, Natalya Podyapolskaya, Kronid Lyubarsky, Mikhail Osadchev,Alexander Lavut. 19 Larisa Bogoraz I. harassed by police in 1976 (p 75), here outside thestation of Chuna in Siberia, where her husband A. Marchenko was in exile.  On right:  IrinaKorsunskaya, also harassed (p 292). 20 Alexander Zinoviev, philosopher dismissed fromhis posts for writing a powerful satirical novel, seen here outside Moscow University'sPhilosophy Faculty.

21 Lev Kopelev, expelled from the Writers Union in 1977 for heterodoxy  top right  (p 288),with writer Viktor Nekrasov and, sitting, Andrei and Elena Sakharov, 1974. 22 VladimirKornilov, member of Amnesty International, also expelled from Writers' Union (p 288).23 Yuly Daniel, writer subjected in 1976 to a search and confiscation of literary and otherpossessions (p 37). 24 Vadim Borisov, Moscow historian harassed by the KGB for hiswritings and not having a permanent job (p 290). 25 Roy Medvedev /, Moscow Marxisthistorian who in 1977 both defended and criticised leading dissenters, with his brotherZhores, c 1970.
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26 Vladimir Bukovsky, soon after his dramatic exchange for Chilean communist leader
Corvalan (pp 1-8), his hair already growing back. 27 Evgeny Vagin, a Leningrad Social-
Christian revolutionary serving 8 years, photographed in a Mordovian camp, c 1970. In
1 976 he emigrated to Italy. 28 Ex-political prisoners subjected to various piessures in
1976-7, here reunited in Nizhny Tagil in 1978: /  to r  Georgy Davidenko  (Chronicle  41), Viktor
Chamovskikh, Viktor Pestov, Vladislav Uzlov.

29 Natalya Buzyreva-Fyodorova, wife and supporter of Yury P. Fyodorov, with their
daughter, Moscow, 1977. 30 Yury P. Fyodorov, sentenced to 15 years in 1970, struggling
in 1977 for the rights and lives of himself and fellow-prisoners in the face of illness and
brutality (p 265). 31-2 Lieut. Vulf Zalmanson / and Mark Dymshits, before their arrest in
same case as Fyodorov; sentences — 10 and 15 years respectively. In 1976-7 they were
active in camps in the prisoners resistance. 33 Mikhail Korenblit, dentist imprisoned for
belonging to a Leningrad Zionist group. 34 Viktor Khaustov of Moscow, in 1977 sent into
exile for 2 years after a 4-year term of samizdat activity.
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35 Watch-tower with armed guard at Skirotava labour camp on the edge of Riga. In 1977
Pyotr Naritsa was held here (p 255). 36 Sign-post showing the way to the camp, which
is on Krustpils Street. The sign reads 'Institution OTs-78-7" in both Russian and Latvian
(Russian Ts is the Latvian C). 37 A truck with two guards and a dog, carrying prisoners
to the camp.

38 Igor Sinyavin, dissenter and an artist of Leningrad's alternative culture, who emigrated
in 1976. 39 Poet 'Julia Okulova-Voznesenskaya second from I in Vorkuta, after being exiled
for 5 years for samizdat activity (pp 24-8). With her: Vladimir Borisov, unknown, Natalya
Lesnichenko. 40 Natalya Kazarinova centre, organiser of unofficial art exhibitions in
Leningrad (p 190), with adults, I to r V Ovchinnikov, Bogomolova, Georgy Mikhailov.
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41 Vladimir Borisov, forcibly interned in Leningrad mental hospital no. 3 on Christmas Day,
1976 (p 38), with his wife Irina Kaplun. 42 His wife and mother and Ilya Lovin, barred from
visiting, wave to him from below. 43 The hospital wing where he was held for 10 weeks,
until international protests caused official confusion and forced his release (pp 153-6).

44 Father Lev Konin, Orthodox priest interned in a Leningrad mental hospital (p 273). 45
Viktor Borovsky, b. 1952, from Donetsk region, hospitalised first for seeking emigration,
then for supporting the Ukrainian Helsinki group (p 277). Released in June 1977, soon
emigrated. 46 Vladimir Sklyarenko and family, Baptists in southern Russia, have tried to
escape persecution by emigrating ( pp 282-3). 47 Anatoly Rublenko, b. 1949, Baptist
sentenced in Ukraine in 1974 to 8 years for religious activity. 48 Dina Kravchenko, b. 1941,
Baptist sentenced to 4 years for evangelising  (Chronicle  38), was released in 1977 from
a camp in Ust-Labinsk (see over).
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51
52 Alexander Ogorodnikov, leader of an unofficial Moscow seminar on religion andphilosophy for young Orthodox Christians (pp 44-6). 53 Boris Razveyev, a seminarmember threatened by the KGB. 54 Petras Plumpa, Lithuanian Catholic given 8 years forreligious samizdat activity  (Chronicle  34) (p 254). 55 Liudvikas Simutis, b. 1935. Lithuaniannationalist arrested in 1954 and sentenced to 25 years. Pardoned after 22, he is here arrivinghome in February 1977 (signature on right). See p 145. 56 Genrikh (Heinrich) Reimer, aforeman in Kazakhstan sentenced to 3 years for his role in the German emigrationmovement (p 179). 57 Lilya Furman, a German in Kirgizia given 11 years in a similar case(p 179).

49-50 Two views of the women's camp (address: Krasnodar Territory, Ust-Labinsk, p/yaU0-68/3) where Dina Kravchenko was held. 51 Baptists waiting for her at the campentrance on the day of her release (policeman on the left).
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petition of M. Ya. Makarenko: 'Any actions performed by M V D officers in
the execution of their duties are not under the jurisdiction of courts and can be
complained about only to higher organs of the M V D.'

Lyubarsky directed the attention of the correspondents to the fact that pri-
soners who had served their term were, with the help of the unpublished Rules
on Registration and the Statute on Administrative Surveillance, frequently
deprived of the possibility of living with their family and were, effectively, in
the position of exiles. Lyubarsky asked correspondents to draw the attention of
world opinion to the fate of \rosily Petrovich Fedorenko (Chronicles 38, 39),
who (with short interruptions) had been maintaining a hunger-strike since April
1975 in protest against the violation of human rights in the USSR and against
his own unlawful sentence.

On the morning of 21 January someone broke into the next flat in Moscow in
which Lyubarsky and his family spent the night.

On 22 January Lyubarsky was taken off to a police station. There it was
recorded against him that he had violated the residence rules and he was
formally told to leave the boundaries of Moscow and the Moscow region within
72 hours. There too, despite his passive resistance, his fingerprints were taken
by force and he was photographed. In this connection the police referred to an
unpublished resolution of the USSR Council of Ministers of 25 June 1964, No.
585, according to which persons with a conviction who violate the residence
rules can have their fingerprints taken.

On 25 January Lyubarsky left Moscow for Tarusa.
On 1 February he was put under surveillance there for a year.
At first he was offered a passport with registration in a hostel but Lyubarsky

refused to accept a passport with compulsory registration. He complained about
the actions of the police to the town soviet executive committee and to the
communist party district committee. The following day the police allowed him
to choose his own place of residence in Tarusa. Lyubarsky registered himself
at the house of A. Ginzburg.

To all the statements in which Lyubarsky, referring to one of the published
provisions of the rules on registration, demanded permission to live with his
family, he received refusals. The police in their refusals also referred to the rules
on registration, but to one of the unpublished provisions (Chronicle 34).In Tarusa there is no work for Lyubarsky in his profession of astronomer.

(About Lyubarsky see also 'Reprisals against Helsinki Groups', 'In the Prisons
and Camps' and 'Letters and Statements').

62 6 3 Surveillance of Sfrokatova64

On 2 February 1976, after serving four years (1971-1975), Nina Antonovna
Strokatova, the wife of Svyatoslav Karavansky, was placed under administrative
surveillance in Tarusa for a year (Chronicle 39).

The American association of microbiologists [had earlier] elected Nina

58 Amnon Zavurov, Bukharan Jew in Uzbekistan, persecuted for attempts to emigrate(pp 59, 118). 59 His brother Amner Zavurov (with family), given 3 years on a trumped-upcharge. 60 Naum Salansky, leader of a Jewish seminar in Vilnius. 61 Veniamin Fain,
organiser of an international symposium on Jewish culture (disrupted by the KGB). L  to r.standing E Liberman, P. Roitberg;  sitting  A. Shcharansky, a journalist, V. Brailovsky,M. Azbel, V. Lazaris (see pp 60, 116). 62 Valery Kaminsky, leader of a seminar in Riga.63 Arkady Polishchuk, imprisoned for 15 days (pp 56-8). 64 Yakov Rakhienko was given
a revealing lecture by an MVD official (p 181).
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Strokatova as a member. In April 1976 Strokatova received an invitation to the
annual meeting of the association. She asked the police for permission to go to
Moscow for three days for her regular oncological examination and for the
clarification at the U S embassy of questions connected with the invitation. She
received permission. However, on the day she should have met the American
consul on the street not far from the embassy, two men went up to the consul
(a woman) who had gone out to meet Strokatova, and declared that they would
go everywhere with her. The consul asked for protection from the policeman
guarding the entrance to the embassy but was told in reply that the men pester-
ing her were free Soviet citizens and could go where they liked. As a result the
meeting of Strokatova and the consul did not take place that day. Although this
was the last day of Strokatova's authorized stay in Moscow, she decided to stay
longer in order to meet the consul in any case. Because of this she was not at
home the following day at 20.00 hours. For this a court fined her 15 roubles and
recorded her first 'violation of the rules of surveillance'. (At that time in April
N. Strokatova handed in an application to OVIR requesting permission to go
to the U S A in May; she received a refusal in June.)

In October 1976 Strokatova fell seriously ill and was transported to Kaluga
hospital. In November she was discharged at her own request. On 20 November
Strokatova, without asking permission from the police, entered a Moscow
hospital, where she stayed until 4 January 1977. On 17 January the chairman
of the Tarusa people's court N. P. Karpezhnikov fined Strokatova 20 roubles
for her absence in November-January and recorded her second 'violation'.

On 3 February Strokatova was again put under surveillance, this time for six
months.

On 9 March N. P. Karpezhnikov fined Vorobyov 30 roubles and recorded
his first 'violation of the rules of surveillance'.

* * *
Ya. Suslensky,  who was released from Vladimir in January 1977, has been
placed under surveillance in the town of I3endery (Moklavia).

* I *
On  Nadezhda Svetlichnaya  see the section 'Letters and Statements', and also
Chronicles 41-43. At the end of January she managed to find work in Kiev
(as a house attendant), but as before is not registered for residence.

On  Kuzma Matviyuk  see the section 'Letters and Statements' in Chronicles
33, 42. At the end of January he found work as a junior technologist. He has
three diplomas: he graduated from the engineering and teachers' training
faculties of the Ukrainian Agricultural Academy  and from the evening  univer-
sity of Marxism-Leninism. His address: Ukrainskaya S S R, Kirovogradskayaobl., g. Aleksandriya, Krasnoarmeiskaya 58, kv. 8.

In Exile

•  * *

In February  Julia Okulova-Voznesenskaya (Chronicle 43) was transported fromLeningrad to Vorkuta to serve the 5-year exile prescribed to her by a court.
She ended the hunger-strike declared on 21 December at the beginning of
February, not long before the transportation.Okg Vorobyov, who was released in September 1976 (Chronicle 42), was placed

under surveillance in Tarusa. The police registered him at the house of A.
Ginzburg, without asking for the agreement of either the proprietor of the
house or Vorobyov.*

In February 1977 Vorobyov moved to another flat, having previously informed
the police in writing of his new address.

On the first evening after Vorobyov had moved, the police appeared at
Ginzburg's house and, naturally, did not find Vorobyov there. A record was
drawn up. The two following evenings two analogous records were drawn up.

The police accused Vorobyov of having changed his place of residence with-
out receiving their permission, although according to the Statute on Administra-
tive Surveillance (point 15) a person under surveillance is obliged to inform
police officers about the change of his place of residence, but is not obliged to
ask the police for permission.

* * *
In January, at the end of a 5-year term,  Stefania Shabatura (Chronicle 28) wastransported from her Mordovian camp for her 3-year term of exile. Although
her mother was told that her daughter was being sent to the Ukraine, the place
of exile of S. Shabatura is Kurganskaya obl., s. Makushino (641610. Do vostre-
bovaniya [poste restante]).

She was released there by the prisoner escort on 26 January. Shabatura is
working in an artistic workshop attached  to  the House of Culture (designing
propaganda graphics).

* • *

riAn  error. Chronicle 45 corrects it by saying that Vorobyov requested registrationhere.]

In January at the end of a 4-year term  Victor Khaustov (Chronicle 32) wastransported from Perm camp 37 to start a two-year term of exile. On 11
February he arrived at the designated place. He is working at a saw mill and
living in a hostel. P. F. Kampov (Chronicle 42) lived in the same hostel.

* * I
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Spending their exile in Tomsk region are: Vyacheslav Valentinovich Petrov
(636733, Karagasoksky raion, pos. Sr. Vasyugan, do vostrebovaniya), Yury
Ivanovich Fyodorov and Andrei Mikhailovich Koroban (they live in the district
centre — the village of Kargasok), Vladimir Ilich Gandzyuk28 (s. Podgornoye),
Nikolai Andreyevich Gorbal (s. Parabel, S U-6, vagonchik 16), Andrei Niko-
layevkh Kravets (Verkhneketsky raion, pos. Poludenovka) and Nikolai Braun.

V. Petrov (Chronicle 29; he has two years of exile — until December 1977) is
ill with gastritis, a stomach ulcer and chronic hepatitis. At the end of 1976 he
was in hospital for about three months.

Usually those in exile receive living space from the enterprise where they
work. The director of the only enterprise in Sr. Vasyugan (an oil-exploratory
expedition), A. D. Baryshev, refuses to give work to the political exile V.
Petrov. Even the intervention of the village soviet and the local police did not
help. Therefore up till now Petrov has neither a place to live nor a job.

Yu. Fyodorov (in May 1976 he received 5 years of exile for violating the
rules of surveillance — Chronicle 42) works as a nightwatchman. He has been
given a tiny and very cold little room.

Teacher of foreign languages A. Koroban is drawing cinema poster advertise-
ments in the Kargasok House of Culture. He is living in a private flat.

In the district centre Kargasok, with a population of over 5,000 people, two
copies of Pravda go on sale per day.

V. Gandzyuk (Chronicle 39) fell ill in camp with tuberculosis of the lungs. He
is so weak that he cannot even carry a bucket of water to his house. Technician-
electrician Gandzyuk is working in a cobblers' workshop.

N. Gorbal (Chronicle 33) is also ill with tuberculosis. He has two years of
exile — until the autumn of 1977.

The exile of N. Braun (Chronicles 17, 41) ends in the first half of 1978.

ligious Affairs attached to the USSR Council of Ministers a complaint that
in Vladimir prison, before his transportation into exile, a Bible and a church
calendar were taken from him. On 27 January 1977 A. D. Larin replied to his
complaint as the acting head of the corrective labour administration of the
Vladimir regional soviet executive committee: 'The actions of the administration
of institution 0 D-I -S T-2 were correct.'

On 7 March 1977 Pashnin complained to Patriarch Pimen of All-Russia about
the confiscation in Vladimir prison of religious literature officially published in
the U S S R. He described incidents of this involving him and Superfin (Chronicle
39). Pashnin also complained of the absence in Vorkuta of a church or prayer
house and of the impossibility of obtaining the Journal of the MoscowPatriarchate.

The Release of Vladimir Borisov

Former Assistant Professor of the Bauman Higher Technical School in Mos-
cow, and Doctor of Physical-mathematical Sciences Alexander Alexandrovich
Bolonkin is working on a geological exploratory expedition in exile. His address:
671511, Buryatskaya A S S R, 13auntovsky raion, pos. Malovsky, do vostre-
bovan iya.

* * *
Evgeny Ivanovich Pashnin is spending his exile in the Komi A SSR (169913,
Vorkuta, ul. Lornonosova 13, komn. 50). He has a stomach ulcer. He works as
a labourer on a building site. He arrived in Vorkuta on 10 December 1976.
Surveillance of him was instituted. On 5 March 1977 surveillance was stopped.
The reason: he behaves well, observes the surveillance rules, and has a positive
work reference.

On 20 December 1976 Pashnin sent the Chairman of the Council for Re-

Chronicle 43 reported the 'psychiatric arrest' of Vladimir Borisov, which took
place on 25 December 1976.

On 5 January 1977 a medical commission led by the head of the psychiatry
department of the 1st Leningrad Medical Institute, Professor D. S. Ozerets-
kovsky, after examining Borisov, came to the conclusion that in his present
psychiatric condition Borisov did not need hospitalization. The commission
explained the forcible hospitalization of Borisov by the fact that Borisov had
not been attending the psycho-neurological clinic. Besides Ozeretskovsky and
the hospital doctors, the commission also included the deputy director of the
Bekhterev Institute, psychiatrist A. E. Lichko. After the commission met, the
wife of Borisov, Irina Kaplun, was told that her husband was being held in
hospital so as to go before a Work Fitness Commission.

Meanwhile a special regime was established for Borisov : his writing materials
were taken from him (they were given to him only for the time taken to write
a letter and only in the presence of a doctor), he was deprived of meetings, he
was forbidden to associate with certain patients (for example, with Anatoly
Ponomaryov — Chronicle 38) and even to approach the window. On 10
January — after he had approached the window — Borisov was tied to his bed
for an hour and a half.

On 13 January the examination of Borisov by an inter-district Work Fitness
Commission took place, but no decision was taken. To Borisov's mother and his
wife the commission chairman Matochkin gave contradictory answers: first hestated that the commission had found Borisov capable of work, then he said that
it had prescribed for Borisov a prolonged in-patient examination; finally, he
stated that the commission would not examine Borisov and his relatives should
refer not to him but to the hospital. From the hospital the head doctor M. P.
Isakov sent them back to Matochkin.
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want any mention of their names, fearing reprisals. Regarding their fears as
realistic, the commission cannot indicate its sources of information.

Thus, for example, it was reported by one of these persons to the com-
mission that the psychiatric institutions received a directive on the forcible
hospitalization of Borisov from the district K G B office in the Kalinin dis-
trict of Leningrad. Not finding it possible to refer to the source of this infor-
mation, the commission cannot confirm that such a directive was issued.
However, as is evident from what is set out further, there were no other
grounds for the forced hospitalization of Borisov.

On 15 January the Working Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry
for Political Purposes (see section 'Activities of Helsinki Groups') published a
report ending with this conclusion:

The case of Vladimir Borisov is directly related to the persecution of dissi-
dents in the Ukraine, Leningrad and Moscow, which started at the end of
1976. This is a clear example of political repression through the use of
psychiatry.

On 23 January Irina Kaplun appealed to international psychiatric organizations:
Already the third forcible internment of my husband Vladimir I3orisov has
passed a month. And once again the executors of this illegal action
were, as has often been the case before, Soviet psychiatrists ... 'Ile will be in
hospital as long as we consider it necessary' — this is the only answer of head
doctor Isakov to my demand that he free my husband. 'I tied him down, and
I will tic him down again — this is the punishment for going up to the
window' — this was the reply of the doctor treating him, Tobak, to my de-
mand that he stop persecuting Borisov.

I did not expect any other answer from psychiatrists who had already
more than once proved to the whole world their professional dishonesty.
I ask international psychiatric organizations to take up the case of my hus-
band — only the intervention of public opinion can save Borisov from the
tyranny of Soviet psychiatry.

On 29 January friends of Borisov declared in an open letter (63 signatures),
after describing his placement in a hospital and the regime created for him :

Everything testifies that the placing of Vladimir Borisov in a psychiatric hos-
pital is an action which has no relation to his psychic health.

The psychiatric hospital is being used as a prison, and perhaps as a cell in a
detention centre or an investigation prison.

We demand that Vladimir Borisov be released from the psychiatric hospital.
We call on everyone who holds human and civil rights dear to support our
demand.

In a 'Report' of 31 January the Working Commission stated:
The Working Commission considers that publicity is the basic method ofaverting and fighting the abuse of psychiatry. It intends to continue to collect
and transmit information on the forcible imprisonment of Vladimir Borisov
in a psychiatric hospital, and also on the underlying factors which created the
possibility of this lawlessness.

At the beginning of February the Working Commission issued a 'Report on
Activities' (7 pages). The report said, in particular :

Private persons reporting this or that information to the commission do not

The report ends with the following conclusions:

1. The forcible placement of Borisov in the Skvortsov-Stepanov psychiatric
hospital No. 3 in Leningrad, using the procedure of emergency psychiatric
help, clearly had no justification and was carried out in crude violation of the
current Directives of the USSR Ministry of Health of 26.8.1971, which were
approved by the USSR Procuracy and the USSR M VD (they have not
been published in the general press)."

The forcible detention of Borisov in hospital to go before a Work Fitness
Commission is not grounded in law.

The knowingly illegal restrictions of Borisov's rights during the period
of his stay in hospital are clearly inadmissible. To tie him to a bed not as a
medical measure but as a punishment for attempting to approach the
window is criminal.

The facts established by the commission are grounds for regarding the
forcible placement of Borisov in a psychiatric hospital and his compulsory
detention in hospital up to the present time as a new act of abuse of psychia-
try for the repressive purpose of suppressing dissent.

The following document of the Working Commission reports that:

not only letters from Borisov's relatives and friends are being censored —
as a result of which their greater part is erased and after he has read the
remainder they are taken away by the doctor and added to his 'medical
history' — but Borisov's own letters, which are not numerous, are also being
assiduously censored by the 'doctor' treating him, A. I. Tobak.

On 16 February Borisov was visited by a member of the British section of
Amnesty International, Peter Luff, a member of the Campaign Against
Psychiatric Abuse, the famous English playwright Tom Stoppard. They managed
to see Borisov through a window.

On 22 February the Chief Psychiatrist of Leningrad, V. P. Belyayev, said toIrina Kaplun that her husband would be home at the beginning of March. Thesame day TA SS broadcast abroad that V. Borisov would be kept in a
psychiatric hospital for a lengthy period in view of a deterioration in his con-
dition. On 23 February the Working Commission circulated a 'Refutation':
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... The Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Pur-
poses declares that the TA SS report on the deterioration of Borisov's state
of health does not correspond to reality ...

Moreover, it has been stated repeatedly that Borisov will be discharged from
hospital in the next few days. This was officially confirmed by the Chief
Psychiatrist for Leningrad to two members of the commission — Irina
Kaplun and Dzhemma I3abich — as well as to a member of Amnesty Inter-
national, Ilya Levin, on the day of the T ASS report.

The false invention of TA SS indicates an intention to prolong the per-
secution of Borisov for an indefinite period, and also the broadening of the
front of reprisals against dissenters in the U S S R.

On 28 February a new commission examined Borisov. On 2 March Belyayev
chatted with Borisov. During this conversation, which took place in the office
of the head doctor, a bulb lit up on the switchboard and a voice reported: 'His
mother is coming.' Through the window Borisov saw his mother approaching.

Belyayev tried to persuade Borisov and his mother that Borisov should agree
to enter the Bekhterev [Psychiatric] Institute to occupy a bed of the Work
Fitness Commission. Borisov refused categorically. His mother agreed with her
son.

On 3 March Belyayev sent Irina Kaplun a written answer to her statement:
To your statement on the hospitalization of Borisov, Vladimir Evgenevich, I
report that he was examined four timcs by commissions made up of highly-
qualified specialists, who found the hospitalization correct and confirmed the
presence of an illness. The restrictions in his regime were connected with the
incorrect behaviour of friends of the sick man on the territory of the medical
institution.

The doctors have persistently recommended to the sick man that he undergo
additional examinations in an institution specialized in testing work fitness
(using a Work Fitness Commission bed at the Research Institute named after
V. M. Bekhterev), and the mother of the sick man agreed, but could not
persuade her son.

I ask you to help the doctors in every way to keep the state of health of
Borisov V. E. under review and to get him a job as soon as possible.

On 4 March Borisov was released.

Suddenly a stranger came into the house and asked whether the radio-plug
was working properly. Galichansky's wife replied that their radio was in order
and they had not called for anyone. Then the stranger went out and fetched
another seven or eight people, who, without saying a word, began a search. As
was later clarified, they were led by Major Okhotnik.

Gorchenko began to protest. Major Okhotnik demanded that he give his
name. Alexander refused. On the order of Okhotnik a few men tied his hands
and dragged him to a car. In the sight of the owners of the house and their rela-
tives they beat him up. Then they took Gorchenko off to a public order support
point in the village of Klishkovtsy, where they continued to beat him up. After
this they drew up a report in which it was claimed that Gorchenko hit the
operations men and called them names.

Then they took Alexander Gorchenko to his village to establish his identity.
On the way there and back he was beaten again. The driver, too, took part.

In Klishkovtsy a doctor, V. G. Pasechnik, was invited to the support point to
examine Gorchenko after he had complained of being beaten up. The doctor
examined him and said he should be ashamed to utter such slander. The vigi-
lantes added 'slander' to their report in the doctor's presence. After this the
doctor signed a report that Gorchenko was healthy and there wers no signs
of beatings on him.

Alexander Gorchenko was taken to the district centre where he was held
until the following day. That day he was taken to Procurator A. A. Malyshko.
Seeing that Gorchenko moved with difficulty, the Procurator enquired after
his health. Alexander told him what had happened. The Procurator called a
doctor signed a report that Gorchenko was healthy and there were no signs
of beatings on Gorchenko and that he was fit. The same day he was released.

On 25 January Gorchenko entered a country hospital complaining of pains
in the region of his kidneys. On 27 January he was suddenly discharged and two
days later sentenced to 15 days for hooliganism.

Persecution of Believers

Adventists

On Saturday 22 January in the village of Klishkovtsy, near Chernovtsy
[Ukraine], a guest was received at the home of Adventist Karp Galichansky
from a neighbouring village — 19-year-old Alexander Gorchenko.

On 21 January searches were organized at the homes of five Adventists living
in the Krasnodar area, on the pretext of a search for illegally sold objects.

In the settlement of Elizavetinskaya, M. S. Sych and P. F. Mashkov were
searched, in the settlement of Yablonovsky — G. V. Trofimets and I. T. Maslov,
and in the settlement of Enem — P. A. Mikhel.

A large quantity of religious books published by the unofficial publishing
house True Witness were confiscated from them, also books of religious content
published by Soviet publishing-houses in the '20s, tapes with religious record-
ings, record-players, a typewriter and a device for binding books. Documents
concerning his house and savings-books were taken from Maslov.

After the searches interrogations began. They were especially interested in
the publishing-house True Witness and in the circulation of religious literature.

After the search Galina Vasilevna Trofimets was placed in a detention cell,
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her fingerprints were taken, and her documents confiscated. She was told that
she was being charged with circulating anti-Soviet literature. At the same time
they tried to persuade her to cooperate, promising her in exchange her freedom
and a reward. Trofimets refused. Three days later she was released.

The Pentecostalists are constantly being persecuted for the religious educa-
tion of their children. There are cases of believing parents being deprived of
their parental rights and the children being placed in boarding schools, where
they are forcibly re-educated.

The families of Pentecostalists, as a nile, include many children. Often they
contain 10-12 children. Yet parents are sometimes deprived of the material
benefits stipulated for such cases. The children often do not receive subsidies,
or free meals at school. Pentecostalist families with many children often live in
poor conditions, yet they are not given priority over extra living space as the
regulations require.

Since they receive a religious education at home, the children refuse to become
Octobrists, Pioneers and then Komsomol members." In this way they incur per-
secution : lowering of their marks, public humiliation at school assemblies, and
beatings by other children, sometimes directly provoked by the teachers.
'During the whole period of school education we and our children feel as if we
are at the front' — writes a mother of many children, L. S. Rybak.

If children of believers manage to complete their schooling, they receive
from their school a reference which effectively bars their path to higher
education. '... adheres to anti-Soviet views' — is a widespread phrase in school
testimonials for believers. When they reach call-up age Pentecostalists come
across a new difficulty. Religion forbids them to take the oath, to carry a
weapon and to shoot at people. For refusal of military service, they go before
a court and get from three to five years. Sometimes believers agree to serve
in building battalions but do not want to take an oath. It happens in such
cases that a military tribunal judges them, although by law the tribunal has the
right to judge only persons who have taken the oath.

These conditions have led to the decision of about 5,000 people from un-
registered communities of Pentecostalists to emigrate from the U S S R.

Many families have put in applications about this to various bodies. The
most active in this sense are the communities of Nakhodka (300 people) and
Starotitarovskaya (100 people).

Judging by the conversations of commissioners for religious affairs with
believers, the authorities would willingly let out the most active families if they
had invitations from Israel.

After the movement for emigration sprang up amongst the Pentecostalists, a
certain decline in reprisals was observed in Nakhodka: members of the sect
have been allowed to assemble openly, a number of those called up for military
service have managed to obtain a deferment, and others are serving in building
battalions without having taken the oath.

The community in Starotitarovskaya sprang up at the end of the '60s when a
presbyter of the Nakhodka community, Nikolai Goretoi, arrived there after
serving a term of imprisonment. Pentecostalists from Nakhodka and other towns
made their way there after him.

Pentecostalists
The first community of Pentecostalists (Christians of Evangelical Faith) on
the territory of the Soviet Union sprang up in 1918 in Odessa. Fleeing from
persecution, the Pentecostalists settled in Central Asia (Alma-Ata and Frunze),
Azerbaidzhan and Siberia (Mariinsk, Anzhero-Sudzhensk, Abakan, Chernogorsk,
Barnaul and Kemerovo).

Numerous communities of Pentecostalists exist in all these towns up to the
present day. They now embrace about 200,000 believers.

In the first years of Soviet power many Pentecostalists were shot without
trial or investigation. From the '30s until the mid '50s the sect was banned, and
believers were convicted en masse under article 58. After the death of Stalin
some of them were let out, but many served their full terms. Now criminal
prosecutions of Pentecostalists usually involve charges under the 'religious'
article 227 or articles 70 or 190-1.

The main problem of sectarians in the USSR are connected with the neces-
sity of registration. The practice of registration is such that it effectively bans
the religious education of children, assemblies of young people and women,
propagandizing, missionary and charitable activities, and also the performance of
a number of the most important religious rites (see also Chronicle 41).

Registered communities, formally united with the local Baptists, embrace
about half the total number of Pentecostalists in the USSR — mainly those
in Odessa, Kiev, Rovno and a number of villages in the Western Ukraine. The
Pentecostalists of Central Asia, Siberia and the Pacific region have not wanted
and do not want to register their communities.

Members of unregistered communities are constantly subjected to searches at
which Bibles and psalm books are taken away. K G B commissioners for
religious affairs regularly hold conversations with them, using threats and intimi-
dation. Participants in meetings are fined (50-80 roubles) and houses in which
meetings are held are often confiscated. In 1971 in Chernogorsk the authorities
dispersed worshippers with fire-hoses, while the house in which they had
assembled was demolished with a bulldozer.

It is very difficult for Pentecostalists to find work and to keep it for a long
time. The majority, after numerous moves from place to place, have become
building labourers, but even their employment on building sites has been made
difficult.

At present official anti-religious propaganda has started to be carried out at
the workplaces of Pentecostalists. 'The Baptists' — as all sectarians are usually
called — are declared to be spies and saboteurs, living off the money of
American imperialism.

* • •
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Doctor-gynaecologist Terelya, wife of Iosif Terelya (Chronicles 41, 43), wassummoned to a professional qualifications board and warned that she would be
deprived of her diploma, as her views 'do not correspond to the ethics of a
Soviet doctor': on the walls of her flat hang icons and pictures of religious
content.

See also the sections 'Arrests, Searches, Interrogations', 'In the Prisons and
Camps', 'Events in Lithuania' and 'The Right to Leave'.

Events in Lithuania

They had a typewriter and some texts with them. Three of them were
Genrikas •ackunas, and Daugella from Jonava and Jonas Sunlitla from
Kaunas.

The following day a search was conducted at Jagkunas's flat by a KGB
team under the direction of Lieutenant-Colonel Kovalegkas. Photographic de-
vices and various documents were confiscated; everything — with the exception
of one copy of the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church, No. 9 — was
in Russian. Among the materials confiscated were several copies of a 'Manifesto'
signed by the 'Executive Committee of AOIP (Alliance of Organizations of
Independent Peoples). The manifesto calls for the secession of 'enslaved
peoples' from the USSR by means of holding referenda in the near future.

Genrikas Jagkunas has twice been in prison: from 1946-55 in Inta, and from
1957-59 in Mordovia.

On 13-15 September 1976 in the Lithuanian Supreme Court the case of GenrikasKlimaKkauskas and Zigmas Airvinskas under article 199-1 of the LithuanianCriminal Code (corresponding to article 190-1 of the Russian Code) was heardin closed session.
Klimagkauskas and irvinskas were arrested on 13 February 1976 in Kaunas

(Chronicle 41). G. Klirnagkauskas was held in the prison hospital of Lukigkis in
Vilnius from 27 May, was ruled not responsible by a psychiatric team and did
not attend the trial.

These items among the charges are known: the circulation of the journal
Aufra and the translation of Gulag Archipelago into Lithuanian. The (incom-plete) translation done by Klimagkauskas was found at a search. A witness at
the trial testified that irvinskas gave him Auizra to read. Airvinskas pleaded notguilty. He explained that he had bought Gulag Archipelago and given it toKlimagkauskas so that he could explain to him certain Russian words; he did
not know that Klimagkauskas was translating the book.

The court stipulated compulsory treatment in a mental hospital of a special
type for Klimagkauskas and sentenced 8irvinskas to 2 years of imprisonment in
a strict-regime camp.

G. Klimagkauskas has been sent to Chernyakhovsk Special Psychiatric Hos-
pital. Z. Airvinskas is in a camp in Alytus, OCh-12/4.

Both Klimagkauskas and Airvinskas are about 50. Both are former political
prisoners and engineers by profession. Klimagkauskas was working in the Kaunas
City Planning Institute, Airvinskas at a factory making artificial fibres. Airvin-
skas's wife has been dismissed from her job. Klimagkauskas's daughter was not
admitted to a Vilnius art institute last summer although she passed her examina-
tions with distinction and, according to the references of her teachers, is a
talented artist.

* * *

On 2 November 1976, the day of remembrance, Julius Sasnauskas lit candles
at the graves of political and cultural leaders of Lithuania and at the graves of
soldiers who fell in the struggle for the independence of Lithuania in 1919-20.
Early in the morning on 4 November Julius was awoken by the police. He was
taken off to the police station and interrogated on the pretext that his former
classmate had allegedly committed a theft.

The major who interrogated Sasnauskas beat him up for refusing to speak in
Russian. Pointing to his colleague in civilian dress, the major said: 'This is
your teacher of Russian. In a couple of days he'll teach you so that no one will
realize that you're not Russian.' Sasnauskas was taken off to a cell containing
criminals and a few hours later was interrogated once again. The major again
beat him, and Julius began to answer in Russian. He said that he knew noth-
ing about the theft. In the evening he was released after being kept for the whole
12 hours without food and threatened at the end that after his military call-
up he would be sent to serve in Spitzbergen.

While he was at the police station K G B officials went to see his mother.
Lieutenant-Colonel Baltinas told her that Julius had contacted nationalists and
prison awaited him; his mother should help by finding out about his friend-
ships and stopping them.

Julius is one of seven boys expelled from Vienuolis school in Vilnius
(Chronicles 40, 43). Since his expulsion he has been working in a book store
and studying at evening school.

* * *

* * *
On 21 December 1976 four men travelling in a car were arrested in Jonava.

In the middle of October inscriptions appeared on the Vienuolis school build-
ing : 'Russians, clear off home I ', 'Freedom for Lithuania I ', and others. Two
pupils who had been late for classes that day were interrogated at the K G B.
At the same time similar inscriptions appeared on the building of the Exhibition
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Palace. Two former pupils from Vienuolis school (belonging to the same group
of seven) who were working in the Palace were dismissed.

* * •

On 4 February the trial took place in the case of the flag torn down from a
Vilnius University hostel  (Chronicle  43). Ricliardas Pikelis was tried together
with Leonas Paulavieius, who had been arrested immediately after the event
They are both second-year students in the department of Lithuanian studies.

Paulavieius was sentenced to 1 f years of imprisonment. Pikelis, who was at
liberty until the trial, expressed remorse and received a 11 year suspended
sentence, but with compulsory labour to be specified by the M V D.

Those carrying out the search called the Vytis a bourgeois-nationalist and fascist
coat-of-arms. They told Petkevieius that they knew he made these images
and that he must stop doing so. Petkevieius reorted that Vytis was a historic
symbol under which Lithuanian regiments had fought even at Grunwald.

After the search Jonas Petkeviéius and his wife were interrogated, as was
their guest Vytautas Slapaginskas. Jadviga Petkevieiene was reproached for
visiting the trial of Kovalyov and for meetings with Sakharov and Orlov.

There is also news of other searches in iauliai — at the home of Meeislovas
Jurevieius  (Chronicles  36, 40), and of two searches in Kaunas — at the homes
of the Stavskis couple and of Grigorens.

* S *
* * *

In the autumn of 1976 a first-year student in the chemistry faculty of Vilnius
university, Ramanauskas, was arrested on suspicion of circulating leaflets.

16 February was the anniversary of the declaration of the independence of
Lithuania in 1918.

The previous day rumours circulated around Vilnius that bandits had robbed
a savings bank during the night, killing a policeman. This and the following
night the town was inundated with police and military patrols. Cars were
checked, also passengers of trains going out of and even into Vilnius, some
passers-by were stopped on the street as well.

At the end of January 1977 a group of students — four first-year students from
Vilnius University and two from the Engineering-Construction Institute —
carried away a bust of Lenin one evening from the hall of the central post
office. While crossing the bridge over the river Neris, they saw a police car and
threw the bust into the river. The bust remained lying on the ice, and the
police arrested the students. S. Marcinkevielus, G. Simkunas and R. Stankevieius
were expelled from the Komsomol and the university. B. Grigas was arrested
A court which sat during the first few days of March sent him for psychiatric
examination.

* • *

• • *

On 15 and 16 February the correspondent of the newspaper The Financial

Times David Satter was in Vilnius. On the evening of 16 February he was due
to meet Kestutis Jokulbinas. Arranging to meet him over the phone, the cor-
respondent asked Jokubinas to 'bring the letter with him'. At the agreed time
near the Hotel Neringa, where Satter was staying, Jokubinas was stopped by two
men who introduced themselves as officers of the Criminal Investigation Depart-
ment, and took him off to the police station. Here an identification parade was
held. A certain 'witness' identified Jokubinas as a participant in the armed attack
on the savings bank — `by. his height and his walk'. Despite his protests, a search
of his person was organized for Kestutis. 'When you land here, those laws no
longer apply,' replied the policeman to his demand for a warrant and the
authorization of the Procurator. The letter was found and confiscated. It was
a copy of an application to Podgorny for an exit visa to go to join his brother
in Canada, which Jokubinas had sent long before to the addressee  (Chronicle
42). An hour and a half later K. Jokubinas, the 'dangerous bandit', was released,
after the letter had been returned to him.

On 7 February several arrests were carried out.
In Kaunas, at the home of Balys Gajauskas (Chronicles 34, 35), lists of politi-

cal prisoners (present and former) were confiscated, an unfinished letter to a
friend living in the U S A which described a trip made by Gajauskas through
Lithuania in the summer, the diaries of his mother (she has kept them since
1970), certain other manuscripts, a camera and an enlarger. After the search
Gajauskas was taken to the K G B for interrogation.

In iauliai there was a search at the home of Jonas Petkevielus. The search
was carried out by deputy head of the iauliai K G B, Alygauskas. The order
was written by Major Markevieius (one of the main investigators in case no.
345 — see Chronicles 30-38). It also carried the signatures of the chairman of
the Lithuanian K G B Petkevieius and the Procurator of the republic Kairelis.
The search was at both his home and his place of work. Confiscated were books
of religious content, 40 copies of the journal Trimitas (pre-war), photographic
materials and cassette tapes. Also confiscated was an image of the horseman
Vytis — the Lithuanian national symbol — which was hanging on the wall.

On 16 February proclamations circulated in Kaunas. They read: 'Freedom
to Lithuania I', 'The Russians are Occupiers — not Liberators I '.

* * *

On 16 February many Lithuanians celebrated the 50 anniversary of the death
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of the doctor and public figure Jonas Basanavieius, the founder of the first
national journal Aufra (1883-1886).

At the Rasos cemetery in Vilnius, where Basanavieius is buried, K G B
officers were on duty that day, observing visitors but not preventing them from
laying flowers.

In Vilnius the Catholic priest Kazimieras Vasiliauskas is being persecuted for
his link with members of the Helsinki group. The K G B is shadowing mem-
ben of the group around the clock. Their friends and acquaintances are being
forced by methods of blackmail and threats to make statements compromising
members of the group ...

The Lithuanian Helsinki Group

In January a member of the group, Tomas Venclova, left the U S S R. He
had previously, over several years, been refused permission for a trip abroad
he had been invited to make.

On 11 January a member of the group, poetess Ona Lukauskaite-PoRiene,
who lives in Siauliai, was summoned to the Procuracy. The Procurator of the
town of Leonoviëius and another man (who did not introduce himself) had a
talk with her. The latter asked Lukauskaite whether she was really a member
of the Group and had signed its documents. Lukauskaite confirmed both points.
Then those conversing with her said that the Group was circulating slander, in
particular when it talked about the Russian occupation of Lithuania. 'How old
were you in 1940?' asked Lukauskaite. 'Nine, eleven."But I remember well how
the Red Army entered Lithuania, it was a real occupation."What are you per-
sonally dissatisfied with?' they asked Lukauskaite. 'I do not have claims of
that sort.' They warned Lukauskaite that, while they took her age into account
and would not therefore apply repressive measures to her, she herself must
show caution when putting her signature to documents drawn up by other
people.

Then they tried to tell her about some circumstances that allegedly com-
promised other members of the group, in particular V. Petkus. Lukauskaite told
her interlocutors they should be ashamed of themselves and refused to hear
them out. The stranger then said to her that she was not entirely clean herself.
'We have information that you denounced the writer Kazys Boruta.' 'That is a
lie and a provocation,' declared Lukauskaite.

Ona Lukauskaite-Pogkiene is 70 years old. Before the war she published
several books of poems and was active in left-wing causes. In 1946 she was
convicted in the same case as the aforementioned K. Boruta [1905-65] for
writing a 'Memorandum on Lithuania' addressed to the West. She served nine
years. Now her memoirs have been circulated in samizdat in Lithuania.

I * *
The Lithuanian Helsinki group published a Report on 28 February which
stated: sl

* S *

In Lithuania there are now seven samizdat journals: The Chronicle of the

Lithuanian Catholic Church has been coming out since March 1972,  AuSra

(Dawn) since November 1975, Laisves Rauklis (Herald of Freedom) since May

1976, and Path of Truth since January 1977. The others are God and Mother-

land, Voice of Lithuania and Varpas (The Bell).

Recently in Lithuania the authorities have intensified repression against par-
ticipants in the movement for the rule of law and the national movement,
against church activists and persons struggling for the right to emigrate.

The group reports on searches and arrests (see above). Then it says:

From the 'Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church' No. 25
(31 December 1976)

On 19 October 1976 Jonas Matulionis and Vladas Lapienis were arrested in
Vilnius (there was a short report on this in Chronicle 43).

Matulionis is 45; he graduated from the department of Lithuanian philology,
then studied at the conservatory, from which he was expelled for taking part
in church singing. He worked in a library and later was the director of a picture
gallery.

Lapienis is 70. He is an economist who graduated from Vilnius University.
The arrests took place after a search at the flat of Matulionis, where Lapienis

was also present. They confiscated a typewriter, the Chronicle of the Lithuanian

Catholic Church no. 24, and Gulag Archipelago in translation into Lithuanian.
Three days later there was another search in the cellar and the attic.

On 26 October a search was made at the home of Matulionis's sister,
Albina Kibildiene, who lives in the country. She herself was not at home, as she
had taken a package to her brother. Those carrying out the search broke down
the cupboards. They confiscated the book by Jurgutis, How they Shot us, a

typewriter and clean paper.
On 20 October a search was made at the flat of Lapienis, lasting eight hours.

Confiscated were Atthra no. 3, the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church
no. 24, Gulag Archipelago, the Chronicle of Current Events no. 40, the article

'Mikhail Suslov — Hangman of Lithuania' and other works, and three type-
writers.

On 23 October K G B officers came to the flat once again to take away a
bundle of papers which Lapienis himself had allegedly asked for. This time
they took another 20 kilograms of thin paper, carbon paper, etc.

• * *

A group of priests published a statement of protest addressed to L. I. Brezhnev
concerning these arrests. The statement asserts that whatever relation the
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arrested men had to the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church, they are
in any case not guilty, as the Chronicle L C C 'gives objective, albeit to some
people unpleasant information'. V. Lapienis and J. Matulionis — it says further
— are widely known in Lithuania as deeply religious and highly-principled
people who are not capable of spreading slander. Their conviction 'will only
seriously distress the masses of believers and compromise Soviet authority'.

Events in Lithuania 167

On 20 October a search was carried out in Panevays at the home of Ona
Pranekunaite — at her place of work and at her flat. The search was led by
Lieutenant-Colonel Petrugkevièius of the K G B. At work they confiscated a
typewriter, 16 copies of Grauslys's" book In the Darkness — Light, prepared
by an electrographie method, and certain other books. The search at the flat
lasted through this and the following day. (She was taken to the K G B
for the night, and her flat was sealed up and guarded.) In the bathroom they
discovered an apparatus of the 'Era' type. They confiscated a lot of paper,
devices for book binding, and many books of religious content.

After the search, interrogations lasted three days. 0. Pranckunaite explained
that in the summer she had let the room to two men; they had printed prayer-
books and other religious literature on the 'Era', she had only helped to clean
the place up. Pranckunaite refused to name the two men, and also the authors
of letters to her, confiscated at the search, 'as she did not want the state security
organs to trouble innocent people'. The investigator tried to convince
Pranckunaite that many people had been arrested, including the author of the
Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church, the priest S. Tamkeviëius, who
had allegedly confessed that he had given the Chronicle L C C and AuNra to her
to be duplicated. The investigator even gave Pranckunaite 'the evidence of
Tamkevièius' to read, after which she stated that only a madman could have
written such things. The investigator stated to Pranckunaite that he knew she
was a nun, and he knew the other nuns who had brought her paper.

The investigator said that if she would not give evidence she would get eight
years in prison. 'You don't yet know what Siberia is like.' But it turned out that
Ona did know: in 1951, as a 15-year-old girl, she had received a 10.year
sentence for composing a song against the collective farms (she was released in
1957). Seeing her stubbornness, Petrugkeviëius and other investigators began to
call her rude names and threatened to knock her teeth out.

After the interrogations, uninterrupted surveillance of Ona was instituted;
agents accompanied her everywhere.

On 6 December 1976 she was summoned to an interrogation in Vilnius. The
interrogation again lasted three days. They questioned her about the priests
Buliauskas, Babrauskas and others She was again threatened with prison, and
also with the loss of her cooperative flat and other property.

Beginning in September 1975, an inspector of the Kaunas Training and Pro-



duction Combine of the Society for the Blind, Algimantas Aaltis, has repeatedly
been told to hand in his resignation. 'Write yourselves that you are dismissing
me for my faith' — he replied. I, as a believer, cannot work in the post of
inspector, it means that in the Soviet Union discrimination is practised against
believers.'

In 1963 Aaltis was sentenced to one year in camps for teaching children the
catechism. When altis later tried to enter the Ecclesiastical Seminary, its rector
V. Butkus, after finding out about his conviction, told him to discount any pos-
sibility of entering the seminary.

The main reason for the new persecution of altis is his part in the collec-
tion of signatures for the Memorandum of 17,000 Lithuanian Catholics in
1973 (Chronicle 29).

* * *

Metislovas Jurevikius (Chronicles 36, 40) continues to try to get his job back.
In numerous statements he writes that the Constitution guarantees him both the
right to work and the right to worship freely. Jureviëius also poses a specific
question in his statements: 'Can I in exchange for overtime work obtain
additional free time during religious holidays?' But he receives no reply to it.

In April 1976 the police began to warn Jureviëius that he would be pro-
secuted as a parasite. Jureviëius replies that he is not 'a parasite or a tramp,
but an honest worker forced into unemployment'.

* * *

Believers continue to write letters to the authorities (with hundreds of signa-
tures) in defence of the priest J. Zdebskis, who was deprived of his driving
licence on a false charge of driving his car in a drunken state (Chronicle 41).

An anonymous 'counter-letter' arrived at the Curia of the Kaunas diocese —
about the allegedly immoral behaviour of J. Zdebskis and his poor execution
of his duties.

The priest S. Tamkevidus, the senior priest of the church of Kibartai, has

also been deprived of his driving licence — for an 'accident': his car was hit by
a lorry which suddenly forked to the side. The car inspector at the site of the
incident said that no one was guilty of the collision, but a week later Lieutenant-
Colonel Kolgov of the K G B said to another priest that Tamkeviëius had
caused the accident by overtaking two vehicles.

• • *

In the hospital in Skuodas the head doctor Marimas would not let a priest be
fetched for a dying man. In another hospital in Birlai a good and experienced
sister, Aldona Sake, was dismissed for bringing a priest into the hospital and
in general for her active religious motivation.* • • * • •
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Catholic Church in connection with the fifth anniversary in two days' time
on 18 March 1977 — of the appearance of its first issue, and expresses on this
occasion the hope that the mutual cooperation of both publications will con-
tinue in the future, until the time when both will cease appearing because of a
complete lack of material.

Commissioner Tumenas of the Council for Religious Affairs, together with one
of the senior priests, inspected the church banner prepared for the feast of StSebastian in Veisejai, and ordered the decoration and text on it to be altered
(in the words 'The Cross is the Hope of a Drowning People' he ordered the
substitution of 'believing' for 'drowning').

In a small place called Salos a statue of the Holy Mary erected by an inhabitant,
Ona Kiseliene, in memory of her son who died in the war, was ordered to be
removed from the church porch.

Persecution of Crimean Tatars
The summer-autumn campaign of repression in the Crimea — involving trials
and evictions (Chronicles 40-43) — finished, for the most part, in November
1976. Since February 1977 the authorities have begun to register Crimean Tatars.
Registration 'of all' has been promised. More details of this are given at the
end of the section.

In certain cases the activity of believers is, by contrast, being encouraged. In
November 1976 signatures were collected without hindrance on a request that
the Vatican appoint the administrator of TeMiai diocese, the priest Vaitius, abishop. * • *

I • * A list (not complete) is available of those convicted for 'violating the residence
rules' (article 196 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code), for the most part in 1976.
The list includes 46 people. 29 people were sentenced to banishment (the
majority for 2 years, but three convicted in 1975 for 5 years), and nine people
were given suspended sentences, but with compulsory labour as directed by the
M V D (almost all of them got 2 years). Three people received suspended
sentences. Three men were sentenced to imprisonment. They were Enver
Resbatov and Musa Mount (Chronicle 41 — the surname of the first is mis-
spelled there) and Zuheir Kalafatov (55 years), convicted in November 1976
to 1 year of imprisonment.

As far as is known, the last trial took place on 3 January 1977. Ktmlid
Bilyalov, from Stary Krym, an invalid of group 2 and father of three child-
ren, was sentenced by the Kirov district court to 3 years' banishment. The
regional court replaced the punishment on appeal with a fine of 50 roubles.

The authorities are, as before, trying hard to ensure that priests and other
persons do not teach children and do not prepare them for first confession.
Priest A. Jokubauskas (in Chronicle 43 mis-spelled Jakubauskas) was fined 50
roubles for doing this. He handed in an appeal to the people's court, stating
that he had not taught children but only tested their readiness for their first
communion. In the appeal he notes that even if he had propagandized religion,
'even then I would not be guilty, either before the Constitution or before the
law'. The court refused his petition.

In order to uncover similar 'crimes' by the priest Jagminas the deputy Pro-
curator of Kedainiai district, Jantigkeviëius, interrogated school-children and
their parents in October 1976. Two months before this the chairman of the
village soviet drew up a record stating that this priest had tested children, and
then asked him to sign his name on it and on two blank sheets, claiming these
were for copies of the record. Then there appeared on these blank sheets a text
about instructing children — the very ones whom the Procurator interrogated.

* S *
The section 'In Soviet Schools' reports on the persecution of religious children
and their parents, in one case with the direct participation of K G B officers,
who conducted 'interrogations' of children and briefings of teachers (town of
Kibartai).

• • *
On 8 March the 26th issue of the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic
Church came out.

The Chronicle of Current Events salutes the Chronicle of the Lithuanian

More detailed information is known about some of the trials.
Muklisim Osmanov lives with his family in Belogorsk. He is an invalid of

group 1, being blind (he was blinded at work). The institution of a criminal
case against him under article 196 was reported in Chronicle 42. The trial was
fixed for 27 September 1976. Osmanov refused to travel to the trial, declaring
that he had filed a complaint about the illegal way in which his case was con-
ducted. A group of policemen led by the head of the Belogorsk district 0 V D,
V. Ya. Babich, took him to the trial by force. (When they seized Osmanov an
indignant crowd gathered. Lieutenant-Colonel Babich hit one of the protesters

Servet Mustafayev — in the face.) At the trial it was confirmed that the
investigation had been conducted with a violation of the law, specifically, the
police investigator Captain Ozhegov did not let the blind Osmanov use the
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services of a lawyer. Osrnanov was not able even to study the case against him.
The court remitted the case for further inquiry. The second hearing took
place in November under the chairmanship of Judge Kordyukov. The sentence
was a suspended one of 2 years' imprisonment.

* * I
At the trial of Enver Ametov on 18 October (sentence — 2 years of banish-
ment from the Crimea, Chronicle 43) the Crimean Tatars present in court
handed in a statement with 41 signatures to the judge. They demanded that the
court reveal the real reasons for the violation of the residence rules. 'The
court should not avoid the question of who is not registered and why they are
not registered'. Otherwise, it says in the statement, it will be clear that 'it is not
a trial of Enver Ametov that is taking place, but judicial tyranny penalizing
his membership of a nation. Today, 18 October, is a significant day for the
Crimean Tatar people — the day of the signing of the Decree on the Forma-
tion of the Crimean ASS R by the great Lenin. So we hope that Soviet justice
will not allow lawlessness and tyranny to be perpetrated'. The statement was
handed to Judge Kordyukov.

I * *
The regional court, at an appeal hearing, changed the punishment of  Shevet
Arnautov,  sentenced on 1 September to 2 years of strict-regime camps (the
court took into account his previous conviction for a car accident) to a 2-year
suspended sentence with compulsory labour. In this way he got the same as
those sentenced at the beginning of September by the same court —  Abibulla
Khalilov, Ridvan Useinov, Ablyakim Yagyayev and Reshat Shabanov (in
Chronicle 42 their sentences were given inaccurately). At the end of November
they were sent to building sites in the Kharkov region. Their fingerprints were
taken beforehand.

After this the Procurator explained the relevant judicial procedure and said  that
in the case of Nafeyev the house had been sold by the mother of the real
owner, who was living in  Yalta, without his consent. He continued:

... all this was done within the framework of the law. If anyone does not
agree, in particular the Nafeyevs, I do not think that it should lead to such
a breaking of glass and violation of public order, because you will bring
things to such a point that you will be deported in one evening, as in the
fateful year of 1944.

... Both police officers and the court are aware ... that children have been
thrown out on to the street; we understand this, but we had no other way.
You can complain wherever you like, but we have no other way. If we
appease these families and don't touch them, don't grab them, then a terrible
number will come here. Do you see? Then it would be — give us schools
in our native language, kindergartens in our native language, and so on ...

(Interjection: `So that's what you're afraid of I')

Up to now the authorities have not decided on a mass resettlement ...
As  for the allegedly illegal actions by police officials, an investigation will

be carried out in  this matter ... we will summon the vigilantes and question
them ... If there were illicit, illegal methods ... But they were in the right —
after all, it was forcible eviction — you take people by the arms and lead
them out.

Someone cried out: 'Sinyavsky (the local policeman) hurled children over a

A Procurator Speaks

The day after the eviction of the family of  Refat  Nafeyev  (an excerpt from a
statement by his wife Zulfiyur was given in Chronicle 43), which took place in
November 1976 in the village of Voinka, the Procurator of the Krasnoperekopsk
district, Fedchenko, met the Crimean Tatar inhabitants of the village. He said
(the words of the Procurator are quoted here verbatim — Chronicle):

For those who come here on, let's say, their impulse — there are limita.-
tions for this category. We literally in all such cases of unplanned arrival
until the  government permits mass immigration — bring lawsuits, annul
these contracts [on house purchases] and put the parties back into their
original positions. It was like that not only with Refat Nafeyev and his family
— there are a mass of other families who have come of their own accord,
bypassing the permission of the relevant bodies. Then there were court rulings
to evict them.

fence.
Z. Nafeyeva then spoke herself :

We said : 'Let us in, we want to warm ourselves,' but Sinyavsky said: 'You'll
die, then we'll bury you. There's lots of earth, so we don't grudge it.'

The Procurator: 'Well, if he said that he's a fool ... we'll check with him.' In
the argument that ensued the Procurator said once again that the authorities
were forced to act.

If we don't touch them, then it will start like in September last year when
15, 20 families were coming at once, en masse, we won't allow that.

From the hall : 'They'll come anyway!'
The Crimean 'Tatars remind the Procurator that the Decree of 1967 said

that they could settle throughout the territory of the Soviet Union and demand-
ed: if there really was a law which said they did not have the right, as the
Procurator said, to come to the Crimea of their own accord, then let him
state it and give it a name.

The Procurator:

There are laws that are not published. For example, Korolyov was twice
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awarded the title of Hero of Socialist Labour, and these decrees did not
appear anywhere. There are such decrees which are not made public and
are only for official use. Decrees that don't need to be trumpeted over there
on the Voice of America ... If there was a decree that allowed you to go toany corner of the Soviet Union, then no one would have started all this
trouble ... Look, you've been appealing to Moscow, Kiev, the Regional Soviet
Executive Committee ...

jobs so that they feel under pressure the whole time.' And: '500 Tatars, but is
there a single teacher of the Tatar language?'

Fedchenko:

32 nationalities live in Krasnoperekopsk and none of them demands teach-
ing in its native language. Here you have the Ukrainian republic, not the
Tatar republic, and the basic language is Russian.

(Interjection : 'We have no one else to complain to !')
The Procurator:

• • •

You don't know how to complain? There are those who travelled to Sakharov
and all over the place ... We know where they went. Many of you know that
Decree by heart.

The assembled company continued to try to find out what laws there were be-
sides the Decree of 1967. The Procurator stated that there was an official inter-
pretation attached to the Decree which he was not obliged to show, and
according to which

[the return of Crimean Tatars to the Crimea] is permitted only if this forms
part of a planned resettlement. Is that really not clear?

An elderly woman said: 'In the newspapers it was very clear, that was why we
came.'

They asked the Procurator how many Crimean Tatars could be settled each
year.

On 21 October the family of Rustam Nafiyev (a war veteran who took part in
the defence of Sevastopol) was evicted from the village of Grushevka in Kirov
district. The operation was carried out by a detachment of 30 policemen led
by the police chief of Stary Krym, Major Voloshchenko. On the instructions of
the chairman of the village soviet, Volkova, 20 state farm workers were assigned
to help them, who had been withdrawn from vine-clipping for the purpose. The
workers at first refused to carry the things out into the street in the rain, but
Volkova threatened that if they didn't they would not be paid for the day. The
neighbours of the Nafiyevs were warned that whoever let them spend the night
at their house would receive 15 days.

*

I don't know, I do not receive that information. If we here are given 200
families as part of a planned resettlement, then by all means 200 can live
here.

Enver Ametov sent a complaint to the Procurator-General of the U S S R, say-
ing that his house had been demolished, his family had been evicted from
another house and his property stolen (Chronicles 40, 42). In the reply of the
deputy Procurator of the Crimean region, V. K. Belogurov, dated 22.9.76,
it was admitted that the eviction was illegal but 'the fact of the theft of money
and valuables has not been confirmed'. It was promised that those guilty would
be brought to trial. Belogurov proposed to Ametov that he bring a civil suit for
compensation for damages as a result of their actions. The court would not
accept the suit. After lengthy enquiries Procurator Grechikhin received Ametov
and informed him that for evicting his family the chief of the fire-watch brigade
of the `Gorny' collective farm, Ruban, had received a reprimand, and the chair-
man of Bogatoye village soviet, Telny, a severe reprimand.

Procurator Fedchenko supposed that the number of persons of Tatar nationality
to be allowed into any district was decided by the organs of the Council of
Ministers which manage labour resources; such information might be received
by District Soviet Executive Committees.

The Procurator reproached 'his own' Tatars for complaining, when there
were already 500 of them in the district, and for not appreciating the better
attitude to them here than in other districts like Bakhchisarai and Belogorsk.
He said:

* S *

Why don't you go to Bakhchisarai? Because there they really persecute
people, with no joking ... There order reigns, and everyone knows there's
order, so no one goes there. Whilst in Perekopsk district, it's like a wave of
you have descended on us here.

On 30 January  Refat Asanov (Chronicle 43) received a letter from the Crimean
regional Procuracy:

Your complaints addressed to the Central Committee of the Communist
Party on the question of the illegal eviction of your mother and sisters from
the house bought by private transaction in the village of Bakhchisarai dis-
trict, and also of the administrative proceedings brought against your sisters
for petty hooliganism, have been checked out by the Crimean regional
Procuracy.

'We're not treated as people,' said the Tatars. 'You remove Tatars from their
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As a result, the facts mentioned in the complaint have been partially con-
firmed, and in this connection representations have been made by the regional
Procuracy to the executive committee of the Bakhchisarai district soviet of
workers' deputies, where the question has been raised of instituting pro-
ceedings against the guilty parties.

The resolutions of the Dzhankoi district people's court of 13 December
1976 on the institution of administrative proceedings against your sisters
for petty hooliganism were appealed against by the Procurator of Dzhankoi
district on 19 January 1977.
Chief of the section of general supervision

B. N. Evstafev, Counsellor of Justice
On 6 March R. Asanov again wrote to L. I. Brezhnev. He repeated his demands:
to return the house to his mother and sisters, to recompense the damage
inflicted, and to punish the guilty parties

In I3elogorsk a notice was hung up: 'House for sale in Belogorsk. Enquiries after
5 pm at Nizhnegorskaya Street 2A, flat 5. The house will be sold to Russians
only.'

* * *
The chairman of Simferopol district soviet executive committee, I. D.
Tarasyuk, declared to a resident of the village of Sofievka, Sviridov: 'If you
sell your house to any Crimean Tatars, we'll find you, bring you in and lock
you up. One like you didn't listen — he's been in prison for three months
already.'

9 *

* *

At the sitting of a court which on 28 October examined the civil suit of the
Procuracy against Murat Voyenny concerning the recognition of his purchase
of a house as invalid, the written explanation of V. A. Molokoyedova, the
daughter of the former owner of the house, was read out and filed: Werkholo-
bova (chairman of the village soviet of Kurkskoye — Chronicle) said to
Mummy that she mustn't dare sell her house to Tatars, but she did not listen
and sold it. Mummy said to Verkholobova that Tatars were people like anyone
else.'

Crimean Tatars, even when registered in the Crimea, are experiencing restric-
tions when moving to a new place. Besides the incident with the Asanov family,
a few other such incidents are known. NiyazI Dagdzhi, registered in Razdolnoye
district, after moving to the village of Kurskoye, could not register for a period
of a year, and in October 1976 was sentenced to 2 years of banishment. Usein
Konsul cannot get registration of his purchase of a house in the village of
Nikolayevka, where he is registered. Refide AlVeva, a widow with three child-
ren, has been unable for two years to transfer her registration from one village
to another.

• *
Without registration pensions are not paid. War veterans Bilyal Ametov and
Seitmemet Umerov do not receive pensions.  n Sofia, who died in 1975
at the age of 83, lived in the Crimea for his last four years without receiving
a pension.

Yu. N. Fedulov sold his house in Stary Krym to Urret Suleimanov and moved
to Kherson region. In his new place of residence they will not register him. His
letter about this to the editorial staff of the television programme 'Man and the
Law' was sent on to the Kirov district of the Crimea. The chairman of the
district soviet executive committee, Alekseyev, replied to him on 16 November
1976. He accused Fedulov of violating the rules on the sale of homes and of
'gratifying a citizen of doubtful reputation ...'

U. Suleimanov, a father of five children, has worked for more than 30 years
and has numerous expressions of gratitude for his work.

Crimean marriage registration offices are refusing to register marriages of
Crimean Tatars if even one of the spouses is not registered in the Crimea.
Rustem Metelkiyev, registered in the village of Krymka in Dzhankoi district,
and Anife Ernirova have not been able to register their marriage since June
1976. Asan Bekirov and Seiyara Adzhiyeva, who is registered in the village of
Pushkino, had to go to Uzbekistan to register their marriage. faesian Bilyalov
and Elm= Kennlova, who were married in October 1976, have been unable
to register their marriage in Stary Krym (Lesian's father was convicted under
article 196 — see above).

Sadykh Kharakhady and Shevket Kemalov, who bought a house in Stary Krym,
wrote a statement to N. V. Podgorny on 30 September 1976. They report that
when they went to the police for registration on 23 September, the head of
the passport desk drew up a record to institute criminal proceedings against
them. Chief of the city police Major I. V. Voloshchenko took part in the con-
versation. He read them some letter on the 'atrocities of Crimean Tatars' and
said: 'You should all have been shot [in 1944] instead of deported. The blood
of the Russians shot by your fathers has still not dried, and you have got rich
and are coming here and illegally buying houses.' The letter to Podgorny says
further:* • •
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Nikolai Victorovich
My father Ali Kharakhady went to war in 1941, returned an invalid in

1946, and died in 1952 in exile in Uzbekistan. My brother Abdurafi
Kemalov ... died at the war, and my father and mother died of starvation
in Uzbekistan. Now ... Major Voloshchenko is defiling the blessed memory
of our relatives and near ones ... We ask you to protect us from the tyranny
of unrestrained chauvinists.

On 25 October the head of the Kirov district  0  V D, Captain A. G. Shevchenko,
replied to them:

... the facts mentioned in the letter have been partially confirmed •.. com-
rade Voloshchenko I. V. has been severely warned for exceeding his powers
... In respect of your registration ... we can report nothing new ...

U. Suleimanov (see above) and Gulnar Khalilova wrote about the same
Voloshchenko to Podgorny:

U. Suleimanov asked the chief of police to show his instructions that Crimean
Tatan should not be registered in the Crimea. Voloshchenko stated in reply:
'What, do you decide on your own laws here? ... Maybe you'll come tomor-
row and say that my place belongs to you. No, nothing will come of it. As
long as Soviet power exists, you will not be registered here. Banishment
awaits you, so don't say you haven't been warned.

acquire dwellings. Inform the complainants of the results of your verification
and the measures taken.

B. N. Evstafev, Head of section of general supervision,
Crimean regional Procuracy

Counsellor  of Justice

(Susanna Chalbash, wife of Shevket Arnautov, who was convicted in Septem-
ber  1976, gave birth to a third child in the autumn. She has been summoned to
the Procuracy several times and threatened with the institution of criminal
proceedings against her.)

On 15 October 39 Crimean Tatars from Belogorsk district sent a telegram
to the USSR Procurator-General:

... Trials of Crimean Tatars by kangaroo courts are continuing without any
guilt having been incurred and without grounds, allegedly for violation of the
residence regulations.

They also requested that a commission be sent and 'the violators of socialist
legality be restrained'.

On 3 October 1976 an appeal was handed in to the Presidium of the USSR
Supreme Soviet which said : 'We are deprived of the right to work and feed
our children ... None of us is guaranteed that our families will not be rounded
up, forcibly thrown into police cars and chucked out of the Crimea.'

On 7 October 76 Crimean Tatars from Kirov district, who had been sub-
jected to various repressions, sent a complaint to the Procurator-General of the
U S S R. They requested that a commission from the USSR Procuracy be
sent to the Crimea to investigate the facts of discrimination. '... In no way can
we trust the comrades in either Simferopol or Kiev to investigate the facts
in this letter ...'

They received this reply:

To Procurator of Kirov district, Jurist 1st class, corn. Skvortsov G. A.
Copy to citizen Chalbash S., g. Stary Krym Kirovskogo r-na, ul. Libknekhta,
68.
5.XI.76. 7-2265/76
I am sending you for verification and the taking of appropriate measures a
collective complaint about the violation of citizens' rights to register and

* *

In December and January dozens of people went weekly to the Belogorsk
district soviet executive committee, while others travelled weekly from various
districts to Simferopol. On 22 December a statement with 77 signatures was
handed in to the regional soviet executive committee [in Simferopol] :

We, the undersigned, Crimean Tatars without work and without rights,
have been addressing all organs of the Crimean region for months and years
on the subject of getting work and registration ... We demand, and will seek
to achieve by every means, the observance of the USSR Constitution:

the right  to  work (article 118);
national equality (article 123);
inviolability of the person (article 127);
the guarantee of the inviolability of our dwellings (article 128).

We demand the observance of article 130 of the USSR Constitution by
officials of the Crimean region.

Belogorsk Tatars sent a telegram to Brezhnev on 27 December. On 28 December
about 100 people who had assembled in Simferopol dispatched a telegram
to Podgorny (both were sent to Moscow express). In the latter telegram it was
reported that instead of officials receiving them the police had dispersed them.

On 25 January 1977 about 50 people gathered at the regional executive
committee. A detachment of police and K G B again dispersed them, and
K G B officers photographed those who had assembled. Three people were
arrested: two were fined, and  Tair Abdurazakov from Belogorsk was given  10
days in prison.

* * *
On 18 February 1977 Tair Azdurazakov, Murat Voyenny, Seiyar M
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Reshat Refatov  and  Lenur EminTliyev  were summoned to the Belogorsk dis-



trict K G B. District head Ilinov demanded that the collection of signatures
under the appeal 'For the 60th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Re-
volution' be stopped.  Muklisim Osmanov  was also summoned to the K G B. It
was proposed to him that he influence the young people to stop their 'agitation'
and the collection of signatures.

On 23 February  Eldar Shabanov was  summoned from work to the deputy
chairman of the Belogorsk district soviet executive committee. Shabanov was
brought together with the head of the mechanized division of the construction
administration, where he works as a driver.

In reality the 'chat' with him was conducted by the same llinov, an officer
of the regional K  G B,  Zhitov, and district Procurator Grechikhin. A resolu-
tion was read aloud to Shabanov which contained a warning 'for anti-Soviet
fabrications and actions'. He is threatened with criminal prosecution for actions
he took in 1969-1973 in order to acquire the right to live in the Crimea
(Chronicle 31).

The following day the head of the building site, Mitushin, made a speech
attacking Shabanov at a planning meeting.

In February Izet Yunusov from Saki, Ebazer Seitvaapov from Simferopol,
and others  were also summoned to the K  G B.

of the family. However, taking into account that they were in fact living in
the house, and the legal owner refused to return to it, it had been proposed to
the district police that they reconsider the question of their registration. After
delays caused by the director of the Grushevka state farm, Grebenyuk, which
lasted another month, the Khalilovs legalized the purchase of the house and
registered their residence.

In other districts where, also, many Crimean Tatars live, registration has not
apparently begun.

The Right to Leave One's Country

In February, when Crimean  Tatars visited district soviet executive committees,
they began to  be received individually. K G B  officers took part in the conversa-



tions. Many were allowed to legalize the ownership of their houses and to  re-



gister their  own residence. They were promised that soon everyone who already
lived in the Crimea would be registered. K G B officers did not conceal that
this concession was connected with the 60th anniversary of the October Revolu-



tion (and also, evidently, with the fear of collective actions timed for the
anniversary).

And  indeed, in February and March about 40 families were registered in
Belogorsk (three unregistered families remained), as were many in the Belogorsk
district.

In the neighbouring Kirov district, in the village of Zhuravki, 17 families
out of 20  are being registered. The director of the local state farm made a
condition, however: members of these families must before registration  hand
in a statement about their acceptance for a job, moreover the job could be only
in those sectors which he had designated (these, of course, were the most
unattractive jobs).

In the village of Grushevka in Kirov district the family of Abibulla Khalil();
who was serving his term of `compulsory labour' (see above) received an answer
from the regional Procuracy on 4 February to their complaint to the Procurator-
General of the U S S R. The reply said that verification had shown the legality
of the refusal  of registration and the lawfulness of the conviction of the head

Germans

In 1975 in Karaganda region three men were convicted under article 170-1 of
the Kazakh Criminal Code (equivalent to article 190-1 of the Russian Code):
V aleeanrtin Vim and Anton Vinshu received 3 years each, and L. Vinshu receivedI y

In September 1976 Genrikh Reimer (Chronicles 41, 42) and Lilya Furman
(Chronicle 42) were convicted under the same article. Reimer received 3 years,
Furman — If. On 1 June 1976, a month before his arrest, the wife of G. D.
Reimer died; he was left with three children; the youngest is seven.

Lilya Furman, who was living in Kirgizia, was arrested on 20 July in Alma-
Ata, where she had been summoned to an interrogation as a witness.

In August 1976 Victor Klink, who had already served two years (Chronicle
34) and his father Artur Klink (Chronicle 41) were arrested. On 22 September
they were sentenced under article 172-1 of the Kazakh Criminal Code ('Insult-
ing a police officer or people's vigilante') to 6 and 3 months respectively of
imprisonment in a strict-regime camp. Victor Klink is an invalid of group 2,
and his father is 72 years old.

* S •
At the end of 1976 Soviet Germans living in Kazakhstan and Kirgizia wrote
an 'Appeal'. In it they describe the history of their exile in 1941, their struggle
for permission to leave for the Federal Republic of Germany, the un
substantiated refusals,  the persecution, searches, arrests and trials (see
Chronicles 32, 34, 41, 42). It carries more than 300 signatures.

The Moscow Helsinki Group has received letters from the Geidebrekht
couple (Frunze 43, Belgorodskaya ul. 48), the TWIT family (Frunze, Igarskaya
14), the Girsh family  (Frunze 49, Komsomolskaya 7),  the hank family
(Kirgizskaya S S R, Sokulusky r-n, s. Novo-Pavlovka), the Milchel family (same,
Komsomolskaya ul. 31), the family of Voldemar Suchkov (Litovskaya S S R,
Kaunassky r-n, der. Rinkunai), the Gasiunas family (Litovskaya S S R, Kaunas,
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ul. Vyturiu 9, kv. 1), and from Erik nIns (Litovskaya S S R, Klaipeda,
ul. Vytauto 34, kv. 9). The authors of the letters, all Soviet Germans, describe
their struggle over many years to leave for West Germany and the unsub-
stantiated refusals. They ask for help.

For example, Voldemar Suchkov is a citizen of West Germany. Until 1945
he lived in Germany. In 1959 he married a Lithuanian. Then, in 1959, they
began to ask permission to leave for Germany. Now they already have seven
refusals. When their daughter Rita Suchkovaite received a passport in 1976,
she was, despite her protests, recorded as a citizen of the U S S R. Voldemar
Suchkov himself is living in the USSR on a 'foreigner's residence permit'.

The case is being conducted by a senior assistant of the Lithuanian Procurator,
Bakuèionis.

Salansky has already been interrogated nine times. An arrest has been imposed
on his correspondence. A written undertaking not to leave town has been
taken from him.

Professor Salansky worked in the Krasnoyarsk Institute of Physics of the
USSR Acadt.my of Sciences. The testimonial given him by this institute says
that he never engaged in 'secret' work. For the last few years Salansky has lived
in Vilnius and has not worked in his profession. However, two years ago he was
refused permission to leave for Israel for security reasons.

In Vilnius Salansky has directed an unofficial seminar on Jewish culture
(Chronicle 43). He was also a member of the organizing committee of the
international symposium on Jewish culture in the USSR (Chronicle 43).
Evidently these two facts are the real reason for instituting a criminal case
against him.

27 Jewish activists have appealed in a letter to the Jewish communities of the
world about Salansky. They write that Salansky's childhood was spent in the
ghetto of Kaunas and he miraculously survived after a German officer dis-
figured him with a bayonet. The authors of the letter report that Salansky's
mother is in Israel and is ill with cancer. 'All the norms of morality and
humanity demand that Salansky immediately be given the opportunity to
emigrate to Israel.'

Pentecostalists
On 21 February 1977 the presbyter of the Pentecostal community in the
settlement of Starotitarovskaya, Krasnodar territory, Nikolai Goretoi,his sonEnokh Goretoi,deacon Nikolai Bobarykin, Fyodor Sidenkoand a representa-
tive of the Pentecostal community in Georgia, Stanislav Babichenko,trans-
mitted to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet a letter signed by 520
Pentecostalists, asking permission for them to leave the U S S R. They are willing
to leave for any country which is prepared to receive them and in which there
is a community of Pentecostalists.

On 22 February delegates of the Pentecostalists arranged a press con-
ference at which they set out the reasons for their desire to leave (see 'Per-
secution of Believers'). They also stated that they needed temporary material
help for their departure.

Since January Nikolai Goretoi has been summoned to interrogations.
At the end of 1976 the Moscow Helsinki Group used the Pentecostalists'

materials to compile83 the collection Come out of it, my People, devoted to
problems of emigration.*

It contains their appeals to international organizations and world opinion,
statements asking permission to leave, and their life stories.

In December 1976 the Moscow Helsinki group handed this collection to
foreign correspondents. In addition, it was sent to each of the governments of
the participant countries of the Helsinki conference.

See also Chronicle 32.

* * *

Jews
In December 1976 the Lithuanian Procuracy instituted a criminal case under
article 199-1 of the Lithuanian Criminal Code (equivalent to article 190-1 of the
Russian Code) against Doctor of Physical-Mathematical Sciences Professor
Naum Salansky.He is accused of preparing documents which slander the
policy of the Soviet government toward Soviet citizens of Jewish nationality.

On 16 February Yakov Rakblenko was invited to see a senior OVIR inspector
of the USSR M V D, Kovalenko, in connection with a letter by 170
'refuseniks' demanding written and legally based answers to their statements
about leaving. During the conversation a colonel who did not give his name
was present, but said nothing. Here are some points from the conversation:

'The reason for refusals is state security, a point mentioned in the Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights.'

'All my family except myself and my mother are in Israel.'
'Your sister is not family; read the Code of Laws on Marriage and the

Family. In the Helsinki agreement it talks only about the reunification of fami-
lies. You write that thousands of families cannot leave. That is slander. We
have only 1,840 'refuseniks'. This is 1.6 per cent of the total. But 'thousands'
means two thousand or more. Zionist propaganda is deceiving you. You are
poisoned by national chauvinism. You were born here and should live here.
You have nothing to do in Israel. The majority of those who have signed the
letter do not have the right to leave, as in their cases there is no question of
family reunification. Today one will want to leave, then another, then a
third ... What kind of a state will that be?'

'Do you think that everyone will want to run away from here?'
'No, but you want to run away.'

(*The copy received by Keston College (Kent, U K) names Alexander Ginzburg asthe compiler.]
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Kovalenko finished the conversation thus,
'I don't give a damn about your stattments. Nothing you write will help

you in the slightest. I advise you to give up going to official bodies, and writing,and complaining. However long it is decided to keep you, we will keep you.
Your scribblings will not help you.'

A Fire at the Home of Landa

I 41
In November 1975 an inhabitant of Riga, Alexandra Alekseyeyna Dmitrochen-
koya, gave in an application to leave. In January 1976 she received a refusal.
She was told that she would be given permission to leave, as she was Russian.

On 18 December 1976 a fire occurred in the room of Malva Noyevna Landa,
a member of the Moscow Helsinki group. Below is a summary of an essay by
Landa, 'A Case of a Fire or a Case of Texts "of Illegal Content",' dated 20
February 1977.

* * *

S *
Maria Jurgutiene  (Chronicle 36), who lives in Vilnius, has been endeavouringsince December 1974 to get permission to leave with her 13-year-old daughter
for the U S A, wherc her husband Aloizas Jurgutis lives (in May 1974 he did
not return from a tourist trip to Yugoslavia). To her requests she has received
such answers as: (March 1975) her husband had betrayed his country; (April1976) there was no possibility of satisfying her request; (24 December 1976)
simply a refusal. M. Jurgutiene reports these circumstances in a statementaddressed to world opinion and to President Carter. The statement also says:

I am constantly receiving written and verbal threats: they will send me to
prison, they will take away my flat, they will expel my daughter from school
because a Soviet school is no place for her to study.
On 30 May 1974 a search took place in our flat. On 22 September 1974
I was deprived of my job. I had worked in the 'Knowledge' society as a
librarian specializing in organization and methods. From 30 May 1974 to 1
February 1975 I was summoned incessantly to interrogations at the K G B.In June 1974 my 11- year - old daughter Laina was also at an interrogationat the K G 13. An arrest has been imposed on correspondence with my
husband, which has stopped. On 30 March 1975 my telephone was cut off
without warning. I was summoned to the police station several times for
explanations as to why I was not working.

On 29 July 1976 a search took place in the flat. Constant surveillance of me
has operated continuously up to the present.

What can be more natural than the reunification of a family? This is a
vitally important question for our family. I want to live together with the
man I love and with whom I joined my fate. I ask only for what is con-
sidered the inalienable right of every person.

As the above-mentioned facts are a crude violation of the Covenant on
Civil Rights and the Final Act of the Helsinki conference, I consider it myright to report what has been set out above and, having exhausted all possi-
bilities in my own country, to turn to you and ask for help in defending
my rights.

M. Jurgutiene, Vilnius, 10/3 /1977.

Having failed to extinguish the fire through her own efforts, M. Landa ran out
into the stairwell crying 'Firer Here a young man who was a stranger to her
appeared (although she lived on the fourth floor); instead of helping her to put
out the fire, he seized her and held her on the stair landing, preventing her from
entering the flat until it was no longer safe to do so. Firemen took half an hour
to arrive. However, they were hindered by the fact that the electricity had not
been switched off, and entered the flat only when everything in Landa's room
had burned.

In the record of the inspection of the place where the fire occurred (the fire
began at about 12 o'clock, the inspection was at 15.30), it says:

During the inspection of the room and kitchen, in the refrigerator in the flat's
kitchen and in places near where the room's parquet floor was burned, hand-
and type-written texts of illegal content were discovered:

I. The final plea of Vladimir Bukovsky at his trial on 5 January 1972,
six sheets written by hand, beginning with the words : 'Citizen judges, I shall
not repent ...', and ending with these words on the last page: 'I have managed
to accomplish too little for this cause'.

15. A typed text with the heading 'Repression of Political Prisoners in
Vladimir Prison from May 1975 to April 1976', beginning with the words
'Torture by cooler in Vladimir prison' and ending with 'We urge that these
scandalous crimes be exposed as widely as possible', the whole text on 16
sheets.

The above-mentioned handwritten and typed texts have been removed
from the place of the occurrence for appropriate examination ...

Police Major I. D. Ilichev,
Senior investigator of the Investigations Department of Krasnogorsk 0 V D

The housing office estimated the damage inflicted by the lire at 2,493 roubles.
M. Landa stated that she was willing to pay this sum in instalments. Nonethe-
less, on 17 February she was presented with a resolution on the institution of a
charge against her under article 99 ('Negligent destruction or damagc to state
or public property') and 150 (Negligent destruction or damage to personal
property of citizens') of the Russian Criminal Code. Article 150 was brought
against M. Landa on the complaint of her neighbour in the shared flat, B. M.
Kutin. Moreover, a suit of the 'plaintiff Kutin' for the sum of 616 roubles
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was added to the suit of the housing office. In the above-mentioned resolution
some remains of 'rolls of film', allegedly found after the fire, are mentioned.

M.  Landa describes in detail all the strange circumstances surrounding the
fire.

Analysing the events of the fire, and also how readily, or, more accurately,
with what clear intent I am being presented with more and more charges, I
have reached the conclusion that the K  G B  organs were interested in this fire
not being extinguished in its early stage (as could easily have been done) and
in it completely destroying my room and everything in it. They, as I now
suppose, were also guilty of starting the  fire.

Investigator Ilichev, conducting the 'case of the fire', questioned M. Landa
about the 'texts of illegal content' found after the fire.

I was interested on what grounds the investigator decided that, for example.
the 'Final Plea' of Bukovsky or the verdict of Lyubarsky were classified as
having 'illegal content'. 'But we live in a Soviet state', investigator Ilichev
replied to me. 'Bukovsky, isn't he the one who was exchanged for Louis
Corvalan?' To my question whether he had read the text of Bukovsky's
'Final Plea', the investigator explained to me that being a 'simple Soviet
man', he naturally would not want to read this text.

The investigator stated to Landa that she had a negative attitude to the Soviet
political and social system and regarded as the cause of those negative pheno-
mena in which she was 'interested'. In this connection Landa writes:

Yes, I have a negative attitude to the Soviet political and social system, in
particular because under this system there is persecution and punishment
(openly or using various falsifications, deceptions, provocations, etc.) for
having a critical or negative attitude, i.e. for views and beliefs.

I  regard this system as organically corrupt, for it is not capable of exist-
ing and defending itself without recourse to lies and terror. I have a negative
attitude towards it because under it the individual personality is not respected,
but is suppressed; this system aids the spiritual, and at times also physical
degradation of the individual.

I  find this system to be deeply corrupt because the greater part of the
population under it is in a condition of slavery or semi-slavery, enjoying
benefits (big or small; more often small than big), but has no rights, has no
legal possibilities for defending its rights.

News in Brief

In the publishing house of the Novosti Press Agency a special group is working
on a book, On tile Deportation of A. D. Sakharov. lt is planned to publish the
greater part of the edition in foreign languages. The book has already under-
gone its first proof-reading.

A book is also being prepared there on dissidents, on how their activity
hinders trade and increases economic difficulties. Many documents and photo-
graphs have been assembled for the book.

*

In February-March 1977 the Department of Agitation and Propaganda of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party held a conference of editors of
certain newspapers and journals. At this conference an unknown man spoke (it
is known that he was not from the Central Committee) and said roughly the
following :

'Numerous demands come into the editorial offices of newspapers and journals
from Soviet people asking the authorities to display, at last, firmness and to
muzzle the dissidents. In connection with this, it has been decided to imprison
the 50 most active dissidents and to deal strictly with those who have "got in
with them". It is time to show strength and not to pay attention to the West.'

On the subject of emigration the man who had spoken said:
'The Soviet Union showed its good will by signing the Helsinki Agreement.

We know that there is no reunification of families. Young people are using
their departure abroad for selfish ends. Let those who challenge Authority go,
rather, to build the Baikal-Amur railway.'

* * *
After presenting Landa with a resolution on the institution of charges against
her, the investigator said to her that the investigation was over and that on 21
February she could appear with a lawyer to study the 'case'. Nonetheless, when
Landa appeared with a lawyer, it turned out that studying the 'case' had been
postponed in view of the fact that the case had been sent for further
investigation.

Registration and Exchange

On 15 January 1976 the police of the Perovsky district of Moscow refused
to register A. D. Sakharov in the two-roomed cooperative flat of his wife. The
police representative, who had earlier authorized this registration, stated to
Sakharov that members of the cooperative were protesting against his registra-
tion, and the police could not act against the public will. Subsequently it became
clear that the majority of residents in the cooperative did not know about the
protest made on their behalf by the commandant of the house and the secretary
of the party group of Building Cooperative. The authorities asked Sakharov
to register in the house where he had not lived for a long time, but he refused.
At the beginning of December 1976 he was suddenly registered at the place
which he had requested. Shortly afterwards the family of A. D. Sakharov, con-
sisting of seven people and taking up two two-bedroomed flats with a total floor-
space of 62.86 square metres, applied for an exchange, as a result of which they
would move to a four-bedroomed flat with a floorspace of 70.97 square metres.
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The complicated exchange, in which seven families took part, was authorized on27 January 1977 by the housing commission of the Cheremushki district sovietexecutive committee, but on 2 February the committee (chairman — E. A.Asoskov) revoked the commission's decision and forbade the exchange, as one
of the participants of the exchange 'alone occupies a room of 16.07 square
metres in dimension, is thus provided with living space, and, according to pointsix of the Model Statutes for Building Cooperatives, cannot be accepted as a
member of a cooperative' (as a result of the proposed exchange this partici-
pant was to have received a one-room cooperative flat of 16.8 square metres).
On 10 February the people's court of Cheremushki district, and on 2 March the
Moscow city court, upheld the refusal of the exchange.

On the morning of 2 March TASS correspondent Alexander Isayev reportedto the West :

thoughts were contained in, for example, the unpublished book by Turchin
The Inertia of Fear: Socialism and Totalitarianism (Chronicle 42). During the
talk he resorted to threats, saying for example that 'besides article 190- 1 there
is also article 70'. He finished the talk wtih the words: Tor the moment, you
are free', stressing 'for the moment'.

In a statement for the press Turchin said:

The K G B representative also declared to me that not a single organization
in the Soviet Union will employ me. I have not had a job since July 1974.
In September 1975 I turned to the authorities for permission to go abroad,
where I could find work. I shall again seek to obtain permission to go abroad
but only after the fate of the arrested members of the Helsinki group has
been elucidated.

In Moscow there exists a housing norm consisting of 10 square metres perperson. As for Sakharov, his family already has 30 square metres of space foreach member of the family. Sakharov also has a two-storey brick villa near
Moscow, 30 minutes' journey from the centre — as well as three flats inMoscow ... It would seem that everything was clear but Sakharov, having
shown himself to be a tireless litigator, brought a complaint against the
decision of the people's court of Cheremushki ditsrict in the Moscow city
court, not forgetting to invite to the hearing a group of foreign correspon-
dents. The question arises: why did Sakharov need this new farce? We do not
think that he acted thus because he was suffocating from the crush in histhree flats and out-of-town villa. Doubtless the reasons for this farce must
have been other — with some prompting Sakharov was compelled once again
to draw the scandal-seeking section of a part of the foreign press to his
person and at the same time to cast aspersions on Soviet laws.

* * *

Moscow. The report in Chronicle 43 on A. A. Zinoviev (section 'Extrajudicial
persecution') concluded thus: 'Zinoviev has not yet been dismissed'.

The logic sector of the Institute of Philosophy of the USSR Academy ofSciences did not recommend Alexander Alexandrovich Zinoviev for re-electionto the post of senior research officer.
On 20 January A. A. Zinoviev was dismissed.
On 3 February Zinoviev's telephone was cut off.
At the beginning of February Zinoviev received the following documentthrough the post:

Higher Degrees Commission of the USSR Council of Ministers
Extract from record No. 4 of the session of 4 February 1977 (the original
is in the files of the Higher Degrees Commission).
HEARD: petition of the specialized council attached to the Institute ofPhilosophy of the USSR Academy of Sciences on depriving A. A. Zinoviev
of the academic degrees of candidate and doctor of philosophical sciences
(certificate attached).
DECIDED :

For carrying out anti-patriotic actions incompatible with the title of a
Soviet academic, in accordance with point 104 of the 'Statutes on the pro-cedure for the award of academic degrees and academic titles', to deprive
A. A. Zinoviev of the academic degree of candidate of philosophical sciences
(diploma M F S No. 000566), of the academic degree of doctor of philoso-
phical sciences (diploma M F S No. 000051), of the academic title of senior
research officer (certificate M S N No. 002392), and of the academic title of
professor (certificate M P R No. 006992).

To consider the diplomas and certificates of A; A. Zinoviev enumerated
in point 1 as invalid and returnable to the Higher Degrees Commission of the
U S S R.

Moscow. On 14 February Valentin Turchin was detained near his house byunknown persons. They forced him to get into a car. The car set off forLefortovo and stopped at the K G B building. One of those accompanying
him got out of the car and went into the K G B building. He returned 20minutes later and the car set off again. Turchin was taken to the Cherernushkidistrict offices of the K G B (Turchin lives 10 minutes' drive from here, whileLefortovo is at the other end of town). Here a man who did not introducehimself referred to the Decree of 25 December 1972 (Chronicles 30, 32) andstated that Turchin was being warned for the last time in connection with the
fact that he was inflicting damage on the Soviet Union by means of slander and,
moreover, was associating with foreigners. Turchin objected that he had never
engaged in any slander, and he did not regard conversations with foreigners as
in any way reprehensible. He wrote a statement in which he set out his views.
Turchin refused to sign the record of the warning.

During the talk the K G B representative said that in his opinion slanderous
E. F. Stroganov, Dep. head academic secretary
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• •
The Trial of Pyotr Naritsa

The  case was heard on 6 and 7 January 1977 in a court in Jelgava; the Judgewas Medvedeva, the Prosecutor — Granit, the defence barrister — Mintsker.Pyotr Mikhailovich Naritsa, arrested on 27 August 1976 (Chronicle 42), wascharged under article 184 part 2 ('Resistance to representatives of authority').On 27 August the family of P. Naritsa went out of town in their car. Theiracquaintance Khrenov, who had persuaded them to make the trip, was drivingthe car. In a forest a car with vigilantes from the State Car Inspectorateapproached thun. After this, according to the prosecution version, Naritsarefused to produce his passport, and as he was 'very drunk' and swearingabusively, the five vigilantes decided to arrest him. Naritsa put up resistance,beat the vigilantes (two of the live figured at the trial as having suffered), andraised a car inspectorate key threateningly.
P.  Naritsa stated to the court that the attack was pre-arranged. He told howthe incident had begun with the people who later turned out to be vigilantescalling out rudely to him, insulting his wife, and, when he asked them to showtheir documents, jumping on him. Naritsa took cover in the car but three ofthem (the vigilantes who were witnesses confirmed this), dragged him out, beathim up cruelly and bundled him into a police car.

The evidence of the vigilantes was contradictory in many important specificdetails. The powerfully built vigilante Pitkas was, in his own words, knockedoff his feet by Naritsa's punch. The 'unproduced passport' turned out some-how to be in the possession of the investigator. This episode was for a momentclarified: vigilante Gvozdev said that Naritsa had shown him his passport,but here the prosecutor stated that Gvozdev, who had recently suffered a headinjury, was mentally incompetent. The witness was removed without finishinghis evidence.
At the trial a chain of procedural violations by the investigators came tolight.
The Judge, interrogating Naritsa sympathetically about the number of blowsreceived, elucidated that there were about 50 of them. Naritsa said that not allof them were strong but he was suffering from some of them to the presentday. Then the prosecutor 'unmasked' Naritsa: he would have died from 50blows, which meant he was lying about other matters too.
The sentence was 2/ years of ordinary-regime camps.
On 20 January Pyotr Naritsa was transferred to the hospital of the Rigainvestigations prison with a diagnosis of an unhealed wound from a blow tothe right hip.

Moscow. A few students from the Moscow Highway Institute were suspectedof printing and circulating leaflets. The investigation was conducted right in theinstitute building — the number of the auditorium was indicated on the sum-monses. In November 1976 at a K omsomol meeting of the third year it wassaid that students  V. Shishkin, V. Litterov, S. Voronov, V. Giushko, S. Ordanov-sky, S. Nikolayev. Yu. Zhigarev and Yu.  Lerneshev had been causing distur-bances, behaving provocatively and tactlessly in regard to those around themin public places. (It was whispered  around the hall that they had been circulat-ing  leaflets). Komsomol reprimands were issued to them.
After a while these students began to disappear from the institute.

* • •
Tartu. On 3 December 1976 a great number of people came to the club of theAgricultural Academy for an evening devoted to Constitution Day. The direc-tor of the club called the police. The students began to perform Estoniannational circle dances, moving round the policemen. Then, chanting the slogans'Long live the Soviet police r, 'Long live the forest brothers1',5 'Yankees, goaway beyond Lake  Peipus!', they began to process around the town. The fol-lowing day Komsomol organizers were summoned to the K  G B. shown photo-graphs and cine-films taken the previous day, and asked to identify the faceson them. Then students started to be summoned for  'chats'. More than 60people have already been summoned.

• •
Leningrad. On 13 December 1976 in the Vyborg Palace of Culture (OmskStreet)  Boris Smelov, a  member of the palace's photography club, gave anaccount of his creative work. 37 photographs in exhibition format were dis-played, and the meeting passed with great success. The management of theclub and its members asked the author not to remove his works, so that theycould show them to relatives and friends. The palace directors gave theiragreement to this. Smelov added another 60 photographs. On 30 December1976 the exhibition was taken down on the instructions of K G B officers. Thepalace director said on the telephone that he had handed the photographs overto the Vyborg district party committee. In the committee's department of agita-tion and propaganda they denied they had the photographs. In a private con-versation the director again said that he had given the photos to the districtcommittee and added that the majority of them had an anti-Soviet and religiouscharacter.

B. Smelov is 25 years old. His wife  Natalya Zhilina is an artist who has takenpart  in exhibitions of nonconformist artists.
B. Smelov and N. Zhilina displayed their works at the most recent unofficial

* * ri.e. the  anti-Soviet resistance which fought as guerrillas  in the forests of the Balticarea and the Ukraine in the years after 1944.1
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exhibition in Leningrad, which took place at the flat of Natalya Kazarinovafrom 18 to 23 January 1977.
N. V. Zhilina, a mother of two children, was deprived half a year ago ofher usual order from one of the Leningrad institutes for taking part in exhibi-tions. For taking part in the exhibition at the flat of N. Kazarinova, the man -agement of the art firm where Zhilina works was ordered to dismiss her at theslightest opportunity.

Moscow region. Pavel Kuznetsov (Chronicle 41) and Vladimir Avramenko
(Chronicle 39) have been transferred from the Kazan special psychiatric hospitalto an ordinary psychiatric hospital — no. 5 at Stolbovaya Station near Moscow.Sergei Musatov is also there (in Chronicle 39 there is an inaccuracy).

* • Odessa. On 22 January Vyacheslav Igrunov (Chronicle 38) was released from a
psychiatric hospital after completion of his compulsory treatment (Chronicle
43).Odessa. The young artists Victor Risovich, Vladimir Strelnikov, VladimirSychey, Khrushch and Shapovalenko are showing their pictures at 'pictureexhibitions'. In Odessa six such exhibitions have already taken place. Theyhave been widely visited by artists, educated people and young people. VladimirAsriyev, who provided his room for one of the exhibitions, has been beatenup on the street by strangers.

* * •
The report in Chronicle 41 (August 1976) that  V. IQ. Timokliin  had 'recently'been transferred to Sychyovka special psychiatric hospital was, evidently,premature. In January 1977 he was still in the Vladimir regional psychiatrichospital. In February-March he was transferred to Sychyovka.* *

Kazakhstan. After the arrest in July 1976 of presbyter Ivan Shteffen of theBaptist community in Issyk, Alma-Ata region, the authorities gave instructionsfor the community's prayer house to be destroyed (Chronicle 42). Members ofthe community wrote a statement to the Central Committee of the communistparty demanding the release of the presbyter and the restoration of the prayerhouse; 138 passports were appended to the statement.
On 1 November Shteffen received 5 years of strict-regime camps underarticles 200-1 ('Infringement of the personality and rights of citizens underthe guise of performing religious rites') and 170-1 of the Kazakh CriminalCode.

Statements by Sakharov

Ufa. In December 1976 Sergei Shuvalov was eventually forced to write a state-ment refuting the contents of the open letter by A. Ogorodnikov to the chair-man of the World Council of Churches Dr Potter on the subject of thepersecution of participants of his seminar (Chronicle 43).The K G B have approached 32 people in various towns with demands fora similar refutation.

• *
Tomsk region. The brothers Vladimir (15 years) and Vasily (16 years) Vavorskyare in the children's home in the village of Sredny Vasyugan. Their parentshave been deprived of their parental rights for giving their children a religiouseducation.

The address of their mother Frida Mikhailovna Yavorskaya: Saratovskayaobl., Tatishchevsky r-n, s. Yagodnaya Polyana.
* *

Correspondence with Carter

On 21 January 1977 A.  D.  Sakharov sent this letter to President Carter:
Dear Mr Carter,

It is very important to defend those who suffer for their non-violentstruggle for openness, for justice, for the trampled rights of other people. Ourduty and yours is to struggle for them. I think that very much depends onthis struggle — trust between people, trust in high-flown promises, and,ultimately, international security.
Here we have a difficult, almost intolerable situation — not only in theU S S R, but in all the countries of Eastern Europe. Now, on the eve of theBelgrade conference and with an upsurge in the struggle for human rights inEastern Europe and the U S S R, the authorities, not wanting to make anyconcessions regarding the human rights most essential for society (freedomof belief and information, freedom of conscience, freedom to choose one'scountry of residence, and others), not being capable of an honest competi-tion in ideas, are intensifying oppression and making attempts to discreditdissenters: the persecution of members of the Groups to Assist the HelsinkiAgreement in Moscow and the Ukraine, and especially the provocation in theMoscow underground railway, which must be seriously rebuffed. Do youknow the truth about the position of religion in the USSR — the humiliat-ing position of the official churches and the merciless persecution (arrests,fines, removal of children from believing parents) of those churches whichseek independence from the state (Baptists, Uniates, Pentecostalists, the True
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Orthodox Church and others)? The uninvestigated murder of Baptist Biblenko
may be one example of all this.

It is very important that the President of the U S A continue his efforts for
the release of those people whom the American public already know about,
and that these efforts do not remain fruitless. It is very important to continue
the struggle for those who are seriously ill, and for women political prisoners.
Here is a list of those who need urgent release, but it is very important to
remember that many others are in an equally serious position : Kovalyov,
Romanyuk, Dzhemilev, Svetlichny, Gluzman, Ruban, Shtern, Yury Fyodorov,
Makarenko, Sergiyenko, Pronyuk, Maria Semenova, Vins, Moroz, Fedorenko,
Superfin. Detailed information about each of them is available from
Khronika Press (Ed Kline knows everything!).

(Replying on 2 February to a question from the correspondent of the journal
Newsweek about this letter, Sakharov said : '... It was not an appeal which I
intended to make public. I do not know how it came to be printed in the news-



paper New York Times," but if its publication helps even one of the 16 peoplelisted in it I shall be deeply satisfied".)
On 5 February Carter sent a letter in reply: "

Dear Professor Sakharov,
I received your letter of 21 January, and I want to express my apprecia-

tion to you for bringing your thoughts to my personal attention.
Human rights is a central concern of my administration. In my inaugural

address I stated : 'Because we are free, we can never be indifferent to thefate of freedom elsewhere'. You may rest assured that the American people
and our government will continue our firm commitment to promote respect
for human rights not only in our own country but also abroad.

We shall use our good offices to seek the release of prisoners of con-
science, and we will continue our efforts to shape a world responsive to
human aspirations, in which nations of differing cultures and histories can
live side by side in peace and justice.

I am always glad to hear from you, and I wish you well.

On 17 February A. D. Sakharov replied:

Much esteemed Mr President :
Your letter of 5 February, which I received today, is a great honour for

me and a support for the unified movement for human rights in the USSR
and the countries of Eastern Europe, a part of which we all here consider
ourselves ...

I have repeatedly written and said that defence of basic human rights is
not interference in the internal affairs of other countries, but one of the most
important international affairs, inseparable from basic problems of peace and
progress. Today, having received your letter, the exceptional character of
which I clearly understand, I can only repeat this once again.

I shall use the occasion to remind you of some specific matters ...
From foreign radio broadcasts I have learned that you expressed a desire

to meet me if I came to the U S A. I am very grateful for this invitation.
For me there is no doubt that such a trip and personal contacts would be
extremely significant. Unfortunately, at the present time I do not envisage
the possibility of such a trip for myself.

I want to express the hope that the efforts of people of good will, and
your personal efforts, Mr President, will help the implementation of those
lofty goals about which you write in your letter to me.

Six Interviews

[A] Interview with a Norwegian correspondent (30 October 1976)
I. Did your situation improve after you received the Nobel Peace Prize?

... Unfortunately I cannot say anything comforting about a change of
position by the authorities in relation to me personally, my friends and
relatives, or my public activity and the conditions in which it takes place.

I, as well as my friends, are still not being allowed into the court-rooms
where political trials are held. Nor are the authorities showing greater
respect towards my appeals and letters — they simply don't reply to them.
My telephone and postal links with the West are still completely blocked
(telephone conversations are cut off after the first few words, which testifies
to the constant eavesdropping of the K G B; my post is not just opened by
the same organs, but often simply seized) ...

2. What has happened in the movement for human rights in the last year?
Which internal events particularly trouble you?

... Recently the initiatives of unorthodox artists, the organization of un-
official scientific seminars, musical evenings, etc. have attracted attention. But
especially important, I am convinced, is the movement which may be called
'general democratic movement' or, to be more precise, the 'movement for
human rights'. The spirit of this movement has been reflected most fully, in
my opinion, in the samizdat journal A Chronicle of Current Events, which is
cruelly persecuted by the K G B

In a totalitarian, closed society imbued with fear of the state and with
dependence on it, imbued with tyranny and egoism, the appearance of such
a movement, despite its small numbers and material weakness, is a pheno-
menon of historical significance. The movement for human rights in the
USSR is important for the whole world, because totalitarianism and closed
societies are, in fact, the greatest threat for the future of mankind.

It is precisely in this direction that strong blows were inflicted recently.
The arrest and conviction of Kovalyov and Tverdokhlebov, the fabrication
of a case against Dzhemilev and his conviction, which is almost equivalent
to a death sentence, the intensification of repressions in the camps ...

Ever stronger are dark rumours (unproven, but also not disproven) that in
individual cases the K 0 B is resorting to political murders and bandit-like
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ordinary superficiality, with no attention paid to contradictions in the case
and the demands of the defence. The case of the Tatar worker  Rafkat
Slmimuklmmedov,  shot in January 1976 after almost two years in a death
cell, is a terrifying example of how mercilessly and unjustly our judicial
machine sometimes works (the prosecutor and, evidently, the 'author' of the
case was Bekboyev).

And so a court of this sort is given a political case, in which the desired
sentence has been determined in advance by top officials of the K G B and
the participants in the trial know precisely that any 'liberty' they take will
harm their careers. Plain-clothes agents ot the same organization vigilantlyprotect the court-room to prevent any undesirable audience from penetrat-
ing and watching the judicial spectacle. Can one expect a justly grounded
sentence in these conditions?

Kovalyov and Tverdokhlebov, like many before them, were convicted
under articles 70 and 190-1 of the Russian Criminal Code. The notions
contained in these articles: anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda, slanderous
fabrications, the presence of an aim to undermine or weaken the Soviet
political and social system — are in no way defined juridically ...

S. The Soviet Union has said time and again that it will fulfil all the obliga-
tions of the Helsinki Final Act. Do you think that it is fulfilling all the
humanitarian obligations?

Insistence on freedom to exchange information and freedom of movement
for people (trips abroad, emigration) constitute an inalienable part of the
Helsinki Act. The very fact that in the Act the indissoluble link between these
demands and international security is emphasized makes it an important
historic document. Up till now the Soviet side has changed almost nothing
in its practice regarding free exchange of information and movement of
people. Individual concessions, for the most part in relation to emigration
or trips, are important, but they are not such as to produce a radical change
in the picture as a whole ...

6. Can you explain why you have almost no support from your colleaguesin Soviet science?
I do not think I have the right to reproach my colleagues in the  USSR for
insufficient support. The life of everyone who decides to speak out freely
on social questions quickly becomes unbelievably difficult, moreover not just
for the dissident himself, but also for those close to him. It is completely
natural that only a few individuals decide on this. In addition, for a man
who has a calling to science, inevitably his fears of being removed from it
are very relevant and completely real.

I very much value the support given to me by such well-known scientists
as Turchin, Orlov and Melchuk, but I cannot at the same time forget that
they all lost their jobs. Since 1971 Tatyana Khodorovich has been without
work, mathematician Yury Gastev is without work, and others. Returning
to my colleagues in the Academy of Sciences, I would like to add that I do

attacks to intimidate this or that category of people (for example, believers
who do not accept the intervention of the authorities in the affairs of their
church, or non-conformist cultural figures). I know of a few tragic events
which have taken place in the last year and which demand careful, dis-
passionate investigation in this context (the deaths of the Baptist Biblenko,
the Lithuanian Catholic engineer Tamonis, the Lithuanian Catholic kinder-
garten worker Lott:Calle, and the pact-translator Bogatyryov, the beating up of
the young dissident Kryuchkov, and the beating up of  Academician
Likhachev).  A year ago the unemployed lawyer  Evgeny Brunov  died a few
hours after visiting me and asking me to help him meet foreign correspon-
dents. There are testimonies that Brunov was thrown off a moving electric
train at night. To my repeated enquiries to the M V D about the circum-
stances of his death I have received no answer.

Both I and many other dissidents constantly encounter threats of physical
violence, particularly in relation to their relatives. Here are typical examples.
The pregnant wife of the Georgian dissident  Z. Gamsakhurdia  was repeatedly
called on the telephone with the threat: 'Prepare two coffins, one for your-
self and one for the child.' The 80-year-old mother of the poet  Alexander
Galich,  who is hated by the K G B (he left for the West two years ago),
was sent a typewritten note through the post for New Year 1976 with the
words: 'A decision has been taken to kill your son Alexander.'s° There are
many similar examples. The very form of these threats and the means of
informing the 'addressee' effectively preclude the lack of involvement in
them of official organs (for example, who else could intercept a letter
sent to me from abroad and insert in the same envelope a new letter con-
taining threats to my wife?) ...

4. The Soviet government says that the dissenters Sergei Kovalyov and Andrei
Tverdokhlebov were convicted because they broke Soviet law. What can you
say about Soviet legality?

Juridical culture, impartiality and independence of courts, and a commit-
ment to justice are in short supply in the whole of the Soviet judicial system,
and not only in relation to dissenters. I receive hundreds of desperate letters
from people convicted in ordinary criminal (not political) cases, and from
their relatives. While taking fully into account the commitment and partiality
of my correspondents, I nevertheless cannot but shrink in horror from  the
picture which opens up of judicial tyranny and corruption, of cruelty and a
lack of desire by those in power to put right the mistakes and injustices
committed. Without troubling themselves with the collection of proof, in-
vestigators frequently (themselves or with the help of prisoners) beat up
people under investigation, thus acquiring the needed evidence — I read  of
this in almost all my letters. A 19-year-old boy  Igor Brusnikin  died in this
way. In political cases, fortunately, there are at present no reports of this.
Even such serious cases as those where the death penalty is available —  for
example, premeditated murder — are examined by some courts with extra-
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not feel alone amongst them and constantly feel the silent support and
sympathy of some of them ...

8. What plans do you have now? Do you envisage circumstances in which
you will be forced to ask for a trip abroad or even to emigrate?

Up till now my situation, as well as the situation of those near to me, has
progressively deteriorated each year. It is possible that it will continue to
deteriorate in the future. I hope that international public opinion will find
effective methods of pressure and will prevent further such developments. I
do not regard emigration or a temporary trip abroad as a possible way out
for me personally.

* * *
[II]  Interview with the Italian  newspaper  Corriere della Sera  (26 January
1977).
7. Has pressure on dissidents increased recently?

I think so — yes. One of the reasons is the strengthening of the struggle for
human rights, which the authorities cannot deal with by means of honest
debate. The other reason is the approach of the Belgrade conference. To
suppress and compromise dissidents at this time is a tempting goal for the
organs of repression ...

It would appear that the authorities want to destroy the Groups to Assist
the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the USSR (Moscow,
Kiev, Vilnius) ...

After the explosion in the Moscow underground the fear arose that it
would be used to intensify repressions and, possibly, it was the work of the
K G B. The bloodstained past of the organs of state security aids the rise of
such fears. The article of Victor Louis greatly strengthens them ...

The deputy Procurator-General announced an official warning to me ...
Such a warning is often the precursor to arrest. However, regarding those
near to me and also myself I am more afraid of mafia-like actions ...

* *
[CI  Interview  with the American journal  Newsweek  (2 February 1977)
2. Do you look with optimism at the possibility of the Carter administration
rendering help? Or have you been made uneasy by the fact that it has given
more attention to the SALT agreement than to human rights in the U S  S  R?

I  regard the juxtaposition expressed in your question as erroneous. Negotia-
tions on disarmament and the defence of basic human rights are two indis-
soluble component parts of the struggle for the future of mankind, for
international security and trust. The indissoluble link between these two
aspects of the basic problem of mankind has in fact already been recognized
in the Final Act of the Helsinki conference on international security.

* •
[DJ Interview with the American television company C II S  (10 February 1977)

1. What is your opinion on the current human rights situation and the treat-
ment of dissidents in the U S S R? Why are the authorities intensifying pressure
on dissidents as Belgrade approaches?

The most important civil and political rights have traditionally been violated
in the U S S R. I have in mind freedom of conscience and freedom to
exchange information, freedom of movement and freedom of religion. Also
unjust trials, psychiatric repression, the arbitrariness and torture regime in
the camps (not only those for political prisoners, but also those for the
millions of criminals), the constant persecution of believers who do not
acknowledge the diktat of the state, the persecution of the Crimean Tatars,
Meskhetians and Germans, and the growing anti-semitism. One example.
Yesterday I received a letter from a group of Germans who came to
Lithuania to live and work. State and collective farms had provided them
with work and a place to live, but the authorities are refusing to register
them. Reduced to despair by threats to expel them by 1 April, they are now
demanding to leave for West Germany and repudiating Soviet citizenship.
There are 48 signatures under this letter. I am handing on the letter as a
document for the Belgrade conference.

This is the background against which today we are observing a new wave
of repression against active dissidents. We've had a big series of searches,
accompanied by forgeries and illegal confiscation of money; a whole army
of K G B agents has been mobilized; and there is a stream of slander in the
Soviet press. In the course of a week four members of the Group to Assist
the Implementation of Helsinki have been arrested in Moscow and the
Ukraine. The authorities are trying to disperse the ranks of dissidents, to
compromise and intimidate them. It is quite obvious that the goal of the
authorities is to achieve a situation before the Belgrade conference in which
not a single voice within the country will be able to make itself heard on the
violations of the humanitarian articles of the Helsinki Act ...

2. How do you regard the attitude of the new Carter administration towards
you and other dissidents? Is the policy of Washington effective in these matters?
What should the Carter administration say or do?

The moral and bold position of the new Carter administration arouses
respect and hopes in me. To conduct a policy of firmly, consistently and on
principle defending human rights throughout the world is not interference
in the internal affairs of other countries, but the salvation of the moral
democratic values of the American people and of the whole of mankind, the
salvation of a free future for the U S A and the whole world ...

4. What is your personal situation since you were summoned for an official
warning?

During the last few years persecution has been directed against those near
to me ...

My wife has become the object of a new form of slander in the name
of some (non-existent) man, letters containing the most odious insinuations
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have been sent to hundreds of addressees. Academicians, writers and artists
are receiving these letters. Some of them bring them to us, and they are
piling up in our house like waste paper. A stream of letters with intimidat-
ing cuttings has been coming from Norway — about car accidents, brain
operations, murders — you cannot enumerate them all. The mind cannot
grasp how many people are engaged in this so-called work. The recent refusal
to allow us an exchange of flats is very aggravating for our family. This
exchange would not have touched the housing fund of the state and would
have provided desirable living conditions for another five families besides
us. The district soviet executive committee, doubtless on K G B instructions
and in direct contravention of the law, would not allow this exchange.
Exchanges of flats constitute a special page in the life of our country, one
which portrays in bold colours the complete lack of rights of our citizens ...(See 'Registration and Exchange' in the section 'News in Brief' —

Chronicle.)6. What do you expect from world opinion at the present moment?
As always, I expect an understanding of the situation in the USSR and the
countries of Eastern Europe — this understanding is necessary for the whole
world. As always, I expect active and open interventions. Today I call on
world opinion:

To obtain the immediate transfer of Sergei Kovalyov to the Leningradprison hospital.
To seek the immediate release on bail or against personal guaranteesof the sick Alexander Ginzburg and Mykola Rudenko.
To seek the release of all four arrested members of the Groups toAssist Helsink i in Moscow and the Ukraine — Alexander Ginzburg, Mykola

Rudenko, Oleksa Tikhy and the leader of the [Moscow] Group, Yury Orlov.
Addressing citizens of the U S A, I call on them to seek a review ofthe sentence on Pyotr Ruban, sentenced to 8 years of camps and 5 years

of exile for carving a congratulatory message to the American people (in the
form of a wooden book) for the 200th anniversary of the independence of
the U S A.
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There was an attempt to fabricate a criminal case against him. A few days
ago he was summoned to an interrogation and threatened with the institu-
tion of a criminal case — perhaps it has already been instituted. Tanya
herself is now threatened with a criminal case in connection with the fact
that she was registered as a laboratory assistant at an enterprise where they
make a medical-diagnostic serum. She was receiving 20 roubles a month
and did translations from English at home for her work-shop, whilst theremainder of her salary was shared amongst themselves by the laboratory
assistants who washed dishes in the shop. This is done in the majority of
Soviet enterprises, but in the given instance the Procuracy has shown an un-
characteristic interest, reckoning that a loss has been inflicted on the state,
although the work was being performed. Tanya transferred her own loss —
280 roubles — to the enterprise. At an interrogation the Procurator threatened
her that she would be arrested at once, despite the fact that at home two
young children — aged three and one — and a sick grandmother were wait-
ing for her. How this will end, we do not know. I often think that all the
burdens and persecution which should have hit me personally are falling on
Tanya and Efrem, because Western public opinion reacts very sensitively to
any word addressed to me, but does not understand that the persecution of
them is for me incomparably more tragic than anything else. This family,
with two small children, which long ago became a hostage in the hands ofour repressive organs, lives in an unending nightmare, having totally sacri-
ficed its home, its peace and its work, and helping me so that I can continuemy social activity.

* 4 •

[F] Interview with tbe American Newsweek (24 February 1977)
1. How many political prisoners are there now in the Soviet Union? And how
did you reach the figure you give?

I think that there are now 2,000-2,500 political prisoners in the Soviet Union,
but some Western sources and some Soviet citizens indicate a much higher
figure — 20,000 people. I adhere to the former figure which I arrive at
simply by adding up the populations of all the camps I know about where
political prisoners are held and adding, also very approximately, a certain
percentage of those in other camps and psychiatric prisons. Unfortunately,
statistics of this type are not published in our country ...

7. Is there a danger that public pressure from the West will lead to a counter-productive result — an increase in the number of arrests and an even greater
violation of fundamental human rights?

Inconsistency in the defence of human rights, weakness, even a hint of
weakness, or compliance with blackmail can lead to tragic consequences. A
decisive, calm, steadily growing pressure from public opinion and official
bodies in the West (including from the very top), the defence of principles
and the defence of specific people, can have only a positive effect. Every

[E] Interview with the French newspaper France Soir (23 February 1977)2. What dangers do you think there are for you and those near to you?
It is difficult for me to envisage what dangers await me personally, I don't
think about it, although the warning given to me by Deputy Procurator-
General of the USSR Gusev does not augur anything good for me ...

All the persecutions of recent years have most of all affected the family
of my wife's daughter Tanya. They threatened me that they would kill her
husband and one-year-old son (the letter of the central committee of the
Russian Christian Party — which clearly doesn't exist), and this threat was
reported to her husband. She was driven out of the university, and her
husband is unemployed and has no hope of obtaining any sort of work.
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instance of the violation of human rights must become a political problem
for the leaders of the countries which are the violators.

8. Does the danger exist that by a policy of arrests, exile and intimidation
the Soviet authorities will be able to decrease the effectiveness of, and then
reduce to nothing, the so-called movement of dissenters? Do the recent arrests
of Yury Orlov, Alexander Ginzburg and others mean that the authorities have
now embarked on this course? Can they be successful, or will there always be
others who will speak out in defence of human rights in the Soviet Union?

The arrests of members of the Helsinki group — Ginzburg, Rudenko, Tikhy
and the leader of the group, Orlov — evidently signify a real attempt to
inflict a strong blow on the movement for the defence of human rights.
However, at the same time, this is a challenge to world public opinion, to all
the countries which participated in Helsinki. I think that this is understood
in the West and that this attempt by the Soviet authorities will meet strong
resistance. In any event, it is certain that as long as the underlying causes
exist which give rise to the movement for human rights in the USSR and the
countries of Eastern Europe, it will continue ...

10. Is pressure by the West on human rights an interference in the internal
affairs of the U S S R? How can this charge be refuted?

No, it is not. The international character of the defence of human rights
is laid down in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in the
Covenants on rights and in the Helsinki Final Act. To affirm that defence
of human rights is an interference in the internal affairs of any country
means to reject these documents ...
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wood which were valued by the court at 772 roubles. The witnesses did not
corroborate any misappropriation, but all the same P. V. Ruban was sentenced
under article 81 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code, which provides for punish-
ment for misappropriation of state property in especially large quantities.

Al. Rudenko, Leader of the Ukrainian Group to Assist
the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements

(Evidently M. Rudenko made a mistake: article 81 of the Ukrainian Criminal
Code concerns 'Misappropriation of state or public property by means of theft',
and not 'Misappropriation ... in especially large quantities' - Chronicle.)

`To  the World Forum of Peace-loving Forces' (13 January 1977, 18 signatures)
According to reports in the Soviet press, your Forum is 'open to any forces
or movements which speak out actively for peace' ... Despite this, the Soviet
Union is represented at the Forum by a movement of only one political and
ideological orientation — by pro-government social organizations ...

The authors of the appeal call on the Forum to invite the participation of
Andrei Sakharov, Yury Orlov and 'a deputation (3-5 people) of active partici-
pants in the movement for peace and democracy inspired by Sakharov and
Orlov'.

Letters and Statements

In Defence of Ginzburg, Orlov, Rudenko and Tikhy
Yu. Mnyukh: 'Don't  Allow the Liquidation of the Solzhenitsyn Fund!'

... The K G B organs have taken away all the public money they found (at
a search on 4 January at the home of A. Ginzburg — Chronkle) to the
last rouble ... I am appealing for voluntary donations not only to com-
pensate for the material losses of the fund, but even to augment it ...

I call for interventions in defence of Alexander Ginzburg, whose future
fate is under threat.

It, Medvedev,  V. Turchin: 'To  the Leaders of Socialist and Communist Parties
in Europe'

After calling the charges brought against the Helsinki group in a TASS
report of 4 January 'totally false and provocative', the authors write that 'the
above-mentioned circumstances testify to the preparation of even more serious
reprisals against Orlov, Ginzburg, Alekseyeva and members of the Ukrainian
Helsinki group, Rudenko, Berdnik

G. Rozenshtein:  'To Heads of States and Governments in the Countries which
Participated in the Helsinki Conference' (6 January 1977)

Now the question stands thus: can the joint authority of the other participants
in the Helsinki conference guarantee the existence of a tiny but extremely
authoritative free-thinking group in the Soviet Union? ...

The members of the group are in real danger of being moved to the Gulag
Archipelago ...

Of what value will the verification of the Final Act's implementation be, if

From the Ukrainian Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki
Agreements

In the Ukraine the skilled folk-art craftsman, the artist and master of inlay
work Pyotr Vasilevich Ruban has been sentenced to 8 years of special-regime
camps and 5 years of exile, and to confiscation of his property. After serving
a  lengthy term of imprisonment in the Mordovian camps, he returned in
1973 to Priluki where he began to work at a furniture enterprise. In his free
time he made souvenirs which he gave to an artistic salon. In 1976 Ruban
made an encrusted book out of wood as a present to the American people.
On the cover was the Statue of Liberty and the inscription '200 years'. This
highly artistic work was stolen by unknown persons from his workshop and
a criminal case was brought against the artist. He was accused of private-
enterprise activities and of misappropriating state property. By private-
enterprise activities was implied his delivery of souvenirs to the artistic
salon, something permitted by law, and by state property — the scraps of
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the only people in the Soviet Union who believed in this Act are in prison?
P. Grigorenko, Z. Grigorenko: 'Concerning Slander against Alexander Ginzburg'(3 February 1977)

Having described the recent life and work of A. Ginzburg, and the difficultieshe has encountered in trying to find a job, the authors appeal to the progressiveworld press to speak out in defence of Ginzburg.

A. Sakharov, I. Shafarevich: 'In defence of Alexander Ginzburg' (4 February1977)
The authors appeal to 'everyone who agrees that the defence of human rightsis essential for the preservation of peace on earth'. They write that for AlexanderGinzburg conviction will mean imprisonment in a special-regime camp. Theauthors fear that 'the arrest of Alexander Ginzburg is a link in a chain ofrepressions planned with an eye on the Belgrade conference'.

K. Lyubarsky: 'To Heads of States and Governments in the Countries whichParticipated in the Helsinki Agreement' (4 February 1977)
I appeal to you as a representative of the political prisoners held in Vladimirprison. Just a few days ago I myself was still one of them. And this gives methe moral right to speak on their behalf. I also have formal authorizationfrom the majority of them to make statements on their behalf.

I know what grief the Vladimir political prisoners will feel on learning ofthe arrest of the well-known activist of the Soviet democratic movement,Alexander Ginzburg. For several years they and their families have experiencedthe beneficial results of the tireless activity of Alexander Ginzburg in his capa-city as manager of the Aid Fund for Political Prisoners. Scarcely anyone hasdone so much to alleviate the physical and moral conditions in which prisonersof conscience are held in the Soviet Union. Scarcely anyone else enjoys suchdeep love and respect among political prisoners. The unbounded selflessnessin his work and the complete altruism of Alexander Ginzburg are widelyknown. Our profound respect to him for this.
Joining the Public Group to Assist the Implementation of the HelsinkiAgreements in the USSR from the moment of its inception, AlexanderGinzburg in this role, too, displayed to the full his fine qualities as a fighterfor Human Rights and a convinced democrat.
Now his noble work has been rudely interrupted. He is once again behindbars. He, a seriously ill man, is threatened not only with physical revenge.In a slanderous press campaign they are trying to smear his good name.
It is impossible to allow this. On behalf of the Vladimir political prisonersI ask you to speak out quickly and effectively in defence of Alexander Ginzburg,using all resources at your disposal to obtain his release. Your actions shouldnot be the result of an up-to-date evaluation of the general political anddiplomatic situation as it is unfolding today. It is also impossible to act ornot act depending on how great the real effectiveness of your speaking out may

seem to you now. The question is one of a human act, and only considerationsof morality can play a role in this.
The action of the Soviet punitive organs in relation to Alexander Ginzburgis distinguished by special brazenness and cynickm, for it was carried outprecisely at the moment when indignation was rising throughout the world atat the actions of the governments of the U S S R, Czechoslovakia, Poland andEast Germany in relation to dissenters.
This is a challenge to which it is impossible not to respond. This is achallenge not only to us, but also to you.
Alexander Ginzburg must be released.

rrn
Vasily Barladyanu, Anna Golumbievskaya, Yury Gorodentsev, Elena Danielyan,Leonid Tymchuk, Leonid and Valentina Sery, Victor Borovsky, SergeiShevchenko, Genrikb Altunyan: 'Freedom for Alexander Ginzbure (4 February1977)

... We call on the leaders of the countries which participated in the HelsinkiAgreement to recognize clearly that revenge on Alexander Ginzburg, a mem-ber of the Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreement, willmean the establishment in our country of a political and social climate whichwill lead to serious international consequences ...
E. Andronova, A. Barabanov, N. Yurysheva, V. Pochechuyev, V. Bakhmin,V. Baranov, G. Baranova, Starostina: To the Soviet Authorities'

On 10 February a champion of human rights in the U S S R, the leader ofthe Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements, Dr YuryOrlov, was arrested in Moscow.
There is, probably, not an educated man in the country who has not heardthis name and not sympathized (secretly or openly) with his noble, selflessactivity. And if it were not for the inertia of fear which controls us, thousandsof signatures would now be being collected in his defence! ...
How readily we put on to the shoulders of others our duty and our civicresponsibilities, this cross which many do not have the strength to bear, andnot because of their weakness but because of completely banal reasons: some-one has a dissertation to defend, another's turn in the queue for a flat has come,one person is too old for justice, another is too young. Yes, many are theexcuses with which we try to lull our conscience to sleep! ...
But we all know perfectly well where the truth is and where are lies. In ourepoch this is clear even to schoolchildren. And though there are only few ofus now who have forced ourselves to speak the truth (to shout it out or towhisper it), the process of awakening human conscience is irreversible, andthere will be more of these voices from year to year, despite all the repressionsand bans.
Whatever charge is brought against Yury Orlov, we know he is innocent.And it is precisely for this reason that we are now raising our voices indefence of a man who is carrying the burden of truth for us ...
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Vasily Barladyanu, Anna Golumbievskaya, Yury Gorodentsev, Leonid Tyra-chuk, Leonid and Valentina Sery, Victor Borovsky, Sergei Shevellenko: 'Appealto World Opinion' (1 March 1977)
On 5 February an outstanding Ukrainian philosopher and economist, thewriter Nikolai Rudenko, was arrested in Kiev ... This arrest is strange ...Nikolai Rudenko linked his fate with the Communist Party from the ageof 19. He is the son of a miner. He took part in the defence of Leningrad. Hewas an officer and a political instructor. Even after a serious wound, as aninvalid of group 2, Nikolai Rudenko returned to the front.

After demobilization, in 1945, he was elected Deputy Secretary and thenSecretary of the party organization of the Union of Writers of the Ukraine.He was a member of the plenums of the party committee of the Stalin dis-strict in Kiev and of the Kiev city party committee.
From 1939 Nikolai Rudenko contributed actively to the Komsomol andparty press. In his post-war collections of poetry he praised the heroismof Soviet people who had defended their country from the fascist enslavers.In his novels Rudenko glorified the Soviet working class and the collectivefarm peasantry ...
But once  he  became Leader of the Ukrainian Group to Assist the Imple-mentation of the Helsinki Agreements on 9 November 1976, on 11 Novemberbricks went flying tlu-ough the windows of his flat ...
The arrest of Rudenko is an open challenge to world public opinion.

P. Grigorenko: To the Leaders of the European Communist Parties. To allCommunists in Europe'
... I — a communist my entire life — believe that real communism isinseparable from democracy. Therefore I call on you to demand from theleaders of the Soviet Union that they stop the political terror which is beingconducted in the interests of strengthening their personal power, and to thedetriment of the cause of communism. Dear comrades! Demand from Sovietleaders that:

They stop reprisals against the movement in defence of human rights.They release Alexander Ginzburg and Mykola Rudenko immediately.They declare a general amnesty for political prisoners in the U S S R.
These are the minimal demands of democracy, which even FrancoistSpain has succeeded in surpassing in less than a year ...

G. Yakunin, V. Khaibilin, V. Kapitanchuk: 'In Defence of Ginzburg'The authors call on believers to help achieve the release of Ginzburg byprayers and deeds.

Pentecostalists: 'In Defence of Ginzburg'
... Because of the constant persecution and terrorizing of Pentecostalists inthe USSR we are not putting our signatures, but we all unanimously raiseour voice in defence of Alexander Ginzburg

Mart Niklus: 'To the Procurator-General of the U S S R'
The author asks for measures to be taken to avert judicial revenge onAlexander Ginzburg and Yury Olov.

0. Berdnik: To writers of the Ukraine and the Whole World'
The author tells of the tragic fate of M. Rudenko and the persecution towhich he has been subjected. He appeals to writers with the question: 'Whoseside are you on, Writers of the world?'

Collective letter: To Citizens of Countries which Participated in the Conferencein Helsinki' (more than 100 signatures)
The letter describes the 'anti-dissident' campaign which has been launchedin the country.
Whatever charges may be fabricated against A. Ginszburg, Yu. Orlov, M.Rudenko and 0. Tikhy, they have been arrested and are in danger of cruelpunishment because they tried to implement the humanitarian obligationsproclaimed at Helsinki in their country, the Soviet Union. In their activitythese dissidents relied on the principle proclaimed at Helsinki: the problemof human rights is an international problem, inseparable from détente.Do the peoples and leaders of the countries of Europe, the United States ofAmerica and Canada agree to acknowledge as permissible the ignoring ofhumanitarian obligations by the Soviet Union and yet to regard as effectivethe remaining articles of the Final Act? Does  such  a 'détente' suit them,  sucha 'warming' of the climate in the largest country to participate in theHelsinki Agreement?

Collective letter: 'In Defence of Yury Orlov' (46 signatures)
The authors protest against the arrest of Yu. Orlov and demand hisimmediate release. The activity of Yury Orlov ... had a legal and constructivecharacter ... Orlov's group made specific facts about violations of the humani-tarian articles of the Final Act internationally known.'

I S *
A. Lerner, A. Shcharansky, V. Slepak, I. Nudel, D. Beilina, B. Chernobylsky,M. Kremen: 'Statement for the Press' (5 March 1977)

Yesterday searches were carried out at the homes of a series of Jewishactivists, and at the same time a letter by S. Lipavsky and a commentaryon it, which contained crude slanderous fabrications against us, were pub-lished in the newspaper lzvestia.
In this way the charge of espionage and treachery was once again draggedout into the light, and this has created a real threat of new anti-Jewishtrials, similar to the notorious affair of the doctor-poisoners in 1952.In connection with this we declare:
1. All our activity in the last few years has been directed exclusively toobtaining for ourselves and all who aspire to it the possibility to emigratefrom the USSR to Israel.
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We strictly limit our activity within the bounds of Soviet laws.
We inform world opinion about the state of affairs on emigration

openly and publicly.
We have never concealed our approval of those initiatives of the West

which, in our opinion, were directed at the implementation of the obliga-
tions of the USSR on the question of free emigration.

We are deeply convinced that in this we, like the Group to Assist the
Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the U S S R, are acting not
only in the interests of people wishing to emigrate, but also in the genuine
interests of the Soviet people and in the interests of a real improvement
in relations between East and West.

In anticipation of possible anti-Jewish trials we state that all our evidence
on the question of our participation in the struggle to leave will be confined
to what has been set out above, and that we refuse in advance to participate
actively in any stage of show trials, like those mounted by Stalin in the '30s.

N. Svetliclinaya: To the Ukrainian Group to Assist the Implementation of the
Helsinki Agreements, to the Central Committee of the Communist Party' (10
December 1976) (Translation from Ukrainian)

... If I did not feel with my own flesh these prisoner transportations, the
endless body searches, the slop-buckets, and the general degradation of
human dignity, would I ever have rid myself of the ballast of illusions?

Would I really have believed that at the end of the 20th century, in a
civilized society which proclaims communist ideals, Stefaniya Shabatura
would be given a painstakingly drafted document on the destruction of about
200 of her works 'by means of burning' ... ? The document was signed by
inspector of the operations section of institution ZhKh-385/3, Sergeyev,
whilst the camp commandant, Major Shorin, blessed the inquisitorial fire.

Would I have not taken for slander the fact that the poet Stus, before be-
ing sent off for a complicated stomach operation, had a bugging apparatus
sewn into the flap of his pea-jacket, and then about 800 verses and trans-
lations were seized from him ... ? The head of the operations section of
ZhKh-385/3, Captain Shalin, directed this detective vaudeville, again not
without the participation of Major Shorin.

And Mikhail Soroka, who served about 30 years there, did not see his
grandson, and died in captivity." His wife Ekaterina Zaritska, who was
serving a 25 year sentence, was not allowed to say farewell even to her dead
husband ...

Finally, physical death is often only the beginning of a murder. In 1970
Alla Gorskaya [Horska in transliteration from Ukrainian] was killed, then
her letters were seized, and finally even the name of the artist was eradicated
from her works ...

I am now at liberty, 'at liberty like a dog on a leash', and possibly even
worse ...

As a free person, as a mother of my child, I declare with all responsi-
bility today, Human Rights Day, that I consider it below human dignity,
after everything I have experienced, to be a citizen of the largest, most
powerful and most perfected concentration camp in the world.

N. Svetliclinaya: `To the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union'
(12 January 1977)
(Translation from Ukrainian)

Having lost my final illusions regarding elementary rights in the Soviet Union,
I reject my citizenship for the reasons mentioned in the statement attached ...
(see above —  Chronicle).

I ask you to inform me to whom I should hand my passport: to Lieutenant
Kravchenko, who gave it to me and who organizes the post-camp punitive
actions against me and my seven-year-old son, or to the person directing
him behind the scenes? ...

K. Matviyuk: 'To the Chairman of Alexandria District Soviet Executive Com-
mittee, Kirovograd Region' (17 December 1976)
(Translation from Ukrainian)

Since August of this year, and in the town of Alexandria itself since
October, I have been searching for a job without results. Wherever I have
turned, I have received refusals, though in a number of places I was hired,
but dismissed the next day when they found out about my conviction ...

When receiving job refusals, every time I ... get the advice — better turn
to the K G B

Perhaps I would have turned to the K G B, but if it were written openly
that the K G B is the highest organ of authority, in charge of everything,
including questions of work-organization ...

In the event of the impossibility of finding me a job in my profession, I
ask you to provide me with material help as being unemployed ...

K. Matviyuk: 'To the Editorial Board of the Newspaper  Pravda'  (5 January
1977)

... Since the month of August I have been looking for a job
In  Pravda  for 3 January 1977 ... there was a report about two teachers ...

who remained without work because in West Germany there is a ban on dis-
senters working in certain professions ...

... in the following number I read an interview with an unemployed New
Yorker ...

I would like to believe that the paper  Pravda  will not be indifferent to my
fate too — an unemployed person from Alexandria, and I ask the editorial
board to put in a paragraph about my case too ...

At the end of January Matviyuk received work (see 'After Release').

V. Albrekht, I. Valitova, V. Voinovich, Father S. Zheludkov, V. Kornilov,
A. Korchak, Yu. Orlov, M. Rudenko, V. Turchin: 'Appeal by the Soviet
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Group of Amnesty International in Connection with Events in Eastern Europe'
(17 January 1977) (Another 25 people associated themselves with the appeal)

In Czechoslovakia the authors of Charter 77 are being arrested. In Poland
members of the Committee for the Defence of Workers are in danger of judi-
cial revenge. In Yugoslavia Mihajlo Mihajlov, imprisoned for his articles, is
dying in prison.

The authors of this appeal call on 'all who hold dear the ideals of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights to demonstrate their solidarity with
fighters for human rights' in these countries. They call on 'members of
Amnesty International throughout the world to unite their efforts with the aim
of influencing the governments of Czechoslovakia, Poland and Yugoslavia, sothat they observe human rights'. The also call on 'governments and public
opinion in countries which participated in the Helsinki conference to adopt a
firm position on this question'. The appeal concludes with a call to demand
the immediate release of Mihajlo Mihajlov.
Council of Baptist Prisoners' Relatives: 'Statement to Kosygin, Podgorny,
Brezhnev, the Committee for Human Rights in the U S S R, Amnesty Interna-
tional, the U N General Assembly, the Helsinki Group and the Council of
Baptist Churches in the U S S R' (27 January 1977, 11 signatures)

The authors show that not one of their requests contained in the New Year
appeal of 1976 to the authorities  (Chronicle 41) has been fulfilled, and againlist their requests.

S. M. Ponotnaryov: 'Open Letter to A. Petrov (Agatov)' (3 February 1977)
In connection with the article 'Liars and Pharisees' (letter to the editorial

board of  Literary Gazette),  former political prisoner S. M. Ponomaryov
(Chronicles  13, 15, 32) writes in an 'Open Letter':

In the  Literary Gazette  of 2 February 1977 Petrov revealed his true face,
and now it is clear to everyone that he has long been an informer, with a
record of service ...

By right of being a recent resident of the Archipelago, by my personal
acquaintance with many dissidents, and also with A. I. Ginzburg and his
family, I want to reply to the letter of Petrov (Agatov) with my own letter ...

I state openly that Petrov (Agatov), in co-authorship with an unknown
K.S., is brazenly trying to libel (and he knows this perfectly well) honest and
selfless people who recently shared their prison rations with him.

(In the article of Alexander Petrov one of the footnotes in a [later] edition of
the paper is signed `A.P.', i.e. Alexander Petrov, but in another [earlier] edition
`K.S.', i.e. — ? —  Chronicle.)

K. Lyubarsky: 'Alexander Alexandrovich is Inspired by Rice Porridge' (5
February 1977, 7 pp)

In connection with the same article 'Liars and Pharisees' (see above) Kronid
Lyubarsky, having recounted his meetings with A. A. Petrov in the Mordovian
camps, writes:
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His letter is, probably, not a letter but a public denunciation of A. I.
Ginzburg and Yu. F. Orlov.... Therefore, taking into account that the punitive
organs may utilize this denunciation, I consider myself obliged to testify
to what the newly-appeared K G B informer (it is not important whether he
is on the staff or a volunteer) stands for and what is the value of his con-
fessions ...

Not long before our parting in the camp of Lesnoi village Alexander
Alexandrovich was summoned by the commandant of the camp's K G B
administration, Colonel Drotenko. After reproaching him for continuing
to write anti-Soviet verses, he directed Petrov's attention to the apparent signs
of a rise in the material well-being of Soviet political prisoners: in the camp
of Lisnoi for two months now they had sometimes been getting rice porridge
for dinner ... 'That's what you should write about, Alexander Alexandrovichl',
Drotenko exclaimed with pathos. At that time Alexander Alexandrovich was
not inspired by the Colonel's challenge ... Now, after coming down to earth
from the heavens, he has seen the poetic value of rice porridge.

Z. Grigorenko, P. Grigorenko: 'To Soviet and World Public Opinion'
We, who in the heat of youth's passions ignored Stalin's butchery and then
experienced a terrifying awakening in the period of the 20th and 22nd party
congresses [1956 and 1961], cannot but be put on our guard by certain
alarming phenomena in our contemporary social life.

We have in mind, first and foremost, the issuing of special literature, films
and television productions, in which, using the detective methods of the worst
Stalinist times, the authors conduct anti-semitic propaganda (under the flag of
a struggle against Zionism), and kindle suspiciousness, fear of enemies, spy-
mania, and mistrust of foreigners and things foreign. A campaign in the
newspapers has unfolded in the same vein.

The last items of this type to appear are the 'Open Letter' of S. A. Lipav-
sky, printed in  lzvestia  for 5 March, and the afterword to this letter written
by D. Morey and K. Yarilov. Both these 'documents' merit the date on which
they were published.* Only a very undeveloped and easily seduced person
could believe in the 'spy passions' described. Moreover, anyone who can
think is immediately hit by the fact that everything set out here is not only
not proven, but cannot be proven: all those who might have been witnesses
are already beyond the boundaries of the U S S R, and all the 'spy props'
described are so antediluvian and so stupidly used that only spiritual corpses
of the Stalin epoch could have invented them.

If you read into it carefully, then everything described serves only one
goal: with the help of the 'personal reminiscences' of Lipavsky, his references
to absent witnesses and falsified 'material' proofs, to cast a shadow on the
movement in defence of rights, and, in particular, on the Group to Assist

[*The 24th anniversary of Stalin's death.]
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the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements, especially two of its mem-bers who are at liberty: A. Shcharansky and V. Slepak.
Against the background of this campaign our alarm for the recently arrestedA. Ginzburg, Yu. Orlov, M. Rudenko and 0. Tikhy is growing.
Some former political prisoners are reporting that in the last few yearsK G B officials have often shown during investigations some 'Resolution onMethods of Coercion'. True, it is noted that these methods are to  be  appliedonly 'when convincing materials are available on the suspect's criminalactivity, and the latter is not without danger for the state system, and thesuspect refuses to give evidence'.
But who defines 'convincing materials' of criminal activity, and decidesthat it is 'not without danger for the state system'? And is not the revivalof Stalinism in the press and other propaganda a signal for the revival ofStalinist methods in investigations also?
People, be vigilant!
We will not allow the darkness of terror to hang over the country onceagain, nor a revived Stalinism to begin again to rule over our lives and ourfutures I

Soviet on giving warnings for antisocial activity of 25 December 1972
(Chronicles 30, 32), which carries the stamp 'not for publication', Abramkin
writes:

Is the fulfilment of laws and decrees which are 'not for publication' obliga-tory for USSR citizens? Is the very existence of unpublished statutes legal?Does a man who has read such a decree have the right to publicize its con-tent? Who, and on the basis of what procedural norms, can define theactions of citizens of our country as antisocial?
After his dismissal from a research institute (Chronicle 43) engineer Abramkin
became a worker in a geophysical group.

Addenda and Corrigenda

Vasily Fedorenko was earlier in prison not as a political prisoner, as written in
Chronicle 38, but, on several occasions, for common crimes.

* * *V. Abramkin: 'Statement to the Procurator of Moscow' (28 February 1977)
In connection with the threats of the K G B officials who chatted with himin April 1976 (Chronicle 43, section 'Extra-judicial Persecution'), Abramkinasks:

The newspaper Russian Voice of S July 1976, which carried the article
'Madame Bonner — Sakharov's Evil Genius?' (Chronicle 43) was sent not only
to Sakbarov himself, but also to several of his colleagues in the Academy ofSciences. In the same issue congratulations were printed to its editor Yakhontovon his being awarded the Friendship of Peoples order.

Does the right to dismiss USSR citizens from work and to put limitationson the choice of this or that place of work really fall within the competenceof K G 13 organs?
Abramkin's complaint to the Procurator of Tuapse against the actions of theK G B (Chronicle 42, section 'Arrests, Searches, Interrogations') was for-warded to the K G B. Abramkin asks: 'Do you regard the actions of your col-leagues as completely normal?'

In a reply from the K G B (Chronicle 43) it was said that books 'withdrawnfrom circulation', and books and songs 'of politically harmful and slanderouscontent' would not be returned to him.
Does this mean that a law exists about the withdrawal of books publishedin our country? If so, then how can one read it? In what way can USSRcitizens find out which books it is illegal to keep? Perhaps there existsan officially published list of books 'withdrawn from circulation'? ... CanK G 13 officials really ... take away everything that seems to them to be
'politically harmful'?

Returning a part of his things to Abramkin (Chronicle 43), officer Roshchin toldhim that the other confiscated items had been 'attached to the Decree'.Abramkin asks: What does this expression mean: "Your things have beenattached to the Decree" — and is such an attachment legal?'
In connection with the Decree of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme
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The Trial of Anton Pype

On 24 and 25 March 1977 the Leningrad City Court considered case no. 68,
in which Belgian citizen Anton Maria Joseph Pype (born 1945) was accused
of 'anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda'. Vice-chairman of the Leningrad
City Court Karlov presided over the court, the prosecution was represented
by deputy-Procurator of the city of Leningrad Katukova, and the defence
was conducted by lawer [Lev] Slitenko.

Anton Pype was charged with circulation of leaflets 'of anti-Soviet content'.
He came to the Soviet Union on 21 December as a member of a tourist group.
On 23 December 1976 he began to hand out the leaflets on the University
Embankment in Leningrad. Pavil Olesov, a student of the philosophy faculty,
Andrei Kudrev, a second-year student of the geology faculty, and Mikhail
Doroshenko, a fourth-year student of the geology faculty, all at Leningrad
University, detained him and took him to the premises of a Komsomol com-
mittee. On the way there Pype continued to pull leaflets from his pocket and
scatter them around. As well as this he pushed a bundle of leaflets into the
briefcase of a passer-by — asserted by the indictment to have been Sergei
Gorichenko, a second-year student of the university's philology faculty. The
leaflets distributed by Pype were signed by the N T S* and the Flemish Action ,
Committee for Eastern Europe (F A C). According to the indictment they
were aimed at a change in the existing order in the Soviet Union, the intro-
duction of private property, and reforms in the social security and education
systems. The indictment also mentioned the statement Anton Pype had prepared
while still in Belgium about his line of conduct under investigation in the event
of his possible arrest.

At the pre-trial investigation Pype admitted that he had brought about 2,000
leaflets into the U S S R. He refused to say who had given them to him. About
900 leaflets fell into the hands of the investigating organs (155 leaflets were
collected up and handed over to the K G B by Olesov, Kudrev, Gorichenko,
Alexander Vladimirovich Prokhorenko and Gusev, a member of a party
bureau; 742 leaflets were handed out by Pype himself after his arrest). Pype
refused to say where the remaining leaflets were.

The indictment says :

He stated that by this behaviour he was fulfilling a promise given to friends.
He does not consider his actions to have been criminal, and refused to sign
the records of interrogations. He does not repent of what he has done. A
direct intention to undermine Soviet power is to be seen in the fact that his
actions bore a deliberate character, this correspondinp to his behaviour during
the investigation. His actions were directed by the hostile organizations F A C

(*Popular Labour Alliance, a Russian emigré organization based in Frankfurt andParis.]
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and N T S, which advocate a change in the existing order in the U S S R, and
maliciously slander the foreign policy of the USSR and the democratic
freedom in our country.

His actions bore a calculated character and were distinguished by par-
ticular audacity. It is evident from his statement compiled on 20 December
that he knew in advance of the anti-Soviet content of the leaflets, came to
this country specially in order to circulate them, and can be held criminally
responsible.

At the beginning of the trial the judge asked Pype the traditional question :
did he plead guilty?
Pype:  In relation to the Soviet Union — no.
Judge:  I do not understand.
Pype:  The Soviet Union in signing international agreements has itself authorized

such actions.
Judge:  As the chairman of the court I do not understand; do you plead guilty

or not?
Pype: I  do not. Such actions are permitted in the U S S R.

At the trial, as during the pre-trial investigation, Pype refused to answer
specific questions connected with his 'action' (who had given him the leaflets,
where were the remaining leaflets, etc.). To the judge's question as to what
was in the leaflets Pype replied:

The programme of the N T S and the Flemish Committee's suggestion that
Soviet citizens be given a free choice between the programme of the com-
munist party and the programme of the N T S. I wanted to give people the
possibility of a free choice.

Judge:  Thus the leaflets were aimed against the policy of the C P S U?
Pype:  I think that is a democratic right.
Judge:  Why will you not answer certain questions?
Pype:  Because it is impossible for me to do so.
Judge:  Why?
Pype:  Because I am acting according to my principles.
Judge:  Which ones?
Pype:  The principles of a Christian.
Judge:  Of a Christian?
People's Assessor:  You said that you do not consider yourself guilty in regard

to the U S S R. How are we to understand this?
Pype:  The USSR has signed international agreements authorizing the free

exchange of information. And in general I do not plead guilty.
Judge:  What was your purpose in coming here?
Pype: I came as  a tourist with the object of circulating leaflets.
Procurator:  Before your trip here were you interested in the political system

and living conditions in the U S S R?
Pype:  Yes.
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Procurator:  Have you read the newspapers and journals published by the Com-
munist Party?

Pype:  No, I have not.
Procurator:  Do you consider yourself sufficiently well-informed in questions of

Marxist-Leninist doctrine and the construction of a socialist society?
Pype:  I have not read the works of Marx and Lenin but I am well acquainted

with the structure of Soviet society — not so much with the theory as with
the practice.

Procurator:  Are you familiar with the Final Act of the Helsinki conference?
Pype:  Yes.
Procurator:  Have you read the whole Act?
Pype:  I have read it only in part.
Procurator:  And do you not consider your actions, directed at a change in the

order existing in our country, to be interference in our internal affairs?
Pype:  I think that the Helsinki agreement does not contradict this. I brought

in the leaflets out of Christian duty.
Procurator:  How are we to understand that? You have said that for the

second time.
Pype:  In the West I am a free man. And as a Christian I must inform Soviet

citizens of this freedom.
Procurator:  Of what freedom?
Pype:  For example, of the right to free elections. And therefore I brought leaf-

lets calling for the right to free elections.
Procurator:  But you do not know what the Soviet people need.
Pype:  I do know. There is sufficient information on this subject.
Procurator:  The Soviet people have themselves chosen this method of govern-

ment and political system. Have you given any thought to that?
Pype:  I have thought about it. I have a different opinion on that point.
Procurator:  You know that the N T S carries out work directed at a change

in the existing order in our country?
Pype:  The N T S aims at establishing freedoms in the U S S R.
Procurator:  Do you know the programme of the N T S?
Pype: I know about the circumstances in which this organization arose, and

its history and activities, but I have not read its programme word for word.
Procurator:  That means you have not studied its programme?
Pype:  I said that I do not know it off by heart.
Procurator:  You know that it is an underground organization whose aim is to

overthrow the socialist system? The organization was set up with just this
aim. And it is paid money by reactionary imperialist states.

Pype:  Such assertions are the norm in the U S S R. It is untrue to say that all
organizations are in the pay of the C I A.

Judge:  Did you know that you would be arrested?
Pype:  I took this into account as a possibility.
Procurator:  You answered 'no' to the question of your guilt, on the grounds

that such actions are permitted in the U S S R. If this is the case, then why
did you expect to be arrested?

Pype:  I looked on all my activity as a protest. The very fact of my arrest
discredits your state. It shows that your state does not observe the agree-
ments it has signed.

Judge:  In what way?
Pype:  The fact that I am here proves that the agreements are not observed.
Judge:  Do you confirm that you brought in 2,000 leaflets, concealing them from

the customs?
Pype: It  is up to the customs to find out whether I had  leaflets.
Judge:  Did you know it was forbidden to bring in leaflets?
Pype:  Yes, I allowed for the fact that the leaflets might be confiscated at the

frontier.
Judge:  You foresaw the possibility of arrest and punishment?
Pype: I  took that into account.
Procurator:  Wouldn't you like to look at your case from the other side now?

You fulfilled the role of a person who came into a friendly state with hostile
intentions. Your actions were organized by organizations which are hostile
to the U S S R.

Pype:  That happens because the USSR does not fulfil its obligations.
Procurator:  We have established that you are unable to judge on that since

you have not read the Final Act.
Then the witnesses were interrogated: the participants in the detention of
Pype and Intourist guide Matis. Matis testified that on 22 December Pype had
had dinner and been on the excursion with the group, but it was not known
where he had spent his free time; on 23 December he had declined to take
breakfast or go on the planned outing.

At the end of the judicial investigation:
Procurator: You have heard the testimony of witnesses. They have all called

these leaflets anti-Soviet. Nobody forewarned these witnesses, they did this
voluntarily. They did not support the calls of the N T S. They all detained
you on their own intiative and handed you over to the K G B, considering
your actions in circulating calls for the overthrow of the existing system to
be criminal and provocative. The judge warned each of them about their
answerability for giving false testimony. False testimony involves severe
punishment. All the witnesses have acknowledged this. After this, are you
convinced that Soviet citizens do not support the calls of the N T ST Do you
not consider your actions to be unlawful?

Pype:  I do not consider my actions to be unlawful. Some people may be
opposed, others may be in agreement with me.

Procurator:  You have not answered the question that was put to you.
Pype:  The evidence of three people cannot speak for the attitude of Soviet

people to the programme of the N T S.
Judge:  We are finishing the judicial investigation. Have you anything to add?
Pype:  I wish only to add that I acted in accordance with my conscience.
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Judge:  What is the attitude of the accused to the actions he has performed?
Pype:  All my life I have spoken up for truth, and my circulation of leaflets

shows once again that wherever I may be I speak up for truth. If people
tell me this is not so, it cannot change my opinion.

In his speech the procurator said:

The Soviet people are living in an atmosphere of unprecedented enthu-
siasm for labour ... The meeting of 35 countries in Helsinki deepened the
processes of détente ... But the opponents of détente do not want to accept
this ... Speculating on human rights, they interfere in the internal affairs of the
socialist countries ... They get support in their actions from anti-Soviet organ-
izations. The most active of them — in the pay of the C I A and consisting
of paid hirelings and turncoats — is the N T S ... The documents signed
in Helsinki have created a new opportunity for détente and the exchange
of information. The USSR firmly and consistently observes these agree-
ments ... But when the improvement in the climate is made use of for hostile
ends, we cannot remain indifferent. The Soviet people value their conquests
and will not permit interference in our internal affairs using the pretext of the
agreements signed in Helsinki ...

The so-called Flemish Action Committee for Eastern Europe: what kind
of an organization is it? ... Hiding behind high-sounding phrases they ...
give moral and material support to the families of convicts, and this consti-
tutes interference in our internal affairs ...

The prosecution affirms, basing itself on proofs, that Anton Pype commit-
ted an ideological diversion prepared in advance by the N T S and the F A C
... This action, inspired by others, has nothing in common with the defence
of human rights ... Pype's statements that his actions are in accord with the
principles of the Helsinki agreement are completely unfounded. We know
from his statements that he is not familiar with this document. If we turn to
the Act, we may be convinced of the total political ignorance of Pype and
of the groundlessness of his statements. We have before us an unwarranted
interference, with the aim of sowing discord between the Soviet and Belgian
peoples ... An analysis of the interrogations showed that Pype's statements
that he acted with humanitarian aims are untenable. It remains to add that
it was no chance that he chose Leningrad University at a time when classes
were ending, when there were a lot of young people on the embankment.
Our ideological opponents are aiming at students. But their calculation has
not been justified. Soviet youth, like all Soviet people, upholds the policy
of the CPS U and therefore the calls of the N T S have received no support
whatever. The very first citizens viewed Pype's actions with indignation and
on their own intiative handed him over to the K G B, preventing the further
circulation of leaflets. I draw your attention to the fact that even after he
was detained Pype did not cease to commit his crime ... In consideration
of the seriousness of the offence and of Pype's personality. I ask for asentence of 6 years in a strict-regime colony and recovery of costs.
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And let this serve as a warning to all those who try to interfere in the
internal politics of the Soviet people.

In his speech the defence lawyer stated that the entire case had been conducted
in exact accordance with the norms of Soviet legality, that in his speech the
state prosecutor had correctly shown the essence of the case, that Pype's
actions had been correctly defined as falling under article 70 para. 1 of the
RSFSR Criminal Code, that the crime had been proved and that the defencesupported the prosecution's assessment of Pype's activities. He said :

A defence lawyer does not have the right to refuse to defend an accused.
he is obliged to do this by law — article 51 of the Russian Code of Criminal
Procedure ...

Through political shortsightedness and an inability to understand the inter-
national situation he became a blind tool in the hands of reactionary forces
... How can one talk and compare the different systems without knowing the
classic works of Marxism-Leninism, and drawing conclusions using only the
materials of the Western press?

The defence sees the reasons that have brought Pype to the dock. It is not
his fault alone ...

Speaking of extenuating circumstances, in accordance with article 38 of
the Criminal Code, it should be emphasized that A. Pype described his acti-
vities in detail during the investigation. This gives us the right to say that
he assisted in uncovering the crime. I wish to draw attention to the circum-
stances that Pype, for reasons that are known to us, was not able to under-
stand correctly the situation and the people involved. I do not wish to offend
the accused, but my duty as a man and a defence lawyer obliges me to say
that in giving his agreement he showed a political shortsightedness which
is fully explicable. How was it possible, not having read to the end of the
Final Act of the Helsinki agreement, not understanding the programme of the
N T S but knowing it only by hearsay, to undertake an obligation to circulate
leaflets? ... I cannot fail to say that he is appearing in court for the first time.
There are no bad references regarding his character. My defendant has told
the court very little about his parents, but he has a father and mother in
Belgium. Their anxiety about the fate of their son is fully understandable.
They are asking themselves the question: what will happen to our son?
Especially understandable is the sorrow of the mother, who gave birth to her
son, brought him up, and did not think that he would break Soviet law.
The sorrow of a Belgian mother, the sorrow of a woman. All the mothers
in the world are united by love for their children. In the name of a Belgian
mother I ask the court to show lenience.

In his final statement Anton Pype said :

As a Christian I consider it my duty to tell everyone about freedom of choice
in connection with the Helsinki agreement. I recognize the correctness of
Brezhnev's words that despite the Helsinki agreement the ideological struggle
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will continue. I am continuing this struggle.
I chose Leningrad University, since in the West a university is always

picked as a place of ideological struggle. I am grateful to the members of the
F A C for having given me the opportunity to do this.

Not all the people to whom I handed leaflets have been present here.
Thus it is not possible to make a judgment about the opinion of Soviet
people.

But Gorichenko is here, of whom it was said that I had placed a packet of
leaflets in his briefcase. I do not deny the fact itself, but that is not the
person in whose briefcase I placed leaflets.

In conclusion I wish to say that my action was aimed at giving Soviet
people the freedom to choose democratic freedoms.

Gentlemen of the Court, I thank you!

The court sentenced Anton Pype to 5 years in a strict-regime camp.
On 27 March the Muscovites Malva Landa, Irina Kaplun, Alexander

Podrabinek, Vladimir Borisov, Pyotr Grigorenko and Yury Mnyukh and the
Leningrader Ilya Levin issued a letter with the appeal 'Free Anton Pype!'

... We presume, judging by our experience, that it was precisely the cour-
ageous conduct of Anton Pype during the investigation and trial, and his
wish not to discredit others, himself and his actions, that were the basic reason
for the harsh sentence.

We note that the trial of Anton Pype was essentially a closed one. People
were allowed into the court-room only at the discretion of the authorities,
and seats were occupied by a specially-picked public; for the remaining
Soviet citizens who wished to attend the trial there turned out to be `no
free seats' and they were not allowed in even for the reading of the verdict
(one of the violations of the Code of Criminal Procedure which is usual in
such trials).

The indictment and conviction of Anton Pype is an open infringement of
human rights and a gross violation of the humanitarian articles of the
Hel sink i agreements.

We call on independent jurists and humanistic organizations to investi-
gate the case of the conviction of Anton Pype.

We support Anton Pype in his selfless struggle for an increase in the
amount of freedom in the whole world, regardless of state frontiers.

Freedom for Anton Pypel We call on all who value humanity and the
rights of man to bring about the release of Anton Pype.*
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The Trial of Volkov and Rybakov

[*Pype was expelled from the Soviet Union on 1 July 1977. See a TA SS statementof that date.]

The decisive development marking the mart of action by the investigators in
the 'case of the inscriptions' (Chronicle 42) was the evidence given by
G. Trifonov (Chronicle 42), who was arrested on 9 August 1976 in a case 'of
his own'.

On 3 September he wrote 'testimony in his own hand', which was based on
his own imagination and on K G B surveillance information presented to him
by the investigators.

On 13 September Oleg Volkov and Yuly Rybakov (Chronicle 42) were
arrested. Wanting to demonstrate the falseness of Trifonov's testimony, they
began to give detailed evidence, at first about the inscriptions, then about
crimes completely unknown to the investigators (theft of a typewriter, a
military radio set, etc.).

In the inscriptions case no fewer than 60 people were interrogated. Notably.
on 28 September, the day before his emigration, I. Sinyavin was interrogated
(Chronicle 43, 'The Trial of Voznesenskaya').

On 14 March 1977 the hearing in the case of Yu. Rybakov and 0. Volkov
began in the people's court of the Vasileostrovsky district of Leningrad. All
who wished to attend were admitted to the trial, even foreign correspondents.
The judge asked that no notes be made, but turned a blind eye to the fact that
notes were made.

Yu. Rybakov and 0. Volkov were charged under part 2 of article 89 (theft),
part 2 of article 96 (petty theft), part 2 of article 98 ('Deliberate destruction of,
or damage to, state or public property') and part 2 of article 206 of the Russian
Criminal Code ('Hooliganism'). Besides this, Rybakov was also charged under
article 189 (Concealing a crime').

During the trial neither the prosecution nor the defendants once mentioned
the content of the slogans and they studiously avoided the political overtones
of the trial. The defendants agreed on all points with the prosecution, disputing
only the sum of the damage — 13,393 roubles — which had been calculated as
the sum necessary to repair the building and efface the slogans (this included
8,000 roubles for repair of the Tsar's Bastion of the Peter-Paul Fortress, which
is at present undergoing radical reconstruction).

Each of the accused tried to take on himself the maximum blame. At the
start of the trial Rybakov declared: 'All that has been stated in the indictment
is true. We had no intention of causing material damage. We thank the investi-
gators for their objectivity. I promise to conduct myself in a worthy fashion
during the court session.' In his final plea he made a protest against the broad-
casting by Radio Liberty of slanders about the trial. Rybakov declared that his
motive for committing crime had been personal malice.

On 19 March the court passed sentence: Rybakov — 6 years of hard-regime
camp, Volkov — 7 years of strict-regime camp (he had a previous conviction).

On 20 March Leningrad Pravda carried an article, 'The Smearers'.
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The Trial of Pyotr Ruban

On 29 December 1976 the Chernigov regional court sentenced Pyotr Vasilevich
Ruban on a charge of 'theft' (article 81, part 3 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code)
and 'private-enterprise activity' [article 150] to 8 years' special-regime camp and
5 years' exile (Chronicle 44, 'Letters and Statements'). In Chronicle 44 therewas also the information that the case against Ruban was instigated soon after
his work had been stolen from his domestic studio — an inlaid wooden book
made as a gift to the American people on the 200th aniversary of the U S A.

P. V. Ruban appealed to the Supreme Court of the Ukrainian S S R. The
Supreme Court set aside the sentence and sent the case for a fresh investigation.
This time Ruban was charged not only under the two former articles but also
under article 187-1 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code (corresponding to article
190-1 of the Russian Code). The basis for a charge under this article was
Ruban's camp diary (he came out of the Mordovian camps in 1973) and also
his critical pronouncements on some sort of ware which had been given the
mark of good quality.

The trial went on for seven days. About 40 witnesses appeared, many ofwhom refuted the prosecution's version of events, especially the theft of
materials from the furniture combine of the town of Priluki where Ruban
worked. However, in the speech for the prosecution the Procurator said on this
point that Ruban had such a big briefcase that he was able to carry many
material valuables away in it.

The defence lawyer stated that his defendant was not guilty, and he demanded
his acquittal. Ruban himself also pleaded not guilty. He said at the trial : 'I
am being tried for wanting the Ukraine to leave the Soviet Union and for the
fact that after serving a 5-year sentence for this I have not changed my views.'

The court sentenced Ruban to 6 years' imprisonment and 3 years' exile.

confiscated from Roginsky. Nothing was taken from Yu. A. Frumkina. In a
search for foreign currency and money certificates, radio sets and a television
were discovered.

A few days after the search Roginsky and his wife Natalya Frumkina were
summoned for interrogation. They were asked whether they knew A. Ginzburg
and his wife. Both replied in the negative. Further interrogations concerned
the materials confiscated during the search.

* *
On 3 and 4 March the 17-year-old Sergei Shibayev was interrogated in con-nection with case no. 6.

Seryozha Shibayev lived in Tarusa and made friends there with Ginzburg's
family. Having entered a professional technical school in Moscow two years
earlier, he had started living in their Moscow flat.

On 3 March officials of the K G 11summoned Shibayev from class and took
him to Kaluga. On the first day the investigator questioned Shibayev about
himself, at which point it became apparent that they knew certain insignificantdetails of his life (lateness for lessons, for instance). The next day (he spent the
night in Kaluga) Sergei announced to the investigator that he would not reply
to questions about Ginzburg, since he was afraid that through ignorance oflegal matters he might say something that would be distorted and used againstGinzburg. When the investigator wanted to know why Sergei did not trust him,Sergei replied: 'You got hold of him when he was ill and did not tell Irina
Sergeyevna [Ginzburg], who was herself unwell and got extremely worried.'Having failed to persuade Sergei to give evidence, the investigator questioned
him about why he had become so close to the Ginzburg family and why helived with them and not in a hostel. Sergei said that Alexander Ilich and Irina
Sergeyevna were helping him with his studies, and that in their home he found
a friendly attitude while in the hostel there were drinking sessions, constant
noise and fights.

S *
The Ginzburg-Orlov Case In March the artist Khvoshchov, who lives in Tarusa, was interrogated. He

was asked what Ginzburg used to give him to read.
Officially this is two separate cases: case no. 6, conducted by the Kaluga K G 13
against A. I. Ginzburg (investigator Lt.-Colonel Oselkov) and case no. 7, con-
ducted by the Moscow K G B against Yu. F. Orlov.

*

* * *

In March-April two former political prisoners were brought to Kaluga for
interrogation: Valentin Novoseltscv from Novokuznetsk and Yury Fyodorov
from Tomsk Region (Chronicle 44). (Both were under guard. Novoseltsev was
recently convicted on a charge of carrying an offensive weapon a kitchen
knife. For Fyodorov's case see the section 'In Exile'.)

On 4 July, the day after the arrest of Ginzburg, a search was conducted in
connection with his case in Leningrad at the home of philologist ArsenyBorisovich Roginsky, and also in the flat of his mother-in-law Yu. A. Frumkina.The search was carried out by officials of the Leningrad K G B on instruc-tions from Kaluga. The 42nd and 43rd issues of the Chronicle, AndreiPlatonov's Kotlovan and two volumes of N. Ya Mandelshtam's memoirs were

* * *
On 14 March, in connection with case no. 474, there was a search at the home
of an acquaintance of A. Podrabinek (Chronicle 44).
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On 16 March, in connection with the same case, a search was conducted
in the flat of Yu. Orlov. The search-warrant, made out in the name of IrinaValitova, Orlov's wife, said that the search was being conducted 'for confisca-
tion of material valuables'. This was the third search in three months at the
flat of Orlov  (Chronicle  44). One-and-a-half kilograms of wool and certificates
to the sum of 140 roubles were taken away.

41 * *
On 17 March, on the instructions of Lt.-Colonel Oselkov, a search was con-
ducted at the home of former political prisoner Ivar Zhukovskis (Chronicle33) in the town of Jelgava (Latvian S S R) in connection with case no. 6. The
search was led by Captain Kartling. The second volume of  Gulag Archipelago,
one issue of  Messenger of the Russian Christian Movetnent,  many books, news-
papers, journals published in the period of Latvian independence, exercise books
with Zhukovskis's notes on the history of Latvia, Zhukovskis's published articles
(before his arrest he worked as a journalist), manuscripts of the articles
'Democratic Tendencies in Latvia' and 'National Sovereignty and a Nation',
letters and notebooks were confiscated.

prison for her husband, half of the food in it was for various reasons not
accepted : biscuits — because they contained raisins; fish conserves — the
doctor did not allow them, cheese — because it was runny; toffees — because
they were not bought in Kaluga; sausage — because it was not Soviet-made;
parsley — no explanation; (all the above-named products are on the list that
hangs in the room where one hands in parcels in Kaluga prison). The
receptionist stated that she would accept only those products that had been
bought in Kaluga. (The sales girl in the Kaluga supermarket 'Sunrise' told I.
Zholkovskaya that they had had no cheese at all for three months.)

I. Zholkovskaya's complaints to the head of the prison and the Procurator
of the USSR remained unanswered.

On 5 May almost everything was accepted.

* 41 *

* *
In April or May the first wife of Orlov and his grown-up son were summoned
for interrogation.

On 21 May in connection with case no. 6 a search was conducted at the home
of Anatoly Marchenko in Chuna (Irkutsk Region), where he is in exile(Chronicles  35, 36). Marchenko's manuscripts were confiscated.

* *

On 13 April I. Valitova and I. Zholkovskaya made a statement to the Press :
.., recently ominous rumours have spread round Moscow that both Ginzburg
and Orlov will be tried for violating the laws on foreign currency transac-
tions. There is every reason to believe that these rumours are deliberately
inspired by the K G B, evidently with the aim of demoralising those people
who are speaking up in defence of the arrested men.

Certain passages in the article of Petrov-Agatov, the foreign currency
planted in Ginzburg's flat, and the confiscation from Ginzburg and Orlov
of all their money and a certain number of valuable objects (in the most
recent and rapacious raid — the third — even one-and-a-half kilograms of
wool were taken away from Irina Orlova, and before this at Ginzburg's home,
where there are two small children, only 38 kopeks were left behind) — all
this makes us fear that the authorities have decided to stage not a political
but a criminal trial ...

On 23 May in Kaluga Ivar Zhukovskis, summoned from Latvia, was inter-rogated. He gave evidence that when he had been in camp his family had
received about 1,000 roubles from the Fund. FIe refused to state who precisely
had given them the money.

On 18 February 220 foreign physicists sent a telegram to the USSR Academy
of Sciences in defence of their colleague Professor Orlov."

* *
On 25 May in Leningrad, in connection with case no. 6, Valeria Isakova, wifeof political prisoner G. Davydov, was interrogated. Isakova said that she had
received money from the Aid Fund for Political Prisoners, but refused to
answer the question whether she had herself given aid to the families of otherprisoners. To a question as to whether she had received any literature from
Ginzburg, Isakova replied in the negative.

A group of West German physicists has proposed the election of Orlov as a
foreign member of the German Society of Researchers. In connection with this
A. D. Sakharov sent Professor H. Mayer-Leibniz a letter describing the scien-
tific activity of Yu. Orlov.

* • *
On 5 April, when I. Zholkovskaya brought a routine parcel to the Kaluga

The English defence lawyer J. Macdonald has undertaken to defend Yu. Orlov;
(the American defence lawyer Williams, who is defending Ginzburg, is written
about in  Chronicle  44). Members of the Moscow Helsinki group have sent
both defence lawyers their thanks and an invitation to come to Moscow. Both
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defence lawyers asked for entry visas at the Soviet embassies. Macdonald has
already been refused.

227The Shcharansky Case

* S *

A collection has appeared in samizdat under the title The Case of AlexanderGinzburg and Yury Orlov. Information Bulletin no. 1 (February-April 1977).
From the foreword:

the Hotel Russia are the work of Zionists. There are dozens, even hundreds
of lectures on the same theme in institutions and enterprises. All this creates a
dangerously explosive situation and the Shcharansky case acquires in this
context a yet more ominous meaning.

In this situation we need your help more than ever — the help of scien-
tists and religious figures, intellectuals and artists, the help of ordinary
people and of all those who understand what consequences, harmful to peace,
such a development in events may involve. And our first task is to save an
innocent man ...

We consider it vital that the International Tribunal on the Shtern case
should also consider the case of Shcharansky

The outcome of the 'case' of A. Ginzburg and Yu. Orlov will be of major
significance, and not only for our country ...

Now, when many people the world over are tensely and anxiously follow.
ing the fates of A. Ginzburg and Yu. Orlov, when Soviet propaganda is try-
ing to pour filth on their names, it is especially essential to have true and
accurate information on all the circumstances connected with their 'case'.

This task is undertaken by  our Information Bulletin, issues of which  willappear whenever enough documentary material has accumulated.

The Bulletin contains about 40 documents (mainly letters, appeals, statements),
short pieces of information about events connected with the 'case', and, as an
appendix, a list of the scholarly works of Yu. F. Orlov (67 items).

Almost all the materials published in the bulletin are reflected in Chronicle44 and in the present issue.
See also the section 'Letters and Statements'.

* * *

The Shcharansky Case

On 22 March the school friend and fellow-student of Shcharansky, physicist
Yury Yarym-Agayev, sent  a letter to the Procuracy of the U S S R, the editors
of Izvestia and editors of foreign newspapers. After talking about Shcharansky
he writes in conclusion:

On 15 March Anatoly Shcharansky was detained by the authorities. It is
by now already obvious that this was not a simple detention, but an arrest.
Anatoly Shcharansky — a criminal? From everything I have said about this
man it should be clear to you: such a metamorphosis appears to me to be
absolutely incredible. For this reason, if Shcharansky is not set free in  the
near future, I shall insist on being presented with the most rigorous proof of
his guilt and on attending the trial, if one takes place. I consider that I have
a right to this, regardless of whether other friends and relations of Anatoly
show a similar interest in his fate.

I am writing to the editors of Izvestia because this newspaper was the first
to 'have the audacity' to incriminate A. Shcharansky with a criminal offence.
It is incomprehensible how the government newspaper News of the Councils
of Workers' Deputies [the full title of Izvestia] can in effect make serious
criminal charges against someone before the case has been examined in court.
If the editors consider it possible to publish private opinions, then let this
letter also be published.

As I am not convinced in advance that my letter will be quickly published,
and as meanwhile public opinion is being formed about Shcharansky both
here and in the West, I consider it essential to convey this letter as soon as
possible to the widest circles of the public.

On 18 March, three days after the arrest of A. Shcharansky, 28 activists of the
Jewish movement sent a letter to the International Tribunal on the Shtern
Case (Chronicle 44):

We had no time to experience a feeling of relief in connection with the
release from prison of Dr Shtern before news of a fresh arrest was received
... A. Shcharansky and a number of other Jewish 'refuseniks' are charged
with spying for the U S A ...

In its monstrous absurdity ... and in its possible consequences this charge
recalls the notorious 'case of the doctors' of 1952 and the well-known
Dreyfus affair of the end of the last and beginning of this century. These
fears are further confirmed by the fact that the Shcharansky case has been
started against a background of sharply increasing so-called anti-Zionist pro-
paganda: articles in newspapers and journals, and films on television and
in the cinema proclaim 'Zionist crimes' and 'Zionist genocide', hold forth
about 'an international Zionist plot' and the 'struggle of international
Zionism against the forces of peace and progress'. Rumours spread round
Moscow that the January explosions in the Metro and the February fire in

* * I

On 24 March Shcharansky's mother,  Ida Petrovna Milgrom, sent a letter to  the
Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, N. V. Podgorny.
Having told how Anatoly had been applying for permission to leave for Israel
since 1973, and that his wife had gone there in 1974, she writes:
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I am writing to request you to show humanity and permit my son to go to
Israel and rcjoin his wife. In this way the immediate problems of my son's
life will be resolved and you will give us, his aged parents who have lost
during this time both peace and health, the possibility of peacefully living
out the few years that remain to us.

After the arrest of her son I. P. Milgrom wrote repeatedly to the K G B to find
out under which article her son was being charged. She was sent from one
reception room to another and told nothing. In the end, on 31 March, she was
received in Lefortovo by an official of the investigations department of the
K G B attached to the USSR Council of Ministers, V. I. Volodin. According
to Volodin, he was supervising Shcharansky's case. Volodin said that Shcharan-
sky had committed a particularly dangerous crime against the state, that the
investigation of his case would take a long time, and that until the end of the
investigation his mother would receive no further information.

S*

At the beginning of April the brother of A. Shcharansky's wife, MikhailShtiglitz, who is living abroad, asked the Soviet Embassy in England under
which article his brother was being charged. In reply it was suggested that he
read S. Lipavsky's article in Izvestia of 5 March.

* * *
On 2 April in the town of Istra (Moscow region) a search was conducted in the
flat of Shcharansky's parents, where he is registered. Anatoly's driving licence
and military card were taken and also telegrams from his wife which had
arrived after his arrest, typewritten copies of the verses of 0. Mandelshtam,E. Evtushenko and K. Simonov, the book by Abram Tertz (Andrei Sinyavsky)
Walks with Pushkin, and the handbook Israel: Facts and Statistics.

*

On 7 April I. P. Milgrom sent the head of the investigations department of theK G B, Lieut.-General Volkov, a statement in which she again asked to be
informed under what article her son was being charged.

On 9 April she wrote to the deputy procurator of Moscow responsible for
supervising the organs of state security, Yu. V. Stasenkov. Recounting her con-
versation with Volodin, I. P. Milgrom writes:

... I am not a legal expert but it is quite clear to me that a man should not
be declared guilty before he has been tried. I am very worried by such a
biased approach to my son on the part of the investigators. I wish to know
whether this approach has been reflected in the conditions of my son's
imprisonment, and for this reason I ask to be allowed a visit to my son so
that I may convince myself that he is alive and well. When my request is
considered, I ask that it be taken into account that I, his mother, am 70
years old and that his father is 73.

The Moscow procuracy sent this statement to the USSR Procuracy. From
there it was sent to the K G B. On 20 April 1. P. Milgrom was summoned to
the district division of the K G 13; there she was told that there was no pro-
vision for visits to people under investigation.

I * *

In the West the following are speaking out in defence of Shcharansky: a group
of French mathematicians headed by Laurent Schwartz, the 'Committee of
Concerned Scientists' and the Courant Scientific Research Institute in the U S A,
and the 'Committee of the 35's' in England (a women's organization set up in
England for aid to Jewish 'refuseniks' in the U S S R; at the time of its for-
mation it had 35 members).

On 21 April a 25,000-strong demonstration by Jewish communities was held
outside the Soviet Embassy in London in defence of Shcharansky.

On 22 April T ASS responded to it with Sergei Bulychev's commentary 'A
Zionist Sortie', which was transmitted to the West:

... As described in the Soviet press, Shcharansky received from a certain
Lerner the job of collecting information on Soviet organizations and indus-
trial enterprises working on defence.

The question of helping the C I A to receive secret information on scienti-
fic and technical military matters was always on the agenda of the group
of which Shcharansky was a member ...

At the beginning of May a meeting of many thousands in defence of Shcharan-



sky was held in New York, and an 80,000-strong demonstration took place in
Israel.

* * *
In its issue of 8 May (7 May in Moscow) lzvestia published an account of a
press conference at which S. Lipavsky again repeated the accusation of
espionage against Lerner, Slepak and Shcharansky.

In reply about 90 Jews who were trying to leave for Israel appealed to the
world Jewish community:

... The tag has already been fixed 'spy', 'traitor' and 'outcast' are
synonyms for 'Jew'. And it is not far from here to a well-publicized trial
and the uncontrolled explosion of the 'popular masses'.

* *

On 12 May I. P. Milgrom sent a request to the procurator of Moscow city,
M. G. Malkov, to allow a defence lawyer to take part in her son's case at the
stage of the pre-trial investigation (according to article 47 of the Russian Code
of Criminal Procedure this is allowed with the procurator's permission; how-
ever, the Chronicle does not know of a single precedent).

In mid-May I. P. Milgrom sent the French defence lawyer R. Rappoport a
request to undertake the defence of her son.
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to Lefortovo for interrogation.

The present leader of an unofficial scientific seminar, Doctor of Physical
and Mathematical Sciences  Mark Azbel,  was interrogated four times. He signed
a statement that he would not reveal to anyone the content of these interroga-
tions. However it is known that Azbel was asked to sign a record that had been
prepared in advance for his signature. He refused.

Mathematician  V. Brailovsky  was interrogated three times. He signed a
statement that he would not reveal the content of these proceedings. During
the last interrogation Brailovsky was threatened with prison, after which he
refused to take any further part in the investigation. Brailovsky was threatened
with physical violence.

On 12 May the editor of the samizdat magazine Tarbut (Culture), thephysicist  Veniamin Fain,  was summoned for interrogation. The interrogation
was conducted by investigator E. K. Kasumov. Fain refused to sign an under-
taking to keep quiet about it, on the basis that to sign might prolong the
period during which he was considered to possess secret information. Apart
from that he declared that he could not agree not to make details of the case
known when it was being so widely publicized in the Soviet press.

With regard to Shcharansky, Fain was told only that he was charged with
committing grave crimes against the state.

Fain was asked questions about Shcharansky's life, about his acquaintances,
his work in the Moscow Helsinki group, documents compiled or signed by
Shcharansky, Shcharansky's participation in the collection of information on
Jewish 'refuseniks', and about his activity in the Moscow 'aliya' ('aliya' is
Hebrew for 'one who enters' and is the name given to Jews wishing to emigrate
to Israel).

Fain declined to answer a single one of these questions.
On the investigator's table lay a heap of documents, including photographs

of Shcharansky with foreign correspondents taken during some press con-
ference or other. The investigator tried to show Fain these documents.

In the middle of the interrogation a man entered the office — judging by
his tone he was highly placed. He refused to introduce himself to Fain. Accord-
ing to this man the question of Fain's emigration from the Soviet Union would
be decided not by  OVIR  but by himself personally. He advised Fain to co-
operate in the investigation, otherwise Fain would not only never leave the
Soviet Union but might find himself behind bars.

The next day, 13 May, Fain's interrogation was due to continue. On his
arrival at Lefortovo, he made a written complaint to the Procurator-General
of the USSR about the 'illegal actions of the investigator':

In violation of article 158 of the Russian Code of Criminal Procedure [C P C]
the investigator did not explain to me in connection with which case  I was
summoned as a witness, and refused to name the article of the Criminal Code
and the nature of the case.

Investigator E. K. Kasumov not only did not satisfy my lawful demands
but invited into the office an official whom I did not know and who, in vio-
lation of article 141 of the C P C, was not introduced to me by the investi-
gator, nor was his name included in the record of the interrogation, but for
all this the official carried out the function of an investigator.

It is evident that these actions of the investigator constitute a gross viola-
tion of the C P C and are inadmissible.

In connection with the above and on the basis of articles 141 and 160 of
the CPC I ask you to order K G B investigator E. K. Kasumov to observe
the C P C when carrying out his activities as an investigator.

In the event that the investigator does not inform me of the article of
the Criminal Code and the nature of the criminal  case  in connection with
which I am summoned for interrogation as a witness I refuse, on the basis
of the law, to take further part in tha investigation.

As Fain's demands were not satisfied he refused to take part in the interrogation.
* * *

(See also the section 'Letters and Statements').

The Rudenko-Tikhy Case

In March-April members of the Ukrainian Helsinki group  0. Berdnik, 0. Ya.
Meshko, M. Matusevich, M. Marinovich L. Lukyanenko, I. Kandyba and
P. Vins were summoned for interrogation in connection with the case of
Rudenko and Tikhy (Chronicle 44), who are charged with 'anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda'. Matusevich and Marinovich were interrogated in Kiev.  The
others were summoned to Donetsk. Meshko and Vim did not go to their
interrogations.

In mid-March Deputy Procurator of the Ukrainian S S R Samayev had a talk
with Berdnik in Kiev. Samayev told Berdnik: 'We ourselves have nothing
against your group. We respect you personally. However, Rudenko and Tikhy
have taken part in all sorts of things under cover of the group. They were
connected through Sakharov with anti-Soviet centres.'

At the end of March Berdnik was summoned to Donetsk for interrogation.
He did not go. In mid-April he was seized on the street in Kiev and taken
to Donetsk. There he was released after interrogation.

* * *

Lukyanenkowas questioned, during an interrogation, about the work of the
Ukrainian Helsinki group and about V. Turchin's book The Inertia of Fear:
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Sodalism and Totalitarianistn (Chronicle  42). The investigator did not believe
Lukyanenko when he said that he had never seen this book, and continued
to ask where it was.

Turchin's book was also asked about at other interrogations.
I. Kandyba was asked questions about his visit to Moscow in January1976, when he came out of camp. He was asked in particular whether M.

Landa had written down what he had to recount about the camp.

On 28 March P. Vim and M. Marinovich, who were returning from Tarusa,
were detained in Serpukhov and it was demanded that they should allow them-
selves to be searched. After several hours of attempted persuasion they were
searched forcibly. Letters by member of the Ukrainian Helsinki group N.
Strokatova and by K. Lyubarsky were taken from them.

* * *
It was suggested to Matusevich and Marinovich during interrogations thatthey should cooperate with the K G B.

* I

In connection with the Rudenko-Tikhy case Raisa Rudenko, M. Matusevich'sfattier, Nadezhda Svetlichnaya, Kuzma Matviyuk, Valentina Barladyanu,
Leonid and Valentina Sery, the doctor A. F. Demchenko, poet Boris Dzyuba,Candidate of chemical sciences Vasilega, Ivan Kaplun, Victor Borovsky andVladimir Dantlento were also interrogated in the Ukraine.

N. Svetlichnaya was sacked after her interrogation (she worked as a concierge
— Chronicle  44).

I *

During interrogations the investigators said that Rudenko and Tikhy were
spies; that Rudenko was a good man but had fallen under the influence of
Sakharov; and that Rudenko had repented.

One of the investigators said: 'This time we won't miss the mark the way
we did in 1972" this time your lot won't recover!'

III

On 29 March in Moscow, in connection with the same case, investigator
Tsimokh interrogated member of the Initiative Group T. Velikanova and on5 April chairman of the Soviet group of Amnesty International V. Turchin.Both Velikanova and Turchin refused to give evidence.

The Arrest of Marinovich and Matusevich

On 23 April members of the Ukrainian Helsinki group Miroslav Marinovich
and Mykola Matusevich were arrested and a search made in their flats.

The same day searches were carried out at Matusevich's parents' (in their
flat in Vasilkov and at their dacha in the village of Shevchenkovko), at the
home of his sister, at the home of Marinovich's mother (Drogobych), at the
home of his sister (Rovno), at the home of Mikliailina Kotsyubinskaya (grand-
daughter of the well-known writer), at the home of the writer Antonenko-
Davidovich (the search lasted 17 hours) and at the homes of Lyubov Kheina,
Evgeny Obertas, Oleg Lapin and Anna Kovalenko. All whose homes had been
searched were summoned for interrogation.

On 26 April Matusevich's wife Olga Geiko and Marinovich's wife Ruisa
Sergiichuk were told in reply to their questions that their husbands had been
charged with having committed 'especially dangerous state crimes' and were
being held in an investigation prison of the K G B.

On 14 May 0. Geiko joined the Helsinki group.

I * I
On 29 April an article by Gornovy appeared in the newspaper  Literary Ukraine
entitled 'You don't Get Money for Nothing' and containing crude attacks on
Kotsyubinskaya and Antonenko-Davidovich. They were accused of receiv-
ing 'handouts' from the West. Both wrote refutations and, receiving no reply,
went to the newspaper's editorial office. Here no one, including the chief editor,
was able to show them the letters from 'indignant readers' to which the author
of the article had referred.

Boris Dmitrievich Antonenko-Davidovich is 78 years old. He was in camps
and prisons from 1934 to 1954. After legal exculpation he was allowed to
publish one or two pieces. In 1970 he was called as a witness in the case of
V. Moroz  (Chronicle  17) and refused to give evidence at the trial, after which
he was almost expelled from the Writers' Union  (Chronicle  27).

The investigators are referring in their questions to the evidence of M.
Rudenko. The Barladyanu Case

I * I

Investigator Nagovitsyn, who is in charge of the Rudenko case, told Rudenko's
wife Raisa Rudenko that the pre-trial investigation would finish in May.

* *

As already described  (Chronicle  44), V. V. Barladyanu was arrested on 2
March in Odessa during a search at the flat of the Sery couple  (Chronicle  42).

This search was carried out without witnesses; the persons conducting it
refused to show any documents establishing their identities and giving them a
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right to search. The search was conducted after midnight. The searchers liftedup the children in order to inspect their beds, and jostled Valentina Seraya (whowas eight months pregnant). Seraya made a complaint about illegal entry andrude behaviour to the procurator of the Odessa Region. She was soon calledto the regional procuracy, ostensibly for discussion of her complaint. How-ever, when she arrived they began to ask her about Vasily Barladyanu. Serayarefused to reply or to sign papers given her by the investigator. (Leonid Sery,who was in hospital at the time of the search, was later interrogated by theK G B, probably in connection with the Rudenko case. He also refused toanswer).

• * •
Barladyanu's wife was repeatedly summoned for interrogation, as was hisfather. Valentina Barladyanu was asked among other things about her husband'scontacts with Rudenko and other inhabitants of Kiev.

At the beginning of April Vasily Barladyanu was permitted to send his wife anote and she was allowed to bring a dictionary and several journals to theprison for him. However it was demanded in return that Valentina should givethe investigator 30-40 pages of continuous text in her husband's handwriting,ostensibly for examination by a graphologist (as it later transpired, it was forexamination by a psychiatrist). She refused to do this, and the books she hadleft at the prison for her husband were returned to her. Investigator Gulenkosaid that she would receive no more notes and would certainly not be allowedthe visit she had long been demanding.

for him and his family. Therefore we request you to consider the possibilityof releasing Barladyanu on our guarantee, something that is provided for byarticle 152 of the Ukrainian Code of Criminal Procedure.
We hope that you will accommodate us on this, especially taking accountof the fact that, as we know, he declared a hunger-strike from the first dayof his arrest ...
We request that this formal notice be considered as a written undertakingthat we guarantee the correct behaviour of the accused, and his appearancewhen summoned, and undertake in case of necessity to bring him to theorgans of investigation and trial on the first demand.

Having received a refusal, Valentina Barladyanu, A. Golumbievskaya, L. andV. Sery, L. Tymchuk and Yu. Gorodentsev appealed to the International RedCross:

... We ask you to make representations to the competent Soviet organs:to select a more humane way of curtailing the 'criminal activities' ofBarladyanu;
if this should prove impossible — for relatives to be given visits toBarladyanu, and for a medical commission (including representatives of hisfamily) to be given the chance to ascertain the state of his health;to speed up proceedings and for the earliest possible consideration ofthe case in court ...

* • *
In connection with the Barladyanu case A. Golumbievskaya and E. Danielyanwere summoned for interrogation. Golumbievskaya was warned at the pro-curacy of the possibility of a criminal case being instigated against her. As forDanielyan, during her interrogation on the case of Barladyanu, with whom shewas almost unacquainted, the investigator asked about her Moscow and Tarusaacquaintances, and in particular about A. I. Ginzburg and N. A. Strokatova.All those interrogated were urged not to write any letters or declarations, sincethere was no point in it and such activity might harm the authors.

* * *
In March Valentina Barladyanu, E. Danielyan, A. Golumbievskaya, Leonidand Valentina Sery, 0. and G. Vishnevetsky, L. Tymchuk, A. Mikhailenkoand Yu. Gorodentsev sent an appeal to senior investigator of the Odessaregional procuracy V. V. Gulenko who was in charge of the case of VasilyBarladyanu:

On 2 March 1977 V. V. Barladyanu, a man close to us, was arrested. Know-



ing Barladyanu well, we are convinced that imprisonment during the pre-



trial investigation is a superfluous measure and brings unnecessary suffering

A footnote to this appeal adds:

As has only just become known to us, the investigation in connection withthe Barladyanu case is drawing to an end. However, we know that betweenthe end of the investigation and the examination of the case in court manymonths may elapse. As Barladyanu cannot now influence the course of theinvestigation, it would be all the more reasonable to change the measure ofrestraint applied to him.
We are convinced that this humane step by the authorities would besuitably appreciated by Vasily Barladyanu and his friends, and would leadto the ending of his hunger-strike ...

(It is known that Vasily Barladyanu refused to accept a package.)
* * *

On 12 April K G B Captain A. S. Alekseyev talked to A. V. Golumbievskaya.Alekseyev believed that Golumbievskaya herself was the author of all the col-lective and individual statements and declarations, even those which she her-self had not signed. Furthermore, Alekseyev frankly declared to Golumbiev-skaya, a teacher of literature and Russian language in a secondary school: 'Onlyyou still have anything to lose', and explained that she could be transferredto work with junior classes or even entirely deprived of the opportunity ofteaching (see Chronicle 34). Alekseyev told Golumbievskaya that she was wast-
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In the latter half of April it became clear that V. V. Barladyanu had beensubjected to forensic-psychiatric examination as an out-patient and ruledresponsible.
At the end of April Gulenko reported that the investigation was drawing toa close. He insisted that Valentina I3arladyanu should conclude an agreementwith a defence lawyer from Odessa, and proceeded to recommend such ala wyer.

* * *
At the end of April Elena Danielyan was about to go to Moscow to collect herbelongings (at the end of the previous year she had spent several months inMoscow and Tarusa). She told her Moscow friends about the forthcoming visitby telephone. On 29 April, the day of departure, a courier from the procuracyarrived with a summons demanding her urgent appearance for interrogation.Elena's mother said that it seemed her daughter had already left. Half-an-hourlater Gulenko telephoned her; he said that Elena could not have left before17.30 (the ticket was indeed booked for this flight) and demanded that hermother go to the airport and intercept her daughter.

As Danielyan's mother refused to do this, officials took the matter over.Danielyan was detained at the airport by people in civilian clothes who refusedto show their documents but declared that they were police employees and wereacting on Gulenko's orders. They warned Danielyan that she should not try toleave Odessa before the end of the Barladyanu case, since anyway she wouldnot be permitted to do so. There was no further mention of the 'urgentsummons to the procuracy'.
Danielyan lodged a protest about this unlawful detention.
(Earlier, on 11 April 1977, Danielyan had already been detained and searchedat Odessa airport during an attempt to fly to Moscow. After this she was reada warning about criminal answerability for parasitism.)

The Arrest of Gamsakhurdia and Kostava

On 23 March the Tbilisi newspaper  Dawn of the East printed an anonymousarticle, 'Whom does this Pay?' On 24 March the article was republished inGeorgian in the newspaper Komunisti. The same day Z. Gamsakhurdia wasexpelled from the Writers' Union. On 25 March Zviad Gamsakhurdia issueda 'Statement to the Press':

On 23 and 24 March there appeared in the Tbilisi newspapers  Dawn of theEast  and  Komunisti  an anonymous article, 'Whom does this Pay?', in whichthe activity of Radio Liberty is described. After prolonged abuse of this

radio station the author or authors mention my name and try to link myactivity with its. In particular they assert that I use this radio station to dis-seminate slanders against the K G B. Obviously they have in mind the factthat this radio station often broadcasts my articles and statements publishedin samizdat and in the Western press, and also in the journals The Golden
Fleece and  Georgian Herald,  of which I am editor. The author or authorsalso use the fact that I am personally acquainted with one of the employeesof this radio station, the Georgian émigré N. Sharia. Slanderously distortingreality, as is the custom of the Soviet press, they also assert that I allegedlymake my utterances from Munich, whereas in fact I am categorically for-bidden to make any visits abroad, even as a tourist. The journalists from theK G B have even lied to the extent of saying that I am allegedly 'generouslypaid' by this radio station.

I declare before the whole world that I have never sent any materials tothis radio station by any channels, and if its employees have somehow gothold of samizclat circulated in the Soviet Union and abroad, where mymaterials have also been published, this took place independently of me. Thuswhatever correspondence or telephone conversations I have had with N.Sharia, these have concerned such questions as, for example, invitations fromthe universities of Munich and London, commemoration by Georgianemigrants of my father K. Gamsakhurdia, and so forth.
The dirty libel referred to above is needed by the authorities at this timeto prepare the ground for taking vengeance on the members of the GeorgianGroup to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreement in the U S S  R,a group which includes myself and my friends. As has recently been con-firmed, this is a favourite device of the K G B: to obscure the issues aroundpeople such as ourselves.
I strongly protest against the publication of the above-mentioned libel andcall on all people of good will to raise their voices against the slanders andtyranny of the K G B in the Soviet Union.

On 1 April the newspaper  Komunisti  wrote: 'The day before yesterday anexpanded meeting of the rectorate of Tbilisi University took place ... at whichthe slanderous and provocative assertions of Zviad Gamsakhurdia about theuniversity and particular professors and teachers were discussed.' (ZviadGamsakhurdia had accused them of cooperation with the K G B —  Chronicle.)According to the newspaper, it was asserted at this meeting that Gamsakhurdia'carried out the assignments of foreign intelligence services'. The same issueof the newspaper printed a letter to the editor from Professor V. Kvachakhia,'Bring the Slanderers and Provocateurs to Account! '
The same day the newspaper  Literaturuli Sakartvelo  published an article,to not Bear False Witness!', signed by the Catholicos-Patriarch of All Georgia,David V, the rector of the Mtskheta seminary, Metropolitan Gaioz, and twoother bishops. (In 1972-73 a group of Georgian intellectuals publicized theirrevelations about the rigging of the election of David V, and about corruption
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and graft in the Patriarchate, accusing Bidzina Keratishvili, who had becomeBishop Gaioz, and senior members of the K G 13 of being the organizers seeChronicle 34.)
On 5 April, in the Institute of the History of Georgian Literature of theGeorgian S S R Academy of Sciences, where Gamsakhurdia had latterly beenworking, a meeting was held at which he was 'admonished'.
On these days a leaflet went round Tbilisi containing accusations againstGamsakhurdia. 'Representatives of the Georgian intelligentsia' came to hishome and expressed 'indignation at his behaviour'.
On 6 April in Tbilisi Musical College no. 3, where Merab Kostava taught,a meeting of the teachers' council was held at which attempts were made topersuade Kostava to sign a 'recantation'. Kostava objected that he had certainmoral principles which he did not propose to abandon: 'You yourselves wouldnot believe me'l

In view of his recent heart trouble V. Rtsithiladze was released on 11 April
on a guarantee not to leave town. He has already been summoned for lengthyinterrogations (at first he was summoned daily).

* • •

• 41

The members of the Moscow Helsinki Group and also T. Khodorovich,.Z. Grigorenko, A. Lavut, T. Velikanova, I. Melchuk, R. Galetsky and V.Turchin have declared:

Repressions against the human rights movement and especially against theHelsinki groups are being continued and extended. These actions on the eveof the Belgrade conference bear witness to the fact that the Soviet govern-ment is totally ignoring the humanitarian articles of the Helsinki agreement.We call on the community of nations signatory to the Helsinki agreementto support our demand for the speedy release of Gamsakhurdia and Kostavaand an end to the repressions against the human rights movement.
The Christian Committee for the Defence of Believers' Rights has also spokenout in Moscow in defence of Z. Gamsakhurdia and M. Kostava (see 'Lettersand Statements').

On 7 April the leader of the Georgian Helsinki Group, member of the InitiativeGroup for the Defence of Human Rights in Georgia and member of the Sovietgroup of Amnesty International, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, member of the GeorgianHelsinki Group Victor Rtskhiladze and member of the Initiative Group MerabKostava were arrested.
On the morning of 7 April Zviad Gamsakhurdia went to work. An hour ortwo later a large group of K G B officials broke into his house, opening doorswith their own keys and, not saying a word to his household (only Gamsak-hurdia's wife, her 8-month-old child, and her sister were at home), they starteda search. During the search, objects and documents were taken without anyrecord being made. The members of the family did not see a search record.On the following days K G B officials came every day to Gamsakhurdia'shouse and, in the absence of members of the family, continued to take thingsaway. They took from the house books, valuables and documents. When the'searches' had ended, it transpired that the archives of Gamsakhurdia's latefather, the classic writer of Georgian literature K. Gamsakhurdia, and thecollection of weapons built up by him had been taken from the house.
On 14 April A. D. Sakharov, P. G. Grigorenko and S. V. Kallistratovasent a statement to the Procurator-General of the U S S R. Describing how the'searches' in Zviad Gamsakhurdia's house had been carried out, they write:
Such methods of investigation, grossly violating the norms established by lawand the guarantees of the rights of the accused, turn searches and theremoval of evidence into a kind of legalized robbery.

We insistently demand the urgent and objective verification of the infor-mation set out above and the speedy adoption of measures for the elimina-tion of arbitrary lawlessness and the restoration of legality.

Arrests, Searches, Interrogations
In Lithuania

On 19-22 April in Kaunas not less than six searches were carried out. Over 20people were interrogated in connection with the searches.
On 20 April former political prisoner Balys Gajauskas (Chronicle 34) was

summoned for interrogation in Vilnius and arrested there. He was chargedunder article 68 part 2 of the Lithuanian Criminal Code (correspondingto article 70 of the Russian Code).

• •
On 22 April a search was made at the home of Birute Pailiene (near Klaipeda).

In 1974-5 Gajauskas and Pagiliene were questioned in connection withcase no. 345 (Chronicles 34, 35).

* • •

Ona Prancktmaite (Chronicle 44) was arrested at the beginning of 1977.

• •

15 Days for Alexander Podrabinek

On 3 April at 3 p.m. Alexander Podrabinek, a member of the Working Com-



miscion to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes (Chronicle
44) lame to the flat of the Baptist Pozdnyakov" (Moscow, Shosseinaya ul.,
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108, kv. 45), where a community gathering was being held to consider the
question of the Moscow community's participation in the defence of their
fellow-believer Alexander Voloshehuk (see 'Letters and Statements') who had
been forcibly interned in a psychiatric hospital.

During the meeting's period of prayer, policemen and members of the Kom-
somol 'operations squad' of the Lenin Komsomol Car Factory burst in. They
demanded that the 'undesirable meeting' be ended, photographed the people
present, prevented those who wished to leave from doing so, and so on.

(Despite all these circumstances the service was nonetheless completed and
the community supported a letter in defence of Voloshchuk.)

The police demanded that those present show their documents and made a
list of the members of the gathering. Among others, Podrabinek also gave his
name. Ignoring the presence of old folk, children and pregnant women, the
police roughly grabbed hold of people who refused to give their names, hauled
them out of the flat, and shoved them into a van. Alexander Podrabinek told
the policemen that they were committing a flagrant illegality and that their
actions would receive publicity in our country and abroad. In reply they hurled
themselves on him with shouts of 'We'll talk to you separately', twisted his
arms, and, not allowing him to put on his coat, took him away with the
believers, wearing only his pullover, to police station 103. The raid on the
prayer meeting was led by deputy head of Moscow police station 103, Lieu-
tenant Sadovnikov.

During the afternoon all the detained Baptists were released, but Podrabinek
was kept at the police station. He spent the night in a cold cell without a coat.

The duty officer of police station 103 refused to accept both a formal
request from Podrabinek's father that witnesses of the occurrence should be
summoned, and a statement by 19 eye-witnesses that A. Podrabinek had
shown no resistance to the police.

The same day P. G. Grigorenko and priest G. Yakultin sent a request to the
USSR Minister of Internal Affairs, the Procurator of the RSFSR and
the head of police station 103 'to postpone judicial proceedings until the arrival
of a defence lawyer and witnesses to the actual behaviour of Alexander
Podrabinek'.

On 4 April at II am A. Podrabinek was brought to the people's court of the
Lyublino district of Moscow, together with several people detained in con-
nection with other cases. Judge Grinyukov heard the cases of three detainees,
but postponed the hearing of Podrabinek's case due to the non-appearance of
police witnesses.

To the question whether the case would be heard that day the judge replied
that the police would decide this.

At the police station Podrabinek's father and his friends were told that
the trial would be the next day. However, in the evening, at 4 pm, Podrabinek
was again taken to court. (Over the previous days he had been given nothing
to eat and had even been deprived of the cigarettes sent to him in prison.) This
time the case was heard by a different judge — Kadykov. Before the hearing
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he held a lively conversation with people 'in civilian clothes'.
During the hearing the judge sharply interrupted Podrabinek, stating that he

understood everything anyway and that the police would not detain someone
for nothing. The judge was indignant that Podrabinek had dared to threaten
the police with publicity and said: `Go away to your West.' The judge sharply
refused to hear a witness Podrabinek had petitioned for. The trial lasted 15
minutes and some parts of the proceedings drew laughter from those pre-
sent. 'Stop laughing!' shouted the judge.

The judge sentenced Podrabinek to 15 days under arrest 'for disobedience
to the authorities'.

On 5 April A. Podrabinek was taken under escort to the executive com-
mittee of the Dzerzhinsky district soviet. There secretary of the committee
Gladkova stated, in the presence of representatives of the first-aid station where
Podrabinek works, that 'his prolonged and many-sided anti-Soviet activity
was already well known to them' and that 'if he didn't stop participating in
activity harmful to the Soviet political and social system, then he would be
committed for trial'.

For refusing to work during his arrest A. Podrabinek was held for several
days in a cold cell on the orders of Major Kryuchkov, head of police station
71 to which Podrabinek had been transferred; on 14 April it was announced to
him that for refusal to work his term would be prolonged by another 15 days.
As a protest, on 15 April Podrabinek began a hunger-strike, sending a state-
ment about this to the Procurator of Lyublino District. He was transferred to a
solitary cell. On 18 April he was released.

* * •
During Podrabinek's arrest a meeting was held at his place of work, where his
fellow-employees were told that Podrabinek was engaged in anti-Soviet activity.

• • •

A statement of 4 April to the world public from members of the Helsinki
group (P. Grigorenko and V. Slepak), members of the Working Commission
to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes (F. Serebrov, V.
Bakhmin, I. Kaplun and D. Babich), and members of the Christian Committee
for the Defence of Believers' Rights in the USSR (priest G. Yakunin, V.
Kapitanchuk) states:

Such facts are not new, that is, the police use force and then the people who
have been subjected to it are sent for trial. They themselves beat people
and shout 'alarmr. We consider the detention of Podrabinek to be the be-
ginning of an assault on him for his struggle against the use of psychiatry
to suppress dissent ...

Other Cases
On Saturday 16 April a man in uniform came up to Sergei Ruzer near the
Moscow synagogue and rudely asked him to show his documents. Ruzer asked
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the man to first show his documents proving his right to ask others to show
theirs. After a short exchange the other man showed the pass of a police
lieutenant. Ruzer at once showed his passport. Then the policeman asked Ruzer
to get into a car. Ruzer refused. He was shoved into the car by force, taken to
a police station and soon set free.

Two days later Ruzer was summoned to come to the police on 19 April.
On the summons was printed 'in the capacity of witness'. When he arrived he
was taken to court and given 15 days 'for disobedience to the authorities'.

Razveyev, a participant in the religious seminar of A. Ogorodnikov  (Chronicle
43). The search warrant said that the search was being conducted in connection
with the robbery of a church.

* • *

On 8 March in Moscow a search was conducted in the yard attendant's pre-
mises where E. Fedotov works as an attendant  (Chronicle  43). No search
warrant was shown and no copy of the search record was left. Religious litera-
ture was confiscated. The premises were turned upside-down; mattresses and
linen were thrown out into the dirt on the street.

On 9 March E. Fedotov and G. Kurganov were summoned for interroga-
tion to investigator Shilkin. Fedotov was threatened with 'a permanent bed'
in a mental hospital.

On 8 April a search was carried out at the home of a member of the Initiative
Group for the Defence of Human Rights in the U S S R, T. S. Khodorovich, in
connection with case no. 46012/18-76.

In connection with this case searches were carried out at the homes of
members of the Moscow Helsinki group in January  (Chronicle  44). On 11 April
T.  S.  Khodorovich issued a 'Statement to the Press':

On Good Friday, 8 April, a search was conducted in my flat. In the search
warrant was written: to conduct a search 'for confiscation of documents,
literature  and s.t. (and similar things — T. Kh.) containing knowingly false
fabrications which defame the Soviet political and social order'.

I consider  any  search for the purpose of confiscating literature illegal
and  unnatural  interference in human thought, and the appearance of the
K G B in our flats a shameless and impudent intrusion into our homes, into
our  personal  life.

Viewing the said search as the preliminary to arrest, I declare the follow-
ing :

In the documents taken from me there is not and was not previously
any slander. I refused to participate in the search procedure, did not read
or sign the record, and was not present in the areas that were searched.

I publicly refuse in advance to take part in a pre-trial investigation, to
study the 'case', or to accept the services of Soviet defence lawyers.

Soviet courts do not acknowledge the authority of Law; Soviet courts
acknowledge the authority of ideology. I refuse to appear before a court,
since I refuse to submit to an ideology which I do not accept.

I speak now. At the investigation and trial I shall stay silent.

On 25 April T. S. Khodorovich was summoned for interrogation to the Moscow
procuracy, to investigator Ponomaryov. Here she refused to sign anything
whatever, even the 'passport' page of the record, and refused to explain her
refusal.

* *
On 14 March in Tashkent Anatoly Egorovich Kochergin was detained at the
railway station. 200 copies of a collection of religious verse, detained for
Adventists (the All-Union Church of True and Free Seventh-Day Adventists
—ACTFSD A) were taken from him.

On 19 March in Tashkent the police conducted a search in the flat of E. Ya.
Peretykin. Religious literature, tape-recordings 'on religious themes', a type-
writer, a gun and photographs of Peretykin's daughter V. S. Kravtsova and
A. E. Kochergin were confiscated. After the search another daughter of
Peretykin, G. S. Kravtsova, who worked as a cleaner in a tractor factory, was
asked to leave her job 'voluntarily' — under threat that otherwise she would
be sacked 'for absenteeism' (in accordance with her religion she does not work
on Saturdays, cleaning on Sundays instead).

On 20 March the Chairman of the ACTFSD A, V. A. Shelkov, sent a
request to the Committee for the Defence of Human Rights in the USSR
for help in freeing Kochergin and the literature taken from him.

On 24 March E. Ya. Peretykin and his daughters V. S. Kravtsova and G. S.
Kravtsova sent the Initiative Group for the Defence of Human Rights in the
USSR a letter entitled 'Evidence of Gross Lawlessness by the Dictatorship
of State Atheism on 19 March 1977'; with a request to help in getting the con-
fiscated literature returned and to protest against the violation of believers' rights.

• •

(See also 'Germans' in the section 'The Right to Leave'.)

* •
* *

At the end of February in Ufa a search was conducted at the home of B.

Moscow
In mid-April Evgeny Barabanov (Chronicle  30) was summoned to his police
station, where he was asked to write down on a form headed 'Inquiry' every-
thing he knew about the family of Lev Regelson. Barabanov asked what sort of
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case the police were investigating. A police official replied that any citizen wasobliged to supply information on any demand by the police. Barabanov wroteon the form that he refused to give any information whatever about theRegelson family.

In the Prisons and Camps

Vladimir Prison
• • An Appeal by political prisoners signed by Abankin, Antonyuk, Afanasev,Balakhonov, Davydov, Rode and Safronov about the exchange of Bukovskyfor Corvalan (see 'Letters and Statements by Political Prisoners') has falleninto the hands of the administration. Z. Antonyuk has been deprived of a visit.The others were transferred to strict-regime for two months from 22 January.

Moscow
On 19 April K G B Major Bondarev had a 'conversation' with Ark Mizyakin
(Chronicles 37, 38).

During the 'conversation' Bondarev referred to the evidence of a formerfellow-employee of A. Mizyakin to whom Mizyakin allegedly conveyed hisintention to place an 'explosive device' in the briefcase of a mutual acquain-tance to blow him up 'in a public place'.
Bondarev asked Mizyakin to put down in writing his attitude to this evidenceand to write whether he was familiar with the technique of preparing suchdevices.
The 'brief-case incident' appeared briefly in the evidence of A. Mizyakin'sformer fellow-employee V. S. Malyshev, given by him in 1975 at the trial of

S. Kovalyov (Chronicle 38). Malyshev then defined Mizyakin's words as 'anill-judged joke'.

* •
At the beginning of April Zinovy Antonyuk suffered a heart attack.

• *
Gabriel Superfin was placed in the cooler in April. The term and reason areunknown.

• •

• •
Many inmates of Vladimir prison are severely emaciated. For example V.Balakhonov is 169 cm tall and weights 53 Kg, and V. Abankin, whose height is173 cm, weighs 63 Kg. In 1976 Abankin spent 90 days in the cooler, includingtwo 30-day periods.Moscow

In mid-May a search was conducted at the home of M. Baitalsky. The search
record starts with the article by R. Lert 'On the Approaches to the YawningHeights' (a review of the book by A. Zinoviev — Chronicle 43). Other samizdat
and tamizdat works were also confiscated.

M. Baitalsky is 75 years old.41. In 1927 he was expelled from the party forTrotskyism. He has served three prison sentences (the last began in 1948). Hewas legally exculpated. He took part in the Second World War.

• •

* *
Valery Abramkin and his wife Ekaterina Gaidamcbuk (Chronicle 41), whowere working in a geological group in Georgia (Chronicle 44), visited Svanetiaon free days. On 7 April, when they returned to the Tourist House in Mestiawhere they were staying, they were met by a policeman who told them thatone of the residents had lost a watch and money, and that he, the policeman,was obliged to conduct a search. The policeman inspected their rucksack andalso their room. When he attentively studied notes in a writing-pad, E. Gaidam-chuk remarked that it was immediately obvious that it contained neither watchnor money. The policeman, embarrassed, at once returned the writing-pad toher.

Chronicle 43 described how the inmates of Vladimir prison had checked up onwhere their registered letters which had not been received by the addressees hadgot to, and found out that the prison administration had been deceiving theinmates and simply not been sending letters containing complaints to the post-office (in postal district 20 of the town of Vladimir).
M. 1(a. Makarenko, in particular, on enquiring about 63 letters, received thereply from the post-office that these letters had not reached postal district 20from the prison. Makarenko complained to the procuracy, pointing out that theadministration had told him the registration numbers of the letters. Conductingan 'investigation', assistant regional procurator Sychugov showed Makarenko

the postal registers, in which all 63 letters were entered as having been receivedby postal district 20.
Makarenko then submitted to the municipal court a suit against the post-office, which 'had lost his letters'. (The post-office is obliged in this case to payfinancial compensation.) However the court did not accept the suit: JudgeKulakova in July 1976 ruled that the suit did not fall within the court's corn-petence as 'relating to a penal regime'.
This ruling was appealed against to the regional court by Makarenko, whowished to engage a lawyer for this. Chairman of the regional Bar associationAtabekov replied to his request, saying that the justice of his case was so
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obvious that he would win it even without a defence lawyer. After complaints
to the Minister of Justice a lawyer was nonetheless provided, but Makarenko
lost his case in the regional court. In November 1976 the regional court con-
firmed that Makarenko could send such a complaint only to organs of the
M V D (by this the court effectively acknowledged that it was not the post-
office that was guilty of the letters' disappearance —  Chronicle).

Makarenko decided to carry on the law-suit by appealing to the super-
visory level, and in order to conclude a new agreement with a lawyer he sub-
mitted an application to the prison administration for the transfer of money
from his personal account to a legal consultation office. The same day all his
money (150 roubles) was taken from his account 'to pay for his food during
1976'. This deduction itself, and the fact that it was back-dated, both consti-
tuted a gross violation of the relevant regulations, however, Makarenko's com-
plaints to the Administration for Corrective Labour Institutions and the pro-
curacy were rejected. Moreover the prison also confiscated 'as payment for food'
new money transfers arriving in Makarenko's name.

In violation of article 18 the persecution of believers continues.
In violation of article 15 the detention in camps and prisons of '25-

yearers' continues, although article 15 forbids terms of imprisonment greater
than those in force at the time of the punishment's implementation (in the
U S S R, since 1959, this is 15 years). In the Mordovian camps at present there
are about 20 such prisoners.

On 21 April a 100-day campaign of struggle for the rights of political pri-
soners began (see 'Statute on Political Prisoners').

* • *

The Mordovian Camps
On 12 January 1977 a one-day hunger-strike was declared to mark the anniver-
sary of the beginning of the campaign of repression in the Ukraine in 1972.
Participants demanded the release of Ukrainian political prisoners and an end
to persecutions for nationalist beliefs. The hunger-strike was conducted by the
Ukrainians Mikhail Osadchy, Ivan Gel, Valentin Moroz, Svyatoslav Kara-
vansky, Vasily Romanyuk, Danilo Shumuk, Pyotr Saranchuk, (all in camp 1),
Vyacheslav Chornovil, Vasily Stus, Nikolai Budulak-Sharygin, Vasily Ovsienko,
Roman Semenyuk, Konstantin Didenko, Artem Yuskevich, Igor Kravtov, Irina
Stasiv-Kalynets, Stefania Shabatura, Oksana Popovich and Irina Senik, and
also by Paruir Airikyan, Razmik Markosyan, Vladimir Osipov, German Usha-
kov, Sergei Soldatov, Mikhail Kheifets, Yury Fyodorov, Eduard Kuznetsov,
Maigonis Raving, Babur Shakirov and Nijole Sadunaite. In a statement issued
on that day V. Osipov listed 40 Ukrainian political prisoners known to him
and called it a crime that prisoners should be forcibly cut off from their native
tongue and national culture.

At the end of 1976 Colonel Romanov became head of the K G B office for the
Mordovian camps instead of Colonel Drotenko. Major Tryasoumov became
deputy head.

Camp 1 (special-regime)
11 people died in the camp during 1976. One of the reasons for the high
mortality rate is thought to be the harmful work conditions. The air in the
workshops is saturated with glass-dust and dust from abrasives. There are fewer
than 100 prisoners in the camp altogether.

Svyatoslav Karavansky is sharing a cell with common criminal Shinkevich,
who is known for his aggressive behaviour: he has terrorized many of his
previous cell-mates.

• •

Danilo Shumuk was in hospital from 28 January to 22 April because of a
stomach ulcer.

• *

4s *
In February Kuznetsov, Murzhenko, Rebrik and Osadchy held a five-day
hunger-strike in protest against the increased harshness of the regime. In the
three other political camps of Mordovia one-day hunger-strikes were held in
solidarity.In February, on the initiative of women, in all four political camps statements

were written protesting against the official threats to A. D. Sakliarov. *  •
* 4s In April Valentin Moroz was found during a search to have notes on the

Vladimir prison and the Serbsky Institute (Chronicle 40). For this he was
deprived of a long visit, which was due in July, and put in solitary. Moroz
declared a hunger-strike.

On 23 March, to mark the first anniversary of the Covenants on human rights
coming into legal force, political prisoners conducted a one-day hunger-strike
of protest against the violation of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights:

In violation of article 19 the imnrisonment of persons charged with
circulation of information and ideas continues.

4s 4s

The head of camp 1 is Kropotov.
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Camp 3
Irina Stasiv-Kalynets was in the cooler from 5 until 18 May.

On 28 January Osipov was transferred from camp 3, where he had spent half
a year, back to camp 19. He was taken without warning and was given only
half-an-hour to get ready.

Vyacheslav Chornovil, who transferred on 10 December 1976 to the statute for
political prisoners (Chronicle 44), is not appearing for parades and roll-calls,
does not a wear a patch with his surname, whenever possible does not wear
prisoner's clothing, and does not submit to having his head shaved or to un-
dressing for searches (he is shaved and undressed by force). Regarding work, he
declared that he demands work relating to his professional skills, but would
agree to do other work if the country's labour legislation were extended to
cover prisoners (at present prisoners have a 48-hour week, and not infrequently
Sunday and emergency work is imposed as well), and if the deduction of half
of earnings to pay for the M V D were stopped.

After transfer to political status Chornovil was imprisoned in a punishment
cell at least four times: on 31 December for 7 days (he was imprisoned while
suffering an illness, not having been given the prescribed medical examination),
on 11 February — again for 7 days, on 25 February for 14 days and on 23
March for 14 days.

On 26 December 1976 Chornovil sent a statement to the Presidium of the
USSR Supreme Soviet in which he renounced the desire to leave the USSR
that he had expressed in a statement of 1 March 1975 (Chronicle 37). He wrote
that he continued to consider himself a citizen of the Ukraine, but not of the
U S S R, and wished to share the fate of his people.

• •
On 14 January Airikyan was deprived of a visit for non-fulfilment of norms
(see 'Letters and Statements by Political Prisoners').

On 12 February Airikyan announced that he was the secretary of the National
United Party. Many political prisoners in different camps (not only Armenians),
knowing about this in advance, on the same day declared their recognition of
him in this capacity. In particular, such declarations were made by Arshakyanand Soldatov, who were in Saransk.

On 18 February Airikyan was put in a punishment cell for two weeks.
Airikyan marked 8 March [Women's Dayl with a series of statements about

women political prisoners (see 'Letters and Statements by Political Prisoners').
On 23 March Airikyan was again put in a punishment cell for two weeks.

* * *

* S •
On 31 December, simultaneously with Chornovil, V. Osipov was placed in a
punishment cell (for an attempt to obtain food products for money). He was
given two weeks. When being installed in a punishment cell Osipov and
Chornovil refused to put on the torn and dirty clothing that was given them
and stayed in the cell wearing only their underclothes. On the second day the
camp head Captain Pikulin inspected the clothing and agreed that it was no
good and ordered that other clothing should be brought. In the punishment
cell Osipov and Chornovil conducted a series of partial hunger-strikes, announc-
ing as the reason for each of them the violation of one of the demands of the
Political Prisoners' Statute.

During the imprisonment of Osipov and Chornovil, Pamir Arikyan declared
a partial hunger-strike. Political prisoners of camp 19 also protested (see below).

* *

On 17 January Airikyan, Osipov and Chornovil sent the authorities a state-
ment about the Statute on Political Prisoners (see 'Statute on Political
Prisoners').

* • •

On 18 April Pyotr Sartakov was given 7 days in a punishment cell. When he
was being dispatched from the zone Major Aleksandrov ordered that he be
put in handcuffs. Sartakov called Aleksandrov a hangman, and for this received
an extra 14 days.

Camp 19
Further details have become known about the beating-up of Yury Khramtsov(Chronicle 44). On 22 October 1976 at 6 am, ensigns Datsik and Cherkasov dis-
covered that Khramstov had not got up at the 'rise' signal and had not gone
out for the 'walk' (walking in a circle to rousing marches). Khramtsov explained
that he was sick, but the warders pulled him from his bunk with oaths and
curses, after which Datsik started to beat him with a boot, drawing blood
from his head. The head of the medical sector, Seksyasov, did not appear
when called for, and said that Khramtsov should come to him. 13 political
prisoners: V. Kapoyan, M. Korenblit, I. Kravtsov, R. Markosyan, V. Ovsienko,
B. Penson, M. Raving, R. Semenyuk, S. Soldatov, V. Stus, G. Ushakov, M.
Kheifets and A. Yuskevich demanded from the procurator for supervision,
Ganichev, an investigation and judicial punishment for the warders. The investi-
gation that was conducted led to an agreement with the witnesses that they
should give evidence that they saw no beating-up. Yury Khramtsov was taken
off to the psychiatric department of the hospital and held there until 25
January. Datsik was transferred to the neighbouring zone for common criminals,
but after a month returned to his former work.

Yury Khramtsov, who is about 55 years old, was sentenced on a spying
charge to 25 years and has already served more than 20.

* S *
Chronicle 44 described how M. Khelfets and S. Soldatov were taken to Saransk.Kheifets was asked about the manuscripts found in his possession.
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K G B officials suggested to Soldatov that he should make a written state-
ment renouncing any public activity, promising that in return he would
receive, as Soldatov put it, 'one-and-a-half freedoms': speedy release for him-
self (Soldatov's 6-year term ends in 1980) and remission of half the sentence on
his son, who was sentenced on a criminal charge to 5 years (see below,
Soldatov's statement of 24 February 1977). Soldatov replied that he would
make no deals regarding his behaviour, but act according to his civil and
religious duty. Earlier, in August 1976, Soldatov, and also Kheifets and Osipov,
were asked by head of the Mordovian K G ESShutov to write a request forpardon.

to work. In the space of six months (he has been in the camp since mid-1976),
Raving has been punished 24 times for not going to work or for not fulfilling
norms. The many protests and requests by other political prisoners to treat
Raving humanely — he does not work due to his illness — have been rejected.
The reply to those who defend him is that they have no right to make repre-
sentations 'for other persons'.

* * *

On 3 January Ushakov, Budulak-Sharygin, Raving, Ovsienko, Markosyan,
Yuskevich and Semenyuk issued a protest against the internment of Osipov and
Chornovil in a punishment cell.

• * *

The prisoners are indignant at the head of the medical sector Seksyasov. During
an epidemic of 'flu (January 1977) powerful medicines were used to bring
temperatures down to 35.50, and two days later people were judged fit  for workregardless of weakness, colds and headaches. Seksyasov showered medical
sector employees with oaths if they dared to let anyone off work without his
knowledge. Seksyasov told prisoner Vasily Kalinin (a believer of the True
Orthodox Church, in prison since 1957), that he would leave him in the medical
isolation unit if he would stop praying. Instead of making out a prescription
for prisoner Smiltans, Seksyasov wrote a work order for him to give to the
workshop foreman. He repeatedly drove  M. Raving,  who suffers from pro-
gressive deafness, from the office. Seksyasov has systematically refused to allow
people with serious illnesses to be sent to hospital. The prisoners demandedSekyasov's replacement and trial. The administration declares their complaints
to be 'slanderous' and does not forward them.

Razmik Markosyan on 4 February sent the Procurator-General a protest against
the  systematic declaration of days-off as working days in camp 19, and againstillegal punishments for refusal to work on Sundays. He writes that for him-
self personally, suffering from a stomach ulcer, deprivation of use of the camp
shop (the ninth in a year), and repeated internments in a punishment cell con-
stitute a deliberate destruction of his health.

On 14 February Markosyan was put in a punishment cell for two weeks.
On 24 February he suffered an ulcer attack; the doctor did not visit him andno medicines were given.

In 1976 Markosyan was punished 47 times. (During this period the 250
prisoners of camp 19 received 440 punishments). Markosyan does not receive
the diet prescribed for his illness. He is extremely emaciated but is not given
work that is within his strength. Many of his punishments have been given
because he could not fulfil norms or, feeling weak, lay down during working
hours.

On 15 February Markosyan sent off a statement that he was adopting the
status of political prisoner (see 'Statute on Political Prisoners').

* * *

Artem Yuskevich is ill  with tuberculosis of the kidneys. His condition worsened
sharply due to heavy work on sawing wood and to the poor food. In January
he was sent to the hospital (camp 3, Barashevo). Yuskevich is trying to get him-
self sent to the Gaaz prison hospital in Leningrad.

In January the plan was not fulfilled due to 'flu, and the camp head declared
the Sundays of 16 and 23 January to be working days but granted the right to acompensatory day of rest later. Since compensatory rest was not in fact granted
for 16 January, on 23 January 52 people did not go to work. Seven people:
Budulak-Sharygin, Kapoyan, Kravtsov, Markosyan,  Ovsienko, Raving  and
Semenyuk were deprived of access to the camp shop and of a parcel.

At the end of April Osipov's wife  Valentina Mashkova  came to visit him. The
authorities of camp 19 refused to allow the visit on the grounds that six months
had not elapsed since Osipov's transfer to this camp. Mashkova disputed this
refusal, referring to the Corrective Labour Code, but without success.

* * *

The Penn Camps

In camp 35 there are 96 prisoners (April 1977); about 90 prisoners are in camp
36 (not counting the zone for common criminals); and about 40 prisoners are
in camp 37.The same day Maigonis Raving received a second punishment: he was sent to

the punishment block for four months for not fulfilling the norm. As a protest
he declared that he was assuming the status of political prisoner and refused

Camp 35
The number of administrators has not diminished since 1974, although there
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were then 250 prisoners in the camp. The prisoners consider that the autho-rities are more interested in keeping reliable cadres than in economizing onsalaries.
About half the prisoners are aged invalids, imprisoned mostly 'for the war'(policemen or punitive personnel under the Nazi occupation), or for partici-pation in national-liberation partisan struggles. The work consists of: a metal-working workshop (about 15 people), a sewing workshop (also about 15 people),a boiler-room (nine people) and general services (about 20 people). In theliving zone there is one two-storey brick barracks. Conditions are consideredto be relatively good. It is not cold in the barracks (except for spring andautumn). There is a recreation area in the zone where in summer one can evenlie in the sun.
Full-scale searches are conducted two or three times a month; certain poli-tical prisoners are searched much more frequently. Sometimes the doctor'prescribes' a second blanket, otherwise such an item is taken away duringsearches. Sweaters, padded jackets and felt boots are also confiscated. Gloves,a scarf and socks are permitted.

• 4'
Once a 'polizei' [former policeman under the Nazis] picked a quarrel withIzrail Zalmanson on some trifling pretext and called him a Yid. Zalmansonhit him and a brawl started. Zalmanson was given 15 days in a punishmentcell. The 'polizer was given 5 days but exempted from serving them bydoctor's order. On 18 February members of the supervisory commission ofthe Soviet executive committee and a few other people talked to Zalmanson.The same day Zalmanson was taken to a court in the town of Chusovoi whichtransferred him to prison until the end of his term, that is, until 15 June 1978(Chronicle 17, The Aeroplane Trial').

condition and declared a hunger-strike in protest against deprivation of a longvisit. About 20 other political prisoners also declared a hunger-strike in support.On 30 April camp head Polyakov telegraphed Lilya Sverstyuk that a longvisit had been permitted and was fixed for the end of May.
* • *

Polyakov has become the camp head (he had been deputy head for regime).
Camp 36
Since spring 1976 new work has been introduced to the camp — chisellingheavy parts — up to 100 Kg — for a Sverdlovsk instrument factory. Thisheavy and unhealthy work is not officially counted as such. Of the prescribedextras — milk, food according to norm 2 (Chronicle 33), and a supplcmentary
four roubles for the prison shop — the prisoners have managed to obtain onlya few, and then not always. The prisoners have also frequently demanded theissue of safety overalls to lathe-workers. At the end of September 1976 the endof Grinkov's sleeve caught in a lathe while he was chiselling: he was wearingordinary overalls, and his clothing was instantly ripped off, and he was sent tothe medical sector in a state of shock. Several political prisoners sent a state-
ment about this incident to the Procurator and the All-Union Council of TradeUnions. They received the reply that the accident had been Grinkov's ownfault.

• 4'
Repair and tidying-up work is being carried out in the camp. The administra-tion is forcing prisoners to do this work, including heavy work with cement,in unpaid overtime.

• •
The state of Igor Ogurtsov's health has recently sharply deteriorated. He isworking as a stoker, doing two shifts in succession. Ogurtsov is in his eleventhyear of imprisonment, seven of which he spent in Vladimir prison.

• •
Ivan Shovkovoi (Chronicle 33) has been deprived of a long visit (due at theend of May) for visiting another part of the camp.

* • •
Evgeny Svertsyuk has been transferred here from camp 36 (the Chronicledoes not know on what date). On 14 April his wife came from Kiev to see himon a personal (ie long) visit. She was told that Sverstyuk had been deprived ofthe visit. The administration offered to give Sverstyuk a general (ie short) visiton the condition that Russian was spoken. E. Sverstyuk did not accept the

• 4g
As a practising Jew, Iosif Mendelevich does not work on Saturdays, fulfilling
the Saturday norms in advance. On Saturday 11 December he discovered onarrival at his place of work that the finished parts he had stored had dis-appeared. Comrades from his own and even from another workshop helped himto put together again the prescribed number. On Monday deputy head of thecamp Fyodorov summoned the brigade leaders and gave them a dressing-down over the fact that their men had left their places of work. A few dayslater Mendelevich called in at the workshop head's office on business and sawhis missing parts there. After the following Saturday — 18 December —Mendelevich was given one month in the punishment barracks for avoidingwork. Many prisoners protested. Dymshits, Zalmanson, Chuprei, Grinkov and
Kovalyov are known to have conducted a one-day hunger-strike.

* • •
Starting from October 1976 invalids are being forced (through persuasion andthreats) to work. Dmitry Basarab and Ottufry Kulak (both '25-yearers' from
the Ukrainian Insurrectionist Army) firmly refused. Over a certain period oftime Fyodorov daily summoned Basarab to see him. At the beginning of Feb-
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nary Basarab fell ill with a heart attack and was sent to hospital on a stretcher.
Earlier he had suffered two bouts of heart trouble.

• •
On 6 January section officer Dolmatov tried to disperse prisoners who had
gathered in their barracks to celebrate Christmas. The prisoners did not comply.

In mid-January searches were conducted as a result of which Bibles were
confiscated from a number of people including Sverstyuk (an English edition
belonging to Mukhametshin) and Sado. Notes of religious content were con-
fiscated from Petras Plumpa. Plumpa is continually accused by the administra-
tion of carrying on religious propaganda. He is threatened with severe
punishment.

In March Plumpa's wife received a notification from the camp head
Zhuravkov that Plumpa had been deprived of a visit 'for violation of the
regime'.

in the appeal hearing, saying that he had nothing to add to Naritsa's appeal.
However, the lawyer regretted the strong wording of the appeal. During the
appeal hearing Naritsa's appeal was not read out. It was only stated that the
defendant considered the attack to have been deliberately instigated and that
he did not plead guilty. The sentence (2+ years) remained in force.

When he was in an investigations prison in Riga Naritsa wrote a complaint
to the Procurator of the Latvian S S R about the conditions in which he was
confined. After this he was beaten up by his cell-mates, who were common
criminals. From 3 to 6 March Naritsa was put in a punishment cell, wearing
handcuffs. During this time the handcuffs bit into his wrists so much that
when they were being taken off he cried out with pain.

Since 10 March Naritsa has been in a camp near Riga (Riga, G S P, uchr.
0 Ts 78/7). It is known to the local population as `gkirotava' (from the name of
the locality). In the camp Naritsa was told that he was considered unreliable
and could therefore expect only the worst conditions. He was put in a bad
brigade doing heavy work.

* • *
At the end of 1976 Kovalyov sent a statement to the USSR Procurator-
General about the undercover work conducted among the prisoners by the
camp administration and representatives of the K G B. Kovalyov referred to
the self-unmasking of Taratukhin in February 1976 (Chronicle 42). Kovalyov'sstatement was confiscated as containing information not permitted to be made
public.

In 1976 Taratukhin was taken to camp 37 for several months. There he was
'talked to' about his refusal to cooperate with the K G B. The administration
summoned his father to this 'talk'.

Yakutia
Georgy Vins (Chronicles 35, 44), spent two weeks in the regional M V D hospi-
tal in Yakutia. His condition continues to worsen, and the attacks of heart
trouble and high blood pressure have become more frequent; as a result of
emaciation and vitamin deficiency he has furunculosis and his gums bleed.

On 20 April the camp administration gave G. P. Vins a reprimand. The
accusation was made that Western publications about him were a result of his
initiative. They showed Vins an English-language newspaper with an article
and a photograph.

On 22 May Vins received a two-hour visit from his wife and son. During the
visit he said that material for a new trial was being collected against him, and
in particular his correspondence.* •

* • *S. Kovalyov has returned to the camp after treatment in the Leningrad prison
hospital (Chronicle 44), where he was from 9 March to 15 April. He underwent
an operation on his anal passage.

S *

Yakutia
Pavel Bashkirov (Chronicle 43) was put in a punishment cell in May — evi-
dently for refusing to take part in the work to decorate the camp for 1 May.*
Bashkirov is suffering from pellagra. During the winter he was in hospital with
inflammation of the lungs.*

Vasily Lisovoi has been transferred to camp 36 from Mordovia.

Is • •
S. Gluzman, I. Kalynets, V. Marchenko and L Svetlichny have been trans-ferred here from camp 35.

Statute on Political Prisoners

The movement of political prisoners demanding recognition of their special
status vis-a-vis common criminals began in 1974 (Chronicle 33). Dozens of
political prisoners began to define their behaviour with regard to camp and pri-In Other Camps

Latvia
On 17 February the Supreme Court of the Latvian S S R considered PyolxNaritsa's appeal (Chronicle 44). Defence lawyer Mintsker refused to participate

(*Corrections in Chronicle 48: He was not put in the punishment cell at this time
(though he was later), nor was he put in the hospital (although ill as described).]
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son regimes by this status (they 'adopted the status') and for this were sub-
jected to severe punishments (Chronicles 34-44). A draft Statute on this statusis appended to the appeal sent by three political prisoners of the Mordovian
camps to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet on 17 January 1977.
(They sent a similar appeal to the Procurator-General of the U S S R.) They
write that the obligations on human rights accepted by the Soviet Union make
'the necessity of freeing all Soviet political prisoners' a topical issue. Allowing
that this will require a certain period of time, they suggest that for this period
statutes on the regime for confinement of political prisoners be made law.
These should be drafted on the basis of the Statute they attach, which con-
forms to the international documents on human rights and is approved by the
majority of political prisoners. The appeal is signed:

Airikyan, Paruir Arshavirovich, secretary of the National United Party (an
organization for Armenian independence); Osipov, Vladimir Nikolayevich,
editor of the Russian Christian-patriotic journals Veche and The Earth;Cliornovil, Vyacheslav Maksimovich, editor of the journal Ukrainian Herald(1970-1972).

Below is a short summary of the text of the Statute on Political Prisoners
in the U S S R.

metres per person) and hold not more than five people, free movement between
cells, corridors and recreational and living quarters; for each prisoner there
should be a bunk, a small cupboard and a table lamp; and there should be
civilized sanitary conditions (para 11).

Forced labour should (in accordance with the I L 0 convention) be banned
(para 17).

Weekly short visits. The administration not entitled to forbid anyone to visit
a P P, or to determine the language of conversation, or to intrude on a con-
versation or interrupt a visit (para 18).

Long visits — with close relatives — three times a year for not less than
three days (para 19).

Unlimited right to uncensored correspondence, and to receipt of parcels
and money transfers (para 20).

The administration not entitled to deprive a P P of visits, correspondence,
or the right to buy essential provisions and articles. Incarceration in solitary
or a punishment cell to be applied in exceptional circumstances, with the sanc-
tion of the procurator and with the right of appeal (para 21). The degrading
and demoralising practice of the administration giving inducements to prisoners
should be banned (para 22).

Medical services should be independent of the administration. The P P is
entitled to use medicines sent to him and to consult doctors invited from out-
side the camp (para 23). In the event of a P P's death his relatives to be able
to bury his body where they wish (para 24).

In para 25 a hunger-strike is defined as 'an admissible form of protest
against illegality and the ignoring of human rights'. The administration has
no right 'to break a P P's hunger-strike by artificial feeding'.

Para 26 prescribes an unlimited right to legal assistance, which may be
given by any lawyer or organization, including those abroad (non-govern-
mental). Para 27 concerns P Ps' right to association.

Section V — 'The right to education and creative labour' — prescribes : the
right to be an external student of an institution of higher education; a ban on
depriving P Ps of access to information of whatever kind; a guarantee of reli-
gious rights; and a ban on ideological indoctrination.

Section VI — 'Exile' — demands in essence that a limit on the exile's move-
ments should be the only restriction.

The last three paragraphs are not in sections :
para 38 concerns the right of the P P who has served his term to make his

own choice (if persecution for dissent continues to be practised) between emigra-
tion and renewed imprisonment;

para 39 — every P P, when defending his rights, may refer to this Statute';
para 40 says that alterations or additions to the Statute may be necessitated

by changes in legislation or in general conditions in the country.

* * *
The Statute consists of 40 paragraphs.

Section 1 (paras 1-5) contains a definition of the concept 'political prisoner'
(P P). Apart from persons sentenced for circulating beliefs, participating in
associations (not designed to commit criminal offences) and for attempts to
escape from the USSR for political motives, P Ps also include those sentenced
for participation in guerrilla and underground movements of national libera-
tion (but not members of punishment brigades under the authority of the
German occupation forces). In relation to present legislation all those may be
considered P Ps who were sentenced under articles 70 and 190-1, some of those
sentenced under articles 64, 72, 190-2 and 190-3 (of the Russian Criminal Code),
and also those sentenced on fabricated criminal charges when the real motives
of the prosecution were political.

Section II — 'The legal position of the P P' — first of all rejects as 'con-
trary to law' (para 6) intra-departmental secret orders and instructions regulat-
ing the regime of confinement of prisoners. Para 7 explains the demand for the
distinguishing of the P P regime from the regime for common criminals by the
fact that P Ps 'for the most part are not criminals but persons imprisoned by
the existing order out of its fear of the spread of dissent'.

Section III — 'The places of confinement of P Ps' — demands that P Ps
should be held on the territory of their own republics, in separate concentra-
tion camps and prisons, and that they should be transported in normal forms
of transport, not in prison railway trucks and not via transit prisons.

Section IV — 'Living conditions and the regime of confinement for P Ps'.
Here the following norms are defined: cells that are not cramped (five square • * *
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The following document is published in full.

USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs
Main Administration
25.02.77 6/3 -Zh-2170, 2175, 2176
To the Deputy Head of institution ZhKh•385, comrade Novikov V. F.
Yavas, Mordovian A S S R.

Reply to the letters of convicts Chornovil, Osipov and Airikyan.

Please inform convicts Chornovil, Osipov and Airikyan that their statements
addressed to the President of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet
have been considered, after referral by the appropriate bodies, by the Main
Administration of the USSR M V D.

Explain to the authors of the statement that in accordance with present
legislation the crimes covered by articles 64-88 of the Russian Criminal Code
and by the corresponding articles of the Criminal Codes of the Union
republics are in the category of state crimes. The criminal offences com-
mitted by convicts Chornovil, Osipov and Airikyan also belong to this
category of crimes.

The law in this case lays down criminal answerability not for so-called
'beliefs' (as the authors assert in their letters), but for concrete criminal
actions, expressed in anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda, the circulation
of slanderous fabrications which defame the Soviet political and social order
and the preparation or possession of literature of anti-Soviet content. Besides
this, the law is applied in such cases if the above-mentioned actions had the
aim of subversion or weakening of Soviet power.

The corrective-labour legislation currently in force does not provide for
any distinctions in the conditions of confinement between persons convicted
of state crimes and those convicted for other crimes covered by the Criminal
Codes of the Union republics, with the exception of the separate confine-
ment of the first category of above-mentioned persons from the second.

In this connection the arguments of the authors about the so-called 'Statute
on Political Prisoners' are unfounded and can have only a personal nature.

When Chornovil, Osipov and Airikyan have been acquainted with this
reply please add it to the personal files of the convicts.

N. Vasilev, Departmental Head

Yet more monstrous is the existence in the USSR of secret penal legisla-
tion, of all these orders, instructions, and prescriptions applied to us but
hidden not only from us but from the public at large.

Markosyan demands that the Statute on Political Prisoners be transmitted to
the Belgrade conference.

• • •
On 21 April A. Sakharov, M. Lamb, E. Bonner and T. Khodorovich published
a statement 'A 100-day Hunger-Strike by the Political Prisoners of the Mor-
dovian Camps — A Demand for the Status of Political Prisoner'. The state-
ment said that the hunger-strike declared on that day would continue until
the meeting in Belgrade. Participants in the hunger-strike intended to conduct
it in turns. The known participants are V. Chornovil, V. Osipov, P. A irikyan,
R. Markosyan, M. Kheifets, S. Soldatov, A. Yuskevich, N. Budulak-Sharygin
and B. Shakirov. They have announced that they are adopting political status
unilaterally.

The statement describes the appeals sent by Airikyan, Osipov, Chornovil and
Markosyan, and sets out the basic proposals in their draft Statute. The authors
of the statement note that similar demands are also being made in other
corrective labour institutions of the Soviet Union. The statement ends with the
words:

... we express our compassion and great concern over the situation of
prisoners of conscience in the U S S R. We emphasize that in a number of
cases the legal situation of political prisoners and the conditions of their
confinement are in fact even worse than those of people convicted of com-
mon crimes. We note that in our opinion the basic principles of the Statute
should be observed in relation to all prisoners, both criminal and political.

We state again and again that criminal persecution for beliefs and harsh,
inhuman behaviour towards prisoners is a flagrant violation of the human
rights acknowledged by the civilized world and a violation of the humani-
tarian articles of the Helsinki agreement.

Letters and Statements by Political PrisonersEntry no. 380 28.02.77
Entry — 855 3.3.77

* * *
On 15 February Razmik Markosyan (Mordovian camp 19) supported the
initiative of Airikyan, Osipov and Chornovil in his statement sent to the
Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet. He writes:

The situation in which the conditions of confinement of common criminals
are the same as those of prisoners of conscience cannot be tolerated ...

P. Airikyan: 'An Open Letter to the Secretary-General of the U N, Kurt
Waldheim' (21 October 1976)

The letter, written in a cell of Erevan prison (Chronicle 43) is timed to coin-
cide with Political Prisoners' Day, 30 October.

Paruir Airikyan describes the range of 'political crimes' in the USSR and,
referring to precedents, calls (in his own name and that of other political
prisoners) for the formation of a U N commission to study the position of
political prisoners and to monitor the observance of human rights and the rights
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of nations in the U S S R.
Stating that the National United Party [N U 11 is struggling by peaceful

means for the independence of Armenia, Airikyan says that between 1968 and
1975 there were 18 trials in connection with the N U P; 43 people were sentenc-
ed to imprisonment for terms of from six months to ten years. (Information
about the trials of 1973-74 was given in Chronicle 34 — Chronicle.)

Thus the Soviet Union, which speaks before the world of its mission to
defend the right of nations to self-determination, ... in reality persecutes
those who try to implement this right.

S. Soldatov: `To the Procurator-General. To the Soviet Government.' (Mor-
dovian camp 19, 30 October 1976)

On Political Prisoners' Day Sergei Soldatov makes representations on behalf
of 16 political prisoners sentenced for their beliefs 'whom', he says, 'I know
personally, and of whose moral worth I have no doubt'. He asks for them to
be released from custody and for those who wish it to be allowed to emigrate.
Soldatov also urges the early release of six participants in national move-
ments who used force, but who, `by the length of their prison sentences and
the degree of their sufferings, have long since exculpated the deeds attributed
to them'. Soldatov demands an improvement in the conditions of confinement
of political prisoners and better treatment of them. Besides this Soldatov asks
the Soviet government

... to convey my invitation — to a personal meeting at my place of deten-
tion — to representatives of the U N Commission on Human Rights, Amnesty
International and the foreign press, so that I may openly express my religious
and civic position as I do in conversations with the authorities, and may dis-
cuss the problems of my present circumstances. I recall the fact that the
chairman of a communist party, L. Corvalan, arrested by the Chilean govern-
ment, was accorded this right.

In solidarity with all political prisoners whose moral worth there are no
grounds for doubting, and in protest against my continued detention under
guard I as a believer and a citizen declare a hunger-strike.

Abankin, Antonyuk, Afanasev, Balakhonov, Davydov, Rode, Safronov: 'To
L. Shwartz, A. Sakharov, P. Emmanuel and J. Pelikan, To the Committee for
the Defence of Human Rights in the U S S R, To Amnesty International, the
Pen Club, and To the Democratic Public of the Soviet Union and the Whole
World' (Vladimir Prison, December 1976)

The authors of the letter judge the release of their prison comrade Vladimir
Bukovsky to be '... effectively an acknowledgement by the Soviet government
of the existence of political prisoners in the U S S R. Thus it is also an acknow-
ledgement of an opposition that, although unofficial, does actually exist and
stands up for civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights and free-
doms, and against persecution of people for political, national or religious
motives.' The authors express the hope that the Belgrade conference will open

new opportunities for the universal establishment of the rights and freedoms
defmed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

V. Abankin, Z. Antonyuk, V. Afanasev, V. Balakhonov, N. Bondar, G. Davy-
dov, K. Lyubarsky, M. Makarenko, Z. Popadyuk, G. Prikhodko, G. Rode, A.
Safronov, Ya. Suslensky, G. Superfin, A. Turik, A. Khnokb, V. Fedorenko,
B. Shakhverdyan, T. Shinkaruk, Yu. Shukbevich:
'To the Committee for the Defence of Human Rights in the U S S R, to the
Independent Citizens' Committee to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki
Agreements in the U S S R' (Vladimir Prison, 25 December 1976)

... we consider it desirable to declare 1977 the year for demanding the imple-
mentation of the Final Act by the Soviet Union ... We request the countries
participating in the preparatory meeting for the Belgrade conference to
include on the agenda the question of the full implementation of the pro-
visions of the Final Act by the Soviet Union. For our part, we, political
prisoners of the Soviet Union, intend to conduct a series of actions under the
general slogan 'We demand the implementation of the Final Act by the
Soviet Union' ... We intend to mark the opening day (15 June) of the pre-
paratory meeting, which we hope will include this question on the con-
ference agenda, by a campaign of statements on the Soviet Union's viola-
tion of the Final Act; the opening day of the Belgrade conference will be
marked in addition by a hunger-strike in protest against these violations and
by demands that all provisions of the Final Act be strictly implemented ...
We intend to mark the anniversary of the signing of the Final Act (1 August)
by a campaign of statements demanding the implementation of the provisions
of principle VII of the Declaration on Principles of the Final Act ... We intend
to mark Political Prisoners' Day in the Soviet Union (30 October) by a cam-
paign of statements — upheld by a one-day hunger-strike — demanding an
end to persecution for political, religious or similar reasons and the legal
exculpation of all people arrested for these reasons ...

We intend once more to mark USSR Constitution Day (5 December)
by a campaign of statements and demands for the implementation of the
provisions in principle X of the Final Act (the first such actions were carried
out on 5 December 1976) ...

We intend to mark Human Rights Day (10 December) by a hunger-strike
protesting against the failure by the Soviet Union to observe the above-
mentioned provisions of the Final Act and by a campaign of statements
demanding their implementation ...

We intend to mark, in the spirit of the Final Act, the second anniversary
of the day when prisoners started to adopt the Statute (10 January) by a
campaign of statements protesting against the authorities' refusal to produce
a statute on political prisoners ...

Remembering the necessity of daily struggle for civil rights, and giving
our respected, patriotic forerunners in this matter their due, we intend to
conduct other campaigns throughout the whole of 1977, linking them with
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demands for implementation of the Final Act and conducting them in the
spirit of the statement referred to, and also to mark important historical
landmarks from the Decembrists [of 1825] to the present day — such ones as
the first political hunger-strike in Russia on 25 03)42 September 1827, the
Remembrance Day for Victims of the Red Terror (5 September), the death
of Galanskov and the death of Soroka ...19

S. Kovalyov, E. Sverstyuk, D. Demidov, M. Slobodyan, 11. Chuprei, D.
Grinkov, D. Basarab, S. Sapelyak, K. Mlittik, I. Popadichenko, P. Plumpa, V.
Zalmanson, I. Mendelevich, M. Dymshits: `To the Belgrade Conference' (Perm
camp 36, December 1976)

While we understand that the problem of political prisoners is not the
primary question facing the world today, we nonetheless bring it forward
insistently, as it reflects a dangerous epidemic of our age — the crime of a
state against the laws and declarations accepted by it, and the application
of force in the face of morality and the law.

Further on, the letter gives an account of what political prisoners in the USSR
stand for, and says:

We are witnesses to the fact that persecution for thought remains the central
concern of the regime even after the signing of the Helsinki agreement. We
think that it is clear to the West, as it is to us, that the 'third basket' is pure
air and sunshine, without which all the rest loses its meaning ... We also hope
it is clear to the authorities of the West that if they enter into compromise
agreements with a regime of militant illegality ... by doing so they assume
responsibility for the erosion of the ground we stand on.

P. Airikyan: 'Three Statements: to the Procurator-General of the U S S R, the
Procurator of the Mordovian A S S R, the Chairman of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the Armenian S S R' (Mordovian camp 3, 17 January 1977)

The cause of the statements: on 14 January Airikyan fulfilled his norm by
only 55 per cent, and for this was deprived of the right of a scheduled visit.
The statements say in particular:

In effect we (Airikyan and his mother — Chronicle) cannot meet for a
whole year ...

I demand an end to the persecution of my relatives and the restoration of
the visit taken away on an absurd charge ...

It is anyway a crime to demand that a political prisoner should work, but
to punish him and his relatives for non-fulfilment of a norm is doubly so ...

Mr Sarkisov, you ought to know that Pinochet did not and does not
deprive his temporarily imprisoned citizens of weekly visits ...

Be so good as to permit me to receive a visit, if only once a year.
P. Airikyan: Two statements: 'To the Chairman of the Presidium of the

SSR Supreme Soviet' (12 February 1977), To the Procurator-General of the
S S R' (14 February 1977)
Naming himself the legal representative of a party as yet not legalized,
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Airikyan offers to start negotiations 'with the aim of bringing the programme
and principles of the N U P into full accordance with the demands of the
Soviet legal order'. He declares that persecution of the N U P contradicts the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the U N Charter and the Constitution
of the USSR (article 17).

P. Airikyan: 'To the Procurator-General of the USSR and other High Organs
of the USSR and the Armenian S S R' (4 March 1977)

A declaration of a hunger-strike in protest against violation of the rights
of nations to self-determination. A demand to release all members of the N U P
and allow a referendum on Armenia's secession from the U S S R.

P. Airikyan: Three Statements: `To the Chairman of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the Lithuanian S S R, the Chairman of the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian S S R, the Chairman of the Committee
of Soviet Women, Mrs Tereshkova' (8 March 1977)

Airikyan declares a hunger-strike in protest at the detention in camps of the
women political prisoners Nijole Sadunaite, Irina Stasiv-Kalynets, Oksana
Popovich, Irina Senik, Nadezhda Usoyeva and — in exile — Stefanie
Shabatura. In the letter to Tereshkova he says:

It is possible that you do not know that the Soviet Union is not only one of
the few states in the world where there are political prisoners, but almost
the only one which can pride itself on having women political prisoners.

P. Airikyan, N. Budulak-Sharygin, I. Kalynets, I. Kravtsov, R. Markosyan,
V. Moroz, M. Osadcby, V. Osipov, 0. Popovich, V. Romanyuk, N. Sadunaite,
P. Saranchuk, I. Senik, S. Soldatov, G. Ushakov, M. Kheifets, V. Chornovil, D.
Shumuk, A. Yuskevich (February 1977)

Political prisoners of the Mordovian camps reply to the article by A. Petrov-
Agatov in the Literary Gazette of 2 February:

... he also committed perjury by calling — on the pages of a mass-circula-
tion newspaper — the view that political prisoners in Soviet camps have
difficult conditions a lie and rubbish.

They write what their situation is in reality.
And Petrov-Agatov knows this truth perfectly well. Many of us remember
well how in his time he repeatedly complained of intolerable conditions ...
Now, since about the beginning of this year — the year of the Belgrade
conference — the escalating harshness of the regime has reached a still
higher level.

The authors send greetings to Ginzburg and other members of the Helsinki
group.

V. Abankin: To the Literary Gazette, An Open Letter to A. A. Petrov-Agatov'
(Vladimir prison, 4 February 1977)

The author recalls meetings long ago with Petrov-Agatov in camp 11 in
Mordovia.
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I  liked your verses and especially the narrative poem `Kolyma Highway', and
frankly I envied you then for your spirit, the firmness you maintained while
going through the most arduous trials ... Now 1 read your letter and am
struck by the metamorphosis that has taken place in you.

You speak of the spirit of malice that supposedly 'stayed alive' in you
and 'reawakened' during meetings with dissidents. Now — through associat-
ing with some other k ind of people — there burns within you malice against
your former comrades.

Abank in is indignant at the accusation that dissidents are mercenary.
... do hundreds of people go into camps for 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 years for the sake
of clothes or money?

Do you know that Galanskov, who had two ulcers, took part with us in
protest hunger-strikes, disregarding all bans? He refused to eat the better
portions that we obtained and saved up for him as a sick man; he shared
them with everyone. Do you know that Lyubarsky, a man with an ulcer, with
a stomach of which only 20 per cent remains, starved himself here with us,
was put in punishment cells, on strict-regime; and when he received improved
food (two months in spring, two in autumn) he shared it with everyone in
the cell?

Abankin also rejects the words regarding good conditions in the camps and
prisons, giving many concrete examples including some from the camp bio-
graphy of Petrov-Agatov himself.

You talk of helping one's neighbour. Perhaps by your letter you wished to
help one or other of your former comrades?

S. Soldatov:  'Statement' (Mordovian camp 19, 24 February 1977)
I openly declare that the K G B in the Estonian S S R fabricated a criminal
case against my son Alexander, using the criminal H. Pint, who had been
released before the end of his term. It has become known to me that the
latter on 23 August lured my son by deception to a meeting, supposedly
for 'negotiations', and then suddenly staged an attack on a passer-by, after
which detentions were immediately carried out by people in civilian clothes
who were already waiting (Pioneeride St.). During the investigation pressure
was put on my son using my name and situation. He was deceived. The case
was widely advertised on radio and television. My letters to him and his to
me were stopped. The case was thought up for the purpose of publicly
compromising my name (a criminal family!), and as a means of putting
pressure on me during the indoctrination session which followed soon after
the trial of my son (in Saransk, which lasted until 22 November). Here, in
exchange for my son's freedom and my own, an attempt was made to obtain
my repentance and recantation.

I register my open and official protest to the Soviet government, which
has used an unworthy method of political struggle borrowed from the
Stalinist arsenal of illegal repression. At the same time I appeal to the public
for the public verification and investigation of the true circumstances of my

son's case and for the defence of my family from provocations.

S. Soldatov, V. Chornovil, G. Ushakov, M. Karpenok, B. Shakirov, N. Budulak-
Sharygin, M. Raving:  'Open Letter to the President of the U S A, J. Carter'
(Mordovian camp 19, March 1977)

Firmly defending our rights, we dedicate to the start of the preparatory
meetings in Belgrade our action, long since advertised, of unilaterally adopt-
ing the 'Statute on Political Prisoners in the U S S R' from 19 April to 27
July 1977, ie for 100 days. By adopting the Statute we consciously resort to
a new form of struggle against the barbarity which is legalized in Soviet
concentration camps. This is one of the ways of attracting the attention of
the world public and of all participants in the international forum in Bel-
grade to the situation of dissenters in the U S S R. Besides this, we are de-
claring a series of hunger-strikes, each of which will be dedicated to one of
the provisions of the 'Statute on Political Prisoners in the U S S R'.

By their hunger-strikes the authors express their protest against the appli-
cation to political prisoners in the USSR of the same legislation as is used
for criminals; against secret legislation, harsh and unconcealed exploitation
of political prisoners, the almost total absence of legal defence for political
prisoners, deliberate attempts to damage the health of political prisoners,
and degradation of the personality and human dignity of political prisoners;
against religious discrimination in Soviet concentration camps, national dis-
crimination, and the ban on political prisoners marrying; and against the
forcible ideological indoctrination of political prisoners, the deliberate ban
on them maintaining their professional qualifications and the deliberate
isolation of Soviet political prisoners from the outside world.

Yu. Fyodorov:  'Statement' (Mordovian camp 1, April 1977)
... The administration of corrective labour colony I, by threatening me with
physical violence, forces me to address the following statement to all govern-
ment organs of the Soviet Union and also the U N Committee on Human
Rights, also the Committee to Monitor the Implementation of the Third
Basket of the Helsinki Agreement, also to the world public and to the Central
Committees of Western communist parties ... to the World Council of
Churches and to all citizens of the Orthodox faith — my brothers by faith.

Yury Fyodorov (an 'aeroplane man', 15 years from 1970 [Chronicle 17]) writes
that in 1977 the administration of camps and prisons 'began a new stage of
unprecedented terror and provocation'. He links this with the latest arrests and
with the general direction of internal policy on the eve of the Belgrade con-
ference.

A Stalinist period is beginning in the camps and prisons of the Soviet Union.
The Corrective Labour Code, which has only just been put out, has totally
lost its significance as law, while the real source of authority has become the
many directives and orders from the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs.

Fyodorov shows that many articles of the Fundamental Principles of Correc-
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five-Labour Legislation 'are cancelled out by corresponding orders from theUSSR MVD or are not observed at all'.

Citing article 1 — '... the carrying out of punishment does not have as itspurpose the causing of physical suffering or the lowering of human dignity' —he writes:
Wearing dog tags on the chest, the obligation to stand at the appearance ofa member of the administration, and to take off one's hat, the frequent,humiliating, daily personal searches, the punishment cell regimes, the lowerfood norm and the general near-starvation food allowance, the ineffectivenessof any complaints about the administration all this totally refutes thecontent of this article ...

Fyodorov shows how the right to obtain goods and books, to receive parcelsand handed-in packages and visits (articles 23, 24, 25), is treated in practice. Hemakes this comparison:
... during the seven years to date of my second prison term I have seen mywife and mother in all five times. What would Mr Luis Corvalan say to thisif the  Soviet corrective labour colony were applied to him, not to mention theusual practice of depriving one — for any misdeed, even imagined — ofeverything prescribed? (The Soviet press had carried information about theweekly visits to Corvalan by his wife.)

... Mr Corvalan complained that in the dungeons of the Fascist juntathe jailers ripped the labels off the Soviet goods which he and his comradescontinually received from the Soviet Union. I would have given my jailerseven the wrappers as well from all parcels, but, alas, I have no parcels ...In connection with article 26 Fyodorov says that for a rough draft of a corn-plaint to the Central Committee about the actions of the administration, whichwas confiscated from him during a search, he was put into solitary confinementfor two months. After being in solitary he went to the hospital: with a height of185 cm he then weighed 55 Kg.
Commenting on article 36, which concerns daily provisions (for example,Order 115 lays down that margarine must replace butter gram for gram), andarticle 37 on medical services, Fyodorov writes:
From my own experience I declare that medical services do not exist in thecamp system. I have fallen ill here with the following illnesses: chronicconjunctivitis, chronic bronchitis, chronic colitis, gastritis, arthritis of theright knee joint, and chronic left-sided nephritis. I have receved no treat-ment at all. The most that was done was to give a diagnosis. The medicalservice is entirely in the hands of the administration, which at its discretioneither permits doctors to give medical aid or does not. For example: when Iwas in a solitary cell I fell ill. The doctors demanded that I be sent to hospi-tal for investigation, but the administration detained me until I had servedthe term of solitary confinement in full.

Regarding handcuffs, which, according to article 39, should be used in cases ofviolence or resistance, Fyodorov writes that they are used 'arbitrarily and most

often as a form of punishment'. In commentaries to article 39 it says that 'hand-cuffs are to be put on the wrists'.
In the cases I know of where handcuffs were used, they were always put on23-25 cm above the wrists. Prisoners lose consciousness from the hellishpain. My own hands did not function for three days afterwards.

Concluding his review of articles of the Corrective Labour Code, Fyodorovwrites:
In general, in whatever connection we political prisoners refer to a law theadministration at once refers to an order or directive nullifying the law, orelse in the most brazen fashion simply ignores any laws whatever.

That tiny particle of the truth that I have set out here I have understoodand dragged around with me during the whole of my total of ten years inthese accursed parts.
Over the last months I have been deprived of the right to obtain food pro-ducts and deprived of a scheduled visit. For the last three months (January-March) I have not been allowed — and without any declared cause — to buynot only provisions but also essential articles such as soap, tooth powder andtobacco. I am constantly terrorized by the use of physical force in the formof handcuffs, although I am in no way violent and do not threaten the life orhealth of those around me. And I am insulted. The administration hasformed a group of common criminals who have repeatedly threatened thepolitical prisoners with murder and insulted them. The administration hastaken these people under its protection and sets them on us from time to time,staging 'chance' encounters in order to provoke brawls and murders. Of whathuman rights and respect for human dignity can there be any question? It isnot a matter of rights, gentlemen, but of how to remain alive ... Only re-cently, the senior security official of camp 1 said that, well, of course thiswas only his personal opinion, but, given the chance, he would have us allshot.

In conclusion Fyodorov writes:
I ask all those who are concerned, and the competent international organ-izations, to discuss the question of forming a committee to investigate thesituation in the camps and prisons of the Soviet Union.

Releases
On 15 January 1977 Vladimir Yulianovich Rokitsky was released, having serveda 5-year term. He had been in Vladimir prison since the end of 1975. Beforehis release he was taken to Ternopol.

Rokitsky was arrested for Ukrainian samizdat. At the time of his arrest hewas studying in the law faculty of Kiev University. Earlier — at Lvov Uni-versity — he had taken part in the publication of the typewritten student journalMovement [Postup], in connection with which an extra-judicial investigation
was conducted. (This episode did not feature in Rokitsky's criminal 'case%)
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Two of the five people convicted in 1973 in the case of the 'Union of UkrainianYouth of Galicia' (Chronicle 33) have been released after serving 4-year terms:on 15 March — Nikolai M (he was in Perm camp 35), on 17 MarchRoman Chuprei (Perm camp 36). A month or two before their release theywere both taken from camp and transferred to Ivano-Frankovsk. Chuprei wasat first held for a month in the hospital of camp 35. In the Ivano-Frankovskprison they were put in a cell with a third person accused in their case, Grinkov(term — 7 years, camp 36). K G B officials from Ivano-Frankovsk and Kievhad talks with all three, as did other persons such as the director of theMarkovka village school. They demanded that Motryuk renounce his inten-tion to emigrate (while in camp he had sent off a request for French citizen-ship).
After their release they settled in their homes in neighbouring villages of theKolomiya district: Motryuk in Markovka, Chuprei in Pechenezhina. They wereimmediately put under surveillance, the rules for which — besides the usual banon leaving the district — included a prohibition on Motryuk going toPechenezhina, and on Chuprei going to Markovk a. They both have to reportat the same time on Saturdays in Kolomiya.

Rode moved in with relatives in Riga and was put under one year's sur-veillance.

• * •
In February 1977 Victor Petrovich Chamovskikh (Chronicle 33) was releasedhaving served a term of 1 year in a camp in Magadan for violating the rulesof surveillance. He received this year when he was in exile (Chronicle 44). FromMagadan Chamovskikh was sent back in a prisoner convoy to the village ofPodgornoye in the Chainsky district of Tomsk region, where his wife and sonborn before his last arrest live.

*

*
At the beginning of 1977 Ivan Filaretovich Danilyuk was released from a campnear Ryazan (Chronicle 32), having served a 3-year term under article 190-1of the Russian Criminal Code. Danilyuk returned home to Ryazan.I. F. Danilyuk (who is about 40 years old) is a jurist and graduated fromKazan University. He was a member of the C P S U, carrying out propagandawork, but about a year before his arrest he ceased to pay membership duesand was expelled from the party. Surveillance of him was soon set up. He wasarrested in April 1974 after a search during which two or three of his articleswere confiscated. One of them was entitled 'From Joseph to Leonid'.On 9 April Azat Arshakyan was released before the end of his term. He isliving in Erevan. Arshakyan was sentenced in 1974 to 7 years in a camp and3 years of exile (Chronicle 34).

After Release* a *

On 17 April the Jewish activist Alexander Feldman was released from a campfor criminals near Kherson. He was sentenced to 3i years under the article'hooliganism' with the help of a crude frame-up ('the case of the cake' —Chronicle 30). Ten days before his release he was put in a punishment cell onan absurd pretext ('spoke rudely to the brigade head'), and, in accordance withthe usual directives, shaved bald. (Another instruction lays down that for threemonths before their release prisoners are no longer shaved bald.) Feldmanreturned to K iev. See also the section 'The Jewish Movement'.

*
On 20 April Nikolai Alekseyevich Shibanov was released from Mordoviancamp 1; he had been sentenced in 1969 under article 70, part two, for leaflets.He was arrested in Zagorsk. The trial was in Moscow. It was his third appear-ance in court. The first two were also 'political', with sentences of 25 years and8 years.

*

In mid-May Gunars Rode was released in Riga (Chronicles 18, 44), havingserved a 15-year term.

On 10 May Kronid Lyubarsky (Chronicle 44) sent a statement to the Chairmanof the Tarusa Town Soviet Executive Committee:
In January of this year I was forcibly and unlawfully sent to live in Tarusadespite the fact that exile was not part of my sentence. All my complaintsand statements about the illegality of this act have been ignored by officialpersons. Neither did anyone pay attention to my warning that I would notbe able to find work for myself in Tarusa.

My expectations have been fulfilled. I am an astronomer by profession(Moscow University diploma no. 653114), and have the academic degreeof Candidate of Science (diploma no. 006505). The only post in Tarusa whereI could work in my profession is that of astronomy teacher at a secondaryschool. However, to my application to the director of the Tarusa district edu-cation department on this matter, I received a refusal. I have been able tofind no other post in Tarusa even remotely connected with my profession ...... I ask you in accordance with point 3 of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet'sResolution of 7 August 1975 (d. no. 6-24), 'On the Procedure for Applying
Article 209 of the RSFSR Criminal Code', to provide me with work, 'taking
into account my professional qualifications'. (This resolution was published
in Chronicle  37 — Chronicle.)
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If you are not in a position to offer me work corresponding to my pro-
fessional qualifications then the following alternatives are open to you:

To pay me unemployment benefit.
To consider putting me in the invalid category (taking into account

that I have a receded stomach and duodenum, sciatica in acute form, high
blood pressure with signs of a crisis condition, severe short-sightedness and
a number of other illnesses).

To allow me to register at the District Finance Department for pay-
ment of taxes as a private teacher and translator.

The chairman of the executive committee invited Lyubarsky to see him and
told him that he would be permitted to register as a teacher, and asked him
to make no further mention of unemployment benefit. However, at the police
station Lyubarsky was told that work as a private teacher 'didn't count'; he was
offered work as a cashier in a savings bank.

When the police come to Lyubarsky's home after 8 pm to check whether he
is at home, they try every time to gain entrance to the house. Lyubarsky shows
them his 'presence', but does not let them into the house. The police threaten
to draw up a report on 'resistance'.

Since 18 April — under the threat of criminal prosecution for Idleness'
Ovsienko has begun work as an artist in a collective farm (wage — 70 roubles
per month).

On 13 May the Procurator of Zhitomir region replied to Ovsienko's state-
ment to the Procuracy of the Ukrainian S S R :

With reference to your being provided with work corresponding to your pro-
fession I should explain that, according to article 41, point 3 of the Code
of Labour Laws, the committing of an immoral action by an employee
engaged in an educative function (and you have committed such a crime)
is not compatible with continuance of the said work. Therefore the Procuracy
finds no grounds for raising the question of offering you work correspond-
ing to your profession; besides this, you are working at the present time.

On 17 May an official of the Zhitornir regional education department called
on Ovsienko and again told him that there were no vacancies in the district.

* * •

Victor Pestov, released two years ago in May 1975 (Chronicles 33, 41), works
as a metal-worker in a factory in Sverdlovsk. At the beginning of April he was
summoned to the office of the party organization where K G B official Gubern-
sky told him: 1 have heard that you plan to go on holiday on 24 April. If you
do so you will be put under surveillance. Go after Belgrade.'

On 7 May his fellow-accused Vladislav Uzlov (Chronicle 33), who had been
set free back in 1973 and had come from Serov (Sverdlovsk region) to Sverd-
lovsk on holiday, was detained as he came out of a cinema and taken to the
K G B. There he was told that if he were now to leave the Urals area a criminal
case would be instigated against him by the Department to Combat Theft of
Socialist Property (Uzlov is a fitter). 'After Belgrade — by all means', they told
him.

Those who travel for the first time to Tarusa as guests of Lyubarsky or
Strokatova are 'checked out' on the way back. Pyotr Vins and Miroslav
Marinovich were 'checked out' at the railway station in Serpukhov (28 March,
see section 'The Rudenko-Tikhy Case'). Lyudmila Olkhova was 'checked out'
in Moscow: when she got off the Serpukhov-Moscow electric train at the Kursk
railway station she was suddenly seized and dragged into the station's police
station, where all they did was check her documents (12 April). Mikhail Osad-
chev was 'checked out' in Moscow on the platform of the Belorussky railway
station when he had already travelled by metro from the Kursk to the Belorus-
sky station (24 April). Vladimir Sazonov was 'checked out' when, having re-
turned to Moscow by excursion bus, he was walking up to his house.

* * *

• * * At the end of March surveillance of I. Kandyba ended (see Chronicles 42-44
and 'The Rudenko-Tikhy Case' in this issue).

On 31 March Vasily Ovsienko (Chronicle 44) submitted a statement to the
head of the district education department in Radomyshl, Zhitomir region, ask-
ing to be given, within the region's boundaries (he is under surveillance), work
corresponding to his professional qualifications. He is a teacher of Ukrainian
language and literature. The reply was that there were no vacancies.

On 8 April Ovsienko sent a similar statement to the Minister of Enlighten-
ment of the Ukrainian S S R and to the Procurator of the Ukrainian S S R. In
these statements he writes that K G B officials Boroda (Mordovian camps),
Stetsenko (Kiev), and Privalyuk (Zhitomir) had told him that until he changed
his views he would not be allowed to work in his profession. 'This is in effect
a ban on me practising my profession because of my views', writes Ovsienko.

In Exile

On arrival in Vorkuta Yu. Okulova-Voznesenskaya (Chronicles 43, 44) stayed
in a hotel. At a medical examination, obligatory before obtaining work, the
doctors concluded that work in the north would be quite unsuitable for her, due
in particular to her weak sight (0.07).

in March, a few days before the trial of Volkov and Rybakov, she went
to Leningrad. There, in the flat of N. Lesnichenko, she was arrested and taken
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by aeroplane under guard back to Vorkuta. This time she was put in a hostel.
A criminal case was started against her under article 186 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code (Tlight from a place of exile ...'), and she signed an under-
taking not to leave town. She was made to obtain work in a factory.

In the Psychiatric Hospitals

* • •
Inn EL]Fyodurov (not to be confused with the 'aeroplane man' Yury  [P.]
Fyodorov, held in Mordovian camp 1), who is serving a term of exile in the
village of Kargasok in Tomsk Region (Chronicle 44), went on 26 January:14
without the authorities' permission, to visit a friend in Podgornoye village (in
the neighbouring district). Two days later he was arrested there and taken back
under guard to Kargasok; it appears that a case was then instigated under
article 186 of the Criminal Code. In February or March he was taken to Kaluga
for questioning in connection with the case of A. Ginzburg.

Alexander  Bolonkin (Chronicle 44) transferred in April to work in a household
services combine as a skilled worker repairing household electrical and radio
appliances.

His address is: 671510, Buryatskaya A S S R, Bauntovsky r-n, pos. Bagdarin,
do vostrebovaniya.

*

Vasily Stus is serving a term of exile in the Magadan region (Chronicle 44).
He has been sent to work in a mine, although his health is poor and in camp he
was often ill (Chronicles 37, 38).

His address is: 686071, Magadanskaya obl., Tenkinsky r-n, pos. Matrosova,
do vostrebovaniya. This is a border zone and requires a pass for entry.

Stus's term of exile ends in autumn 1979.

P. F. Kampov,  who is in exile in the Tomsk region (Chronicle 42), received a
money transfer for 50 roubles from A. I. Ginzburg. Soon Kampov was sum-
moned by a KGB official who demanded that he return the money as being
'unearned income'. Kampov refused.

On 18 April Kampov was released early from exile, due to illness (he had
two years left to serve). Kampov is an invalid of the second category, suffering
from blindness (glaucoma) and tuberculosis. Since returning to Uzhgorod,
Kampov has been trying to obtain work in his profession as a teacher of mathe-
matics. He has already been turned down by Uzhgorod University, where he
worked prior to his arrest, and by the regional education department.

At the end of December 1976  losif Terelya (Chronicle 43) sent to the Chair-
man of the K G B attached to the USSR Council of Ministers, Yu, V. Andro-
pow. an open letter (17 pages)," in which he described his life, the 14 years
he has spent in camps and prisons and the Sychyovka special psychiatric hos-
pital [S P (he was born in 1943), and the tormenting he has had to endure
from officials of the M  V D.  the K G B and the S P H. The letter says in part:

In Kirovograd ... Regional Procurator Dyatlov, in the presence of the head
of the investigations department of the K G B, Snesarenko, and of an investi-
gator, Senior Lieutenant Medvedev, read me a 'Resolution on Methods of
Physical Persuasion', and explained that all this was applicable in cases where
there was reliable material on a suspect's criminal activities, where these
were not without danger for the state system, and where he refused to give
evidence. (This took place in 1967 — Chronicle).

The letter ends thus:

After all that I have endured in camps and prisons, and knowing what awaits
me in the future, I say — no I It is a crime to be a citizen of the U S S R.
It means that I am at one with you, with that union that calls itself the
K G B.  I am forced to leave my native land only because it has been de-
formed by alien suffocators. There is no place for me in it :  I  am not such
as the K G B would have me be. But  I  believe that we will return to the
Ukraine — to a free Ukraine which welcomes all who wish her to be happy
and flourish.

In March 1977, when Terelya  was staying with friends in Kiev, he was seized
on the street and taken to the K G B. There they talked to him about his
letter to Andropov and about the Ukrainian Helsinki group.

On 28 April a policeman and three men in civilian clothes came to his home
and invited him to come to the police station 'in connection with questions of
registration and work'. There they informed him that the Mukachevo court
ruling of April 1976, which had released him from compulsory treatment, had
been set aside and that a Beregovo court had reimposed compulsory treatment.

Terelya was put in the regional psychiatric hospital in Beregovo.

• S •
In Leningrad on 27 April Orthodox priest Lev Stepanovich Konin (born 1945)
was taken from a police station to psychiatric hospital no. 6.

In  1962  Lev Konin was expelled from technical school (in Shadrinsk, Kurgan
region), for organizing a discussion club. Konin took his secondary school
exams externally and in 1963 entered the physics and mathematics faculty of
the Shadrinsky teacher training college. A year later — for organizing a cam-
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paign against the deprivation of a group of students of their stipends — Konin
was placed in the Shadrinsk psychiatric hospital for a month and a half with
a diagnosis of 'paranoid tendencies syndrome', and expelled from the institute.

In February 1965 Konin sent a statement to the Sverdlovsk OVIR asking
to be allowed to leave the U S S R. He was at once put in a Sverdlovsk psychiat-
ric hospital, where he was subjected to forcible treatment. When he came out
of the hospital a Work Fitness Commission gave him second category invalid
status. In 1968 he was transferred to the third category. In 1972 his invalid
status was taken away.

In 1966 Konin entered the Leningrad seminary. In 1969 he finished the course
and was ordained. In 1973 Father Lev Konin graduated from the Spiritual
Academy and received the degree of Candidate of Theology. In May 1973, after
the authorities had 'charged' Konin with duplicating and circulating religious
literature, Metropolitan Nikodim deprived him of his parish. From 1973 to 1977
Father Lev sang in a church choir.

In April 1977 an article, 'Servants of Slander', was published in the news-
paper Evening Leningrad, in which Konin was accused of sending slanderous
information to the West. The article also said that Konin was suffering from
schizophrenia, and that 'his illness is getting worse'.

On 27 April Konin was invited to a police station and it was demanded that
he explain his 9dleness'. An hour later a psychiatric ambulance drove up and
took Konin to psychiatric hospital no. 6.

The head of section 1 where Konin was placed, Pavel Mikhailovich Tsvetkov,
and the doctor in charge said that Konin had been brought in for diagnosis;
if he was healthy he would be let out in two or three weeks, if sick, he would
be treated. The doctor in attendance, Olga Mikhailovna Bobrova, said that
Konin had been brought to the hospital on orders from above and that his ill-
ness had a social character. 'You know as well as we do,' she told one of the
visitors, 'what he was grabbed for.'

27 citizens of Leningrad have published 'A Word in Defence of Father Lev
Konin', which ends with the demand 'Freedom for Lev Konin1140
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• • *

Sweden). After a forensic psychiatric examination had established a diagnosis
of 'psychopathic personality', the case against him was dropped and he was
demobilized. In 1962 Belov was deprived of his Leningrad registration as an
'anti-social element' and banished from Leningrad.

Belov entered the history and philology faculty of the Kaliningrad teachers
training institute. In 1963 he took part in an Esperanto congress in Cracow.'"
There he received a transit visa to West Germany and gave a speech at an
Esperanto conference in Munich in which he criticized the Soviet leadership.
In 1964 he was expelled from the institute and arrested. Under article 70 of the
RSFSR Criminal Code he was sentenced to 3 years in a camp (he served them
in Mordovia), and 2 years in exile.

While serving his term of exile Belov compiled and sent to the U N Commis-
sion on Human Rights a report by Soviet political prisoners. Besides this, his
Report from the Gloom was published in West Germany under a pseudonym.
(A few years previously Radio Liberty broadcast several of his reports under
a pseudonym.)

In 1968 an employee of the West German radio station 'German Wave', Her-
man Fuchs, disclosed the pseudonym of the author of Report from the Gloom
to organs of the K G B. Yury Belov was again arrested. Under article 70, part
2 of the Russian Criminal Code he was sentenced to 5 years in a camp, which
he served in the Mordovian camps and in Vladimir prison.

In prison a new case was instigated against Belov — under articles 70 (part
2), 72 and 64. A diagnostic team at the Serbsky Institute (the experts were
llinsky, Taltse and Turova) ruled him not responsible (the diagnosis was
'pathological development in a psychopathic personality').

From 30 May 1972 Belov underwent compulsory treatment in the Sychyovka
S P H. He was intensively 'treated' with neuroleptics. In 1976 Belov was trans-
ferred to a general psychiatric hospital. Since 3 Septtmber 1976 he has been
in the Krasnoyarsk psychiatric hospital.

There he was at first given no medicines. At the beginning of January 1977
Belov was visited in hospital by a member of the Working Commission to
Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes (Chronicle 44),
Alexander Podrabinek, who gave him provisions, warm clothing and a transis-
tor radio. The doctor in attendance on Belov, Vladimir Vasilevich Myasnikov,
told Podrabinek that Belov did not at that time constitute a social danger and
did not require further compulsory internment. He also said that he would give
Beim" a recommendation for discharge from hospital. and that the case would
be sent to the Nizhne-Ingashsky district people's court.

However. on 19 January Belov was transferred to a strict-isolation regime
and forcible treatment was started. Haloperidol, triftazin and motiden-depo
were given Writing materials and the transistor radio were taken away from
him

On 1 February Alexander Podrabinek sent an open letter about this to the

In the Krasnoyarsk territorial psychiatric hospital (663831, Krasnoyarsky krai,
Nizhneingashsky r-n, pos. Poimo-Tiny) Yury Sergeyevich Belov has been un-



dergoing forcible treatment since 3 September 1976; he was transferred there
from the Sychyovka S P H  (Chronicle 42).

Yury Belov (born 1941)* entered the philological faculty of Leningrad uni-
versity in 1958. In 1960 he was expelled from the university 'for participating
in the anti-Soviet group of V. Sosnovsky', In 1961 Belov was called up into the
army. There he was indicted on a criminal charge in connection with the
'Shlyauters case' (a group escape by military personnel through Finland to

[This account of his early life contains some substantial errors. See note 47.]
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chief medical officer of the Krasnoyarsk territorial psychiatric hospital, Boris
Spiridonovich Gladkikh. Podrabinek writes:

... It has also become known to me that these actions are motivated by the
fact that on 7 and 8 January Belov met me, that he has not renounced his
beliefs and that in general 'he has to be put in prison' ...

What are you counting on? To crush the will and intellect of Belov
with the help of neuroleptics, and to bring him nearer to the image in which
you yourselves are created? Or are you simply — forgetting the duty and
honour of your profession — following orders from above? ...

I demand an end to the hounding and mockery of Yu. S. Belov. Stop thim
giving him triftazine. End the murderous 'treatment' with haloperidol and
rnotiden-depo: after forcible administration of these drugs Belov has started
to suffer attacks of cardiac pain. Recommend him for discharge, as you were
about to do before I came to see him.

I emphasize: my visit to Belov was of a private nature ...
You have taken a first step on the road to the physical destruction of Yury

Belov. You know that he cannot take a new course of 'treatment' with neuro-
leptics.

I shall appeal to public opinion in our country and abroad to speak up in
defence of Yury Belov.

I shall appeal to all people of good will to strive for the release of Belov,
to save him from an inevitable death in your psychiatric hospital.

Podrabinek received no reply to his letter. Then on 15 February the Working
Commission issued an 'Appeal to the World Public'.

The Commission considers that the meeting and also the giving to Yury Belov
of warm clothing, food products and a transistor radio cannot be a basis for
applying such measures.

The hospital administration replies neither to our telephone calls askini
about Belov's situation, nor to the open letter of Alexander Podrabinek to the
chief medical officer of the hospital, Boris Spiridonovich Gladkikh. Since all
applications to the hospital administration have gone without result, the
Commission appeals to all people of good will to raise their voice in defence
of Belov.

On 10 March the hospital sent the local court a recommendation by a medical
commission that compulsory treatment should be ended. The recommendation
was returned to the hospital and then sent a second time — to the Krasnoyarsk
territory court.

On 11 March the transistor radio was returned to Belov.

the Sychyovka special psychiatric hospital to the Kaluga psychiatric hospital
no. 1. (There are some minor inaccuracies in the information given about him
in Chronicle 41.) This is the same hospital in which in May-June 1970 Zhores
Medvedev was held; the chief medical officer there is now, as formerly, Alex-
ander Efimovich Lifshits. The doctor in attendance on Titov, Valentin Ser-
geyevich Yakovlev, told him. 'I'll cure you all right, you anti-Sovietist. I'll
make a real lunatic out of you.' Titov was forcibly given haloperidol, aminazin
and motiden-depo. He was tied to his bed for a week for refusing to take
medicines voluntarily.

On 22 December 1976 Titov was discharged from the hospital. The convul-
sive twitching which he began to suffer in the hospital as a result of the medi-
cines is still continuing.

* • •

Pyotr Alekseyevich Lysak is also in Kaluga psychiatric hospital no. 1. He was
arrested 15 years ago [in fact 21 — in 1956] under article 70 of the Russian
Criminal Code."

* * •

At the beginning of May the police took Victor Borovsky from the gangway of
an aeroplane in Kharkov airport as he was about to fly to Kiev, and interned
him in a psychiatric hospital. In the police station it was explained to his rela-
tives that this had been done on orders from the regional health department.
V. Borovsky had already spent three months in a psychiatric hospital when
he tried to find out in Moscow how to emigrate. V. Borovsky (born 1952) lives
in Slavyansk (Donetsk region). He studied at a teacher training college but was
forced to leave due to summonses from the K G B. After this he was unable
to find a job. After the arrest of Rudenko and Tikhy, Borovsky travelled to
visit Tikhy's mother and Rudenko's wife.

The Right to Leave One's Country

The Moscow Helsinki group has made public document no. 20, 'On the Viola-
tion of the Right of Citizens to Emigrate," signed by Malva Landa, Elena
Bonner, N. Meiman and V. Slepak. After a description of the general situation
it describes concrete cases of the violation of the right to leave.

• * *

* * *
In May 1976 Vladimir Grigorevich Titov (born 1938) was transferred from

In a letter of 18 February to the Helsinki Group Evgeny Gritsyak  (Chronicie
43), who is trying to emigrate, writes that on 1 January he was deprived of
work; on 10 February secretary of the collective farm party committee V.
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Maleiky announced at a session committee that Gritsyak and Abram Shifrin,
who had sent him a formal invitation from Israel, had during the period when
they were both in a camp together killed a guard. 'This absurd announcement,'
writes Gritsyak, 'puts me on my guard, and I take it as a move to prepare public
opinion for my arrest'.

The Right to Leave One's Country 279

in the Soviet press and called him a 'renegade'. Defending his right to emigrate,
Baranov referred to article 12 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
However, point three of this article was shown to him, which provides for the
limitation of the said right out of considerations of state security, social order
or morality. Nonetheless, as the colonel told him, Baranov would be permit-
ted to leave for any country if he received a formal invitation from it.

* •

Irina MacClellan (Chronkle 41) is still unable to obtain permission to leave for
the U S A to join her husband. In a letter of 31 December 1976 to President
Carter she writes:

V. V. Ilyakov, born 1941 and a resident of Kiev, has for a long time been
trying to obtain the right to emigrate. In 1959 Ilyakov was arrested, but re-
leased without being tried. In 1961 he was again arrested, and this time sentenc-
ed to 7 years under articles 70 and 72 of the Russian Criminal Code. In 1971
he joined the editorial board of the journal Veche. In 1973 he was put into a
psychiatric hospital. In his letter to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group Ilyakov tells
of continual threats from K G B officials and the police.

For the last year and a half the authorities — in the shape of 0 V I R —
have refused altogether to give any kind of explanation. And now on 29
December 1976 comrade Obidin (head of the All-Union 0 V I R) has
announced to me that during 1977 I must not go to OVIR or bring appli-
cations for review, since for the whole of the coming year a negative decision
had been taken ...

My husband and I have not seen each other for two-and-a-half years.
He has repeatedly been refused an entry visa for the USSR ... The Soviet
authorities do not hand over the medicines which my husband has sent from
the U S A ... From time to time I am subjected to harassment on the city
streets ... I ask you to help in reuniting my family, and in giving people the
right to lead a normal life.

•

* *

Inhabitant of Kiev E. A. Ryabov has for three years been trying to obtain per-
mission to emigrate with his family. In August 1976 his wife was allowed to join
her sister in Australia. Now Ryabov is demanding permission to join his wife.
Appealing to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group Ryabov writes that he has been
brought to his decision to emigrate by continual persecution. Latterly he has
also been experiencing pressure over his intention to emigrate. On 1 March
he was forced to leave his job 'at his own wish'.

Mania Jurgutiene (Vilnius), who is trying to obtain permission to join her
husband in the U S A (Chronicle 44), came to Moscow in May to continue
her efforts. In OVIR she was told: 'Your husband broke up the family him-
self — he is a non-returner'. The Central Committee official Albert Ivanov
(Chronicle 40) spoke briefly to Jurgutiene by telephone, but refused to see her
personally.

* *

Moscow pensioners Leonid Ignatevich Khmelevsky and his wife are trying
for the third year to obtain permission to join their son in Belgium. He is a
'non-returner'. In the reception room of the USSR M VD Khmelevsky was
told: 'If people like you are allowed to leave, then no one at all would come
back from trips abroad.'

Vadim" Grigorevich Baranov, a Moscow bus driver, is trying to obtain per-
mission to emigrate from the U S S R. On 28 February he was summoned to
the M V D reception room. The M V D colonel who talked to him showed him
the U S State Department's statement on Sakharov and an article about him

Persecution of Soviet Germans

The persecution of Germans who during their struggle to emigrate have handed
in their passports (Chronicles 41, 42) continues.

In the town of Issyk, Alma-Ata region, Yakov Peters and Kornei Shults

have been arrested for 'violation of the passport rules'.
On 6 January Khelmut Martens, Albert Gerleman, Ivan Teirer and Valentin

Klink, who has already spent two years in a camp (Chronicle 34) and is the

brother of Victor Klink (Chronicles 34, 41, 44), were arrested in the same town.
All four of them declared a hunger-strike. After 30•40 days of the hunger-

strike the wives of Martens, Gerleman and Valentin Klink were allowed a visit.
The deputy head of the prison told Teirer's wife: 'Take your passport back
and you'll be allowed a visit.' (The others' wives have also handed in their pass-
ports.) There is news that Teirer has been put in a psychiatric hospital."

Martens, Gerleman* and Valentin Klink have each been given a year in camp
for 'violation of the passport rules'.

[Correction in Chronicle 46 : Gerleman received only 6 months.]
* * *
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On 10 March, 28 Germans from Kazakhstan and Kirgizia went to the reception
room of the CPSU Central Committee. From here they were taken to a
police station, where they were searched and subjected to insults and threats.
Next day the police took the Germans to the railway station and put them on
a train. They were accompanied by relays of policemen to the end of the
journey.

• • *

Germans living in Kirgizia have sent an open letter to Senator Jackson.
Describing the assimilation they are threatened with, the oppressed status of
Germans in the U S S R, and the obstacles put in the way of those wishing
to emigrate, they ask for help in emigrating to West Germany.

To the official statistics in Pravda of 20 February 1976 (in 1970-75, of the
total number of persons submitting applications for emigration, permission
was given to 98.4 per cent), the authors of the letter oppose their own data.
For example, in 1973-76 in three villages of the Chuisky district, of 205 families
trying to obtain permission to emigrate, 13 received permission.

On 28 August 1976 the Germans of Kirgizia who wish to emigrate to West
Germany gathered in Frunze in front of the Kirgizian SSR M VD building,
but were driven away. Roman Shumakher from the town of Tokmak was taken
to a police station and beaten up. A short time later a building slab fell on him
at the enterprise where he works. After the hospital he was taken to had been
visited by officials, the attitude of the medical personnel towards him deteriorat-
ed sharply. Shumakher survived, but has remained a cripple.

The letter says that Genrikh Reimer (Chronicle 44) was badly beaten up by
investigators.

Copies of the letter were sent to a number of state and public figures of the
world and to Vladimir Bukovsky.

The letter was signed by 1,487 people representing 681 families (3,711 people).
93 per cent of these famiiles have been trying to emigrate for more than three
years, 7 per cent for more than 10 years; half the people who signed have
received a formal invitation from their immediate relatives (parents, brothers,
sisters or children).

Pentecostalists and Baptists

After the submission to the Supreme Soviet Presidium on 21 February of an
application for emigration signed by 525 Pentecostalists and Baptists (in
Chronicle 44 there is an inaccuracy here), the signatories have started to be
summoned for interrogation and threatened that their children will be taken
from them, or that they will be prosecuted.

On 21 March a similar application was sent to the Presidium from 484
Pentecostalists in Nakhodka. On 23 March senior bishop of the Pentecostalists,
Nikolai Goretoi, made a statement about this to the press:

... In the name of the Pentecostalists and Baptists who wish to emigrate from
the USSR I declare that we are free people, not captives and slaves. We
appeal to President Carter as to a brother in Christ to help believers exercise
the right to emigrate on the basis of the Covenants on rights, which have also
been signed by the Soviet government, and of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

We address the same request to all international bodies concerned with
human rights and also to the U N Commission on Human Rights.

We are leaving a country where all rights and freedoms exist only on
paper. We do not wish our children to suffer in the same way as their fathers
and mothers have suffered and, in many cases, died.

A 'Statement to the Press and Radio from Pentecostalists and Baptists', issued
in May, says that the number of Pentecostalists and Baptists who have sub-
mitted applications to the USSR Supreme Soviet requesting permission to
emigrate is about 1,700. We ask to be allowed out without formal invitations
on the basis of simple but clear international laws.' The statement was signed
by bishops N. Goretoi, I. Ponomaryov, P. Melnichuk and V. Bilyk, deacons
N. Bobarykin, V. Stepanov, S. 13abichenko and A. Kovalenko, and precentor
V. Bibikov.

*

On 26 March the Moscow Helsinki Group made public document no. 22, 'On
the Problem of the Emigration of Germans from the USSR to the Federal
Republic of Germany'. It says in particular that at the present time in the
Kirgizian OVIR alone there are about 10,000 ungranted applications by
Germans for emigration from the U S S R.

* * *

In April Erikh Putnins (Chronicle 44) and Klaipeda resident Vale Belapetra-
vieiene, whose father lives in West Germany, sent a request to the West Ger-
man government to help Voldemar Suchkov (Chronicle 44).

Pentecostalists from the communities of Chernogorsk (Krasnoyarsk territory)
and Myski (Kemerovo region) have sent a request to the U N Committee on
Human Rights for help in emigrating:

Religion in the USSR is held in derision. The Soviet government has
incited the common people against religion. It is not regarded any better by
eminent people (the intelligentsia, the ruling caste, scholars).

Letters appended to the appeal describe how the leader of the Chernogorsk
community Roman Roda is mocked by workers at his work-place; how P. S.
Smykhalov and A. P. Makarenko, who renounced their citizenship, are being
tried for 'violation of the passport regime'; how P. S. Smykhalov (a miner
who has worked underground for 19 years), his wife (worked 15 years, of
which eight underground) and A. P. Makarenko (worked 22 years, of which
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13 underground) are not being paid their pension (evidently because they have
no passports — Chronicle); how the leader of the Myski community Petunin
is constantly being fined; how the authorities in the town of Myski encourage
attacks by hooligans on prayer meetings; and how the children of Pentecostalists
are mocked in school.

The Kubai and Krivitsky families (village of Otrada-Kamenka, Kherson
region) have appealed to President Carter to help them to emigrate.

... to any capitalist country where it is possible freely to believe in and serve
God, which possibility does not exist in the Soviet Union, since believers
who honestly wish to observe the Word of God are persecuted and repressed
by every means ...

• •
In January 1974 Baptist Vladimir Mikhailovich Sklyarenko (born 1923,
Krasnoyarsky krai, Maikop, pos. Krasnooktyabrsky, ul. Lenina, 13) began to
seek permission for himself and his family to emigrate from the U S S R. He
sent many statements to the U S S R. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to the Pre-
sidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, to L. I. Brezhnev, the 25th Congress of
the C P S U, the World Council of Churches, the U S Embassy, U S Presidents
Ford and Carter, Senator Jackson, the U S Congress, the U N Committee on
Human Rights, and to fellow-believers abroad. [In one of them he writes:]

We are people who deeply believe in God and no not wish to live in an
atheistic country which is building communism, building a godless society.
Its ideology is alien to us. The laws on religion are in contradiction with
God's Law, in contradiction with our convictions and our conscience.

You communists are striving to live according to the precepts of Lenin.
We Christians, according to the precepts of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ.

Living in the U S S R, we are becoming involuntary violators of the legisla-
tion on religion and for its violation in the Soviet Union we are persecuted ...

Therefore there is only one way out for us — to leave the USSR for a
country whose ideology does not contradict our convictions, our conscience
and God's Law ...

We do not understand why you do not want to let us go abroad; after
all we, believing Baptists, are your ideological enemies.

From the outset, 29 January 1974, Sklyarenko and his family renounced Soviet
citizenship. On 9 March 1975, with the seventh application, he sent off his docu-
ments (passport, birth certificate, Sklyarenko's own pension book, etc.).

In OVIR a formal invitation was demanded from them, but their letters to
people abroad asking for an invitation did not reach their destination. Lieutenant-
Colonel Beltyukov told them in the Krasnodar 0 V I R : 'We've got all your
letters, we won't allow one of your letters abroad. If you want to, then go on

trying to get an invitation.' On 6 September 1974 Lieutenant-Colonel Makarkin
from the Krasnodar U V D said :

You've been refused permission to emigrate. Neither the U N nor your
brothers in Christ will help you. You will never go anywhere. We raised
you, we fed you — we'll put you in a cage and re-educate you.

On 12 April 1977, when Sklyarenko arrived in Moscow, he was detained as he
left the train and taken to a police station; there 'persons in civilian clothes'
took away all the documents he had brought with him to give to the Helsinki
Group.

Of Sklyarenko's five daughters, three, not able to stand the pressure, have
renounced their intention to emigrate. Sklyarenko asks that he, his wife
Nadezhda Filipovna (born 1920), and his daughters Anna (born 1952) and Vera
(born 1962) should be sent a formal invitation.

• •
Women Baptists from Kiev, Nadezhda Vasilevna Lebedeva, mother of four
children, and Evgenia Sofronovna Fedorchak, mother of five, want to emigrate
to the U S A in order to bring up their children in their faith, unhindered. They
both (Lebedeva on 12 February, Fedorchak on 11 March 1977) wrote state-
ments to President Carter and sent copies to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
They refer to the Covenants on human rights and the Helsinki agreement.

* • •
Valery Graur (Chronicle40), who was released in spring 1976 from the Mordo-
vian camps, emigrated in spring 1977 to Rumania, where his parents live.

• •
On 3 May Kestutis Jokubinas from Vilnius left at last to join his brother in
Canada (Chronicles 42, 44). For the last few months a Canadian minister had
been making representations about his emigration.

The Jewish Movement
Minsk
On 6 March about 200 people took part in the traditional yearly meeting in
memory of the 5,000 Jews shot in Minsk by the Hitlerites. Retired colonel
Lev Petrovich Ovsishcher gave a short speech. There was a minute of silence;
a poem in Yiddish with a Russian translation; a prayer.

The meeting was observed by the police (two patrol cars), several K G B
employees and a woman representative of the city soviet executive committee
who continually hurried on the participants in the meeting.

* • •
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Kishinev
An unofficial Jewish seminar functions in Kishinev; it deals with the culture and
history of the Jewish people and the life of the state of Israel.

On 9 April a mourning session of the seminar dedicated to the death of six
million Jews during the Second World War was held. Victor aeremshantsev
gave a lecture on 'The Totalitarian Regime of the Third Reich and the Jewish
Tragedy'.

The seminar next met on 24 April. It was devoted to Israeli Independence
Day, which this year fell on 21 April.

One of the members of the symposium's organizing committee, Minsk re-
fusenik Iosif Goldin, called on the deputy chief editor of the journal in order to
talk to him about the article. During the conversation (which was conducted in
Yiddish) the man said that Jewish culture in the USSR was developing quite
officially, moreover in Yiddish. He also said that latterly the authorities had re-
viewed their policy on this question and had promised to publish a text-book of
the Yiddish language, to introduce optional teaching of Yiddish in schools in
Birobidzhan, and to open a Jewish theatre studio in Moscow.

*

* Vilnius
In mid-April the leader of the Jewish seminar, Professor Naum Salansky
(Chronicle  43), was informed that although an investigation had established
his guilt  (Chronicle  44),  the case  against him had been dropped since his crime
was insignificant, and that his 'security bar' had been withdrawn, so he could
leave the country. He left the USSR on 21 April.

On 14 April Cheremshantsev and his wife Goldshtein, who have been waiting
for permission to emigrate for seven months, and also refuseniks B. Bilbarcr,
A. Gleizer and M. Kats, were summoned to the head of the Kishinev 0 V I R.
The person who spoke to them said that they were conducting illegal assemblies
and inciting a mood in favour of emigration; he asked from whom they re-
ceived literature for the lectures and who had organized them, and he made an
offer: 'We'll give you permission to emigrate, and you'll help us.'

The same day this man talked to Jewish activist Yu. Evdabsky, who had
received permission to emigrate the day before. He said that Evdabsky had
been given permission prematurely, and proposed that he inform, in writing,
on Yu. Shekhtman and his wife, and also on other activists in Kishinev.
Evdabsky refused. Then he was shown eight written denunciations (without the
signatories' surnames), which, besides Evdabsky, mentioned R. tmd Yu.
Shekhtman, L. and A. Shekhtman, S. Tartakovskaya and G. Levit. Evdabsky
was warned that if he did not provide a denunciation his permission to emigrate
would be withdrawn. This threat was not, however, carried out.

On 19 April a conversation was held with Svetlana Abramovich, in whose
flat the seminar met. She was told that if she let her home be used for the
seminar her telephone would be removed and her flat taken away from her.

All who were summoned to the 'conversations' were promised that criminal
proceedings would be started against them.

* *

Member of the Lithuanian Helsinki group Elan Finkelshtein and his wife
Alexandra Tsalkina have been warned at the K G B that if they do not stop their
activities they will be tried for 'anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda.'52

S *

* * *

In the second half of April about 100 families in Kishinev received permission
to emigrate to Israel. Amongst them were M. Grinberg, A. Roitman and M.
Kats, who had all earlier been refused because of the 'remoteness of their
relationship' with the people who had invited them.

In issue no. 3, 1977, of the journal  Sovietish Heimland  (published in Moscow
in Yiddish) an article was published on the Symposium on Jewish Culture
(Chronicles  43, 44), in which the symposium was represented as a provocation
and its organizers termed layabouts.

Moscow
losif Begun, who was arrested on 3 March  (Chronicle  44), is being held in
the investigations prison of the M V D on Matrosskaya Tishina Street.

On 25 March it was announced to him that the inquiry was finished and that
he could study his 'case'. Begun stated that he wished to do this with a defence
lawyer. The investigator objected that defence participation in an inquiry (as
distinct from a pre-trial investigation) was not provided for by law (article 120
of the Russian Code of Criminal Procedure). Nevertheless Begun declared a
hunger-strike from 28 March.

At the beginning of May a demonstration of many thousands in defence of
Begun and Shcharansky was held in New York. About 150 protest telegrams
reached the court from abroad.

The case was assigned for hearing by the people's court of the Proletarian
District on 6 May. On this day all who wished to enter were allowed into the
court-room. The judge opened the session and announced that in the cell where
Begun was being held a quarantine had been declared and it was impossible to
bring the accused to the court; the trial was postponed until 27 May.

The next judicial session took place on 18 May. There Begun renounced
the services of defence lawyer E. A. Reznikova. To allow time to find a new
defence counsel the trial was postponed until 8 June.58

*
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On 3 May searches were carried out at the homes of  V. Brailovsky  and V.
Lazaris in connection with the journal Jews in the U S S R.

* * I

OVIR Siforov, who turned out to be there, gave Feldman to understand
that if he did not leave the USSR in the shortest  possible space of time
similar 'incidents' might occur.

In March-April the police warned refuseniks  V. Ennuis, I. Essas and I. Benin
that they must find jobs.

Three-and-a-half years ago losif Beilin was registered as a private teacher
of mathematics. Ever since, he has given lessons and paid taxes. In spring 1977
the Kuibyshev district finance department, ignoring the written instruction of
the city finance department, refused to re-register him. In reply to a complaint
the district procurator stated that Beilin had the right to teach, but that 'teach-
ing serves him as a cover for other activity'. In mid-May Beilin continued to be
visited by policemen. 13eilin's family has now been refused permission to emi-
grate for nearly six years because Beilin's wife Dina once had a sccurity pass,
although as long ago as 1970 she left the department that was connected with
secret work.

I * I

Kiev
On  the evening of 25 March, when I.  I. Mizrukhina left the 25th  clinical
hospital where she works as a doctor, two men came up to her. One of them
started to beat Mizrukhina up, while the other looked on. Two passers-by
came to Mizrukhina's assistance; they forced the beaters to stop and summoned
a police patrol car. When the car arrived an 'observer' showed the police  a
pass and spoke to them about something. The patrol car drove off. Then the
same man advised Mizrukhina's defenders to clear off quickly and to take her
with them.

A year ago Mizrukhina's family submitted an application for emigration to
Israel. They were refused because Mizrukhina's husband, a construction
engineer, had served in the army three years previously.

I * *

Between 20 and 30 April, a few days after his release from camp,  Alexander
Feldman was urgently summoned to 0 V I R, where he was  given permission
to emigrate to Israel and told that he must leave the country before 8 May,
otherwise he would be deported. Feldman asked for a postponement until the
question of his brother's emigration had been settled. 'Your brother — that's a
different familyr, came the answer. Feldman began to be openly and relent-
lessly shadowed. On 2 May at about five pm two men attacked him on a metro
platform and knocked him down. They showed passes to the policeman sum-
moned by the public and went off. When friends of Feldman were taking him
home, stones were hurled at them from behind bushes.

On 4 May Feldman was summoned to the criminal investigation depart-
ment for clarification of the circumstances of the attack on him. Head of Kiev

Vladimir Kislik  was about to travel to the unofficial physics seminar (see 'News
in Brief'). On 15 April, when he took his seat in a carriage of train no. 16,
'Kiev-Moscow', a police sergeant and a citizen in civilian clothes who had
entered behind him took him from the carriage by force and led him off to the
police station. The duty police captain refused to acknowledge his participation
in the detention or to give his surname. He pointed to two men in civilian
clothes, explaining that they were 'from a higher organization'. These also
refused to give their surnames, saying that their chief would 'explain everything'.
The 'chief', who appeared shortly after the train left, was known to Kislik. He
had twice received Kislik in the  office  of head of the Kiev 0 V I R, presenting
himself as an official of the republican OVIR and calling himself first
Gennady, then Genrikh (Alexandrovich). Neither then nor on this occasion did
he give his surname or post. Gennady-Genrikh Aleksandrovich told Kislik that
he ought to go home, since 'neither today nor in the next few days would he
go to Moscow'. To Kislik's question as to the reason for the violation by him and
his men of Soviet law Gennady-Genrikh replied: 'It's for the general good.'

On 18 April Kislik sent a complaint to the procurator of Kiev, the Central
Committee of the Ukrainian communist party and the Central Committee of the
C P S U, which ends thus :

My attempts to return or exchange my railway ticket have been persistently
frustrated by tennady-Genrikh's men', who have followed me everywhere
and tried to 'persuade' me to return home. They have accompanied me to
the front door of my home and continued relentlessly to follow me up to the
present time, meeting me at the front door and accompanying me back there,
with a change of shift at about 3 pm.

I request you to give an order for this matter to be investigated; to find
and punish those guilty of violating Soviet laws; and to compensate me for
the material loss I have suffered.

I think that the violation of the law, the arbitrariness and force used
against me in this case are equally dangerous for ordinary citizens and for
the state itself. It is precisely this that has forced me to write to you.

V. Kislik is a Candidate of Physics and Mathematics and has been refused per-
mission to emigrate for three years. His wife and child went to Israel two years
ago. He is obliged to work outside his profession.
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Expulsion of Writers unjustly persecuted and my protests against attempts to revive Stalinism. The
texts of my letters, statements and articles and also my book To be Kept
for Ever are available to you, and any unprejudiced reader will see how far
the anxieties and warnings expressed in them have been confirmed.

So today I can only repeat once more the puzzling questions:
Why is the administrative destruction of writers necessary?

— Who will believe that such reprisals help the development of our coun-
try's literature and the activities of a creative union?

Have the instigators of these reprisals really become so impoverished
in memory and imagination that they wish once more to play out the old
tragedies, and are not aware that in this way they turn out to look like the
cast of a mediocre farce?

I shall not take part in any sessions of this type. Maybe this will help
those of you who think and feel otherwise than is decreed: they will not
need to make yet another speech, playing the hypocrite and condemning
themselves to repentance at some later time, and to the contempt of their
children and grand-children.

My only request is that you read this letter.

On 18 March the Secretariat of the Moscow organization of the Writers' Union
voted for the expulsion of Vladimir Kornilov - 'for behaviour incompatible
with the Statutes of the Writers' Union'; in concrete terms — for the publi-
cation of a few stories in the journals Grani and Kontinent.

The session of the secretariat was directed by the chairman of the Moscow
section, Felix Kuznetsov. All the secretaries joined in the debate, and N.
Gribachev did so with particular malice. M. Prilezhayeva said that people
such as Kornilov should have their children taken away from them in order to
save them and their friends from the influence of anti-Soviet ideology. Stanislav
Kunyayev stated that as much as 17 years ago Kornilov had written a narrative
poem giving evidence, in Kunyayev's opinion, of the author's Zionist views.
(The text has survived of a positive review written by Kunyayev during the pre-
paration of the poem for publication. The poem was not published.)

Translator Ya. Kozlovsky told those present that on the day of Konstantin
13ogatyryov's funeral (Chronicle 42) Kornilov had told him: `Kostya
[Bogatyryov] was killed by the K G B.' Here Kozlovsky's account was inter-
rupted by a shout from Gribachev: 'Well now, let's have some witnesses and
we'll arrest him right now!'

Many members of the Secretariat declared that the accusatory nature of their
pronouncements had been dictated not by any instructions and not by any
order, but by their feelings and convictions.

* • *

41 *

Vladimir Kornilov is a member of the Soviet Amnesty International group. His
signature also stands under many appeals in defence of Soviet citizens repressed
for their beliefs.

Writer Mark Popovsky on 28 March sent a telegram to the board of the
USSR Writers' Union:

I, Popovsky, Mark Aleksandrovich, a writer for 30 years, author of 17 pub-
lished books, from this day, 28 March 1977, refuse to consider myself a
member of the Writers' Union.

The expulsion of Vladimir Kornilov, the forthcoming expulsion of Lev
Kopelev, and also the hounding to which I myself am being subjected do not
permit me to remain a member of your organization any longer.

* * •

On 28 March Lev Kopelev was invited to the Secretariat. On 24 March he sent
the Secretariat a letter:

I have been invited to a session of the Secretariat. I am in no doubt as to
the outcome of the session and can even imagine exactly what the speakers
will say. After all, what happened when such well-known writers, loved by
many, as Lydia Chukovskaya, Vladimir Voinovich and Vladimir Kornilov
were expelled bears witness to the standard insulting procedure that has
been worked out.

The ritual of my expulsion is needed only to formalize the effective dis-
missal from literary work to which I have been subjected for almost ten
years.

I cannot ask for 'forgiveness' since everything that is held against me stems
from my awareness of my moral and civic duty. Namely — my defence of the

On 24 March Zviad Gamsakhurdia was expelled from the Georgian Writers'
Union (see 'The Arrest of Gamsakhurdia and Kostava').

In January 1977 literary critic Vladimir Solovyov and his wife, journalist Elena
Klepikova, submitted an application to emigrate. Solovyov and Klepikova
told foreign journalists that they were leaving the country due to the intolerable
yoke of the censorship and to anti-Semitism. They were not given permission
to emigrate. In mid-April they announced that they were setting up a news
agency and handed to journalists several reports on literary life in the U S S R.

On 26 April V. Solovyov was expelled from the Writers' Union, and E.
Klepikova from the Journalists' Union. The activity of their news agency
continues.
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News in Brief would have to find a job, not live by casual earnings, and offered to help him
in this. Borisov refused their help: 'It will be enough if you do not hinder
me.' Borisov was assured that the K G B would give no instructions forbidding
that he be given a job. The conversation also touched on the article by Borisov
which was included in the collection From Under the Rubble (Chronicle 34).
One of the people talking to Borisov, who turned out to be his 'colleague' (like
Borisov he had graduated from the history faculty of the university), com-
plained that the article was written in too complicated a style.

Moscow
As reported in Chronicle 44, the case started against MaIva Landa for the fire
in her room was sent in February for further investigation. On 21 April the pre-
trial investigation was completed. The trial started on 16 May. On 17 May the
trial was postponed, at the request of M. Landa, until 24 May. The conclud-
ing stage of the investigation and the trial will be described in the next issue. • • •

A Month of 'Preventive Conversations' in Moscow

On 5 April A. Podrabinek, sentenced the previous day to 15 days, was taken to
the Dzerzhinsky district soviet executive committee for a 'warning' (see 'Arrests,
Searches, Interrogations').

* • *

On 8 April Yu. Gastev (Chronicle  43) was summoned to a police station for a
talk about finding work. Gastev said that he was engaged in literary work (for
the  Large Soviet Encylopaedia)  and had already been looking for a permanent
job for several months. On the same day Gastev was summoned to the
Dzerzhinsky district soviet executive committee. Committee secretary E. S.
Gladkova talked to him. Deputy Frolov and the head of the Office for Utiliza-
tion of Living-Space were also present. Gladkova said:

We have reliable information that you are carrying on hostile activity. We
are not going to enter into discussions with you, but we warn you that if
you do not put an end to it we will hand over all the materials to the
Procuracy.

Gastev asked in what capacity Gladkova was acting when she gave her warn-
ing. Gladkova replied: 'In the capacity of a representative of the Soviet
authorities'.

On 29 April economist I. N. Khokhlushkin, who works in the Vakhrushin
Theatrical Museum as a joiner and restorer, was invited to the Moskvoretsky dis-
trict soviet executive committee — for a talk, as the secretary of the party bureau
told him, about some kind of work with old furniture. However, when he came
to the committee's deputy-chairman Khokhlushkin heard that they wanted to
talk with him about certain acts of his, and about statements signed by him.
Khokhlushkin replied that such conversations required mutual trust, but this
could not exist because of the deceit to which his interlocutor had resorted for
the summons. A man present in the office (he presented himself as a secretary
of the district party committee) then outlined some sort of proposal to
Khokhlushkin, which was distantly related to his present speciality.

After this the secretary said that he would like to understand Khokhlushkin's
views and asked him to explain why he had signed a letter in defence of Sergei
Kovalyov (dated 30 December 1974 —  Chronicle  34). After a discussion about
the letter they wanted to 'caution' Khokhlushkin, but he said that he would not
accept a caution.

0 • •

On 8 April immediately after a search (see 'Arrests, Searches, Interrogations'),
an employee of the Office for Utilization of Living-Space came to T. S.
Khodorovich and said that she must go immediately to the district soviet
executive committee. She did not go. During April the committee sent her
several further summonses.

Towards the end of April three people came to V. F. Turchin's home. Only
one of them introduced himself — policeman Prudnikov, a district officer from
the neighbouring police district (in which the homes of Ginzburg and Orlov
are situated). Prudnikov explained his visit by the fact that he had 'seen Turchin
at the home of Irina Anatolevna and wanted to get to know him better'. (Irina
Anatolevna Valitova is the wife of Orlov). Prudnikov expressed an interest
in why Turchin, a Doctor of Science, had not worked since 1974. Turchin
said that he had better inquire about that in the Science Department of the
Moscow party committee. Prudnikov's companions did not take part in the
conversation.

* • 1

* St
In April two K G B officials came to see Sergei Genkin at work (one of them,
Bulat Bazerbayevich Karatayev, had met Genkin earlier — at a search in the
flat of Yu. Shikhanovich in 1974). They talked about Genkin's signatures
on collective letters of protest and asked what his attitude was to the fact that

On 28 April Vadim Borisov came under summons to the K G B reception room
(he had not responded to previous invitations). K G B officials said that he
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these letters had reached the West. They reproached him with having 'bad'
friends.

K G B officials talked to Genkin's mother as well. They told her that he was
behaving badly and had suspicious acquaintances.
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• *
In April the chief of the district K G B came several times to Ilya Burmistro-
vich when he was at work. He asked how Burmistrovich was getting on, whether
he was being offended at work, whether he needed help in any way. (In 1971
Burmistrovich was released after serving a 3.year term under article 190-1 of
the RSFSR Criminal Code, imposed because he gave his acquaintances
samizdat to read — Chronick 8.)

fourth year in the philosophy faculty. In January 1977 he went to England
with a student group. After the group's return a student in the economics
faculty, Lenberg, wrote a denunciation in which he said that Almanis had
not opposed the English students in discussion with sufficient energy, and had
also not wanted to visit Marx's grave.

• •

* • 41
In April Irina Korsunskaya was called to the director of the institution in which
she works. She was told that she must stop her correspondence with people
abroad and with prisoners, and stop sending money to prisoners.

Riga
Several pupils of the 50th secondary school, on 21 November 1976, the day of
remembrance, lit candles on the grave of the first president of Latvia Janis
takste (1859-1927). For doing this Martin Krauklis, a pupil in the 10th class,
was expelled from the school, Aiya Kalninya was expelled from the Komsomol,
and four other pupils were reprimanded. The director of the school, Jundzis,
secretary of the party organization Kameneva, and teacher Dei*mans also
received reprimands.

• •• *
Leningntd
Chronicle 37 reported that in May 1975 a senior technical officer at the Mathe-
matics and Mechanics Research Institute of Leningrad University, Sergei Levin,
was declared by a qualifications commission to be 'not suitable for the post that
he occupies' since `by his attitude to the social activities carried on at the
Faculty he has a disturbing effect on the laboratory personnel' (see also
Chronicle 43). However, after this proficiency check Levin remained in his
post.

In mid-May 1977 a special proficiency check was set up for Levin. There, as
prescribed, the decision of the preceding commission was read out and Levin
was told that, according to the findings of Leningrad University jurists, a de-
cision formulated in this way could not serve as a basis for dismissal. The
decision of the new commission, taken with one dissenting vote, differs from
the previous decision only in the substitution of the word 'productive' for the
word 'social'. This decision was announced not 15-20 minutes after the meet-
ing, as is usual, but several hours after.

Moscow
In May the director of mathematical school no. 2, Aleksei Nikolaevich Rodio-
nov, reprimanded mathematics teacher Valery Anatolevich Senderov 'for circu-
lation of decadent literature' — a collection of the poetry of N. Gumilyov,
The Tent."

* • •

* * •
Leningrad
In February 1977 Ilya Levin (Chronicles 42, 44), who was in the Writers' House
cafeteria, left his place for a few minutes. Returning, he sat down and soon
experienced a burning sensation. The doctor who examined him stated that the
burn was 'very similar to that caused by mustard gas'.

• •
Riga
Aldis Almanis has been expelled from the Latvian State University when in his

Moscow
On the morning of 26 April Sergei Belanovsky, who works in a research insti-
tute, was summoned to the deputy director for security and personnel, A. A.
Polishchuk. The secretary of the party committee, the head of the security
department and the head of the section in which Belanovsky works, were also
present in the office.

Belanovsky was asked about the Amateur Song Club (Chronicle 41); they said
that the institute management knew about his anti-social activities, that he was
a 'leader' in the A S C, and that 'when they interrogated him, this conversation
would be taken into account'. Head of the security department Timofeyev asked
Belanovsky to give the surnames of his friends. Belanovsky refused.

At the end of the working day S. Belanovsky was again summoned to the
same office. In the presence of Timofeyev and the head of Belanovsky's depart-
ment, Z. A. Isandareva, Polishchuk said that 'they had received a fully official
paper containing information about the antisocial activity of Belanovsky'. He
asked what Belanovsky had spoken about at Firsanovka station (one of the
'Sundays' — Chronicle 41). Polishchuk refused to read the paper in full and to
say where it came from. Belanovsky refused in his turn to give any explanations.
Then they told him that he was placing himself outside society and that 'apart
from all the written laws there is one, the most important, which is nowhere
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written down, and society has the right to apply pressure to those who break the
law.'

At the end of the conversation Polishchuk stated that there was an article
in the Code of Labour Laws under which the administration can sack an
employee 'for untrustworthiness', and that the security pass which Belanovsky
has 'demands definite moral and political qualities, and therefore the administra-
tion is entitled to deprive him of the pass and dismiss him'; then he added that
this was 'no mere threat, but an official warning'.
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* • •
On 14-15 May the 20th rally of the Amateur Song Club was held near Moscow
(in the Pavlovskaya Sloboda district), As in the previous three years, the rally
took place under the supervision of the Moscow city Komsomol committee and
the Moscow Trades Union Council. The rally was attended by several thousand
people. Besides the central stage (where censorship operated), performances
took place on several other platforms. The 'Sunday' group performed on one of
them (Chronicles 41-43). Censorship of the performances on the central stage
was, on this occasion, moderate. Only Galich's songs were subject to an outright
ban.

Police and K G B officials were present at the rally (a minimum of about 20).
West German television men  Fritz Pleitgen and Jilrgen Weber  were detained by
them about an hour after their arrival at the rally. Many participants in the rally
expressed their indignation at this police action. One of them, who began to photo-
graph the scene of the foreigners"abduction', was forced to expose his film under
threat of 'going along for a ride'. Since the place where the rally took place was
within the limits of the zone where foreigners are permitted, Fritz Pleitgen sent
a protest to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A few days later he received an
official reply in which the police actions were described as incorrect.

of he seminar's participants are Jewish refuseniks.) Many of the session's
foreign participants were unable to attend. Ten French scholars, including Nobel
prize•winner Kastler, were refused visas. (They wrote a protest to the U S S It
Academy  of Sciences). Nobel prize-winner  G. Wald and another scholar, who
arrived on  tourist visas, were 'thrown out' when they were in Leningrad. Never-
theless, 12 foreign scholars came to the seminar and gave papers.

The authorities also took measures against the attendance of Soviet participants
from outside Moscow. Apart from  Kislik  (see 'The Jewish Movement'), who lives
in Kiev,  Gurfel was detained in Tallin and Salansky in Vilnius. Tsinober man-
aged to  come from Riga.

While the seminar (which met in M.  Azbel's  flat) was in progress, several cars
with 'observers' stood around the house, but entry to the flat was not obstructed
(compare Chronicle 32).

Twenty-five papers were read at the seminar, amongst them a paper by Yu.
Golfand on Yu. Orlov's  work on wave logic. A.  D. Sakharov  took part in the
first day of the seminar.

* • •

* •
On 22 May a 'Sunday' was held at Firsanovka station. In the programme were the
songs of  Pyotr Starchik.  This time there were also foreign (French) guests. A
policeman and vigilantes removed them (55 km from Moscow, Firsanovka is
outside the zone permitted to foreigners).

* • •
During the last year the number of people harassed in one way or another in
connection with the 'Sundays' has reached at least 25.

K G B investigator Vitaly Ivanovich Mikayev is dealing with the 'Sundays' (it
is possible that the surname has been distorted). His telephone number at work is
224-54-71.

Moscow
About four years ago an Assistant Professor in the Department of Algebra at
Moscow University,  Ernest Borisovich Vinberg,  defended his higher doctoral
thesis. The thesis was in the Higher Degrees Commission as formerly constituted
for more than two years, and in the new Commission for a year. In 1977 the
thesis was sent for a supplementary report" to the Steklov Mathematical Insti-
tute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. A few months before this, Vinberg's
work was sent to one of the leading mathematicians in the world, Borel
(France).3°

The supplementary report procedure" took place in April. It began with the
chairman asking 'outsiders', among them Professor V. I. Arnold and A.
Fomenko" to leave the hall. When the thesis was discussed one of the first to
speak was Professor Yu. I. Manin. He read Borel's testimonial, in which the thesis
was described as an important contribution to mathematics. Here Vinberg was
asked why the thesis had been sent abroad for a testimonial. He replied that he
had wanted to get an unprejudiced testimonial, and that all the Soviet specialists
in this field were his personal friends. Academician L. S. Pontryagin, who spoke
next, said that Vinberg's appeal to Western opinion was very reminiscent of the
actions of 'dissidents not unknown to us'. After this, those who spoke talked not
about the thesis but about Vinberg himself.

The result of the vote was one in favour, the rest against.
• • • *

Moscow
From 17 to 20 April a 'jubilee' session (marking the fifth year) of the unofficial
scientific seminar 'Collective Phenomena in Physics' took place. (The majority

Krasnoyarsk
On the night of 15-16 April the slogan 'All Power to the Soviets, Down with the
Party!' was written on the bridge being built by the 'Krasnoyarsk' hotel.
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On the night of 16 May the slogan 'We will Arrive at Antisovietism. L. I.

Brezhnev' was written in pink paint on the side of the territorial party committee
building that faces on to Lenin Street.

It is known that at different times in various parts of the city the slogans 'Our
Ideal is Lenin — We don't Need any others' and 'Boycott the Elections' have
appeared. Leaflets have been scattered in the north-west district of the city. Their
content is not known. To all appearances, the people who wrote the slogans
have not been detained. The security organs are drawing into the search corn-
munist pensioners and directors of enterprises, asking them to report any facts
that might be related to the slogans and leaflets.

April, a Saturday, opposite the K G B building, stood a stall with Easter cakes.
There was an enormous queue at the stall.

• *
Taman (Krasnodar Territory)
In March 1977 Seitkhaiii Azizov (born 1949) and Rustem Karashayev (born
1954) were summoned to the procuracy over the collection of signatures to an
appeal to the government by the Crimean Tatars in connection with the 60th
anniversary of the October Revolution.

• •
* * * The Crimea

Chronicles 41-43 told about the family of Resmie Yunusova, who until October
1976 was living with a sick child in a tent near her ruined home. It has become
known that from November a neighbour (a Russian woman) offered to let the
family live in her home. When R. Yunusova had received an assurance from the
village soviet that her neighbour would not be penalized, she accepted the invi-
tation. In March or February 1977 Yunusova's family obtained registration.

Anatoly Botsyan from Berdichev, in 1974, and Ivan Cherny from Chernovtsy,
in 1975, each received 3 years in a labour camp for refusing to serve in the army.
In reality, when they were already in the army they followed the biblical precept
'Do not swear!' and refused to take the oath. They spent their term of punish-
ment in a camp near Ryazan (Stenkino settlement). When they had completed
half their term they were sent `to chemistry' (conditional early release with
obligatory enlistment for labour).

* i* *

* * I
The community of Pentecostalists in the village of Zhitintsy in the Lyubarsky dis-
trict of Zhitomir region numbers 60 people. On 26 September 1976 the village
authorities visited a religious gathering of the community and fined them the sum
of 500 roubles for 'illegal assembly'.

*
Kiev
Before the Easter service on 9 April the Cathedral of St. Vladimir was surrounded
by a cordon of police and vigilantes. 'The principle is not to allow in any young
people,' one of the policemen explained. Old women were allowed in without
obstruction. Apart from this, people were allowed in with passes given out by the
exarchate.

One of the policemen amused his comrades with foul language chanted in the
manner of a church service. Another knocked down worker V. Nadyuk, who was
trying to tell people standing near the cathedral about the Resurrection. One of
the vigilantes struck a lad who was asking to be allowed into the cathedral such
a blow that he lost consciousness, and first aid had to be called for.

In the cathedral, contrary to the official version of 'old-lady Orthodoxy', there
were many young people. It is not known where the crowd of tipsy youths and
loose girls, several of them wearing red armbands, appeared from. They behaved
in a provocative fashion, pushing and jostling the crowd.

Leningrad
In March criminal proceedings were instigated against Lev Aleksandrovich
Rudkevich (Chronicle 42). He was accused of 'embezzlement' of money that he
had been given for a business trip, and an undertaking not to leave the city was
taken from him. At the same time he submitted documents for emigration from
the U S S R. On 5 May he was summoned to a police station and informed that
the investigation was being prolonged until 25 May. The same day he was sum-
moned to 0 V I R, where, in his turn, he was informed that he was permitted to
leave the country, moreover he must leave before 25 May. However, as long as
he is 'under signature' not to leave town, he cannot travel to Moscow to put his
documents in order. The investigator gave him oral permission to go to Moscow
for two days, but refused to give him permission in writing. Rudkevich did not,
on such conditions, go to Moscow.

* * •
Moscow
A. A. Zinoviev, recently dismissed from the Institute of Philosophy of the USSR
Academy of Sciences (Chronicles 43, 44), received an invitation from the uni-
versity of Munich to give a course of lectures on logic, and applied to 0 V I R.
On 16 May he was received by deputy head of the Moscow 0 V I R, Zotov. He
told Zinoviev that in order to arrange a 'production' trip a reference was required
from his place of work, but that Zinoviev could receive permission on a 'guest'
invitation. Zinoviev replied that if he went on such an invitation (he has been
invited to France for three months), then it was possible that after three months
he would ask for political asylum. Zotov then agreed to accept the documents
with the invitation from Munich and without a reference,On 8 April, in an official cafeteria of the K G B, Easter cakes were sold. On 9 * * *
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of leading functionaries of the All-Union Communist Party (Bolshevik) and the
C P S U. A summary of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights compiledby Orlovsky was not returned to him.

On 30 June a senior assistant Leningrad procurator responsible for super-vising K G B investigations, I. V. Katukova, invited Orlovsky to see her and
stated that the procurator of Leningrad had directed her to convey to Orlovskythe reply to his complaints. In the course of conversation with OrlovskyKatukova said:

Moscow
On 27 April member of the Moscow Helsinki group Yury Mnyukh (Chronicle44) was summoned to a police station for a talk about 'parasitism'. Police offi-cials agreed with Mnyukh that the commission on parasitism would scarcelyhelp him, a Candidate of Science, obtain work.

On 11 May Mnyukh was told that he and his family had been given permis-
sion to emigrate to Israel. Mnyukh demanded the return of the money (3,600roubles) and the objects that had been taken from him at a search on 7 Feb-
ruary (Chronicle 44). The money was given back to him (at the same time 80roubles taken at the same search were returned to Malva Landa), but on 18 Mayhis driving licence was taken away (at the State Car Inspectorate the director,
whom Mnyukh told about the strange zeal of 'his men', admitted: 'Those aren'tour men').

On 6 April Kronid Lyubarsky submitted to the people's court of the Frunzedistrict of the town of Vladimir a suit in which he requested the recovery from
Vladimir prison of 122 roubles, 97 kopeks — the value of 75 books that had
been returned to him on his release from Vladimir prison in a mutilated state.

They either had had their bindings ripped off, or had been slashed from one
side to the other with a knife, or had had their corners cut off, or some
other damage had been done to the books ...

A representative of the institution administration, Captain Doinikov A. A.,
admitted the damage and stated: 'The prison is rich, it will pay, we have
already prepared for your suit'. He also said that the damage had been
inflicted by censor N. Mityukova

On 15 April People's Judge S. V. Dmitrieva refused to accept the suit, ruling
that 'this dispute is not within the court's jurisdiction; you should apply to theprocuracy in its supervisory capacity'.

A Talk with a Procurator
Chronicle 41 (section 'Arrests, Searches, Interrogations') described the searchto which, on the night of 24-25 May 1976, Ernst Orlovsky was subjected atLeningrad's 'Pulkovo' airport, and the confiscation from him of various docu-
ments. On 28 May Orlovsky sent a complaint to the Leningrad transport pro-
curator demanding that those guilty of illegal search and confiscation shouldbe punished and criminal proceedings instigated against the man who led the
search, who had shown an identity card in the name of police major I. A.
Ivanov. Receiving no reply, on 6 June Orlovsky sent a statement to the Pro-
curator-General of the U S S R.

On 21 June a senior operations official of the Leningrad K G B, Captain M.Ya. Mikhailov, invited Orlovsky to the K G B and returned him part of whathad been confiscated, including an English detective story and a manuscript list

You see, several issues of the Chronicle of Current Events have been found
in your possession. They contain distortions. Even about cases in Leningrad,
which I know well. (Despite Orlovsky's request, Katukova was unable to give
a single example.) And the extracts from the Covenant that you have copied
out are accompanied by exclamation marks and question marks, and by
notes in the margin ... so it is, of course, banned literature ... You have com-
pared our times with those of Stalin. But after all, in the list of leaders of the
CPSU that was confiscated from you and then returned, it has been noted
how many of these leaders perished in Stalin's time. And now that doesn't
happen. As you read regularly the Chronicle of Current Events, which in this
connection can be believed, you know that in Leningrad, say, there's hardly
even one trial a year, only rarely two ...

No, I don't consider you a fool. I read your letter to Valery Chalidze. It
is written with extreme restraint. Only an intelligent man could write like
that. There is nothing anti-Soviet in it.

'So why do they not return it to me?'
Well, nonetheless it's not got a good flavour ...'
... Under no circumstances will you receive a written reply. The law

prescribes the obligation to reply to a complaint, but a reply can also be
oral ... We are not, of course, going to start criminal proceedings as you ask.
And I am not going to issue any resolution about a refusal to instigate
criminal proceedings ...

Nonetheless, on the same day Katukova sent Orlovsky a written reply in which
she declared that everything that had taken place on 24-5 May 1976 had been
legal.

0 • *

In January-March 1977 the above-mentioned K G B Captain Mikhailov and his
immediate superior Captain A. Ya. Chukhonin came five times to see Orlov-
sky at work and talked to him for several hours. In the course of five longconversations 'about everything under the sun' they also talked to Orlovsky
about the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and handed Orlovsky a com-
mentary on the first 14 articles in it, which, according to them, had been
compiled by a prominent specialist on international law.
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Letters and Statements Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the USSR were carried out ...We call on you not to rely exclusively on the Soviet or Western press informing your opinion on this matter, but to set up an authoritative workers'committee which could:
I. Study all the necessary information on the work of the groups ...Study the materials connected with the arrests ... of members of thegroups.

Send representatives to the Soviet Union so that they could attendthe trial (or trials) of members of the Helsinki groups.
M. Lauda, V. Slepak, Yu. Mnyukh: 'Fresh Arrests of Members of the Groupsto Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements in the U S S R. In-sinuated Espionage Charges' (1 May 1977)

Having described the persecution of the Helsinki groups  (Chronicle  44 andthis issue), members of the Moscow group M. Landa, V. Slepak and Yu.Mnyukh write:
During the last months Soviet propaganda organs have been carrying on asmear campaign against the participants in the struggle for human rightsin the USSR in our country and abroad — in lectures and talks, in publica-tions in the Soviet press and in newspapers published in the USSR foremigrants, in TASS reports sent to the West ...

Insinuated charges put out by Soviet mass information organs relate, inparticular, to article 64 of the RSFSR Criminal Code ('betrayal of themotherland'), which provides for deprivation of freedom for a period of upto 15 years and even execution by firing squad ...
Espionage, foreign currency operations, the possession of fire-arms, and soon and so forth, and also slander, and also immoral behaviour, base instinctsand unworthy motives. With the help of this arsenal the protectors of theSoviet state and social order are trying to discredit the information that hasbeen and is being given on the violations and non-observance of human rightsin the U S  S  R.
Using insinuated charges and terror, they intend to root out the very ideaof human rights in our country, and those who maintain it.

'To the Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet' (30 March1977, 34 signatures)°°
The recent arrests of well-known activists of the movement for the rule oflaw in our country, which have been carried out by the K G B, have oricemore attracted the concentrated attention of the Soviet and world publicto the activity of this organization ...

Although the K G B in its present form was set up by Order of the Pre-sidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet as long ago as 13 March 1954, a'Statute' for this Committee has to this day not been published (in contrast,for example, to the USSR MV D, the 'Statute' for which was adopted bythe USSR Council of Ministers on 16 June 1972). As a result, citizens of our

V. Shelkov: 'A Request to the President of the U S A, Jimmy Carter' (23February 1977)
Chairman of the All-Union Church of True and Free Seventh Day AdventistsVladimir Shelkov asks President Carter:
... to raise your authoritative voice in defence of A. I. Ginzburg, Yu. F.Orlov, A. D. Sakharov and others — these who are condemned to death,selfless, self-denying, disinterested people, these truly great people, peopleof genius — determined fighters for human rights and the freedom of allmen ...

The letter is published in printed form (six pages).

N. Goretoi, B. Perehatkin: 'An Appeal to the World's Christians' (16 March1977)"
'Greater love hath no man than to lay down his life for his friend'. AlexanderGinzburg, Yury Orlov and Anatoly Shcharansky have fulfilled this preceptof Christ to the end ...

In the 1960s there were in the Soviet Union hundreds of trials of ourbrother Pentecostalists. We were sent to labour camps, to psychiatric hospi-tals and into exile, our children were taken away from us ...
When in 1975 we refused to register our communities officially ... despitepressure from the authorities and the direct threat of sending us to camps,these threats would most probably have been carried out if we had notappealed for help to the Moscow Group for the Observance of the HelsinkiAgreements. And when this group, in particular Yu. Orlov, A. Ginzburgand A. Shcharansky, raised their noble voices in our defence, the localauthorities drew back from us. If now we do not raise our voice in theirdefence, then by this we will commit a crime before God and before ourconscience ...
On 27 March 1977 thousands of our brothers and sisters in the USSR ...will be fasting, and will bow their heads in prayer for Yury Orlov, AlexanderGinzburg and Anatoly Shcharansky.

This appeal, by senior bishop of the Pentecostalists Nikolai Goretoi andmember of the All-Union Council of Pentecostalists Boris Perchatkin, wassupported by 500 of their fellow-believers.

G. Rozenslitein: 'To Believers' (16 March 1977)
The cause that until yesterday Anatoly Shcharansky bravely and unstintinglyengaged in was the cause of love for one's neighbour ...

Today Anatoly Shcharansky, Alexander Ginzburg and Yury Orlov needour help. Our active love. Our prayers ...

'Appeal to the Workers of the Renault Factories in France' (84 signatures)... Recently in our country arrests of members of Groups to Assist the
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country can only guess the functions of this organization, its rights andduties. And since in making these guesses one can only refer to sad historicalexperience, an enormous number of citizens are convinced to the present daythat for the K G B all is permitted and that it is virtually the supreme powerin our country.
A number of events over the past years do not, unfortunately, dispel, butonly serve to deepen this popular conviction. Ever more frequently, individualcitizens and public organizations bring against the K G B reasoned chargesthat it has performed actions which, in any state where the rule of lawobtained, would be considered criminal.

The letter enumerates charges against the K G B and proposes both the speedypublication of a 'Statute on the Committee for State Security attached to theUSSR Council of Ministers', and that an Investigating Commission of theUSSR Supreme Soviet be appointed to look into the enumerated charges.
'To the democratic public of the world'  (30 March 1977, 67 signatures)... The most terrible aspect of the legacy of the past is the concealment fromrelatives and the public of the pre-trial investigation and the total isolationof the person under investigation from the outside world.

Where is the guarantee that under these conditions Stalinist methods ofinvestigation will not begin to be used?
The time has come to demand from the organs of state security and theProcuracy that every day of the investigation and of the detention in prisonof the person under investigation should be known to his relatives and thepublic, as is the practice in the whole of the civilized world.

Babich, V. Bakhmin, I. Kaplun, F. Serebrov, P. Grigorenko, S. Kalistratova:'They Cover up the Traces of Crimes' (14 March 1977)61
This statement by the Working Commission to Investigate the Use ofPsychiatry for Political Purposes was provoked by a search at which the manu-script of A. Podrabinek's book Punitive Medkine (Chronicle 44) was confis-cated. The statement says that Podrabinek had been working on it for threeyears.
As in the case of Bukovsky, so now with the search and persecution ofPodrabinek, the K 0 B demonstrates its readiness to crush people who tryto publicize the facts of the torture of dissenters by the organs of the K G IIwith the help of hangmen in white coats.

The world ought to know that A. Podrabinek may pay with his freedomfor the freedom of others.
We call on all progressive organizations, and especially doctors, to defendPodrabinek.

T. Khodorovich, M. Landa:  'To Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Alexander Ginzburgand Participants  in  the Russian Social Fund in the USSR — our HeartfeltGratitude and Sincere Appreciation!' (5 April 1977)02
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On 5 February 1977 we took upon ourselves the difficult but honourable,and vitally necessary obligation of carrying out the distribution of moneyfrom your fund.
A person wants to eat every day. Therefore we set about it quickly, at amoment that was bitter for us — the moment of the arrest of AlexanderGinzburg — a man of the highest integrity, fair-mindedness and intelligence.Our warmest respects to him for the accuracy and clarity — fantastic in theconditions of our life — with which the affairs of the Fund have been con-ducted, and which we discovered on getting down to work. Our warmestrespects to him for the fair-minded and intelligent distribution of the resourcesof the Fund entrusted to hint
As soon as we had begun this complicated business, we understood thetruly colossal significance of the existence of the Social Fund for aid to thepersecuted and imprisoned, their needy and harassed families and theirweeping children.
Precisely because of this, we, living in a state where compassion forcaptives is forbidden and consciously rooted out, decided to fulfil our primaryduty, that of thanking all those who took and are taking part in the organ-ization of the Social Fund and in its augmentation. Accept from us simplehuman gratitude.

T.  Khodorovich and M. Landa also speak of the moral support that the fundgives to prisoners, and of the fact that the fund's existence saves them froma sense of rejection and loneliness, from the feeling that they have been for-gotten. Further they write:
In the 60s, when open resistance to the authorities appeared, people in ourcountry who did not directly participate in resistance developed a timiddesire to do at least something to help them, the others, those who weregoing 'to the block'. Thus there appeared the first shoots of the Social Fundinside the country ...

However with the deterioration of the internal situation these started towilt, and probably would have wilted, if it had not been for the fund set upoutside our state ...
The compassion which was so zealously rooted out by our authorities hasreawakened and overcome its fear: the Social Fund has started to beaugmented by resources from our fellow-citizens as well.
And this is the second fundamental merit of the Social Fund: the awaken-ing of compassion and the lessening of fear.

P. Grigorenko:  'An Interview with a Correspondent of the Associated Press'(4 April 1977)
To the question 'How do you evaluate the statement about "dissidents" in thespeech" by General-Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee L. I. Brezhnevat the 16th congress of USSR trades unionsV, P. G. Grigorenko replied:The statement is antidemocratic. It is an undisguised threat to all who speakout for human rights ...
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I personally was awaiting — on the approach to the 60th anniversary of the
October revolution — a statement about a general political amnesty, as in 60
years there has not been one such amnesty. Now I am thinking with sadness
that the arrests of honest and courageous people will continue.

It is very unpleasant that the Secretary-General has repeated the libels
against 'dissidents' which are being spread by the Soviet press. Unfortunately
we cannot rebuff these libels (about our being connected with the C I A and
other anti-Soviet centres), as in the Soviet Union there is not a free press.

P. Grigorenko:'Statement at a Press Conference for Foreign Journalists'
(4 April 1977)64

... Recently my wife and I spoke out against the open attempts by the autho-



rities and the propaganda organs to revive Stalinist methods of crushing free
thought (see their appeal 'To the Soviet and World Public' in Chronicle 44 —
Chronicle).

Since then the situation has changed for the worse. The General-Secretary
of the CPSU Central Committee himself has now joined in the general
smear campaign against participants in the movement for the rule of law. His
statement on this matter at the 16th Congress of the Trade Unions gave off
the odour of the dreadful Stalinist dungeons.

This statement provoked a fresh paroxysm of malicious slander in the
Soviet press against the movement for the rule of law, and an increase in the
authorities' illegal repressions ...

Dissidents, of course, need means of communication. And since it is
impossible to make use of such things within the country, it becomes neces-
sary to turn to the West, to those who will agree to circulate our informa-
tion, and not some kind of 'spy' or 'slanderous' materials thought up in the
bowels of the K G B. But we do not limit ourselves to distributing informa-
tion via the West. Even in our intolerable conditions an enormous publishing
activity goes on — uncensored — within the country. Everyone knows the
uncrushable Moscow samizdat and its periodical, the Chronicle of Current
Events. The experience gained by Moscow samizdat is spreading. Samizdat
has appeared in Leningrad, Kiev, Tbilisi and a number of other cities. A large
amount of publishing is carried out by Christians — Catholics, Baptists,
Seventh-day Adventists. The example of the Moscow Chronicle has given rise
to other regular publications: the Georgian Chronicle*, the Chronicle of the
Lithuanian Catholic Church, the Bulletin of Relatives of Imprisoned Baptists
and even the typographically printed Messenger of Truth.

Dissidents primarily defend their movement themselves. And the means of
defence, essentially the only ones, are Steadfastness, Courage, Self-sacrifice,
and Uncompromisingness in defence of human rights.

Further, P. G. Grigorenko speaks of the existence in the USSR of an opposi-



tion. Pointing out that it has a latent character, Grigorenko enumerates various

forms of opposition and affirms that the government's only sensible line of
conduct would be dialogue with the opposition.

Me the Georgian Herald. See 'Samizdat News'.]

A. Sakharov: 'An Interview with Swedish Television' (4 April 1977)65
4. What is the situation in the struggle of human rights in the USSR and
the countries of Eastern Europe — the difficulties and possibilities?

The situation is extremely dramatic. The traditional violations of funda-
mental civil and social rights, involving the widest sections of the population,
continue ...

Indications have appeared of ever greater activity on the part of the organs
of oppression, of those circles which are incapable of an open and honest
discussion. In the press of the USSR and the countries of Eastern Europe
there has begun an intensive campaign of slander against all who speak out
for human rights in these countries — the group 'Charter-77', the Workers'
Defence Committee, the Helsinki groups and others. A new and important
factor is that this campaign is supported or sanctioned by statements by the
leading political figures in these countries, which indicates the state direction
of the policy. Simultaneously with the press campaign, repressions have in-
creased. In the USSR between February and March five members of
Helsinki groups have been arrested — Orlov, Ginzburg, Rudenko, Tikhy and
Shcharansky. To defend them (and there is a danger that they will be punish-
ed extremely harshly) is the duty of people of integrity the world over —
scholars and cultural figures who take part in contacts with our country,
workers, statesmen. I call on you to act most energetically. Neither can I
fail to speak of the danger of an increase in underground, criminal and
Mafia-like activity by the repressive organs. At present we are living through
a critical period whose outcome is important not only for our countries, for
the fate of dissenters, but also for the whole world, for the whole style of
international relations ...

Do you think that the human rights movement will lead to a relaxation
of the system?

I would not like to assess the activity of those who carry on this struggle
in pragmatic terms. We simply cannot do other than what we do. But I con-
sider that open statements in defence of human rights, which are becoming
widely known to millions of people thanks to foreign radio broadcasts, are
creating the psychological preconditions for the inner emancipation of people,
and, through this, for vitally necessary democratic changes in the country in
the future.

What are the possibilities for you at present of continuing the struggle
for human rights, or do you see further difficulties?

The only means for my public activity and its continuation is publicity.
This is always complicated by the lack of international telephone and postal
communications. The difficulties are continually increasing. I have close
friends who are imprisoned and exiled. There is increasing pressure on me and
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on my family, whose life is already placed beyond the limits of human exist-
ence. Not so long ago  I  was summoned by deputy Procurator-General
Gusev; then  I  was accompanying my son-in-law to an interrogation; and now
I am  chatting to you — here are my difficulties and possibilities.

G. Yakunin, V. Khaibulin, V. Kapitanchuk:  'A Statement for the Press' (7
February 1977, 7 pages)

Members of the Christian Committee for the Defence of Believers' Rights in
the USSR write about the second edition of the book by journalist A. Belov
and deputy head of department in the Operations Division of the Administra-
tion for Moscow and the Moscow Region of the K G B attached to the USSR
Council of Ministers, Lieut-Colonel A. Shilkin Diversion without Dynamite

(Moscow, Gospolitizdat, 1976)
Belov and Shilkin's book is remarkable for its open expression of the state's
basic aim in its struggle against the spread of religious ideology and  in
general  of ideas not corresponding to Marxist-Leninist doctrine : this is to
declare the spread of such ideas a political act, a diversion which undermines
the socialist world, and to carry on the struggle by corresponding methods ...

The sanctioning of the republication in a mass edition of a book which
expresses such a point of view on the eve of the conference to review the
implementation of the Helsinki agreements, provokes serious anxiety : it bears
witness to the presence in our country of certain forces which would like to
put obstacles in the way of bringing the principles of the Final Act to life,
would like to obstruct the true realization of the process of détente, and to
restore in our country the atmosphere of the 'cold war'.

Belov and Shilkin write in their book, about Father Dimitry Dudko, that 'he
was sentenced not in the least "as an innocent man", but according to the
law ... and he was not rehabilitated, but released ... under an amnesty' (p.
100). A Statement on this subject says:

A certificate in the possession of Father Dimitry, No. 056382/46605, issued
on 9 May 1956 by the Commission to Review Prisoners' Cases, testifies
to the libel by Belov and Shilkin.

The Christian Committee for the Defence of Believers' Rights in the U S S It:
`A Statement for the Press' (4 April 1977)

In connection with the published Resolution of the Central Committee of
the CPSU of 16 June 1971 'On strengthening the atheistic education of the
population' (see the collection The CPS U on the Formation of the New Man)"

the Committee states:
The fact itself of giving publicity to this document six years after its

initial publication confirms the presence and operation in the USSR of all
kinds of unpublished secret instructions, resolutions, directives and orders
concerned with the struggle against religion.

By its contents the Resolution confirms the fact of the growth of religion
in the U S S  R.

Through the Resolution is acknowledged not only a decline in the anti-
religious  sentiments of communists and Komsomol  members, but also their
participation in religious  life.

The Resolution bears witness to the increase in the influence of religion
on young people.

With the existence in the country of a powerful system of anti-religious
propaganda, and an almost total lack of religious teaching, even the momen-
tary showing in films or on television of 'religious ceremonies or church
life' ... (as a rule, moreover, from an anti-religious angle) has, as becomes
clear from the Resolution, a religious influence.

The Resolution calls, for the purposes of the struggle with religion, for
an increase in the application of the legislation on religious cults; this con-
firms the discriminatory, actively anti-religious character of the legislation in
force in the U S S R.

Among other measures the Central Committee of the CPSU obliges
party organizations from the Central Committees of the union republics
down to the regional committees `to work out and put into practice concrete
measures for the strengthening of the atheistic education of the population',
and, in particular, to activate anti-religious propaganda in print, on tele-
vision, by radio and in the cinema.

One of the responses to the Resolution is an innovation in the methods of
using the cinema for the struggle with religion. In Moscow Cinema Week No.
14 of 3 April this year is an advertisement for a special showing in Moscow
cinemas of light foreign films on the night of 9-10 April. This device  is
aimed at enticing away the young people who on Easter night try in large
numbers to get in to a church service.

G. Yakunin, V. Khailmlin, V. Kapitanchuk, L Regelson: 'A Statement for
the  Press' (14 April 1977)

On 13 April the first half of an article by Boris Roshchin, 'Freedom of Re-
ligion and the Slanderers', was published in Literary Gazette:  67

... The article is the latest action directed towards the total annihilation
of free thought in the USSR This time the threat of arrest hangs over
the participants in the Christian social movement ...

Believers have long been awaiting Russia's turning towards God  ... It is
precisely with these expectations, and not in connection with the supposed
end of the world, about which Literary Gazette writes in mocking tones, that
the pilgrimage to the ecumenical shrines of the New Athos in 1968 was also
connected ...

L.Regelson: 'Reply to a Slanderer' (20 April 1977, three pages)
Lev Regelson shows up numerous slanderous allegations about him contained

in Boris Roshchin's article 'Freedom of Religion and the Slanderers' (Literary
Gazette of  13 and 20 April 1977).
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G. Yakunin, V. Khaibulin, V. Kapitanchuk: 'Appeal to the Christian Public
of the World' (12 April 1977)

... Not long before the arrest of Gamsakhurdia and Kostava an unprecedent-
ed campaign of misinformation and slander was conducted in the Georgian
press, by radio and on television against participants in the movement for
the rule of law in Georgia.

In print there appeared an article, over the signatures of Patriarch of the
Georgian Orthodox Church David and three bishops, which contained what
was effectively a political denunciation of participants in the movement for
the rule of law in Georgia.

And now a few days later Gamsakhurdia and Kostava have been arrested,
arrested on Maundy Thursday, the day on which the Christian world re-
members the betrayal by Judas of Jesus Christ.

Does not the fact that a Judas kiss is given to the champions of freedom
from the Georgian Church by its leader and his fellows indicate a similar
situation — the captivity of the Georgian Church?

The Christian Committee for the Defence of Believers' Rights, calling the
Christian world to unity, states :

The surest path to obtaining this unity is active help to our suffering brothers
in the faith.

The appeal is dated:
12 April, Holy Seventh Tuesday, transitory feast of the Iverian icon of the
Mother of God — the protector of Georgia, day of munory of the Reverend-



martyrs of the David-Garedzha monastery, killed in the seventeenth century.

Z. Gamsakhurdia: 'To the Georgian S S R Minister of Culture 0. Taktakishvili'
(28 February 1977)

Zviad Gamsakhurdia describes further destructions of the David-Garedzha
monastery caused by artillery-men of the Trans-Caucasus military district
(Chronicles 38, 42), and proposes that at least an attempt should be made to
save the frescoes."

The Group to Assist the Implementation of the Helsinki Agreements hi
Georgia (B. Bezhuashvili, Z. Gamsakhurdia, G. Goldshtein, I. Goklslitein, T.
Dzhanelidze) and the Initiative Group for the Defence of Human Rights in
Georgia (M. Kostava, G. Magularia, N. Samkharadze): 'On the persecution of
V. Rtskhiladze' (statement to the press)"

This statement, made in connection with the dismissal of Victor Rtskhiladze
(Chronicle 44), describes his activity in the post of head of the inspectorate for
the preservation of cultural monuments and his struggle for the return of the
Meskhetians.

On 4 January, in a search at the home of Yu. Orlov, among other materials
were taken materials on the Meskhetians which had been entrusted to him
by V. Rtskhiladze personally. In particular, there was V. Rtskhiladze's letter
on the Meskhetian question to the Chronicle," and also about 8,000 signa-

tures of Meskhetians demanding the restoration of their Georgian nationality
and return to their homeland. These materials were the basis for the well-
known document of the Moscow Helsinki group 'On the Situation of the
Meskhetians'.n

At the beginning of January there appeared the Georgian samizdat journal
Georgian Hera/d No. 2, which contained a long article (about 100 pages)
by V. Rtskhiladze, 'A Crime against the Georgian People (the tragedy of
the Meskhetians)'; he has also published in samizdat other articles on various
matters.

It was precisely after the search at Yu. Orlov's home that the persecution of
V. Rtskhilaclze, which caused the anxiety of the authors of the statement, began.

Statement-Protest about the Persecution of V. Rtskhiladze (12 March 1977)
We, representatives of the Georgian Muslims (Meskhetians), exiled from
Georgia in 1944, learn with indignation of the persecution of V. Rtskhiladze,
who is actively defending our interests and fighting for our rights. V.
Rtskhiladze has already been studying the Meskhetian question for many
years and collecting all kind of material about it, writing statements and
constantly visiting Soviet departments about our affairs. In July 1976 V.
Rtskhiladze came to Kabardino-Balkaria, where exiled Meskhetians are
living, and studied our situation on the spot. There a meeting was organized
where V. Rtskhiladze himself spoke in the name of the Georgian intelligent-
sia, and Meskhetian delegates also spoke ...

We are delighted with his article 'The Tragedy of the Meskhetians', and
consider that he is the spokesman of our hopes and a champion of our
return. We protest against his persecution and appeal to the world public
to defend him and not to allow his arrest.

On behalf of many thousands of Georgians deported in 1944:
Kli. Umarov-Gozalishvili, Dzh. Ayubov-Abashidze, Saparov-Lazishvili, I.
Aslanov-Khozrevanidze, A. Iskanderov-Abastunmneli.

From the Georgian Muslims (Meskhetians): 'To L. I. Brezhnev. Copy to E. A.
Shevardnadze' (10 March 1977, 24 signatures)

... The time has now come to decide our national question justly ... there
have been more than 160,000 individual and collective statements sent to the
party and government. In the course of 33 years people's representatives
have been sent 38 times to Moscow ...

From 11 to 20 January 1977 our representatives were in Moscow and were
received by the head of reception at a department of the CPSU Central
Committee Comrade Filatov, instructor of the Central Committee Comrade
Zhulkin, and deputy head of a department of the Central Committee Com-
rade Mogilnichenko. All of them said in the name of the Politbureau of the
Central Committee of the CPSU that our statement on the Meskhetian ques-
tion had been sent to the Georgian Council of Ministers and that we could
receive an answer from there.
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After this our representatives — a group of 20 — were in Georgia from

22 January until 12 February 1977, being received by Deputy-chairmen of
the Georgian Council of Ministers, Comrades Shavkatsishvili, Gualzhishvili
and Berdzenishvili, and also at the Committee on Labour Resources by Corn-
rade Dzhaparidze K. E. and others. At all these receptions we were told that
'all restrictions have been removed from you, there is a Decree of 9.1.1974,
No. 55.33-11Shch about you. On the basis of this decree you have the right
to live anywhere on Georgian territory. Come here, set yourselves up, live,
if they will accept you in the localities.' To convince themselves of the truth
of these words, our representatives went to the Makharadze, Mayakovsky
and other districts of Georgia. The arca authorities said: We need people.
Which district does not require extra manpower? We will accept you with
pleasure, if the Georgian Council of Ministers permits it'. After this the repre-
sentatives returned to Tbilisi and were again received by the above-mentioned
comrades and asked them to instruct the local authorities that they should
as far as possible accept us in those parts. But they replied: We have already
explained it to you, there will be no other reply.'

After all this we came to the conclusion that all resolutions and edicts
regarding us from the highest organ of the USSR are formalities ...

The Meskhetians demand that Brezhnev 'defend the right and honour of a whole
people (more than 300,000 people)'.
L Lukyanenko: 'An Open Letter to Professor Vladimir Ruban' (8 April 1977)

The letter is written in connection with the publication in the newspaper
Literary Ukraine  of 29 March of an article by a professor at Kiev University,
V. Ruban, 'Truth is Our Weapon'.

Member of the Ukrainian Helsinki group Lev Lukyanenko asks Professor
Ruban in what sources he found what he writes about 'Ukrainian bourgeois
nationalists', and why he publishes his article in a newspaper for whose readers
these sources are unavailable. Lukyanenko proposes to Professor Ruban that
he start an honest dialogue.

L. Voloshehuk: To People of Good Will' (4 April 1977)
My husband and I are bringing up three sons. The family is close, but
tormented to the limit. For nine years we have been persecuted for the fact
that my husband is a believing Baptist. Since 1969 he has been eight times
dismissed from work, subjected to fines, and sentenced to 10 and 15 days
in prison. And all this for attending prayer meetings.

I am not a believer, but I will never encroach on my husband's faith.
And for this, my study at a teacher training college has been placed under
threat. In the last year, when I was pregnant with my second child, I was
tormented with the demand that I condemn my husband. At work — in the
Gorky Club in the city of Gorky — acting director Sukharev stated: 'If
you don't divorce that Baptist we'll sack you.'

In the newspaper The Gorky Worker in May 1969 there appeared an article

'Backs Turned on Life', where my husband and 1 were accused of terrible
sins. It was alleged that our behaviour — belief in God — was incompatible
with the name of Soviet man. Seven months pregnant, I was sacked from
work. And it was only through a court that I was offered the post of cleaner,
ie effectively deprived of my diploma.

The children grew up. And how did they get on? Listen! LISTEN!
Sasha, a pupil at school No. 24 in Gorky, where the director is Serbir

and his teacher Redina, in November-December 1976 was subjected to punish-
ment including physical reprisals. For refusing to put on the badge of a
Little Octobrist he was roundly abused and then an attempt was made to put
the badge on by force: his arms were twisted, his shirt torn. After such
ideological 'education' the boy came home completely ill.

Worn out with persecutions in the city of Gorky, we decided to move
nearer to my parents in Khartsyzsk. We carried out the exchange of our
living quarters according to the law, gave up our living-space in Gorky and
went on an exchange basis to Khartsyzsk. But there a blow awaited us. Our
rooms turned out to be occupied and the authorities did not help us to find
somewhere to live. The motto: 'We've got plenty of Baptists without you!'
So here we were without a roof and without work, the children without a
school.

We went as a whole family to Moscow. We came to the reception room of
the USSR Supreme Soviet requesting help: either to provide the condi-
tions for life in the Soviet Union, or to give us permission to emigrate to
Canada. On seven days we went there for an answer. On the eighth an
answer came. In my presence and before the eyes of my children about two
dozen tough young men twisted my husband's arms and dragged him away.
We stood turned tc, stone. But we were soon brought back to life. We were
taken by force to a police station, moreover the eldest, 11-year-old Igor, had
his arms twisted as if he were a grown bandit. On the following day I, with
great difficulty, sought out my husband. It turns out that he has been
imprisoned in Moscow psychiatric hospital No. 14.

People! I am terribly afraid! My husband is a completely normal person,
and they want to torture him with a psychiatric hospital. HELP ME TO
FREE MY HUSBAND! For I, a non-believer, can love a man who is a
believer. Faith is the personal affair of each person, and no one may encroach
upon it.

DEMAND THE RELEASE OF MY HUSBAND!
DEMAND FREEDOM OF BELIEF FOR EVERYONE!

(Formally, the flat exchange did not take place due to the withdrawal of the
Voloshchuk family's partners in the exchange.) At the beginning of May
Alexander Voloshchuk was released.

V. Petrov: 'To the Chairman of the All-Union Central Trade Union Council'
(9 March 1977)
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Worker of the Vasyugan oil-prospecting expedition, political exile Vyaches-
lay Petrov (Chronicle 44), complains that he is not being given living accom-
modation in a place where he could live with his old mother, although he is
prepared to be content 'with an extremely uncomfortable little room of nine
square metres', while on the expedition not only is there free living-space,
which has been offered before my own eyes to anyone at all the moment he
says he intends to live there with his family, but also when a whole series of
departmental two-roomed flats are occupied by single people or people who
have nothing to do with the oil-prospecting expedition.'

Petrov states that the reason for this is his political convictions.

In Support of 'Charter-77'  (12 February 1977)12
63 people state their solidarity with 'Charter-77'.

* • *

At the end of January  P. G. Grigorenko  received an answer to his letter to the
editors of lzvestia of 21 December 1976 (Chronicle 43). Having printed extracts
from Grigorenko's letter, the Chronicle feels obliged to publish the answer as
well:

In reply to your letter, which has reached the USSR Ministry of Com-
munications from the editorial office of the newspaper lzvestia, I should in-
form you that in accordance with the Telegraph Regulations, telegrams may
be written in the language of the union or autonomous republic or national
region within whose boundaries they are set off, or to within whose bound-
aries they are addressed.

Such a system for the reception of telegrams is due to the circumstance
that unfamiliarity of employees of communications services with one or
another language may lead to inquiries or to the addressee being sent a
distorted telegram.

Accordingly a telegram sent off in Moscow and addressed to the Mordo-
vian ASS R cannot be accepted in Ukrainian.

As for international telegrams, such telegrams are accepted only in those
languages which are permitted by the receiving country.

Deputy head of the Main Telegraph Administration A. L Tulupov

Ernst Orlovsky:  'To the Editors of The Times and Unitif (July 1976 and
January 1977)

On two occasions (in 1957 and 1972) the K G B have searched my flat and
removed, among other documents, extracts and cuttings from Yugoslavian,
Polish and West European communist newspapers, a book by Kautsky in a
Soviet edition with a laudatory preface by V. I. Lenin, a synopsis of N. S.
Khrushchev's address to a closed session of the 20th CPSU congress on the
Stalin personality cult ... and some writings by Alexander Tvardovsky

After each of these searches the bulk of the confiscated material was returned

to Orlovsky. What is more, in 1958 the Procuracy of the RSFSR informed
him that everything confiscated from him in the first search had been taken
without sufficient reason.

Orlovsky then goes on to describe the coming and going that accompanied
his demotion (Chronicle 34).

After all this I thought that I was ready for anything. But I was still aston-
ished by what happened to me at Leningrad's Pulkovo airport on the night
of 24/25 May 1976 (Chronicle 41 — Chronicle) ... I think the most absurd
thing was that even my handwritten draft synopsis of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was regarded as 'anti-Soviet litera-
ture' ... Many of the confiscated documents were soon returned to me by the
state security organization ... but not this synopsis ...

I must admit that I had previously been rather sceptical of stories about
the police and other Soviet organs taking the law into their own hands .. But
the K G B, by all appearances, were anxious to re-educate me, and disabuse
me of my naïve faith in Soviet legality. If this flagrant disregard for the law
is also encouraged by the Procuracy, then the entire legal system of the
USSR is merely an insubstantial facade, and in reality every citizen is
entirely dependent on the whim of those who control this machinery of
arbitrary rule ...

In July 1976 Orlovsky sent this letter to the editors of Pravda, The Times, and
Unita. The editors of Pravda received it but made no reply. He does not know
whether the letter reached the other recipients. In January 1977 he sent a second
copy of the letter to the editors of The Times and Unitta.

A. Feldman:  'To the editors of the Morning Star (26 April 1977)
Alexander Feldman (see 'In the Prisons and Camps' and 'The Jewish Move-

ment') was able to read several issues of the Morning Star paper in a camp.
On 6 March 1977 a member of the Ukrainian K G B from Kherson (not
far from the camp) and a representative of the camp administration con-
fiscated from me some handwritten Russian translations of certain news
articles in the Morning Star.

At the time the K G B agent, whose name is Vitaly Maksimovich (surname
unknown), described the articles as 'tendentious'. Later, in a conversation on
18 March with the same camp representative — deputy head of the camp
Captain Nidzelsky — he said that the articles were 'anti-Soviet'. (Feldman
then gives the titles of ten articles.)

As in the USSR this description connotes 'criminal activity' and entails
the application of the relevant article of the Criminal Code (article 70 of
the Russian Code) I think that the editors and readers of the Morning Star
should be made aware of the official attitude to the information published
in their paper.

N. Meiman:  'Concerning an Interview of Dr  R.  Medvedev' (16 April 1977)18
Professor Meiman, a member of the Moscow Helsinki group, writes:
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On 12 April an interview with Dr R. Medvedev was broadcast on Western
radio, in the course of which President Carter's position on the Human Rights
question was criticized. Dr Medvedev also asserted that Academician
Sakharov had forfeited his authority on account of his associates, described
by Medvedev as 'extremists, unrepresentative of anybody's interests'.

I do not have the honour of being one of Academician Sakharov's close
associates, nor have I read the text of the interview, but as Dr Medvedev
has not repudiated it I feel obliged to make the following comments. My
regret in doing so is all the greater as I have the highest regard for Dr
Medvedev's well-known book on Stalinism.

Experience has shown that on a number of important and crucially
significant math-1.s Dr Medvedev's position has frequently coincided with
that of the Soviet government, although for different reasons. Senator Jack-
son's celebrated amendment is one example, and another is the current atti-
tude to the most important event of recent times — President Carter's decision
to make human rights a top priority in his foreign policy.

This decision of President Carter has not only had a salutary effect on
the political climate in the U S A and throughout the world, it is also the
only practical policy to which there can be no acceptable alternative. This is
evidenced in particular by the not over-successful policies of his predecessors.

In the present-day political vocabulary the word 'extremist' is inextric-
ably associated with the use of force as a means of achieving one's goals.
Whereas all the dissidents (defenders of rights) who are in any way asso-
ciated with Academician Sakharov or the Helsinki group, and indeed all the
dissidents I have ever come across, categorically reject the use of force.
All of them have at all times confined their activities to the bounds of legality.

Dr Medvedev's expression 'unrepresentative of anybody's interests' also
makes a strange impression. Academician Sakharov's friends represent their
own interests, and that makes them quite sufficiently representative. As Dr
Medvedev, judging by what he has said, does not agree with this, it would be
pertinent to ask exactly whose interests he represents.

Dr Medvedev does not give the source of his information on
Academician Sakharov's loss of authority. I, for example, am convinced that
Sakharov's authority is increasing steadily throughout the world, for the
simple reason that the unusual combination of scholarly ability, fortitude,
moral and intellectual integrity, and far-sighted vision commands general
admiration. Sakharov's authority has a different significance for different
countries, generations, and social groups. Speaking for myself, and for a
large part of the Soviet intelligentsia who survived the horrors of the Stalinist
reign of terror, I can say that Sakharov has helped us to recover our faith in
human dignity and courage. This view is shared by many scientists who
could in no way be described as dissidents.

The Working Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political
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Purposes: `To the Chairman of the World Psychiatric Association' (21 March
1977)

We would ask you to do everything in your power to enable Marina Voik-
hanskaya, a foreign member of our Commission, to be granted the oppor-
tunity to give a short account of certain aspects of psychiatric practices in
the Soviet Union at the forthcoming congress of psychiatrists in Honolulu ...

Sixteen others supported the request of the Working Commission. The request
was granted: Marina Voikhanskaya, formerly a practising Soviet psychiatrist,
has been invited to Honolulu to make her report.

The Lithuanian Helsinki group: 'A report on the Condition of the Roman
Catholic Church and other Religious Believers in Lithuania' (10 April 1977)74

The members of the group (K. Garuckas, E. Finkelshtein, 0. Lukauskaite-
Pogkiene and V. Petkus) conclude their report as follows:

We request the aid of the Belgrade Commission in ensuring that interna-
tional obligations do not remain on paper but are translated into action,
specifically :

that the expression 'freedom of conscience' should have the same mean-
ing in our country as it does in all civilized countries;

that people should be free to conduct not only anti-religious, but also
religious propaganda;

that religious believers should be granted genuine freedom of expres-
sion, both oral and in print, and freedom of assembly and association;

that those articles of the law which directly or indirectly encroach on
freedom of conscience and expression should be revoked;

that all those now confined in prisons or camps for propagating or de-
fending basic human liberties (among them N. Sadunaite, P. Plumpa, P.
Petronis,ukauskas and J. Gra2ys) should be released.

The Lithuanian Helsinki group: 'Report' (21 May 1977)
The group has authorized its member Tomas Venclova, who emigrated in

January 1977 (Chronicle 44), to represent the group at the Belgrade conference
and to make contact with Lithuanian émigré organizations.

Memoranda Nos. 2-10 (January - March 1977) of the Ukrainian Helsinki group.75
Memorandum No. 1 was reported in issue 43. As the factual information

contained in these memoranda has already to a large extent been reflected in
the Chronicle, the resumé of their contents given here is brief.

Memorandum No. 2 (January 1977) puts forward a demand that the Ukraine
should have independent participation in the Belgrade conference, on the
analogy of its membership of the U N.

Memorandum No. 3 describes the fate of Iosif Terelya (see the section 'In
the Psychiatric Hospitals' in Chronicle 43 and in this issue).

Memontndum No. 4 (9 February) and No. 7 (10 March) describe police
searches of members' flats and their relatives' flats, and notes that books, note-
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books, and all kinds of handwritten and typewritten material — regardless of
their subject or whose property they are — have been confiscated.

Memoranda 2 and 8  (11 March) describe the harassment of former political
prisoners and of the families of present political prisoners.

In  Memorandum No. 5  (15 February) the group solemnly proclaims its
conviction that 'the era of fratricide, disunity and hostility will come to an
end', calls upon the leaden of the USSR and other countries to begin con-
structive dialogues, and suggests the following points for discussion at the
Belgrade conference:

the release of political prisoners and the repeal of those articles in criminal
codes that allow the persecution of dissenters;

unrestricted right of exit and entry for all citizens;
free exchange of information;
abolition of censorship;
total condemnation of the idea of murder, including abolition of the death

penalty.
In  Memomnda No.  6 (21 February) and  No. 7  the group gives warning  to

the governments of states which participated in the European conference that
their silent consent may lead to the collapse of the movement for the rule of
law.

Memorandum No. 10  (March 1977) is concerned with families attempting
for various reasons to emigrate from the U S S R, who have turned to the group
for help (see the section 'The Right to Leave').

Declaration has never been given wide publication in the Soviet Union, and
its propagation is suppressed by the authorities, if in unofficial ways' (the
author himself recently underwent punishment in this regard see Chronicle
43).

'Without internal détente,' the author writes, 'there can be no international
détente.'

T. Khodorovich, V. Nekipelov:  'Oprichnina" 1977 (Political Reprisals using
Criminal Means)', 4 May 1977, 13 pp

For many years in the Soviet Union the state has conducted reprisals against
so-called 'dissenters', against political and moral objectors, indeed against
anyone who attempts to defend his rights or even to make reference to them
— by sentencing them on trumped-up criminal charges, that is, political
reprisals by criminal means. This process is one of the most repellent desecra-
tions, rather than infringements, not only of rights and legality, but of all
generally accepted human principles of decency and honour.

After citing many examples, the authors conclude:

This article makes no claims to be complete. We merely wish to draw atten-
tion to the problem. We hope that somebody will set about drawing up a
complete and accurate list of all the criminal abominations to which the
present regime in Russia has recourse in order to suppress free thought. This
may be an unpleasant task but it has vital historical importance for the true
moral verdict that will one day be delivered on the Soviet oprichnina of the
seventies.

Samizdat News AS.: 'Some Observations on the Party and the State in the System of the
Communist Mentality' (1977)

The author of this work invites his readers to examine a particular pheno-
menon of the communist mentality, beginning his survey with a definition of
the mutual relationship of the concepts 'party' and 'state' in the system of this
mentality. The party, which is by definition the significant 'part', strives to pre-
sent its interests as those of the whole — the state. The author gives some
examples of obvious divergences and conflicts of interests between these two
colossuses. In particular, the position of the party on political trials can be
explained as follows : that the party, taking refuge behind the interests of the
state, demands unconditional loyalty to itself from every citizen, and to this
end wilfully infringes the law of the land. The legal activities of the party
correspond to those of the state and are designed purely for show. Its true
activities invariably take place behind the scenes, in conditions of secrecy. Turn-
ing to the system of covertly and overtly illegal activities associated with
bolshevism, the author examines historical origins. The work ends with a study of
the problems that foreign communist parties face in their relations with the state.
The author also touches on the inevitable limitations which the communist
system of thought imposes on its adherents.

M. L Kukobaka:  'Détente and the Protection of Human Rights are Inseparable'
(3 April 1977, 9 pp)

The author criticizes those Western politicians who consider that President
Carter's human rights policy is prejudicial to détente ('dangerous illusions'),
and maintains that the best guarantee for the observance of any treaty or
undertaking is 'the will of the people, which can be expressed only where
basic liberties are observed'.

Kukobaka associates the huge-scale repressions under Stalin, the current
criminal and psychiatric persecutions, the infringement of the sovereignty of
other states (Hungary, Czechoslovakia), and the suppression of entire nations
(the Crimean Tatars, the Jews) with the infringement of human rights. He also
rights about economic difficulties and social problems (especially drunkenness),
and says:

In order to conceal the true state of affairs and make it impossible for their
own citizens to draw comparisons, the Soviet authorities have grossly in-
fringed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ... in any case this
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I. Dyadkin: 'The Silent Players' (1976, 56 pp)
The author asks: what effect did collectivization, industrialization, famine,

mass repression and the civil war have on the rate of population growth in our
country? A computation of these losses would, in the author's opinion, give
one the basis of a moral appraisal of the 'historic achievements' described by
official historians.

As the author had access only to the official published figures of the Central
Statistical Board of the U S S R, he has had to make a number of estimates
(eg for birth and mortality rates for a number of years). The reader can check
his figures for himself.

Dyadkin has arrived at the following totals:

1926-1936: men, women, and children who perished as a result of class
warfare: over 11 million.

1937-1940: shot, perished in the Gulag and on the Karelian isthmus: approx.
4.3 million.

1941-1949: killed at the front, perished from privation or repression: approx.
31 million.

1950-1954: died from forced labour conditions in the camps: approx. 0.5
million.

'All these calculations,' the author states, 'are based on conservative esti-
mates.'

Regarding Professor Kurganov's estimate of 60 million dead (which A.  I.
Solzhenitsyn referred to In his Letter to the Soviet Leaders), Dyadkin writes:
'Possibly Kurganov had in mind not only the dead but the overall loss to the
Soviet Union (ie the number of dead plus the fall in the birth-rate — Chronicle).
If so, his estimate is not unreasonable, if the whole pre-war period, from 1917
onwards, is taken into account.'

V. Albrekht:  'In Search of the Fssence (Leaves from a Diary)' (19 pp)
A number of episodes are described: a visit to a Spanish trade office (the

author went there as a member of the Soviet Amnesty International group); con-
versations with police; arrest (reason: 'he looked like someone who had robbed
a citizen of 52 kopecks); a visit to  0 V I R;  detectives and shadowing.

Gamsakhurdia: The Trial of Tbilisi Prison Officials' (January 1977, 60 pp)
Fifty-four pages are taken up by the text of the indictment (translated from

Georgian) and an account of the closed trial in case no. 10669, which took
place in May 1976. The trial was concerned with the same torture practices
in Investigations Prison No. 1 which came to light at the public trial in April
1975 of the convict agents Tsirekhidze and Usupyan, who had beaten convict
Ismailov to death (Chronicle 36). After this case had received widespread pub-
licity (at the time the presiding judge allowed Gamsakhurdia, as a writer, to
make a thorough investigation of what had happened), in November 1975 the
Board of the Supreme Court of the Georgian S S R increased Tsirekhidze's
sentence to 10 years and Usupyan's to 8.

In case 10669, which was separated from the Tsirekhidze-Usupyan case,
senior operations officer Fraley (who directed the convict torturers) and
warders of Special Block 2 Koblianidze, [Yuza] Dzbangiani, and [E.] Lkhinadze
were accused of 'abusing their official status, and systematically committing acts
which violated the requirements of their duty, thus harming the interests of the
state and the interests of individual convicts — acts which led to especially
serious consequences', two of them were also accused of corruption. Frolov,
who had personally beaten up convicts, was sentenced to 4 years in camps
(he had been at liberty until the time of the trial), Koblianidze and Dzhangiani
to 3 and 5 years respectively. Lkhinadze escaped before the conclusion of the
trial.

Gamsakhurdia's six-page article, which prefaces the transcript of the trial,
comments on the euphemistic formulation of the indictment, which 'makes no
mention of the fact that this torture had official sanction', 'investigates only
three or four cases of beatings' (at the first trial it was stated that about 200
prisoners had been crippled), and 'is obviously intended ... to conceal the
guilt of those in high office by putting all the blame on their subordinates'.

The article states that the system of torture and extortion was applied both
to prisoners charged with 'economic' crimes, and to those who had merely
'fallen victim of the arbitrary rule of administrative mafias', also that in Block
2 of investigation prison No. 1, 'which was established in 1966 by E.
Shevardnadze (then Minister of Internal Affairs — Chronicle) and his assis-

tants' expressly for the 'special treatment' of people under investigation, 'the
violation of procedures and disregard for the law reached their height in 1972-
3'. The author stresses the fact that this took place immediately after the
CPSU Central Committee had passed a resolution [Pravda, 6 March 1973]

which, as he puts it, 'described Georgia as a hotbed of nationalism and cor-
ruption', and after Shevardnadze's appointment as First Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Georgian Communist Party, when, 'according to the official
propaganda ... he set about "bringing the republic to order":

dos moambe (G • n Herald)
At the end of 1976 there appeared two duplicated issues of the Georgian

samizdat journal Sakartvelos moambe, edited by Z. Gamsakhurdia and M.
Kostava.

The first issue opens with an editorial summary :

... The journal Georgian Herald is intended to provide the people of Georgia
with information both on current national and social problems and on the
general state of affairs in the Soviet Union. It will publish documents of
Soviet and international law, as well as essential information for making an
accurate appraisal of the present situation of Georgia ...

Among the contents of the first issue are the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, a speech by N. Samkharadze on the teaching of Georgian history in the
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republic's schools, and the following articles: 'The Government Bans Religious

Festivals on the Pretext of "a campaign against harmful customs" ' by T. D.

Dzhanelidze (see Chronicle 42); 'The Church and the Communists' by V.

Pailodze; 'On the Condition of Cultural Monuments in Georgia' by Z. Gamsak-

hurdia; 'Wages and Prices in the Georgian S S R' by K. Labadze; and 'Arson

and Sabotage in Georgia in 1976' by G. Tvaltvadze.
The second issue contains the article 'A Crime against the Georgian People

(the Tragedy of the Mcskhetians)' by V. Rtskhiladze, and a review of A. D.

Sakharov's book My Country and the World by M. Kostava.

Okros saksmisi (The Golden fleece) No. 4, end of 1976

A summary of the first issue of this samizdat journal was given in Chronicle
38.

Issue No. 4 contains a report on a session of the United States Congress on

13 March 1975 at which a letter written by the Georgian Patriarch Amvrosy

(in 1922) on the enslavement of Georgia by Soviet Russia was read out and

discussed. In the section 'Poetry' the poem 'Georgia' by G. Tabidze and a

previously unpublished poem by Vazha-Pshavela are printed. The journal also

contains the text of R. Dzhaparidze's address to the Eighth Writers' Congress

of Georgia and the 'Unspoken Speech' by Z. Gamsakhurdia at this congress

(Chronicle 42). An article 'Let us Return the Meskhctians their Homeland' by

M. Kostava is printed in a special section under the same heading.

Laisves Sauklys (Herald of Freedom), Nos. 1-3, 1976
The first issue of this 'unofficial paper for free Lithuanians' appeared in May

1976. It opens with an article, 'Free Lithuanians in an Enslaved Lithuania', in

which the author notes the existence in Lithuania of `free Lithuanians' who

have retained their inner freedom and desire for manifest freedom in spite

of 35 years of occupation. A short history is given of the Lithuanian national

liberation movement : the uprising in 1863, the appearance in 1883 of the first

Lithuanian newspaper Aufra, printed in East Prussia and smuggled into

Lithuania, the partisan campaign in 1944-53, the demonstrations by young

people in Kaunas and Vilnius on 2 November 1956 (remembrance day for

the dead, it coincided with the events in Hungary; several hundred of the

demonstrators were arrested and expelled from educational establishments),

Romas Kalanta's self-immolation on 14 May 1972, and the publishing of the

first issue of the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church on 19 March of

the same year.
An article 'The Task Before Us' sets out the publication's aims: to resist the

misinformation of the Lithuanian people; to resist the division of Lithuanians

into religious believers and those 'indifferent to religion'; to help young people

to acquire religious values and to encourage them to read religious books.

An account of the incorporation of Lithuania into the USSR is given in

an article 'The Bolshevik Revolution in the Commissariat Offices of Berlin and

Moscow and in the Soviet Embassy in Kaunas.'

An article 'In Remembrance of Tragic Days' commemorates the anniversary

of the first deportation of Lithuanians (36 thousand according to the article)

on 14-15 June 1941.
The section 'Documents on the Socialist Revolution in Lithuania' gives some

extracts from a document signed by A. Snidkus, Director of the Department

of State Security in the 'National Government' of Lithuania, and later for many

years Secretary of the Central Committee of the Lithuanian Communist Party.

This document is the directive which caused more than fifteen hundred mem-

bers of the Lithuanian intelligentsia to be arrested on the night of 11-12 July

1940, shortly before the elections to the Seimas [ie Parliament].

The second issue of the paper appeared in June. The historical theme is

represented by an article 'The Uprising of 23 June 1941'. An article 'By Lake

Visaginas' describes the construction of an atomic power station as an instance

of colonization: 'The Russians are building a town for Russians to live in.' An

article 'Why Lithuania is being Plied with Vodka' gives some statistics and some

conclusions drawn from them. There are also items on the activities of party

leaders in Lithuania.
Under the heading 'From the Annals of the Lithuanian Resistance' the text

is given of a leaflet distributed in Vilnius and Kaunas on 9 May 1975, which

asserts that the NKVD [an earlier name for the K G B] used to offer a

bounty of 600 roubles to anyone handing over a partisan, alive or dead, and

double that amount for a commander.

The third issue, dated July-August 1976, contains an article, 'The Victorious

are not Called to Account', on events during the liberation of Vilnius by Soviet

forces, at a time when some areas of the city were controlled by the resistance

army.
In an article 'Morality without Religion' a critique of 'class' morality is

illustrated by a description of the mutual relations of Catholics and corn-

munists in Lithuania during the German occupation and the post-war period.

The article stresses that religious believers, priests, and even former officials

of the Department of State Security helped to save the lives ot communists

and their families, by concealing files on communists who had been imprisoned

in Lithuania before the war.

Tiesos Kelias (The Path of Truth) No. 1, January 1977, 53 pp
A collection of articles aimed at the clergy of Lithuania. Besides articles

on Lithuania and on Church affairs, it also contains articles on the persecution

of priests in Rhodesia, Brazil, Chile and Paraguay.

Augra (The Dawn) No. 5 (45), 16 February 1977, and No. 6 (46), 12 May

1977"
Contents of issue No. 5: an appeal to the leaders of the Italian, French, and

Spanish communist parties with information on arrests and house searches

at the end of 1976 and a request to help Lithuania; an article commemorat-

ing the fiftieth anniversary of the death of a prominent figure in the Lithuanian
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liberation movement J. Basanavièius [1851-1927], founder of the original  Atha
in 1883; a note on the life and works of the Lithuanian author Ragana atrijos
[pen-name of Marija Pee.kauskaite, 1878-1930]; an article on the situation of
Lithuanians in Belorussia; information on the persecution of people actively
interested in national history and customs, a letter addressed to the Human
Rights Committee by seventy-year-old L. Andriukaitiene, describing a search of
her home on 15 September 1976; and general news.

Issue No. 6 contains a further article on 13asanavièius, the second part of the
article on Lithuanians in Belorussia, and an article written by Tarutis in reply
to a letter by the father of Mindaugas Tamonis, who perished in November
1975  (Chronicles  38, 39); the letter was published in the U S A. Tarutis dis-
misses the official story that Tomanis committed suicide; in his view the letter
was written at the instigation of the authorities.

Both these issues contain news of current events.

* * *

pagancla') are contrasted with article 124 of Stalin's Constitution (which per-
mits  only  anti•religious propaganda) and with the resolutions and directives
issued between 1929 and 1968, and the 'sophistry' and 'casuistry' of `today's state
writers' who interpret the principle of freedom of conscience correctly as re-
gards pre-revolutionary Russia but distortedly regarding the present day. Analy-
sis is made of the dishonest polemical methods of the 'state atheists', of their
distortion of the interrelation of religion and science, and of the illegal per-
secution of religious believers. The 'official religions' arc rebuked for extolling
'the freedoms of their official conscience' in exchange for small concessions.
The authors reject as 'criminal' the linking of both religion and atheism with
the state, which is obliged to take a neutral position on matters of faith and
unbelief. The authors offer instruction on how to react when faced with false
accusations, and in particular recommend their readers to answer for them-
selves alone, to be prepared to endure hardships, to maintain a sacred silence
in the face of 'those with evil intentions' and to avoid getting into religious
disputes with such people.

A series of brochures  published together:

'The Struggle against the Dictatorship of State Atheism. The Bases of True
Freedom of Conscience and Equal Rights'  (95 pp). The publishers call them-
selves 'The True Witness'.78

'The Law-Based Struggle against the Dictatorship of State Atheism' is the
common title of a series of eight numbered brochures; the cover carries the
design of a book and crucifix over two crossed swords.

The Relation between Statehood and Religion  (Struggle against the
Image of a Beast' (90 pp)

Pure and Corrupt Religion  (117 pp)
The Persecution of True Christians  (115 pp)
Lenin's Decree and Other Official Documents  (118 pp)
Documents of International Law concerning Human Rights — the De-

claration, the Convention, the Covenants  (278 pp)
The Legislation on Religious Faiths of 8 A pril 1929  (193 pp)
From the Pages of Atheist Literature: An Exposé of Official Evasions,

Ruses, and Excuses Aimed at Justifying the Criminal Lawlessness of the
Modern Type (a Copy of the Workings of the Papist Beast) and Persecution and
Discrimination against Religious Citizens  (180 pp)

A Refutation of Unjust Accusations  (424 pp)
These brochures explain for the benefit of 'present-day God-fearing people'

the inalienable rights of man, with excerpts from appropriate international
documents (the Declaration of Human Rights is given in full). The reader is
reminded of 'the sacred and unconditional right of parents to religious education
for their children' and the greater importance of international standards over
those obtaining in one country. Lenin's declarations on religion, the Decree of
the Council of People's Commissars dated 23 January 1918. and article 13 of
the 1918 Lenin Constitution (Preedom of religious and anti-religious pro-

• * *

Herald of Truth,  No. 2 (54), 1976.
A journal of the Baptist Council of Churches.
In  a brief account of the first issue  (Chronicle  43) the permanent sections

of this magazine were listed. In this issue, the section 'Pray for Them' features
Anatoly Rublenko (b.  1949) and  Olga Nikora (b. 1950),  who in 1974 were each
sentenced in Nikolayev to 8 years' imprisonment under articles 138 and 209
of the Ukrainian Criminal Code (corresponding to articles 142 and 227 of the
Russian Code).

This issue also contains the autobiography of  S. T. Golev,  who recently died
at the age of 80 and was one of the first leaden of the Initsiativonik?
['reform'] Baptists. Golev describes the 'immense freedom' enjoyed by Baptists
in the first post-revolutionary years, replaced at the end of the twenties by
savage persecution. Golev experienced the full force of this persecution, spend-
ing a total of more than 20 years in prison.

At the  end of the issue is a table showing the "distribution of Baptists  in the
world' (figures, for 1974-5, of the World Baptist Alliance). Altogether there are
33,493,000 Baptists in the world, of whom 29,380,000 are in the U S A. Next in
number of Baptists comes India, with 734,000, then the USSR (535,000).

Obituary

In Memory of a Prisoner and a Man

On 14 March 1977, in Omsk,  Boris Fyodorovich Leonov  died.
Boris Fyodorovich was born in 1900. From 1918 he was a member of the

Bolshevik party and a commissar in the Red Army. From 1923 he was occupied
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with party, trade union, and educational work. In 1944 he was arrested under
article 58•10 of the old Criminal Code; released into exile in 1953; and in 1958
re-arrested and re-convicted under the same article. In 1965 he was released
from the Mordovian camps after completing his sentence, and was legally
exculpated on both convictions in the same year.

Leonov was the author of many articles, essays, and stories, the majority of
which remain unpublished. In Kolyma, Taishet and Mordovia his faith in the
greatness of the human spirit helped him to survive and endure a soulless and
irrational reality. He continued to write and to think in the most difficult sur-
roundings. Under the cruel conditions of a special-regime camp (Mordovia, insti-
tution ZhKh-385/10, 1962-4), he wrote, although paralysed, articles on Thomas
Mann, Jean Anouilh, Bunin and Pasternak.

Leonov's brilliant intellectual gifts, his tolerance for other people's opinions,
and his spiritual fortitude attracted other prisoners to him. An island of culture
formed around him, which countered the general atmosphere of boorishness
and violence.

All those who came into contact with him, both in the camps and afterwards,
remember how his personality and thought patterns were shaped by his inheri-
tance of the traditions of 'sacred Russian literature' and deep German philo-
sophy, and recall his intellectual honesty and his ironic attitude to servile
literature and well-paid ideology.

He remained until his death remarkably open to all new trends in the social
life of the country, and skilfully incorporated them into the rich spiritual tradi-
tion which has always been, and always will be, the lifeblood of the Russian
intelligentsia.

If independent and uncorruptible thought lives on today, it is through people
like Boris Fyodorovich Leonov.

Boris Vail, Mikhail Molostvov

On 20 January, the day after an 'interrogation without a record' during which
V. Albrekht was threatened with 'having his face smashed in' (section 'Con-
cerning the Explosions in Moscow% he received an anonymous letter con-
taining foul language and threatening physical reprisals against him.

* * *

Vladimir Kapoyan was sentenced under article 64 of the RSFSR Criminal
Code to 10 years' imprisonment, not 15, and on a charge not of 'attempted
flight from the country' but of 'espionage'.

Evgeny Sorokin received 12 years, not 15. He was an interpreter to the Soviet
military attaché in Laos, where, at a certain stage, he defected.

Bogdanov was convicted under article 64 of the Russian Criminal Code
for stealing the core of an atomic reactor from his factory and attempting to sell
it to foreigners. According to him, he stole the core 'to spite the bosses'. For
a long time, unable to find a buyer, Bogdanov moved the core from one hiding
place to another, but, seeing that its disappearance had gone unnoticed, he
confessed to the theft and showed where it was hidden.

* * *

Oleg Vorobyov was registered at A. Ginzburg's house in Tarusa at his own

request.
• * *

The collection of materials Come out of it, my People, on the Pentecostalists,

is not their own work, but was compiled from their materials by the Moscow
Helsinki Group.

Addenda and Corrigenda

To Chronicle 44

The report that in a search conducted in Tarusa on 6 February 1977 Lieut-
Colonel Oselkov refused to allow G. Salova to write comments on the record
is incorrect.

In a search on 25 February Oselkov would not allow anyone to write com-
ments on the record. He told K. Lyubarsky: "We have your autograph
already.' Lyubarsky and 0. Vorobyov complained about Oselkov's conduct to
the USSR Procuracy. On 8 April the Tarusa district procurator, B. S. Yulin,
read out to Lyubarsky the reply to the complaint: 'Investigator Oselkov's con-
duct was correct '
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Endnotes to Chronicles 43, 44, 45

Russian initials for the People's Labour Alliance, an anti-Soviet émigré group
based in Frankfurt and Paris.
These documents have been published in English in  Reports of Helsinki-Accord

Monitors in the Soviet Union,  Commission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, U S Congress, Washington, D C 20515, Vol. 1 (24 February 1977), vol.
2 (3 June 1977), and in  The Right to Know, the Right to Act: Documents of
Helsinki Disscnt from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,  same publisher,
May 1978. They have appeared in the original Russian in  Sbornik dokumentov
Obshchestvennoi gruppy sodeistviya vypolneniyu Khelsinkskikh soglashenii,
Khronika Press, New York, vols. 1-3, 1977.
See note 2.
See note 2.
Published in Russian,  Khranit vechno,  Ardis, Ann Arbor, 1975, and later in
other languages.
Published quarterly in Russian and French (91 rue Olivier de Serre, Paris 15).
See note 2.
See note 2.
Chetvertoe izmerenie,  Possev Verlag, Frankfurt, 1973. This book is sharply
criticized in  Pamyat,  Khronika Press, 1978, pp 444454, by R. Pimenov and by
the editors.
See note 2.
A Soviet air-force pilot who had defected in Japan with his fighter plane a little
earlier.
Sablin's execution is reported in  Chronicle  48.
For full text in English see  A Chronicle of Human Rights in the USSR
(C H R),  1977, No. 26, p 36.
For full texts in English see  Reports of Helsinki-Accord Monitors in the Soviet
Union,  Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, U S Congress,
Washington, D C 20515, vol. 1 (document 17), vol. 2 (documents 18 and 19), and
The Right to Know, the Right to Act: Documents of Helsinki Dissent from
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, same  publisher, May 1978 (document 18).
Full English text in  C H R  (note 13), 1977, No. 25, pp 46-50.
Corrected from  'Ziselts',  as indicated in  Chronicle  48.
Published in  The Evening News,  London, 10 January 1977.

18 Text given here in the words which apppeared in the  New York Times.  Gusev's
article and other texts concerning this whole episode appear in  C H R  (note
13), 1977, No. 25, pp 15-19.
Article published in the  New York Times  on 29 March 1977. Text as published
there is given here.
Text given here as publsihed in  ibid.,  5 March 1977, and reprinted in  C H R,
loc. cit.  (note 18).
This sentence has been corrected from '15 years ... for trying to flee abroad',
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as indicated in  Chronicle  45.
Corrected from '15 years', as indicated in  ibid.,  which gives more details.
On Bogdanov see more details in  Chronicles  6 and 45.
Corrected from 'queen'.
A typist's error for 'Russia'?
Corrected from '1975', as indicated in  Chronicle  46.
Corrected from '1972', as indicated in  Chronicle  47.
Corrected from 'Ganzyuk', as indicated in  Chronicle  46.
Sec full text in  C H R  (note 13), 1977, No. 26, pp 79-81, and an analysis of them
in Sidney Bloch and Peter Reddaway,  Russia's Political Hospitals  (in the U S :
Psychiatric Terror),  London and New York, 1977, chapter 5.
Ic, members of communist organizations for, respectively, young children, inter-
mediate children and the age group of about 16-25.
Full Russian text in  Sbornik dokumentov Obshchestvennoi gruppy sodeistviya
vypolneniyu Khelsinkskikh soglashenii,  vol. 3, where pp 111-127 print early
documents of the Lithuanian group. These are translated in part in  Reports of
Helsinki-Accord Monitors in the Soviet Union,  Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, U S Congress, Washington,  D  C 20515, vol. 1, and in
C H R  (note 13), 1977, No. 25, pp 41-3.
Stcponas Grauslys (b. 1918), Franciscan priest who has lived in North America
since 1947.
Corrected from 'the Pentecostalists compiled', as indicated in  Chronicle  45 (sec-
tion 'Addenda and Corrigenda').
A slightly edited and abridge version appeared in the  New York Times  on 29
January 1977 (in a different translation from that given here).
Carter's original text is given here (not a back-translation). Sakharov was given
the letter in the U S Embassy on 17 February 1977,
Galich was electrocuted in his Paris flat in 1977, aged 59.
See an obituary article in  Chronicle  20,
See text and signatures  in Kontinent,  1977, No. 12, pp 422-5.
Apparently a reference to the widespread arrests in the Ukraine in 1972. See
especially  Chronicles  24-8.
Anatoly Pozdnyakov, aged 39, a worker who lost his job. As a sufferer from
epilepsy he was in 1977 getting a pension of 4 roubles a week. See article by
D.  Shipler,  New York Times,  2 December 1977.
Baitalsky died in Mocow in 1978. Parts of his memoirs  (Notebooks for my
Grandchildren)  were earlier published in Israel in the journal  Vremya i my.
The chapter 'Kashketin's Executions' appeared in No. 11, 1976, and this fact
may have 'triggered' the search recorded here.
The date in brackets is the date by the pre-1917 Russian calendar, which, in the
19th century, was 12 days behind the western calendar.
On Galanskov's and Soroka's deaths see  Chronicles  28 and 20 respectively.
Corrected from 'in February', as indicated in  Chronicle  46.
Published in full in English as  Notes from a Mad-House,  Smoloskyp Pub-
lishers, P  0  Box 561, Ellicott City, Maryland 21043, U S A, 1977 (21 pp).
Konin was soon released. See  Chronicle  46, In 1978 he emigrated.
This account of Belov's early life contains some substantial errors; it is not clear
whether these are due mainly to misunderstandings which occurred when
Podrabinek met him, or to a faulty memory on Belov's part, or to some fantasiz-

ing on his part, or to some other cause. In any case, it seems that he did not
in fact visit Poland or Germany, and his works were not apparently published
in the West.
See a summary of his casc, and the sources on it, in Bloch and Reddaway (note
29), pp 217, 373.
See full text in  Reports . . .  (note 2), vol. 2, pp 42-5.
Corrected from 'Vladimir', as indicated in  Chronicle  46.
Teirer was subsequently given 1 year in camps. See  ibid.
In a statement of 30 April 1977 Finkelshtein describes this warning and gives
a full reply to it. See text in  The Right to Know ...  (note 2), pp 102-103.
Corrected from '6 June', as indicated in  Chronicle  46. Two appeals for Begun,
a practising Jew, were issued on 21 May and 3 June by the Christian Com-
mittee for the Defence of Believers' Rights. The second appears in  The Right to
Know ...  (note 2), p 117.
See documents on this episode in  Chronicle  47.
Corrected from 'for a new defence', as indicated in  Chronicle  46, which adds a
few details.
Armand Borel, b. 1923 in Switzerland, Ph.D. from Paris, since 1957 at Princeton,
U S A.
Cf note 55.

58 'A. Fomenko' replaces 'corresponding member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences S. P. Novikov', as indicated as a correction in  Chronicle  46.
Full text in  Reports ...  (note 2), pp 27-8.
Full text in  ibid.,  pp 77-80.
Full text  in ibid.,  p 65. Documents on the formation of the Working Commis-
sion and its early activity are in  ibid.,  pp 53-64.
Full text in  ibid.,  p 70. See also, on the Fund,  ibid.,  p 69, and  C H R  (note 13),
1977, No. 27, pp 36-41.
Published in  Pravda,  22 March 1977.
Full text in  C H R,  1977, No. 26, pp. 44-7.
See a much fuller text in  ibid.,  pp 16-18.
Full title :  KPSS o fonnirovanii novogo cheloveka. Sbornik dokumentov i
materialov  (1965-1976), Moscow, Dor.dzdat, 1976.
Most of the text of Roshchin's article is published in English, with commentary,
in  Religion in Communist Lands,  1977, No. 3, pp 186-91.
An August 1977 the journal  Science and Religion  reported that active restora-
tion work was in progress on the monastery. See  Nauka i religiya,  1977, No. 8,
p 9.
See full text in  The Right to Know ...  (note 2), p 104.
Summarized in  Chronicle  43.
Text in both  Reports ...  (note 2), vol. 2, pp 34-6, and  The Right to Know ... ,
pp 85-6.
Text in  Reports  vol. 2, p. 75.
This statement was later signed also by L. Kopelov, V. Turchin, P. Grigorenko,
and T. Khodorovich, See  Kontinent,  No. 13, p 214.
Full text in  Reports ...  (note 2), vol. 3 (November 7, 1978), pp 170-6.
Memorandum No. 2 appears in  ibid.,  pp 130-3.
The secret police of Ivan the Terrible.
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Most issues of  Au.c.ra have been summarized or translated in the bi-monthly.
magazine  E L,T A,  29 West 57th Street, New York, N Y 10019, which gives
similar coverage to the  Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church.
A samizdat publishing-house of the Seventh Day Adventists, on whom see the
article by K. Murray in  Religion in Communist Lands,  1977, No. 2.
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Bibliographical Note
The original Russian texts of Chronicles 43-5, of which this book is a trans-
lation, appeared as three booklets without annotations, Khronika tekushchikh
sobytii, Khronika Press, New York, 1977.

Earlier issues of the Chronicle are available in English from two main
sources. Numbers 16•42 and 46-50 have been published by Amnesty Interna-
tional Publications with annotations and names indexes, all issues except num-
bers 12-16 still being in print (but see inside back cover). Numbers 1-11
appeared in full, with annotations and 76 photographs, in Peter Reddaway's
Uncensored Russia: the Human Rights Movement in the Soviet Union, Lon-
don and New York, 1972.

Future issues of A Chronicle of Current Events will be published in English
by Amnesty International Publications as they become available.

Other books and periodicals in which readers can find more details about
many of the people mentioned in the Chronicle are listed in the annotated
bibliographies in the Amnesty International editions of numbers 22-23 and 27,
and also appear in the notes in each volume.

Many texts referred to briefly in the Chronicle have appeared in full in A
Chronicle of Human Rights in the U S S R, Khronika Press, 505 Eighth
Avenue, New York, NY 10018, quarterly (separate Russian and English edi-
tions), and (documents of Helsinki groups) in the volumes listed in endnote 2 of
this book. The Samizdat Bulletin, P.O. Box 6128, San Mateo, California 94403,
U S A, monthly, is also a useful source, as are, for Ukrainian Helsinki Group
documents, several booklets published in English by Smoloskyp Publishers, P.O.
Box 561, Ellicott City, Maryland 21043, U  S  A. In French the best source of
samizdat texts is Cahiers du Satnizdat, 105 dreve du Duc, 1170 Brussels, Bel-
gium, monthly; in German : Menschenrechte-Schicksale-Dokumente, Gesell-
schaft Mr Menschenrechte, Kaiserstr. 40, 6000 Frankfurt/ M, Germany, bi-
monthly; in Italian: Russia Christiana, via Martinengo 16, 20139 Milan, Italy,
bi-monthly; and in Dutch : Rusland Bulletin, Fijnje van Salverdastraat 4,
Amsterdam-W, Netherlands, bi-monthly

For many religious texts, see Religion in Communist Lands, Keston College,
Heathfield Road, Keston, Kent BR2 6BA, England, quarterly. For Jewish texts
see Jews in the U S S R, 31 Percy Street, London W1P 9FG, England, weekly.

For Lithuanian texts see translated issues of The Chronicle of the Lithuanian
Catholic Church (published as booklets), 351 Highland Boulevard, Brooklyn,
New York 11207, U S A; also translations of this and other Lithuanian samizdat
in  E L 7' A, 29 West 57th Street, New York, N Y 10019, U S A.
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